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CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.1

1 Release Notes
Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.
This Release Notes contains the following information about CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.1:

 New Features
CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.1 contains the following new features:
CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.1 contains the following new features:

Separate Installation, Configuration and Deployment
The product configuration is now an optional step of the installation process. This change lets you perform the
product installation, product configuration, and web server deployment tasks at different times, by different
individuals, and even on different computers.

Consider the following example:

1. A server or system administrator installs the product on one computer, but they cannot perform product
configuration as part of the process.

2. The system administrator then makes the product (or just the utility folder) available to a CA OM Web Viewer
administrator, and makes the WAR or EAR files available to the web server administrator.

3. The CA OM Web Viewer administrator then uses the configuration tools to set the base product settings
(assumes External Configuration is used, else the WAR/EAR file is also required).

4. The CA OM Web Viewer administrator makes the resulting configuration folder available to the web server
administrator.

5. The web server administrator sets up the CA OM Web Viewer HOME folder to contain the configuration folder,
sets the HOME environment variable, and deploys the WAR or EAR file to the web application server.

CA OM Web Viewer is now ready for the CA OM Web Viewer administrator to log in and define initial admin
settings. For details, see Installing.

External Configuration Settings
CA OM Web Viewer Version 12 stored configuration settings in either the WAR/EAR file or with the deployed
application. Two external configuration options have been introduced that allow for greater flexibility and ease of
use.

CA OM Web Viewer r12.1 introduces new configuration options:

• External, System Level Configuration
Configuration files are stored in a folder external to the WAR/EAR/deployed application, and are referenced
through an environment variable. You set the variable either in the operating system or the web application
server. With this method, you can reconfigure Web Viewer without the need to re-deploy the WAR/EAR file. With
this method, you can update and deploy/undeploy the WAR/EAR files without concern for maintaining the
configuration files.

• External, Application Level Configuration
Configuration files are stored in a folder external to the WAR/EAR/deployed application and are referenced
through a setting within the WAR/EAR/deployed application. This method allows multiple instances of OM Web
Viewer deployed to a single web application server. With this method, you can reconfigure Web Viewer without
the need to re-deploy the WAR/EAR file unless you also change the location of the configuration folder.

• Internal, Application Level Configuration
This configuration is legacy, with the configuration files stored in either the WAR/EAR file or with the deployed
application.

Using the External Configuration options (system or application level) eliminates the problem of deleting your
administration database accidentally through undeployment. This problem occurs if you use the Embedded
DerbyDB as your database. For details, see Installing.

External Security Exits
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CA OM Web Viewer r12.1 now includes support for external security exits. These exit points are in the application
where customer-coded Java programming interfaces are called. These exit points allow for full integration of CA
OM Web Viewer with your existing Single-Sign-On (SSO) or Security Federation systems. The product  includes
the sample Java source for an EXIT.

See Programming for information about the exits and how to create them.

See Installing for information about configuring the product to use the external security EXIT.

Modern Browser Support
CA OM Web Viewer supports the following modern browsers:

• Internet Explorer 8, 9, 10, and 11
CA OM Web Viewer is certified for the releases 8, 9, 10, and 11 of Internet Explorer.

• Firefox v30
This version of CA OM Web Viewer introduces Firefox support.

Note:

The appearance of CA OM Web Viewer may vary slightly depending on the browser software and version. For
example, you may notice that word wrapping on the screen occurs more frequently in IE11 than it did in IE9.

TLS Support for Communication with CAICCI
You can optionally configure CA OM Web Viewer to use a secured protocol, for example, TLS 1.2,  to encrypt
communication with the CAICCI server.

Warning:

This feature is supplied with PTF RO96828. The secure network protocol can be either SSLv3 or TLSv1,
TLS 1.1 or TLS 1.2. However, SSLv3 is provided for legacy support only and is no longer considered
secure. TLS 1.2 is recommended. Additionally, on the CCI server side, apply PTF RO94761.

For details, see Installing.

 Enhancements to Existing Features
CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.1 contains the following enhancements to existing
features:
CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.1 contains the following enhancements to existing features:

Customize Tab Layout in Main Form
New administrative settings for roles, Tab Selection, were added to CA OM Web Viewer 12.1. On the CA OM Web
Viewer main page the primary tabs are determined by role. You may want to customize the default tab layout to
meet the needs of your site.

With this enhancement, a CA OM Web Viewer administrator can use Tab Selection to choose which tabs to display.
An administrator can also change the left-to-right display order of the tabs, where the first tab is selected upon web
login. The available tabs are determined by role type and some tabs are required. An administrator can remove
tabs, but cannot add tabs that are not applicable.

To implement support for Tab Selection settings, apply PTF RO93930.

Support for Large Page Reports
CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 now has improved support for text reports with very large pages. Large page reports (for
example, a one-page SYSOUT with one million lines) lead to poor response time for the user and potential out-of-
memory issues for the web server.

A new administrative setting, Artificial Page mode, has been added to address very large pages. As a CA OM Web
Viewer administrator, you can enable Artificial Page mode by setting a page size. An end user sees a dynamically
paginated report when browsing. For more information on Artificial Page mode, see Browse Mainframe Text
Reports.

To implement support for large page reports, apply PTF RO85901.

https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=RO96828&os=LUW&fc=4&actionID=3
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=RO94761&os=z%2FOS
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=RO93930&os=LUW&fc=4&actionID=3
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=RO85901&os=LUW&fc=3&actionID=3
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Note:

Web Viewer also has a setting to truncate large pages. Truncating pages prevents users from viewing the entire
report.

Passphrase Support
CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 now supports login to Webviewer and CA View repositories using a mainframe
passphrase. A passphrase is a password between 9 and 100 characters in length. Using password phrases
increases system security by providing a greater number of possible character combinations compared to using a
standard password.

To implement support for passphrases, apply PTF RO91553.

Additional Requirements:

• CA DRAS 12.2 INC03 and PTF RO91468 (or higher)
• CA View 12.2 INC03 (or higher)

Simplified Packaging
CA OM Web Viewer 12.10 introduced support for up to nine operating systems. This previous release was
delivered as nine different installation packages, one per operating system. CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 simplifies the
installation to one package with two installation sets, one for Windows (64-bit), and one set for all other supported
operating systems.

Simplified Installation
The installation is simplified in the following areas:

• Install Type
CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 now includes a simpler installer that supports two installation types: Minimal and Full.
The Minimal option installs either a WAR or EAR file for deployment to the web server of your choice (Apache
Tomcat or IBM WebSphere). The Full option installs Apache Tomcat 7 with CA OM Web Viewer pre-deployed.
Windows installations have the option to install Tomcat as a Window Service.

• Configuration
You can defer product configuration to occur after the installation completes. See the Installation Guide for
further details.

• Java JRE removed from Installer
The CA OM Web Viewer installation no longer installs the Java JRE. Installing JRE is now a prerequisite of the
product installation. This change allows you full control over the level of Java that you use, as long as it meets
the CA OM Web Viewer minimum requirements. See the Installation Guide for further details.

• Apache Tomcat
The full install type includes the latest version of Apache Tomcat 7.

Report Printing
CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 now offers two methods for printing text reports. CA OM Web Viewer retains the browser
add-on for printing (ActiveX or Plug-in) while adding browser print support.

The web browser print option was added to address restrictions placed on browser add-ons. Web browsers or
computer settings often prevent installation of the add-ons.

The CA OM Web Viewer administrator sets up the printing method.

Report Emailing
CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 has enhanced the choice of email method. Release 12.0 offered two mutually exclusive
methods: browser add-on (uses client email application) and web-based (uses server-based SMTP mail server).
CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 now allows for both methods to be enabled by the Web Viewer administrator. The method
can be optionally restricted at the role level. If both methods are enabled the user can then choose their preferred
method.

Allowing both methods addresses potential restrictions that are placed on browser add-on installation.

Enhanced Security
To access reports or repositories, users must provide mainframe login credentials. If these credentials become
invalid at runtime, CA OM Web Viewer prompts the user for new credentials to attempt another connection. Users
can be prompted to supply mainframe credentials when they attempt to perform the following actions:

https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=RO91553&os=LUW&fc=4&actionID=3
https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=RO91468&os=z%2FOS
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• Select a favorite for a report action.
• View a report.
• Access a repository.

For mainframe security reasons, your account can be suspended after a specified number of unsuccessful
connection attempts with invalid credentials. The number is specified by your security administrator.

Documentation Enhancements
The following documentation enhancements were added to CA OM Webviewer 12.1.

Installation

See Installing for scenario-based documentation for the various installation, configuration, and deployment options:

• Install, configure, and deploy on one computer
• Install and configure on one computer, and deploy on multiple computers
• Install on one computer, and configure and deploy on multiple computers
• Install, configure, and deploy multiple instances on one computer
• Install, configure, and deploy multiple instances on multiple computers.

This section also contains information about how to configure the product using external security exits.

Upgrade Considerations

Upgrading from CA OM Web Viewer Version 12.0 to Release 12.1 is a simple process.

The admin database schema has not changed. CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 can use the existing database with no
impact on other 12.0 product instances that may share it.

You only have to migrate the configuration settings, although you can choose to simply configure CA OM Web
Viewer 12.1 using the same values.

For more information about upgrading from a prior release, see Installing.

Back Up and Restore Configuration Settings

CA OM Web Viewer 12.0 backed up configuration settings automatically each time you used the Configuration Tool
to make changes. However, these files were hidden within the WAR/EAR file or with the deployed application. CA
OM Web Viewer 12.1 now provides procedures for backing up and restoring configuration settings, and also the
expanded configuration options from the external configuration files.

For more information about how to back up and restore your configuration settings, see Installing.

Programmer Guide

CA OM Web Viewer 12.1 adds the Programming section. This section describes how to use external security exits
that integrates CA OM Web Viewer with your existing Single-Sign-On (SSO) or Security Federation systems.

Supportability Matrix

System requirements are moved from Installing to the new CA OM Web Viewer Supportability Matrix. The support
matrix includes requirements for the following categories and more:

• Operating systems
• Browsers
• Databases
• CA Technologies, including CA View, CA DRAS, and CA CCI

 Portfolio Simplification for CA Output Management Web
Viewer
includes the following features and capabilities.
CA Output Management Web Viewer includes the following features and capabilities.

https://support.broadcom.com/phpdocs/7/1254/1254_r115_r12_r121_Supportability_Matrix.pdf
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Output Management Web Viewer for AIX Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on
the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from an
IBM® AIX® server.

Output Management Web Viewer for Windows Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on
the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from a
Microsoft® Windows® environment.

Output Management Web Viewer for HP/UX Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on
the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from an
HP/UX server.

Output Management Web Viewer for HP-UX IA64 Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on
the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from an
HP-UX IA64 server.

Output Management Web Viewer for USS Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on

the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from a

USS environment.

Output Management Web Viewer for Sun Solaris Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on

the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from a
SUN Solaris server.

Output Management Web Viewer for Linux zSeries Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on

the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from a
Linux® zSeries environment.

Output Management Web Viewer for Linux PC Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on
the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from a
Linux PC environment.

Output Management Web Viewer for Mac OS Provides the capability to view documents that are
managed on
the Mainframe, by a CA Output Management product,
from a
MAC OS environment.

Next Steps
To use these options, go to your usual download facility (for example, Broadcom Support Online) and download the
additional component features from the drop-down list. If one of the downloads requires an LMP key, follow your
usual process to acquire the key.
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 Fixed Issues
All published fixes are available at Published Solutions on http://ca.com/support. Each CA OM
Web Viewer fix includes the file patch_notes.txt that lists all resolved problems.
All published fixes are available at Broadcom Support. Each CA OM Web Viewer fix includes the file
patch_notes.txt file that lists all resolved problems.

================================================================================
Overview
================================================================================

Last Updated: 02-MAR-2017

This document contains patch notes for CA Out Management Web Viewer 12.1.

It lists updates by build number with most recent builds first.  Each build
entry includes the problems addressed at that build.

ALL WEB VIEWER MAINTENANCE IS CUMULATIVE with the following exceptions:

1. Apache Tomcat web server (for install type full) is updated separately.
   RO91790 UPDATE APACHE TOMCAT TO 8.5.4
   RO90258 UPDATE APACHE TOMCAT TO 7.0.69
2. Alternate DDL for database table creation (new installs).
   RO71688 DB2 DDL DOES NOT WORK WITH EXPLICIT TABLESPACES
3. Documentation updates (Product Documentation Change) to correct mistakes
   or provide instructions to address specific problem scenarios:
   RI84686 DISABLING INSECURE HTTP METHODS
   RI84645 SSL MITIGATES USER INPUT VULNERABILITIES
   RI80893 DOC-EXTERNAL SECURITY MODULES MIGHT NOT LOAD
   RI77468 DOC-PORTIONS OF WEB VIEWER 12.1 INSTALL NOT LOCALIZED
   RI76840 MANUAL SQL PROCEDURE TO REASSIGN ROLE SUBSCRIPTIONS
   RI76354 INTERNAL CONFIGURATION SETUP CAN AFFECT STARTUP
4. Special, one-time actions.
   RO74120 NEED CONVERSION FROM INTERNAL DATABASE TO DB2

=== Published Builds ===

PTF         Build                       Title
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RO94766     Version 12.1.6 Build 165    CUMULATIVE BUILD 165 FOR V12.1
RO93930     Version 12.1.6 Build 164    OPTIMAL USABILTY OF TABS IN MAIN FORM
RO93898     Version 12.1.6 Build 163    CUMULATIVE BUILD 163 FOR V12.1
RO93343     Version 12.1.6 Build 162    CUMULATIVE BUILD 162 FOR V12.1
RO92889     Version 12.1.6 Build 160    CUMULATIVE BUILD 160 FOR V12.1
RO91553     Version 12.1.6 Build 159    MISSING SUPPORT FOR MAINFRAME PASSPHRASES
RO91467     Version 12.1.6 Build 158    CUMULATIVE BUILD 158 FOR V12.1
RO91160     Version 12.1.6 Build 157    CUMULATIVE BUILD 157 FOR V12.1
RO90896     Version 12.1.6 Build 156    CUMULATIVE BUILD 156 FOR V12.1
RO90889     Version 12.1.6 Build 155    CUMULATIVE BUILD 155 FOR V12.1

https://support.broadcom.com/mainframe-software
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RO90274     Version 12.1.6 Build 154    CUMULATIVE BUILD 154 FOR V12.1
RO89573     Version 12.1.6 Build 146    CUMULATIVE BUILD 146 FOR V12.1
RO89207     Version 12.1.6 Build 143    CUMULATIVE BUILD 143 FOR V12.1
RO87675     Version 12.1.6 Build 137    CUMULATIVE BUILD 137 FOR V12.1
RO87295     Version 12.1.6 Build 136    CUMULATIVE BUILD 136 FOR V12.1
RO86817     Version 12.1.6 Build 133    CUMULATIVE BUILD 133 FOR V12.1
RO85901     Version 12.1.6 Build 130    EXCESSIVE MEMORY CONSUMPTION WHEN MANY
 LINES ON SINGLE PAGE
RO85276     Version 12.1.5 Build 127    POTENTIAL CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING VULNERABILITY
RO85218     Version 12.1.5 Build 126    HTTP 500 ON WEBSPHERE 7 AT BUILD 12.1.5.105
RO84945     Version 12.1.5 Build 125    CUMULATIVE BUILD 125 FOR V12.1
RO83766     Version 12.1.5 Build 115    CUMULATIVE BUILD 115 FOR V12.1
RO83132     Version 12.1.5 Build 113    CUMULATIVE BUILD 113 FOR V12.1
RO82873     Version 12.1.5 Build 110    POSSIBLE EMBEDDED SPACE IN BROWSER FAVORITE
 URL LINK
RO82155     Version 12.1.5 Build 107    CUMULATIVE BUILD 107 FOR V12.1
RO81888     Version 12.1.5 Build 105    CUMULATIVE BUILD 105 FOR V12.1
RO80759     Version 12.1.5 Build 97     UNABLE TO COMMUNICATE TO LDAP ON A SECURED
 PORT
RO80391     Version 12.1.5 Build 96     CARRIAGE CTRL CHAR X'01' DELETES PREVIOUS LN IF
 LN IS BLANK
RO80281     Version 12.1.5 Build 95     SINGLE REPOSITORY CREDENTIAL ERROR BLANK
 SCREEN AREAS
RO79998     Version 12.1.5 Build 94     CUMULATIVE BUILD 94 FOR V12.1
RO79699     Version 12.1.5 Build 92     DRAS DISCOVERY RETURNS BLANK LIST WHEN OVER
 100 TASKS
RO78931     Version 12.1.5 Build 90     CERTIFICATES FOR ACTIVEX PRINTING AND EMAIL
 EXPIRE 2/28/15
RO78064     Version 12.1.5 Build 85     DRAS UNAVAILABLE ERROR WITH SSL BUILD 78 FOR
 SOCKET CLOSURE
RO77856     Version 12.1.5 Build 84     CUMULATIVE BUILD 84 FOR V12.1
RO77638     Version 12.1.5 Build 83     CUMULATIVE BUILD 83 FOR V12.1
RO75932     Version 12.1.5 Build 78     CCI/SSL CONNECTIVITY
RO73692     Version 12.1.5 Build 65     CUMULATIVE BUILD 65 FOR V12.1 GA RELEASE
*S1409*     Version 12.1.5 Build 65     CA Output Management Web Viewer v12.1 S1409 - Product
 Package
RO72810     Version 12.1.4 Build 55     FIREFOX SUPPORT AND FIX ROLLUP FOR V12.1 (BUILD
 55)
RO72397     Version 12.1.3 Build 50     CUMULATIVE BUILD 50 FOR V12.1
*INC00*     Version 12.1.3 Build 44     CA Output Management Web Viewer r12.1 INC00 - Product
 Package

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 165
================================================================================

APAR:       RO94766
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 165 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    02MAR2017
CONFIRMED:  02MAR2017
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CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 179
----------------------------
MISSING SUPPORT FOR ARABIC CODE PAGE 420

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Users are unable to correctly access Arabic text reports stored in a
mainframe repository when using CA OM Web Viewer and the report is
encoded using code page 420 "Arabic EBCDIC".

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Web Viewer and DRAS do not have support for EBCDIC code page 420.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 182
----------------------------
THAI COMPOSED CHARACTERS DO NOT PROPERLY ALIGN

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Browsing Thai reports (mainframe code page 838) that include non-spacing
marks may cause data alignment issues. The web browser (viewing application)
will compose the data meaning two characters will be displayed as one - the
non-spacing mark will be combined (composed) with the character that precedes
it. These compose characters will affect the alignment of columns in tabular
(mainframe text) reports that depend on white-space for alignment.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Web browsers do not support column alignment for composed characters.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 183
----------------------------
RECALLED REPORT NOT AVAILABLE FROM REPORT LIST

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
After report recall is attempted, the user returns to the report list, and
retries the report browse. However, although the tape has already been
recalled by automation the report browse fails.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
No recheck of the offline status is done at each browse attempt.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Refresh the report list, by clicking go, again.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 164
================================================================================
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APAR:       RO93930
TITLE:      OPTIMAL USABILTY OF TABS IN MAIN FORM
CREATED:    12JAN2017
CONFIRMED:  12JAN2017

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 173
----------------------------
OPTIMAL USABILTY OF TABS IN MAIN FORM

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Several tabs on the main form of the Web Viewer are not being
used and is causing the product to be used inefficiently.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 163
================================================================================

APAR:       RO93898
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 163 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    11JAN2017
CONFIRMED:  11JAN2017

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 175
----------------------------
USER CAN ACCESS LDAP ROLE WITH MAINFRAME CREDENTIALS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
If a user has only LDAP roles, but does not have valid LDAP credentials, the
user can still log into an LDAP role with valid mainframe credentials.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Users were only added to the default user role, if the had no existing roles
If the user had an LDAP role, the user would be authenticated into CA OM Web
Viewer, but not added to default user role.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Assure no user have only LDAP roles, and valid mainframe credentials.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 178
----------------------------
MISSING EXPORT LINES WHEN DELETING LINES FROM BOTTOM

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
In some instances, when a text report is Exported (for Excel), and a
rule states to exclude some lines from the bottom of each page, the
resulting spreadsheet does not contain all the correct lines.
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PROBLEM CAUSE:
A counter was calculated incorrectly.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 162
================================================================================

APAR:       RO93343
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 162 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    30NOV2016
CONFIRMED:  30NOV2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 168
----------------------------
BROWSE FAILS TO RECOVER AFTER TIMEOUT DURING PREVIOUS BROWSE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The browse does not recover from a timeout after returning to the report
list. The user sees a timeout message each time the user re-browses the
report from the report list.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
A timeout was not being handled properly.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Browse a different report, and then re-browse the report.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 169
----------------------------
INCORRECT/EXCESSIVE MESSAGING FOR TIMEOUT IN REPORT ACTION

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
During a report action, such as a print, email, save or export, a timeout
can cause excessive and misleading log messages.  An unnecessary exception
is shown in the log.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Timeouts are treated as normal exceptions.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 174
----------------------------
CROSS REPORT INDEXES - REPORT SECTION SAVE FAILS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
If a user, working on the Firefox Web Browser, saves a report section for a
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cross report index selection, the save will fail to start.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
The busy dialog failure causes the report section to fail to download.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Use the IE browser or find the same index/index select from the logical
views panel for the report.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 176
----------------------------
ENTER KEY INACTIVE ON LOGICAL VIEWS PANEL

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The enter key does not default to the Get Values button on the logical
view panel.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
The enter key was not being tracked on that panel.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Click Get Values button.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 160
================================================================================

APAR:       RO92889
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 160 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    01NOV2016
CONFIRMED:  01NOV2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 163
----------------------------
MULTIPLE EMAIL/PRINT CAN FAIL IF USR UPDATES RPT LIST PANEL

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
If multiple reports are being emailed or printed, certain actions on the
report list panel will cancel the report action.  For example, clicking the
Select results to display on page dropdown or switching repositories will
cause problem.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
The new action conflicts with the ongoing report action.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Select all reports needed, clicking the Select results to display on page
dropdown as needed, before clicking print or email.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 165
----------------------------
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PRINT/EMAIL ACTIVEX CERTIFICATE EXPIRE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The certificate for the print/email activeX controls has expired.
New users, who have not downloaded this control, may not be able to use
these functions.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Expiration of certificate.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 167
----------------------------
DRAS REQUESTS CAN OVERLAP IN AN NON-THREAD-SAFE MANNER

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
DRAS data requests to the mainframe repository can overlap in a
non-thread-safe manner, possibly leading to results that can adversely
affect the DRAS task.  These problems include 'Object Busy' and 'logic error'
return codes in DRAS which can lead to instability.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
The DRAS requests for data were not synchronized, so the same user could make
multiple requests to the mainframe repositories at once.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 170
----------------------------
PAGE RANGE NOT HONORED WHEN LOADING EXPORT RULE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
An Export rule is saved correctly when the user specifies a page
range. However, when the rule is loaded, the entire report is
exported and the Export Wizard does not have the "Page Range"
radio button enabled.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Values not set correctly.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 171
----------------------------
TRAILING NEGATIVE SIGN NOT HONORED IN US LOCALE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
In some locales, for example en-US, a negative value is denoted by a
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preceding minus sign. Other locales (like en-GB, or some accountants)
use a trailing minus to denote a negative value. When Exporting
columns designated as a Number, values with a trailing minus sign are
not honored as a negative value.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Java parses numbers differently dependent upon the locale.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 159
================================================================================

APAR:       RO91553
TITLE:      MISSING SUPPORT FOR MAINFRAME PASSPHRASES
CREATED:    15AUG2016
CONFIRMED:  15AUG2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 162
----------------------------
MISSING SUPPORT FOR MAINFRAME PASSPHRASES

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Users employing a passphrase (9 to 100 characters in length) are unable
to log into Web Viewer (using mainframe security) and CA View repositories.

CA View 12.2 introduced passphrase support at increment 3 (INC03) but
Web Viewer users cannot exploit this feature.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Missing support for this feature.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Passphrase support is available starting with CA View 12.2 INC03 with
DRAS 12.2 INC03 plus RO91468.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 164
----------------------------
USER INITIATED PASSWORD CHANGE WILL FAIL

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
If a user attempts a password change during a fresh login (admin must have
allowed user to change password), it will fail with message "Error: Invalid
new password."

Reviewing the DRAS task or Web Viewer wvtrace.log file will show the actual
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mainframe security package error message stating something along the lines
of new password has invalid characters or invalid syntax.

Note: If password change attempted again (from form with error message)
using the same values, it will succeed.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Web Viewer encrypts the password and new password to the session. The new
password is encrypted before the key is available. When decrypted later
(for mainframe security call), the new password will decrypt as garbage
data which the mainframe security package will very likely reject.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Option 1: Do not allow password change (admin setting) unless expired
password.
Option 2: Wait for password expired message before attempting password
change.
Option 3: After error message (same session), repeat password change
attempt.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 158
================================================================================

APAR:       RO91467
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 158 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    25JUL2016
CONFIRMED:  10AUG2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 157
----------------------------
SQL ERROR IN LOG - SYNTAX ERROR: ENCOUNTERED "-" AT ...

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The following error message is displayed in the log:

----- SQLException -----
SQL State:  42X01
Error Code: 20000
Message:    Syntax error: Encountered "-" at line 1, column ##.
Reference:  ...
Stack:      ...

The column, reference and stack may vary.  The error also may reduce
performance and increase server memory usage.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
CA OM Web Viewer attempts to create a table name, that includes an illegal
character.

CIRCUMVENTION:
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None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 157
================================================================================

APAR:       RO91160
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 157 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    21JUL2016
CONFIRMED:  21JUL2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 159
----------------------------
VULNERABILITY IN THE CRYPTOGRAPHY THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
There is a potential vulnerability in the in the Cryptography
software used in Web Viewer.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
See CVE-2016-0887 for complete details. CVE is an acronym for Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 160
----------------------------
CERTAIN INDEXED RPT FAVORITES FAIL TO DISPLAY

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Web Viewer Favorites for indexed reports may fail to display for certain
reports. Symptoms include incorrect total pages listed (navigation controls)
and no report data displayed. This impacts large (many page) text reports
where the selected index has few pages (as a percentage of total pages).
This problem occurs after RO85901 (12.1.6.130) is applied and artificial
page breaks are enabled.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Artificial page breaks (large page support) are not supported for indexed
reports. However, it is incorrectly used when these reports are accessed via
the Favorites and Subscription tabs. This impacts large (many pages) reports
where there are few pages per index value.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Disable (set to "No") the artificial page breaks on large text reports
feature via the Administration panel. However, this is not recommended if
large page reports are used.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 156
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================================================================================

APAR:       RO90896
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 156 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    06JUL2016
CONFIRMED:  06JUL2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 158
----------------------------
WEB VIEWER HANGS ON WEBSPHERE - LONG REMOTE CONN TIMEOUT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
No users are able to login to CA OM Web Viewer for approximately as long
as the remote connection timeout value. This issue can occur when
CA OM Web Viewer has a higher value set for the Remote connection timeout.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
A thread can hang during user logout and cause all other dispatch threads to
hang.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Reduce the long wait time out to 30 seconds.
Administration -> Preferences -> General Preferences -> Timeout ->
Remote connection timeout

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 155
================================================================================

APAR:       RO90889
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 155 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    06JUL2016
CONFIRMED:  06JUL2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 156
----------------------------
DRAS SERVER NOT AVAIL SECUR CHECK - RECEIVE/CONVERSE TIMEOUT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When attempting to login, the user receives the message:
CA DRAS Server is not available for the security check function. Contact your
System Administrator.

A number of errors can cause this message.  However, in this case the DRAS
logs will include the message:
Unable to Locate DRAS -  through  - Primary RC
 - 8 - Secondary RC - 34 - RECEIVE/CONVERSE has timed out

PROBLEM CAUSE:
DRAS Client is failing to remove invalid CCI connections.
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CIRCUMVENTION:
Attempt to login again. If the user isn't able login, you may have to restart
Web Viewer.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 154
================================================================================

APAR:       RO90274
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 154 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    31MAY2016
CONFIRMED:  31MAY2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 142
----------------------------
CCI CONNECTION TO DRAS UNABLE TO RECONNECT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When attempting to login through mainframe security, the user gets the
message, "CA DRAS Server is not available for the security check function.
Contact your System Administrator."  Alternatively, if you are using LDAP
the users will get the message, "Error: Invalid repository connection," when
the user attempts to open a repository.

A CCI Connection Error can cause either of these messages to be displayed.
The error message will continue to be displayed even after restarting the
DRAS server.

Normally, the user should only see the "CA DRAS Server is not available"
message, if your primary DRAS login server is down.  The other message should
only be displayed if the repository the user is attempting to connect most
likely has one of the following problems:

1) A configuration error
2) The CCI server is hung or down
3) The DRAS server is hung or down

CIRCUMVENTION:
Restart your Web Application server; most likely Apache Tomcat or IBM
WebSphere.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 147
----------------------------
DERBY RUNTIME CACHE DATABASE STARTUP AND SHUTDOWN EXCEPTIONS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
There is an exception when the Derby runtime database is shutdown or
started.  The message, "Failed to start database 'database/RunTimeCacheDB'
with class loader" may appear in the log.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
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A JDBC connection blocked the shutdown.

CIRCUMVENTION:
No action is needed, it is only a log message.  However, regularly restarting
the Web Viewer application is probably advisable.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 149
----------------------------
LINE NUMBERS NOT DISPLAYED IN STACKTRACES

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When an exception is listed in the Tomcat or WebSphere logs, there is no line
numbers in the stacktrace.  The stacktraces listed in Web Viewer's log are
also missing the line numbers.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
The debug level in the compiled jars is too low.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 150
----------------------------
NULLPOINTER EXCEPTIONS ON EXPORT LOAD RULE WITH ORACLE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When Export Rules are used with the Oracle database, NullPointer exceptions
can occur when a Load Rule is attempted.  This occurs when the table column
is a String value with no entry, returning the empty strings as Null Values.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Oracle DB handling of String defined columns.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 151
----------------------------
PRINT MAY FAIL WITH MULTIPLE SESSIONS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a user has several instances of Internet Explorer (IE) opened at the
same time, and one instance is used for Web Viewer, printing of a text report
may fail. The failure may result as a blank window, or the wrong report being
printed.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
The incorrect session ID is returned from IE

CIRCUMVENTION:
Close all active IE sessions, and start a new instance of IE
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CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 152
----------------------------
INDEXED REPORT FAVORITES PROBLEMS ON 2ND TRY

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
If multiple latest copy favorites are created for reports with an index
applied, problems may occur when using these favorites. The first favorite
selected will work fine. However, the second and subsequent favorites
selected will have problems to include: index not applied/all pages
displayed, wrong pages displayed, or wrong report display (the first
report).

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Web Viewer executes the index name query using stale criteria (from the
first selected favorite).

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 154
----------------------------
CCI SOCKET CONNECTION PROBLEM MAKES DRAS UNAVAILABLE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a remote TCP/IP socket connection is stopped or dropped, the process
to re-establish the connection in the background can fail in recent Web
Viewer Builds.  The result is the error "DRAS is unavailable for the security
check function" for the initial login attempt. Subsequent attempts will
succeed.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Changes in code for an unrelated issue.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 146
================================================================================

APAR:       RO89573
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 146 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    19APR2016
CONFIRMED:  19APR2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 142
----------------------------
CCI CONNECTION TO DRAS UNABLE TO RECONNECT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When attempting to login through mainframe security, the user gets the
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message, "CA DRAS Server is not available for the security check function.
Contact your System Administrator."  Alternatively, if you are using LDAP
the users will get the message, "Error: Invalid repository connection," when
the user attempts to open a repository.

A CCI Connection Error can cause either of these messages to be displayed.
The error message will continue to be displayed even after restarting the
DRAS server.

Normally, the user should only see the "CA DRAS Server is not available"
message, if your primary DRAS login server is down.  The other message should
only be displayed if the repository the user is attempting to connect most
likely has one of the following problems:

1) A configuration error
2) The CCI server is hung or down
3) The DRAS server is hung or down

CIRCUMVENTION:
Restart your Web Application server; most likely Apache Tomcat or IBM
WebSphere.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 145
----------------------------
LOGIN FAIL: SECURITY CHECK FUNCTION: NO CCI SERVER HOSTNAME

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Users are not able to login into Web Viewer.  Users get the message:
CA DRAS Server is not available for the security check function. Contact your
System Administrator.

In the ccitrace.log file, the user receives:
erm.cciclient.cci.CCIClient.error: BuildOid - No CCI Server hostname or IP@
provided

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Invalid CCI Object not being released correctly.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 143
================================================================================

APAR:       RO89207
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 143 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    30MAR2016
CONFIRMED:  30MAR2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 141
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----------------------------
UNABLE TO HIDE CONFIGURATION MENU ITEMS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
There currently exists no method to properly hide from some users
"Configuration" items (like storing of mainframe credentials for different
repositories. This ability to hide some items is considered essential for
some production sites.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 143
----------------------------
CA OM WEB VIEWER APPLICATION HANG - LOGIN PAGE NOT SHOWN

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The CA OM Web Viewer application hangs on IBM WebSphere application server.
The login page will not display, after hitting refresh in the browser.

In the Servant Log or SystemOut.log, you will see messages similar to:
Thread "WebSphere WLM Dispatch Thread t=117b3d12" (00000077) has been
active for 673123 milliseconds and may be hung.  There is/are 1 thread(s) in
total in the server that may be hung.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
All IBM WebSphere WLM Dispatch Threads are hung.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Restart IBM WebSphere application server, when issue occurs.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 144
----------------------------
USER LOGOFF - HTTP 500 - CONCURRENTMODIFICATIONEXCEPTION

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When users attempt to logout, they may receive a HTTP 500 error when using
CA OM Web Viewer on IBM Web Sphere.

The Servant Log, system error, or system out the following message will be
displayed:

ExtendedMessage: #{loginBean.logOut}: javax.faces.el.EvaluationException: jav
esException: #{loginBean.logOut}: javax.faces.el.EvaluationException: java.ut
il.ConcurrentModificationException
...
Ultimately, caused by a java.util.ConcurrentModificationException exception.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
Synchronization error in logout logic.

CIRCUMVENTION:
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No action needed, user should still be able to use product.  However, app can
hang also so it is recommended you upgrade (see problem WBVLUW 143).

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 146
----------------------------
SLOW BINARY DOWNLOADS FOR BROWSING

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When browsing any binary report (like an AFP or PDF
document, or an associated report), the time required for the
browser to render the report, starting from the user's request,
is somewhat excessive.

PROBLEM CAUSE:
The data was written to an array rather than
directly to the Browser.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 137
================================================================================

APAR:       RO87675
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 137 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    14JAN2016
CONFIRMED:  14JAN2016

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 138
----------------------------
CANNOT CONNECT TO ORACLE 12 DATABASE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Web Viewer cannot connect to an Oracle 12c or 12g database.

When using the configuration tool, the database connection test fails. The
ConfigTool.log shows an exception with message:

Loaded: ojdbc14.jar
java.sql.SQLException: ORA-28040: No matching authentication protocol

When accessing Web Viewer, the web login page reports error "Database
connection can not be established. Contact your System Administrator.".
The wvtrace.log shows an exception with the same message:

Internal Exception: java.sql.SQLException: ORA-28040: No matching
authentication protocol

CIRCUMVENTION:
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The problem is caused by an older Oracle JDBC JAR file delivered with
Web Viewer.  Deleting this JAR file (in two places) resolves the problem.

For the Configuration Tool:

1. Locate the configuration tool folder. This is /util
2. Under util, open the jdbc folder.
3. Delete file ojdbc14.jar

For Web Viewer (web interface):

1. Locate the deployed files for the CAOMWebViewer12 application under your
   web server.
   For Apache Tomcat, /webapps/CAOMWebViewer12
   For IBM WebSphere, /InstalledApps/...
   /CAOMWebViewer12_ear.ear/CAOMWebViewer12.war
2. Under the folder, open the WEB-INF/lib folder.
3. Delete file ojdbc14.jar

Please note that after maintenance is applied and/or you re-deploy the
WAR/EAR file, you must perform the circumvention again as the maintenance
will restore the deleted file.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 139
----------------------------
EXCESSIVE NUMBER OF RAWSTOREDAEMON THREADS OUTOFMEMORYERROR

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A server running CA OM Web Viewer can throw an OutOfMemoryError, with the
message "Failed to create a thread."  An admin may also notice the
application is using an abnormally high number of rawStoreDaemon threads.

CIRCUMVENTION:
On USS, change MAXTHREADTASKS setting in SYS1.BPXPRMxx to a higher value.
Recycling the server will temporarily solve the problem, because the server
will release all the rawStoreDaemon threads.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 140
----------------------------
DISPLAY PROBLEM AT BUILD 133

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
At build 12.1.6.133 or higher, most characters beyond the basic Latin 1
character set will not be displayed properly. This impacts both report data
as well as user interface elements and is most obvious for non-English
languages.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
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Version 12.1.6 Build 136
================================================================================

APAR:       RO87295
TITLE:      CUMULATIVE BUILD 136 FOR V12.1
CREATED:    21DEC2015
CONFIRMED:  21DEC2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 137
----------------------------
INCONSISTENT SUCCESSFUL BROWSING OF AFP REPORTS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When viewing an AFP report, the users do not get consistent
results. Sometimes the report is rendered correctly, while at
other times, the report does not appear at all. If the user
chooses to transform the report to PDF, the same inconsistency
results.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 133
================================================================================

APAR: RO86817
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 133 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 30NOV2015
CONFIRMED: 30NOV2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 131
----------------------------
IMPROPER TIMEOUT WHEN BROWSING IN NEW WINDOW

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a text report is Browsed in a new window, the user would
not expect to be forced off due to a timeout. However, even if
the user performs actions, like Export or Save, the session is
timed out, and the user must log back in.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 132
----------------------------
INCONSISTENT RESPONSE FOR REPOSITORY DATA REFRESH

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When there are more than one WebViewer instances sharing the same database,
Administrative database updates for Repository information changes made on
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one server are not consistently reflected on the other server.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 134
----------------------------
INCORRECT ERROR HANDLING FOR CA VIEW JOB MODE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
OM Web Viewer 12.1 does not support JOB mode introduced in CA View
12.2.INC05.

If an end user is set for mode JOB but has access to other modes, the
user will automatically be switched to the first allowable access mode.
But if the user has only JOB mode access and valid credentials are used,
Web Viewer will incorrectly issue message "Existing credentials are not
valid, please enter new credentials for access" and re-prompt for
required credentials BUT repository login is not possible.

Note: The CA DRAS task DRASLOG file will show message "CAHADOP08 Userid
denied. JOB mode access only. Contact your CA View Administrator."

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 135
----------------------------
DRAS HANGS DUE TO TIMEOUT AFTER IMPROPER LOGOFF

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
CA DRAS can hang and become unavailable to all Web Viewer users working with
CA Dispatch from the following chain of events:

1) While working in Web Viewer a user stops their session abnormally by
killing their browser tab/session or going directly to another URL without
logging out of Web Viewer.

2) Before the user inactivity timeout defined by the Administrator is
passed, the user logs back into Dispatch with Web Viewer.  When this occurs
the Dispatch Task logs the user out and back in again automatically because
the same user cannot be logged in more than once in Dispatch.

3) As the user continues to work with their new session, the Inactivity
timeout from the original session passes.  That prompts Web Viewer to
automatically log the user out of Dispatch and DRAS on the mainframe side,
but not from Web Viewer.  At this point the user does not have a logged in
connection to Dispatch.

4) Further actions by the Web Viewer user cause the Dispatch error message:
CADS0198E: User Connection to CA Dispatch has been lost.
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The DRAS task becomes unavailable to all users at this point.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 136
----------------------------
UNNECESSARY CALCULATIONS IN CCI CLIENT DEGRADE PERFORMANCE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The performance of the CCI client is degraded by making
certain unnecessary calculations. This was done to prepare
for tracing (logging) to ascertain certain values of
transmitted or received network data. If CCI/SSL is used, this problem
does not occur.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.6 Build 130
================================================================================

APAR: RO85901
TITLE: EXCESSIVE MEMORY CONSUMPTION WHEN MANY LINES ON SINGLE PAGE
CREATED: 28OCT2015
CONFIRMED: 28OCT2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Text reports are read into memory on a page basis, then sent
to the Browser for rendering. When the number of lines on one
page become excessive, memory problems may occur which can
result in exceptions or the application may seem unresponsive.

CIRCUMVENTION:
To resolve memory problems, administer the global limit on browsing
a maximum number of lines on a single page.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:
Large Page Support is disabled by default.

To enable, after installing the fix log into Web Viewer as a System
Administrator. Select Administration > Preferences > Display Preferences.
Under section Browse for (new) setting "Use artificial page breaks on large
text reports", select Yes and enter a lines per page value (recommend 60).
Refer to the latest product documentation on the CA Wiki for further
information.

See "Artificial Page Mode" under topics:
https://wiki.ca.com/display/OMERM10/New+Features
https://wiki.ca.com/display/OMERM10/Managing+Display+Preferences
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https://wiki.ca.com/display/OMERM10/Browse+Mainframe+Text+Reports

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 127
================================================================================

APAR: RO85276
TITLE: POTENTIAL CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING VULNERABILITY
CREATED: 05OCT2015
CONFIRMED: 05OCT2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A potential vulnerability exists where a malicious user can
insert code in the HTTP response which can be executed on the
browser of a client.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 126
================================================================================

APAR: RO85218
TITLE: HTTP 500 ON WEBSPHERE 7 AT BUILD 12.1.5.105
CREATED: 02OCT2015
CONFIRMED: 02OCT2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Build 105, PTF RO81888, which addresses a Session ID vulnerability, causes
WebSphere 7.x installations to fail at logon with an HTTP 500 error.  This
problem also exists with all of the following published builds/PTFs:

RO82155 CUMULATIVE BUILD 107 FOR V12.1
RO82873 POSSIBLE EMBEDDED SPACE IN BROWSER FAVORITE URL LINK
RO83132 CUMULATIVE BUILD 113 FOR V12.1
RO83766 CUMULATIVE BUILD 115 FOR V12.1
RO84945 CUMULATIVE BUILD 125 FOR V12.1

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 125
================================================================================

APAR: RO84945
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 125 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 28SEP2015
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CONFIRMED: 28SEP2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 116
----------------------------
DATABASE PERSISTENCE FAILS ACROSS SERVER INSTALLS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When there are more than one Web Viewer instances sharing the same database,
database updates are not persistent.  From different server locations,
changes to Administration values written to the database from one location
are not reflected by the others until the Web Viewer application server is
recycled.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 124
----------------------------
MALFORMED ATTACHMENT WHEN REPORT IS MAILED AS PDF

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When mailing multiple text reports, requesting them to be attached in
PDF format, the email actually contains zero byte file attachments. The
extension of the attachments is .PDF. However, the PDF viewer is unable
to open them as they contain no data. This problem occurs only when
auditing of "Emailing of documents" is not enabled.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Enable auditing of "Emailing of documents"

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 125
----------------------------
BLANK LINE AT TOP OF PAGE MISSING IN BROWSE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When browsing a text report that has a blank line as the first line of the
page, that leading blank line will be missing. In other words, the second
line of the report appears to be the first line.

This problem impacts browsing of reports under the Advanced Search tab (and
all sub-tabs) and Subscriptions tab, but not reports in the Reports tab.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 115
================================================================================

APAR: RO83766
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 115 FOR V12.1
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CREATED: 18AUG2015
CONFIRMED: 18AUG2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 118
----------------------------
USERS BROWSING LARGE AFP AND PDF REPORTS ARE TIMED OUT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a user attempts to browse a large AFP or PDF report, the Web Viewer
session may time out and the report never appears. This occurs when the
Web Viewer inactivity timeout is less than the time required to download
the report.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 121
----------------------------
DISPLAY OF MULTI-PART INDEX WITH NULL VALUE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
On selection of an index that has multiple parts (index plus one or more
sub-indexes) where one of more of the index parts have a null (no) value,
the resulting index value list displayed by Web Viewer does not indicate
the null value element.

For example:

IDXNAME1    IDXNAME2    IDXNAME3
-------------------------------------
ValueA1     ValueA2     ValueA3
ValueB1     ValueB2
ValueC1                 ValueC3

Are displayed in Web Viewer as:

ValueA1:ValueA2:ValueA3
ValueB1:ValueB2
ValueC1:ValueC3

The second and third examples have no indication there is a missing element.

This impacts Logical Views, Index Selection, and Cross-Report Indexes.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 122
----------------------------
ANNOTATION FORMS MISSING REPORT DATE & TIME

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
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The OM Web Viewer annotation forms (pop-up windows) only list the report
name. End users may require more unique identifiers for the report to be
sure they are annotating the correct report. The CA View mainframe interface
lists the report name, creation date, and creation time - Web Viewer should
do the same.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 123
----------------------------
AUDIT LOG ROLLOVER IS RELATIVE TO START TIME

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The Web Viewer auditing log file rollover occurs based on server start time.
This means if Web Viewer (file rolling set to daily) is started at 1 PM
today, actions that occur the next day before 1 PM will be written to the
prior day's audit log.

The expectation is that all actions for a given day will be written to the
same audit file (regardless of file rolling interval).

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 113
================================================================================

APAR: RO83132
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 113 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 22JUL2015
CONFIRMED: 22JUL2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 117
----------------------------
AUDITLOG RECORDS NOT WRITTEN TO DATABASE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When Audit records are enabled in Web Viewer, they are not always being
written to the database, even though they are written to the csv file used
to display the audit records when requested.  In some cases no further data
is written after a certain date and in others the database is updated
inconsistently.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 119
----------------------------
THE USER LIST DISPLAYS THE FIRST NAME ONLY
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PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The User list on the Administration tab - the User subtab displays
the user's first name only. It does not allow one to distinguish between
users having the same first name. Users expect to see both names or
the last name only.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Click on the user in the User list - all User fields including both
names are visible then in the right pane.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 120
----------------------------
MULTI-LINE ANNOTATION NOTES ARE WORD WRAPPED

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Web Viewer does not properly handle CA View annotation notes that have
multiple lines.

Symptoms include:

1. Multi-line notes created via either CA View (mainframe) or Web Viewer
   are displayed word-wrapped in Web Viewer.

2. Multi-line notes created via Web Viewer are not displayed fully in
   CA View (mainframe) - the second & subsequent lines are *not* displayed.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 110
================================================================================

APAR: RO82873
TITLE: POSSIBLE EMBEDDED SPACE IN BROWSER FAVORITE URL LINK
CREATED: 14JUL2015
CONFIRMED: 14JUL2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When using the WebSphere Application Server, it is possible for an embedded
space to be included in the URL formatted to access a Browser Favorite
defined from a Web Viewer report.  This will lead to a failure to display
the Favorite and require a new Web Viewer session to be established.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 107
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================================================================================

APAR: RO82155
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 107 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 17JUN2015
CONFIRMED: 17JUN2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 109
----------------------------
WEB VIEWER REMOTE TIMEOUT VALUE BEING OVERRIDDEN

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Starting with Build 78, PTF RO75932, the 'Remote Connection Timeout' setting
in Administration->Preferences->General Preferences is overridden by the
TCPIP send and receive timeout values in the CCIClient.properties file.
This is problematic when a DRAS data request to CA View takes longer than
the default CCI timeout value of 60 seconds.  The result can be a WebSphere
server becoming unable to access DRAS, or failed data requests for large AFP
to PDF transforms under any Web Server.

CIRCUMVENTION:
In the CCIClient.properties file, located under the application /config
directory, increase the following parameter to the value reflected in the
'Remote Connection Timeout' setting:

TCPIP.RecvTimeout=nnn

The Server/Application will need to be recycled to pick up this change.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 114
----------------------------
DEFAULT CHOICE CONVERT TO PDF

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a user who has not been defined with Web Viewer logs on for the
first time, there is no default setup in the Configuration Tab for the
Transform AFP Report under 'Report Action'.

CIRCUMVENTION:
On the Configuration panel - Report Action, set the option 'Keep as AFP'
or 'Convert to PDF if User Choice allowed'.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 115
----------------------------
SESSION FIXATION VULNERABILITY

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The session ID never changes, even after a user logs on, and may
be used by a malicious hacker. This vulnerability is defined by
many organizations like OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project)
and others.
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CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 105
================================================================================

APAR: RO81888
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 105 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 08JUN2015
CONFIRMED: 08JUN2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 110
----------------------------
WEB VULNERABILITY - CLICKJACKING

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A Web vulnerability, known as clickjacking, has been identified
in Web Viewer. Clickjacking (User Interface redress attack, UI
redress attack, UI redressing) is a malicious technique of
tricking a Web user into clicking on something different from
what the user perceives they are clicking on, thus potentially
revealing confidential information or taking control of their
computer while clicking on seemingly innocuous web pages.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 111
----------------------------
LOGICAL VIEW INDEX VALUES DO NOT USE LIMIT SETTING

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The Maximum number of value entries for Indexes defined in Administration->
Preferences->Display Preferences, is not honored when using Logical View
Indexes.  This can cause poor response times and session memory problems
when there are extremely large numbers of Index values for a report.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 112
----------------------------
HTTP 500 ERROR AT TOMCAT 7.0.57 AND 8.0.15

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
After updating Apache Tomcat 7 to 7.0.57 or higher *or* Tomcat 8 to 8.0.15
or higher, browsing text reports in the main browse window will fail with
an HTTP 500 error.

This impacts browse from the Advanced Search tab (Report List, Cross-Report
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Indexes, and Favorites) and from the Subscription tab.  It does not impact
the Reports tab.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Browse the report via the "Browse in New Window" action.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 113
----------------------------
SENSITIVE DATA PASSED IN URL

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The session ID and User Name are displayed in the URL in several
instances. This is a vulnerability as sensitive data, like the
Session ID, may be used by a malicious hacker.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 97
================================================================================

APAR: RO80759
TITLE: UNABLE TO COMMUNICATE TO LDAP ON A SECURED PORT
CREATED: 29APR2015
CONFIRMED: 29APR2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When Web Viewer authenticates a user via LDAP, the data can be seen
in clear text. There is no support for a secured connection from Web
Viewer to the LDAP server.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 96
================================================================================

APAR: RO80391
TITLE: CARRIAGE CTRL CHAR X'01' DELETES PREVIOUS LN IF LN IS BLANK
CREATED: 16APR2015
CONFIRMED: 16APR2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a report uses the overstrike machine code carriage control character of
X'01' for a line in its report, and the previous line is blank, the previous
blank line will be deleted.

For example:
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X'09' This is line one
X'09' This is line two (Line three is blank)
X'09'
X'01' This is a test line
X'09' This is a test line

Note: The in the example above the third record gets erroneously removed.

CIRCUMVENTION:
There is no circumvention, if you need to use X'01' in your reports.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 95
================================================================================

APAR: RO80281
TITLE: SINGLE REPOSITORY CREDENTIAL ERROR BLANK SCREEN AREAS
CREATED: 13APR2015
CONFIRMED: 13APR2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a single repository is being accessed from the Advanced Search Tab, and
either the password is invalid or the user does not have access to the
repository, the screen areas for the Repository list and Filter will be
blank. This situation can occur if there is only one repository listed or if
it is defined in the Configuration->After Login->Repository setting.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 94
================================================================================

APAR: RO79998
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 94 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 03APR2015
CONFIRMED: 03APR2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 103
----------------------------
TURKISH CHARACTERS NOT DISPLAYING PROPERLY IN PDF

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a report contains Turkish characters, and the user wants to convert the
text to PDF (saving the report or as an email attachment), some characters
are not displayed correctly.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None
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CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 105
----------------------------
COMMAS IN USER'S COMMON NAME CAUSES LOGIN FAILURE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A LDAP user is not able to login, when a user has a comma in their LDAP
common name.  This can happen, for example, if the user's Distinguished name
is as follows:

CN=Smith\, John,CN=Users,DC=company,DC=com

CIRCUMVENTION:
In some cases, if the admin removes the bindDN, the user can log in by typing
their common name, ex. Smith\, John, rather than typing their username.  (Not
recommended.)

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 92
================================================================================

APAR: RO79699
TITLE: DRAS DISCOVERY RETURNS BLANK LIST WHEN OVER 100 TASKS
CREATED: 25MAR2015
CONFIRMED: 25MAR2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When there are over 100 accessible DRAS tasks for a CCI Discovery
request a blank list will immediately be returned to the Web Viewer
Configuration Tool or Repository creation process.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 90
================================================================================

APAR: RO78931
TITLE: CERTIFICATES FOR ACTIVEX PRINTING AND EMAIL EXPIRE 2/28/15
CREATED: 26FEB2015
CONFIRMED: 26FEB2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The Certificate for the ActiveX Control, used for printing and MAPI
emailing, will expire on February 28, 2015. Under typical situations,
any new user will be unable to download this Control using the Browser.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.
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================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 85
================================================================================

APAR: RO78064
TITLE: DRAS UNAVAILABLE ERROR WITH SSL BUILD 78 FOR SOCKET CLOSURE
CREATED: 28JAN2015
CONFIRMED: 28JAN2015

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a server port connection is forcibly closed by an environmental
application such as a firewall, the Web Viewer reconnection logic will fail
and the generic message "Error: CA DRAS Server is not available for the
security check function. Contact your System Administrator", is returned.
This was introduced in Build 78 with the PTF RO75932.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 84
================================================================================

APAR: RO77856
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 84 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 20JAN2015
CONFIRMED: 20JAN2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 51
---------------------------
ERROR MESSAGE WHEN "FROM" FIELD IS BLANK

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When filling out the report selection criteria, if you select
"Latest" for Version, but blank out the "From" field, you get the
following message in red: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException on the
screen below the FROM field.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Fill in the "From" field

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 80
---------------------------
LARGE TEXT DOWNLOADS TRUNCATED BY INACTIVITY TIMEOUT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The Web Viewer Inactivity Timeout value is not reset during a text report
download.  When saving very large text reports that take longer than the
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timeout value, the entire report may not be saved even though the download
is reported as completed successfully.  In addition, the user is then
kicked out of the application to the login screen, with no error message on
the next request made.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 90
---------------------------
VIEWING THE AUDIT LOG WITH LARGE LOG FILES MAY FAIL

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Viewing a large Audit File may fail to display. This can happen when the
Audit log is configured for a monthly rollover and there was high activity
being logged over the month.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Change to a Daily rollover for the Audit log configuration.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 94
---------------------------
BLANK PAGE FOR BROWSER FAVORITE LINK WITH WEBSPHERE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
After a Browser Favorite is defined in Web Viewer under the WebSphere
server, a blank screen can be displayed during the subsequent access and
viewing process.  This forces the user to start a new browser session to
continue using Web Viewer.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 83
================================================================================

APAR: RO77638
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 83 FOR V12.1
CREATED: 12JAN2015
CONFIRMED: 12JAN2015

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 24
---------------------------
DISPLAY ISSUES FOR LARGE TEXT TO PDF CONVERSIONS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a very large text report is saved as a PDF file, the request will fail
if the memory available in the Web Server's Java Heap is insufficient.  This
can lead to an OutOfMemory condition on the server.
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CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 85
---------------------------
SLOW DOWNLOAD SPEED ON SAVE OF TEXT REPORT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Users who are saving large text reports to their local computers will find
that the download performance has deteriorated when using build 44 or later
of Web Viewer r12.0.  This problem did not occur in r12.0 build 36 or
earlier.  The problem also occurs in all available r12.1 versions.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 87
---------------------------
NEED TLS SUPPORT FOR SQLJDBC4.JAR

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The version of SQLJDBC4.JAR, which is currently distributed, does not support
TLS. Therefore, if the client disables SSLv3 (for POODLE mitigation) Web
Viewer 12.x may not be able to connect to MS SQL Server.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 88
---------------------------
CONFIGTOOL SHOWS PASSWORDS ON USS UNDER OMVS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
If the Configuration Tool is used from a 3270 terminal, such as OMVS access
to USS on the mainframe, the prompt for a password will display the user
input as typed and echoes it to the screen.  Passwords should be hidden when
typed.

This problem impacts USS for OMVS and ISH access, due to the half-duplex
terminal type.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Use a terminal emulator such as PuTTY to remotely connect to the mainframe.
The PuTTY terminal is full duplex, which supports the Configuration Tool
method for hiding password input.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 91
---------------------------
SECURITY UPDATE FOR JAXB COMPONENT

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The Sun Microsystems Inc. JAXB 2.2.1 component should be upgraded to
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the 2.2.11 version, because of security enhancements.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 93
---------------------------
EXPORT DISPLAY IS SLOW WHEN PREVIEWING A LARGE PAGE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When displaying one or more large pages of a report, pages that contain 1000+
lines, the export dialog responds slowly.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 95
---------------------------
RUNNING TWO CONFIG TOOLS AT ONCE, ONE FAILS TO UPDATE FILES

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
If you run two copies of the configuration tool at once, one may fail
to make file updates.  You may receive message FileNotFoundException
followed by "File update unsuccessful, please retry.  Additional
messages may be in log." Other errors may occur when running two instances of
the tool at once.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Be sure to only run one instance of the tool at once.  Finish and close the
tool before open another instance.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 96
---------------------------
UNABLE TO COPY KEYSTORE ERROR DURING CCI CONNECTION TEST

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When attempting to run a CCI connection test, with a added keystore,
you may get the error, "Unable to copy keystore to: ." This problem
may occur if, you choose to re-edit the settings. The subsequent CCI
connection test may fail for valid settings.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Restart the configuration tool and try the keystore update again.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 78
================================================================================

APAR: RO75932
TITLE: CCI/SSL CONNECTIVITY
CREATED: 14NOV2014
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CONFIRMED: 14NOV2014

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Web Viewer (12.x) does not provide a secure socket layer (SSL) from the
Server to the CCI Host.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

================================================================================
Version 12.1.5 Build 65
================================================================================

APAR: RO73692
TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 65 FOR V12.1 GA RELEASE
CREATED: 15SEP2014
CONFIRMED: 15SEP2014

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
This build includes Enhanced Security:
To access reports or repositories, users must provide mainframe login
credentials. If these credentials become invalid at runtime, CA OM Web Viewer
prompts the user for new credentials to attempt another connection.

It also includes the reintroduction of the Email and Print browser Add-ons:
The user can now use browser Add-ons in both Firefox and Internet Explorer
for print and email.

It also addresses the following WBVLUW problems:

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 68
---------------------------
EXPORT PREMATURELY COMPLETES

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Under certain circumstances, the entire text report does not get exported.
All pages are exported however, the exported pages may be missing lines.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 72
---------------------------
BETTER MESSAGE FOR SESSION ALREADY ACTIVE ERROR NEEDED

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
More specific instructions are needed when users encounter the login error
message:

"The session is already active. Please use a new web session for a new
login."
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CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 77
---------------------------
USER NOT WARNED IN TIMELY FASHION FOR REPORT FILTER

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When a repository is configured as "Warn on leading asterisk",
the filter is checked for a leading asterisk after the Report
List is displayed. It should check before the server returns
the report list.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.4 Build 55
================================================================================

APAR: RO72810
TITLE: FIREFOX SUPPORT AND FIX ROLLUP FOR V12.1 (BUILD 55)
CREATED: 18AUG2014
CONFIRMED: 18AUG2014

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
This build includes Firefox support.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 75
---------------------------
OLD EXPORT RULES CANNOT BE LOADED

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Export rules that were constructed before Build 48 (Build 43 in 12.1) cannot
be loaded correctly after applying any maintenance with Build 48 (Build 43
in 12.1) or later.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 76
---------------------------
UNABLE TO ADDRESS MULTIPLE RECIPIENTS USING SMTP

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When attempting to attach a report to an SMTP email, the form
does not permit multiple recipients. The tooltip indicates
to separate each recipient with a semicolon (";"). However,
the error still persists, and the email cannot be sent.
The same problem exists with the Carbon Copy (CC:) line.
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CIRCUMVENTION:
None.

================================================================================
Version 12.1.3 Build 50
================================================================================

TITLE: CUMULATIVE BUILD 50 FOR V12.1
APAR: RO72397
CREATED: 04AUG2014
CONFIRMED: 04AUG2014

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 56
---------------------------
PROBLEMS EXPORTING REPORTS WITH NON LATIN-1 CHARACTERS

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
When reports containing non Latin-1 characters (for example,
Greek or Turkish) are exported, the text in the Export Wizard,
and the resulting Excel Spreadsheet file may not display correctly.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 57
---------------------------
DIFFICULT TO EDIT LONG STRINGS ON EXPORT WIZARD

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
The Export Wizard allows the user to input text that controls the
report lines which may be excluded or included in the Exported output.
However, changing that input text could become difficult as the cursor
is positioned at the end of the input string when any character is changed.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Use an external text editor and then paste the input into the field.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 58
---------------------------
GARBAGE IN USER NAME ON LOGON SCREEN POSSIBLE

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Under particular network related circumstances, the User Name field on the
initial logon screen will contain random characters.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 59
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---------------------------
EXPORTED REPORT FAILS TO OPEN IN EXCEL

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
After exporting a report to an xml file, the file will fail to open in
Excel if the report data contained special characters such as ampersands,
greater than signs or less than signs.  The error is reported in a pop-up
dialog which states "Problems came up in the following areas during load:
Table".

CIRCUMVENTION:
Edit the xml file to remove special characters in the data.

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 60
---------------------------
PRINT CHANNEL OVERSTRIKE LINE INCONSISTENCIES

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
Report data lines with the machine carriage control of x'01', Write Without
Spacing, are not being correctly displayed on the page.  This affects the
display of the report by adding extra lines.

CIRCUMVENTION:
None

CA OM WEB VIEWER PROBLEM 73
---------------------------
ROLE SWITCH NOT RETAINED AFTER LOGOFF

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION:
A user's role, if changed, does not persist between Web Viewer sessions. For
example, if a user changes his role from System Admin to Group Leader, the
next time the user logs on to the Web Viewer, the role of the user reverts
back to System Admin.

CIRCUMVENTION:
Re-change your role each time you login to the product.

 New Messages
The following messages are new for this release. For information about each message, see .
The following messages are new for this release. For information about each message, see Messages.

• Configuration context environment cannot be found. Contact your System Administrator
The required CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable for the CA OM Web Viewer system level configuration
is not setup in the server environment.

• System Configuration context cannot be located. Contact your System Administrator
The configuration folder does not exist, or is not accessible by the product. If the configuration folder does exist,
it is not in the path that the environment variable CAOMWV12_HOME defined.

• Application Configuration context cannot be located. Contact your System Administrator
The configuration path does not exist, or the folder is not accessible by the product instance with the path of
configuration folder that the web context defined in the specific CA OM Web Viewer install.

• Configuration context cannot be loaded. Contact your System Administrator.
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The configuration file and WVProfile.properties cannot be loaded from the configuration folder.
• External Security Service Provider is not available

The External Security EXIT service cannot be initiated for the first end user authentication with CA OM Web
Viewer configured for External Security EXIT.

• External Security Service is not configured.
The product instance is not configured to use External Security EXIT for user authentication.

• No user roles for External Security are available. Contact your System Administrator.
The product cannot find user roles that are defined for users authenticated through the External Security EXIT.

• Security Exit is not implemented properly. It returned invalid data or threw an exception.
The product catches an exception error that is thrown from the External Security EXIT, or the date that is
returned from the EXIT is invalid.

 Third-Party Acknowledgments
The license information for third-party utilities and software that CA Output Management Web
Viewer uses is in the attached file, .
The license information for third-party utilities and software that CA Output Management Web Viewer uses is in the
attached file, #unique_12.

2 Administrating
Information for customizing and maintaining this product.
CA OM Web Viewer lets you view documents in a web browser that CA Output Management Products manage on
your mainframe system. This guide describes setting up your report viewing network, defining roles, repositories,
profiles, subscriptions, User IDs and all the processes and required objects to view your mainframe reports online
in your browser.

To set up and manage CA OM Web Viewer objects, use the Administration tab and the following object subtabs:

• Repository
References a mainframe repository (CA View, CA Dispatch or CA Bundl).
Most properties that you set at the repository level let you limit or change the access of the users who view and
use the reports and data in the repository.

• Role
A definition of permissions. You can use a role to group users together to make the assignment of privileges
less labor intensive. Roles are used to specify permissions for:

• User Authentication Type
• Ability to use email, save, print, and export report actions with option page limits.
• Enable and disable favorites selections.
• Determine the subscriptions and subscribed reports available for anyone that is defined with this role.

• Profile
A definition that lets multiple LDAP users log on to CA View or CA Bundl using a single administrator-defined
set of mainframe credentials. A profile can also provide the same user-entered LDAP credentials are mainframe
credentials.

• UserBasic user information, including the selected roles for this user.
• Directory

The LDAP information that validates a group of users with your current LDAP system. The special EXIT
directory Object means the user directory system defined externally to CA OM Web Viewer.

• Preferences
General and Display preferences, output defaults, auditing settings, and statistics.

 Exporting and Importing Admin Settings
Administrators can import and export repositories, roles, profiles, users, directories, and
preferences. For example, administrators can import users from an external formatted XML file.
Similarly, you can export a Repository from one CA Output Management Web Viewer system as
a backup, and then you import it into another system.
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Administrators can import and export repositories, roles, profiles, users, directories, and preferences. For example,
administrators can import users from an external formatted XML file. Similarly, you can export a Repository from
one CA Output Management Web Viewer system as a backup, and then you import it into another system.

Warning:  Do not use this export feature in place of regular backups of your CA Output Management Web
Viewer database. This feature does not export system preferences, favorites, and other runtime objects that
the CA Output Management Web Viewer database stores. For more information about how to back up your
CA Output Management Web Viewer database, see your database product documentation.

Export Admin Objects
You can export administration objects for use in other CA Output Management Web Viewer systems.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab, if necessary.
The same export dialog is displayed from the Repository, Role, Profile, Directory, and User tabs. You can open
the dialog from any of these subtabs.

2. Click Export, select any of the following optional objects that you want to display, and click Next.

• Repository
• Role
• Profile
• User
• Directory
• Preferences

A prompt to download an XML file for the first selected object type appears.
3. Click Save and specify a save location.

The file contains an XML representation of the objects of the selected type in your database.
If multiple objects were selected in step 2, a prompt to download an XML file for the next selected object type
appears.

4. Repeat step 3 for each selected object type.
5. (Optional) Click Retry to restart the download from the previous pane.
6. Click Finish.

Import Admin Objects
You can import admin objects from CA Output Management Web Viewer.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab, if necessary.
The same import dialog is displayed from the Repository, Role, Profile, Directory, and User tabs. You can open
the dialog from any of these subtabs.

2. Click Import and select one or more types of objects for import.
3. Click Browse and locate the XML file for each type of admin object that you want to import.
4. Select one of the following Conflict options for each import file:

• Override
Overrides the attributes in any existing object. For example, you import any object with the same name and
type as an object already in the database.

Warning:  This option does not overwrite an object completely. If the object that you import does not
contain certain attributes, the attributes are taken from the overridden object.

If the attribute is a list style, such as a list of Roles that a user has access, the lists in the overridden object
and the overriding object are combined. The Roles a user is given access to from the imported user object
combine with the Roles the user already has access to in CA OM Web Viewer.

• Skip
If the object exists with the same name and type as the object being imported, the object is not imported.

• Duplicate
(Allowed only for Role and Repository type objects)
If the object exists with the same name and type as the object being imported, the tool modifies the object
name and adds it to the database.

5. Complete steps 3 and 4 for each object that was selected in step 2.
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6. Click Import.
A confirmation or error message displays.

7. Continue importing more objects or click close to close the dialog.

Import Users
The user import follows the same procedure as importing any admin import.

Note:  We recommend that you export a single user object to see the user object format. Then, use that format to
build your list of users.

Follow these steps:

1. Export Single User.
2. Open the User Export File with a text or xml editor.
3. Duplicate the user entry for each user you want to import to the system.
4. Change the user personal information, which you want to be unique to the user.
5. Change the user role assignments, if you want to add the user as a member of one or more specific roles.

Note:  You would normally use an automated process for producing this XML file. Contact CA Technologies
Services, if you want to have CA Technologies produce an XML file containing your user list.

6. Import the file.

Import CA Output Management 11.5 Update
The CA OM Web Viewer r11.5 Database Export tool exports your settings from the CA OM Web Viewer 11.5
application. The XML files that are generated by the CA OM Web Viewer 11.5 Database Export tool are then
imported into the current CA OM Web Viewer using the import feature.

For more information about upgrades, see Migrating and Upgrading.

 Managing Directory Objects and Distinguished Names
Administrators manage directory objects and distinguished names (DNs). Directory objects
contain LDAP information for validating a group of users with your current LDAP system. An
LDAP directory validates a group of users for access to a role, or to auto enroll users into a role.
You click the Directory subtab to view a list of the directory objects.
Administrators manage directory objects and distinguished names (DNs). Directory objects contain LDAP
information for validating a group of users with your current LDAP system. An LDAP directory validates a group
of users for access to a role, or to auto enroll users into a role. You click the Directory subtab to view a list of the
directory objects.

Only System Administrators can add or edit a directory object. However, Group Administrators can view the
settings of a directory object, and can assign directory objects to roles.

• Directory name
Represents the directory object and all of its settings. When a System Administrator or a Group Administrator
adds a directory to a role, this name appears as an option.

• LDAP Server
Specifies the hostname or IP address of your LDAP server.

• LDAP Port
Specifies the port number for your LDAP server.

• Login Attribute
Specifies the attribute in your LDAP directory that represents your users’ user ID. Common examples are cn
(common name) and uid.

• Base DN (Distinguished Name)
These attributes must be added to a users’ login attribute to produce the distinguished name you desire.

• Description
An optional field seen only on the Directory tab by the System Administrator, not shown elsewhere.
The Description field is seen at this panel, and is also a tooltip in the directory selection drop-down list, when an
administrator is selecting this directory for a role. This field can be used to show information about the intended
usage of this Directory, or notes to others who use or edit this profile.

• Assign Roles
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Specifies every role which uses this directory for its authentication. Consider the contents of this field before you
delete this directory. Additionally, this field can provide information about which users are given access to which
roles.

Create a Directory Object
Use a directory object to store LDAP information for validating your users.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Directory subtab.
2. Click Create above the Directory list.
3. Use the information in the Directory Settings and Their Meanings table and enter values for the following:

• Directory name
Represents this object, and all of its settings. When a System Administrator or a Group Administrator adds a
directory to a role, this name appears as an option.

• LDAP Server
Specifies the hostname or IP address of your LDAP server.

• LDAP Port
Specifies the port number of your LDAP server.

• Login Attribute
Specifies the attribute in your LDAP directory that represents the user ID of your users. Common examples
are cn (common name) and uid.

• Base DN and password
Specifies the attributes that you add to the login for users to produce the distinguished name that you want.

• Description
(Optional) Shows information about the intended usage of this Directory, or notes to others who want to use
or edit this Profile

• Assign Roles
Every Role which uses this Directory for its authentication appears here. Consider the contents of this field
before you delete this directory. Additionally, this field can provide information about which users are given
access to which Roles.

4. Click Create.

Manage LDAP Distinguished Names
Some LDAP systems require a password protected bind in order to authenticate other users. If your LDAP server
is setup this way, you can add an LDAP Bind DN in the directory panel. The LDAP Bind DN is the distinguished
name of an account that can authenticate other users. The LDAP Bind DN should be a complete DN, including
login attribute, username, and the appropriate base distinguished name.

The following example describes how CA OM Web Viewer determines and uses the Distinguished Name:

Determination of the LDAP Distinguished Name

Assume that a user with the user name "Jim" logs into Directory A which has the following setup:

Directory A:

• Login Attribute: "cn"
• Base DN: "ou=west,ou=sales,dc=your_company,dc=com"

The resulting Distinguished Name would be:

cn=Jim,ou=west,ou=sales,dc=your_company,dc=com

Mapping LDAP attributes to Roles

• You can create different Directory objects to refer to different parts of the organization.
• In the above example, everyone one who gets authenticated through Directory A would have to be in the "west"

and "sales" organizational units (ou).
• Dc and ou are commonly used LDAP attributes; however, your LDAP system might use a different naming

convention.
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• You change the Base DN for different Directory objects. This allows you to map different existing units within
your organization to different Roles with in CA OM Web Viewer.

• A Role can only refer to one Directory object. However, several different Roles can all use the same LDAP
Directory for authentication.

• In some cases your organizational divisions within LDAP might be too large for a single Role, so you can have
two Roles that both refer to the same Directory object.
Reminder: Only one of the Roles that refer to the same Directory object should use auto enrollment, because
users can normally only be automatically enrolled into a single Role.
For more information, see Auto Enrollment.

Deleting a Directory Object
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Directory subtab.
The Directory objects list is displayed in the left pane. Use the navigation arrows if needed to locate the
Directory.

2. Click on a Directory
The Directory displayed in the right pane.

3. Click the Delete link at the top of the left pane and respond to the confirmation dialog.
The Directory is deleted.

For more information, see Roles, Role Authentication.

Listing Directory Objects
Follow these steps:

1. 1. From the Administration Tab, click the Directory subtab.
The Directory objects list is displayed in the left pane.

2. 2. If there are more Directory objects than are listed on one page, use the navigation arrows.
>> displays the last group of Directory objects
> displays the next group of Directory objects
< displays the previous group of Directory objects
<< displays the first group of Directory objects

3. (Optional) Click the refresh button to refresh this list from the CA OM Web Viewer database.

Editing Directory Settings
Follow these steps:
1. From the Administration Tab click the Directory subtab.
The Directory list is displayed in the left pane.
2. Select a Directory.
The edit Directory panel appears in the right pane.
3. Edit the settings as needed.
For more information see Directory Settings and their Meanings.
4. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
The Directory object is updated.

 Managing Logon Messages
For Release Notes:  Display Special Messages at Logon Time
For Release Notes:  Display Special Messages at Logon Time

Administrators can create one or more special messages that appear to users on the CA OM Web Viewer logon
screen in a modal dialog. The dialog appears at initial login or after a timeout.

For details, see Managing Logon Messages –[ADD LINK TO THIS TOPIC]

To implement support for this enhancement, apply PTF SO01856.

-----------

Administrators can create and maintain one or more messages that appear to users on the CA OM Web Viewer
logon screen in a modal dialog, at the following times:     

• At initial logon, before the users log in

https://support.broadcom.com/download-center/solution-detail.html?aparNo=SO01856&os=LUW&_ga=2.206954769.308053050.1581933726-1258569511.1569866049
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• After a timeout, when the user attempts to log back in 

The dialog appears only in External Configuration mode. For details about this mode, see Install, Configure, and
Deploy on One Computer.

The dialog disappears if the user enters invalid credentials.

To enable and populate the modal dialog, administrators create a file named specialLogonInstructions.html in the
config directory.

This file must be in HTML format. Regular ASCII line feeds are not supported.

The dialog has no maximum number of lines. If necessary, the dialog uses a scroll bar to let users scroll up and
down so that they can view all the text in the specialLogonInstructions.html file.

 Managing Preferences
Administrators can set general preferences and can set preferences for display, output defaults,
and auditing.
Administrators can set general preferences and can set preferences for display, output defaults, and auditing.

 Managing Auditing Preferences
Administrators can set preferences for auditing. Auditing provides a record of which users
performed which action on the CA OM Web Viewer systems. This auditing lets the Systems
Administrator control which actions are tracked in the Audit record. For example, some sites
might want to keep a record of when a user exported reports, and others might want to know
when users logged in.
Administrators can set preferences for auditing. Auditing provides a record of which users performed which action
on the CA OM Web Viewer systems. This auditing lets the Systems Administrator control which actions are tracked
in the Audit record. For example, some sites might want to keep a record of when a user exported reports, and
others might want to know when users logged in.

Considerations for Setting Auditing User Actions
The System administrator would normally setup the auditing options before the users start to log into the system.

Auditing of the targeted action for currently logged in users do not begin until the user logs out and then logs back
into the system.

All users newly logging on to the system have the action audited immediately.

• Which User Actions to Audit
There are a number of different actions that can be audited. Each item represents an option or group of options
for which auditing can be turned on or off.
The current actions in CA OM Web Viewer that are auditable are

• Annotation [for CA View only]
This section includes:

• Annotation - Add, change description, or delete
• Note - Add, Change note access type (public/private), delete
• Bookmark - Add or delete

• File Upload
Uploading a file to the LPD server.

• Emailing of documents
Attaching report data to an email

• Exporting of documents
This section includes:

• Exporting Data to a user’s computer
• Viewing report date from Export preview panel
• Viewing report date based on report index/value combination from Export preview panel

• Printing of documents
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Sending reports to a user’s printer
• Saving of documents

Saving reports to a user’s computer.
• Viewing of documents

This section includes:

• Searching for search terms in Text Reports
• Displaying report data from Text Reports
• Displaying report data from other Non-text Report

• User logged in time
This section includes:

• User Logging in including Log in failure details
• User Logging out

• Edit comments in report list [CA View only]
Changing a report’s comment attribute.

• Audit Log File Options

• Log File
The log file is a comma separated value file (CSV). This log file can be found in the "web" directory of your
current CA OM Web Viewer deployment. The name of this file is in the following format:

   auditRecord_MM_DD_YYYY.csv,

Where
MM is the month, DD is the day, and YYYY is the year that the report was created.

• File Rolling
CA OM Web Viewer allows you to determine if you want a rolling log file. With the rolling log file option, you
automatically get a new log file after the period of time specified. You can have a new audit log file daily, weekly,
or monthly.
Without the audit log rolling all auditing information is put into one file.

Set Auditing Preferences
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Preferences subtab.
2. Click Auditing Settings link.
3. Check or uncheck the following auditing preferences:

• Annotation
This choice is valid for CA View only.

• File Upload
• Emailing of documents
• Exporting of documents
• Printing of documents
• Saving of documents
• Viewing of documents
• User logged in time
• Edit comments in report list

This choice is valid for CA View only
4. Locate the Log File section. If you want to keep a rolling log, click Yes and select a rolling file increment for the

log. 
5. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

View Audited Actions
When an action is audited, you can view the record of that action in these locations:

• The Audit Log Panel
• A CSV in the web directory of your current Web Viewer deployment.
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Statistics
The statics panel lists some basic statistics about this CA OM Web Viewer system.

• Version
The current version of Web Viewer running

• OM Webviewer Start Time
The last time the Web Viewer server was started

• Logins Since Server Started
The number of logins since the server was started

• Logins Since Product Installed
The number of logins since the product was installed

• Total Number of User Accounts
The number of users defined in Web Viewer since the product was installed.

• Number of Users Sessions Currently Online
The number of user that are currently logged on to Web Viewer

 Managing Display Preferences
Administrators can set display preferences, which affect the amount of data presented to CA
OM Web Viewer users. These settings act as server tuning settings because they can affect the
amount of bandwidth and memory that each CA OM Web Viewer user uses. Follow these steps
to change the Display Preferences settings:
Administrators can set display preferences, which affect the amount of data presented to CA OM Web Viewer
users. These settings act as server tuning settings because they can affect the amount of bandwidth and memory
that each CA OM Web Viewer user uses. Follow these steps to change the Display Preferences settings:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Preferences subtab:
2. Click the Display Preferences link.
3. Update the fields; for details, see Field Descriptions.
4. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

Field Descriptions
• Maximum number of reports

Specifies the default value for the maximum number of reports to display in a report list. A lower number
reduces the impact on system performance.
Recommended Value: 2000

• Reports per report list navigation
Specifies the number of results to appear on each page, that is, the maximum number of reports on each report
list and cross report report-section list.
For more information, see Report List, Cross Report List, and Cross Report Indexes.

• Maximum number of value entries
Specifies the maximum number of index values that a single search mask can produce:

• Unlimited - Places no limit on the number of index values entries that a single search can return.
If a user searches a common index such as SSN (social security number), several million index values could
result, which wastes system resources.

• Limited - Limits the number of index values that a search can return to the value that you specify.
For example, if you specify 200, only the first 200 matches are returned. To find a result that is not included
in the first 200, the user must refine the search criteria: Examples include Ab* instead of A* or all phone
numbers in the 987 area code instead of all phone numbers.
Recommended Value: Limited

• Number of pages per request
Specifies the default value for the maximum number of report pages to display at one time.  
Recommended Value: 5

• Maximum lines per page (truncation):
Specifies the maximum number of lines that appear in a Browse request. Additional lines are truncated from the
display, but are not truncated from the report. For example, if you specify 300, the first 300 lines appear, and any
additional lines are truncated.

• Use artificial page breaks on large text reports (Artificial Page mode)
Displays large-page mainframe text reports in smaller portions (artificial pages) when users browse the
report. Large-page means that the average page length is 300 or more lines. 
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Each artificial page has a length of nn lines, where nn is the number (1 to 100) that you specify in the lines per
page field.

This setting loads large-page mainframe text reports more efficiently. This setting helps prevent system
performance problems due to resource limitations and thereby helps provide quicker response time when users
browse these reports.

Note:  Artificial Page mode applies to native views only.

 Managing General Preferences
Administrators can set general preferences for all users, including timeout, maximum pages
per search, and the login and logout options. The settings in a user role or repository do not
overwrite these settings.
Administrators can set general preferences for all users, including timeout, maximum pages per search, and
the login and logout options. The settings in a user role or repository do not overwrite these settings.

Set the Timeout Settings
Use the Timeout section to specify user and remote connection timeouts.

• User Timeout
If a user is idle for the number of minutes set, the session is automatically terminated.

• Remote Connection Timeout
This is the connection timeout used when CA OM Web Viewer is communicating with the Mainframe repository
systems through CA DRAS. This setting specifies how long CA OM Web Viewer should wait for a slow
responding Mainframe or Repository or CA CCI connection before generating a timeout message.

Follow these steps to set timeout values:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Preferences subtab:
2. Click the General Preferences link.
3. In the Timeout section, set the options as follows:

1.1 Locate the Logoff user after option and
2.1 Enter the number of minutes that can lapse. 

The user is logged out of CA OM Web Viewer after this many minutes of idle time.
3.1 Locate the Remote Connection timeout option.
4.1 Enter the number of seconds that can lapse. 

CA OM Web Viewer-to-mainframe connection times out after this many seconds.
4. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

The timeout values are updated.

Set the Maximum Pages Per Search Settings
The Maximum Pages Per Search affects the text search within reports.

When a user searches for a particular string of text in a report, the search normally continues until the end of the
report if the search term is not found. However, in the case of extremely large reports, this can be time consuming
and the user might not want to continue the search.

CA OM Web Viewer allows the user to break the search into segments. This setting controls the range of pages
that can be searched at one time.

For example, if the limit is 10,000 pages, the first 10,000 pages are searched. The user is given the option to either
continue or cancel the search.

Follow these steps to set the Maximum Pages Per Search:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Preferences subtab:
2. Click the General Preferences link and locate the Search section.
3. Enter the number of pages in the Maximum Pages per Search text box.

The text search automatically breaks after this number of pages to see if the user wishes to continue.
4. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

The Maximum Pages per Search value is updated.

Set the Login and Logout Settings
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Use the Login/Logout section to specify password reset and confirmation dialog preferences.

• Display Change Password
This setting determines whether you let Web Viewer users change their mainframe passwords through CA OM
Web Viewer and when and if the change password display should be shown on the CA OM Web Viewer login
screen. 
Users can only change their external security mainframe passwords. LDAP/EXIT password change is not
supported. 
There are three password change options:

• Allowed
The users can change their mainframe password through the CA OM Web Viewer login page at anytime.
LDAP users see the password change option, but are not able to use it. If you have both LDAP and
Mainframe users, consider using the Only allowed after password is Expired option, which shows the
password change dialog only after a user’s external security expires. 
With the Only Allowed after password expired option, LDAP/EXIT users never see the password change
option, but Mainframe users see it when their password expires.

• Not Allowed
The users are not allowed to change their mainframe passwords through CA OM Web Viewer.

• Only Allowed After Password Is Expired
The users are allowed to change their mainframe passwords through CA OM Web Viewer, but only after their
passwords have expired.
LDAP users never see the password change panel. LDAP password change is not supported.

• Confirm Logout
The Confirm Logout option is a general setting for all of Web Viewer that determines whether users have to
confirm their logout. When the option is checked, the user is asked, "Are you sure you want to log off," after
clicking the logout button. When the option is turned off, the user does not get a confirmation after clicking log
out.

Follow these steps to set Login/Logout settings:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Preferences subtab.
2. Click the General Preferences link and locate the Login/Logout section.
3. Locate the Login/Logout section.
4. Find the "Display change password" option.
5. Click one of the following radio buttons:

• Allowed 
The User can change their mainframe password through CA OM Web Viewer.

• Not Allowed, 
The User cannot change their mainframe password through CA OM Web Viewer.

• Only Allowed after password is expired
The User can only change their mainframe password through CA OM Web Viewer if it has expired.

6. Check or uncheck Confirm Logout.
Specify whether your users are to receive a dialog asking whether they are sure they want to logout.

7. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
Your Login/Logout preferences are updated.

 Managing Output Defaults for Printing, Emailing, and Saving
Administrators can set output defaults for printing, emailing, and file saving. Many of these
defaults can be overridden by the user or by role based settings. The user role controls whether
a particular user can print, email or save, and sets limitations on those actions. Administrators
set output defaults by selecting Administration, Output Defaults.
Administrators can set output defaults for printing, emailing, and file saving. Many of these defaults can be
overridden by the user or by role based settings. The user role controls whether a particular user can print, email or
save, and sets limitations on those actions. Administrators set output defaults by selecting Administration, Output
Defaults.

Printing Properties
CA OM Web Viewer supports these methods for printing reports:

• Print-friendly browser page
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• Browser add-on

The print-friendly browser page offers near universal support. The browser add-on, which requires additional
software installed on each end-user's computer, provides more capable printing, but may be blocked by browser or
internet settings.

Method

Select the method for printing.

The print properties set here affect all users. Some of the settings can be overridden by the user at run time.

Printing Properties

Multi-Session Protection

When printing a text report, you can use this option when you are running multiple sessions of Web Viewer
concurrently. The "Off" radio button uses traditional printing logic. The "Track Sessions" option allows you to print
correctly in the multiple session environment. It uses different logic which may require you to turn off the IE Pop-Up
blocker, or place the Web Viewer server in "Trusted Site" mode and disable the Pop-Up blocker.  

Maximum Printed Columns (only for browser add-on)

When printing a report, you can limit the number of characters or columns a user can print on one line.  

For example, if you set a limit at 120 columns or characters, any report prints only 120 characters on each line. 
Any remaining characters beyond that limit are not printed.

The values used for Landscape and Portrait printing do not have to be the same, and are set separately.

Fit to Page (only for browser add-on)

Specifies that the Fit to Page option is on by default  

This option can temporarily be set on or off by the user at print time with the print dialog. However, the option
always sets to this default when the user first logs into CA OM Web Viewer.

Default Point Size

Controls the default point size option on the print dialog

Point size controls the size of the font in the printed document. The user can temporarily change this option on the
print dialog. However, this option always sets back to this default when the user logs in to Web Viewer.

Output Defaults 

This option is used when attempting to print a Text report when users are running multiple sessions of Web Viewer
concurrently. The “Off” radio button uses tradition printing logic. The  “Track Sessions” option allows users to print
correctly in the multiple session environment. It uses different logic which may require the IE Pop-Up” blocker to be
turned off, or place the Web Viewer server in a “Trusted Site” and disable the Pop-up” blocker.

Follow these steps to set or update printing properties:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Preferences Tab.
2. Click the Output Defaults link.
3. Select the print method. Choose Web Browser Printing to enable the print-friendly browser page.
4. To set or remove the column limit, perform one of the following tasks In Landscape, Don't Print After Column

option:
To set a limit:
 - Click the checkbox to enable the text box.
 - Enter a value or use the up or down arrows to set the limit for the user's column print value.
To remove the limit, uncheck the checkbox.

5. To set or remove the column limit, perform one of the following tasks In Portrait, Don't Print After Column option:
To set a limit:
- Click the checkbox to enable the text box.
- Enter a value or use the up or down arrows to set the limit for the user's column print value.
To remove the limit, uncheck the checkbox.

6. Check or uncheck the Fit to Page option.
By default the print dialog shows Fit to page as checked if you check this checkbox.
If you uncheck this option, the print dialog shows the Fit to Page option as unchecked by default.
The user can change this option when they open the print dialog, but every time they log into CA OM Web
Viewer, the option sets back to this default.
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Set or adjust the Default Point Size.
A user may have to log off and back onto the system before the new default becomes effective.

7. Set or adjust the Default Point Size.

A user may have to log off and back onto the system before the new default becomes effective

8. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

Emailing File Options
The email properties set here affect all users, and all of these settings can be overridden by the user at run time.

• Override considerations
• All of the options listed here are only defaults and can all be overridden at runtime by the user from the email

dialog.
• Certain options can be overridden by Role settings:

• If the user’s Role is not allowed to email, the default options listed here do not affect that user.
• The default Text or PDF option can be overridden by options in a user’s Role. 

If the user’s Role is not allowed to email text reports as PDFs, a default file type of PDF is automatically
overridden to be text. Alternately, if the user’s Role is not allowed to email files as Text, the default Text to
PDF option is PDF.

• The options are the default options for email each time a user logs into CA OM Web Viewer. 
However, each time the user changes one of the options at the email dialog, that option remains changed for
the rest of the session, unless the user changes it again. 
The option resets to this default when the user logs out and logs back in.

• Default File Type
When emailing a mainframe text report from CA OM Web Viewer, users can convert the mainframe text report
to PDF or output the report as text. 
Some users are allowed this option, based on the user’s Role. However, if the user is allowed this option, this
setting chooses the default option for them. 
Those users who are allowed to change this option can change it from the default, but each time they log into
CA OM Web Viewer the "Default File Type" setting sets back to this default.

• PDF Options
The options selected on this panel are the default options used when any user opens the email document
popup.
This setting only affects users in Roles that permit them to convert text file to PDFs for an email. When a user
who has PDF permissions is emailing a mainframe text document, the user can convert the document to PDF
format, and is able to set several PDF options. 
The PDF options include defaults for PDF font size, Page Orientation, and an option to use Green Bar
background.

Follow these steps to set Emailing File Default Options

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Preferences subtab:
2. Click the Output Defaults link.
3. Find the Emailing File Options section.
4. Do the following In PDF options, according to your requirements.

• Enter your Font size into the Font size points text box. Use the up and down arrows to scroll to your number.
This size is the default PDF font size for emailing text reports.

• In Page Orientation, click the Portrait or Landscape radio button.
• Check or uncheck the Print Green Bar Background 

The alternating green and white bars in the background of a report may enhance readability.
5. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

Email Types
CA OM Web Viewer supports two methods for emailing reports:

• SMTP (web form)
• Browser add-on

The SMTP method offers universal support. The browser add-on, which requires additional software installed on
each end-user's computer, provides more capable emailing by using the installed email client.
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In order to enable the emailing of reports, select Client based MAPI and/or SMTP. If both email types are enabled,
you can limit the email type based on the user role.

If a user’s role allows both email options, the user chooses their email type from the configuration panel.

If you choose to enable SMTP email, the following settings are available. The information is supplied by your email
system administrator.

SMTP Server

Specifies where the SMTP email server is hosted. Enter the name or IP address of the server.

Exchange Server

Check this box, if you want CA OM Web Viewer to attempt to connect to your Microsoft Exchange Server, so that
your users can use the address book function on the SMTP email panel.

The SMTP server that is listed is used for sending the emails. The Microsoft Exchange Server is only used for
address book access.

With this option selected, CA OM Web Viewer automatically checks for your Microsoft Exchange Server in a
number of locations.

Example:

SMTP Server: yoursmtp.example.com

Email: employee@example.com

If CA OM Web Viewer server is connected to Active Directory, the example looks at any service connection point
(SCP) objects that the Microsoft Exchange Server published to Active Directory Domain Services.

The example also looks for Microsoft Exchange Server autodiscover servers in the following locations:

https://example.com/autodiscover/autodiscover" + fileExtension

https://autodiscover.example.com/autodiscover/autodiscover" + fileExtension

If no other results are produced, CA OM Web Viewer attempts to connect to the Exchange Server web services at:

https://yoursmtp.example.com/EWS/Exchange.asmx

Use Authentication

Specifies if the SMTP server requires user authentication. If selected, end users are prompted for their email
credentials.

Security Requires

If Use Authentication is selected, choose the security type: TLS (recommended) or SSL. SSL is no longer a valid
secured protocol.

port

If Use Authentication is selected, specify the port number.

File Saving
These settings are the default options for file saving. Normally, the user can overwrite these options when saving a
file.

• Override considerations
• All of the options listed here are only defaults and can all be overridden at run time by the user from the email

dialog.
• Certain options can be overridden by Role settings:

• If the user’s Role is not allowed to save files, the default options listed here do not affect that user.
• The default Text or PDF option can be overridden by options in a user’s Role. 

If the user’s Role is not allowed to save text reports as PDFs, a default file type of PDF is automatically
overridden to be text. Alternately, if the user’s Role is not allowed to save files as Text, the default Text to
PDF option is PDF.

• The options are the default options for file saving each time you log into CA OM Web Viewer. 
Optionally, the user can change options at the file save dialog and the options remain changed for the rest of
his session, unless he changes the options again. 
The option resets to this default when the user logs out and logs back in.
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• Default File Type
When saving a mainframe text report from CA OM Web Viewer, users can convert the mainframe text report to
PDF or output the report as text. 
Some users are allowed this option based on the user’s Role. However, if the user is allowed this option, this
setting chooses the default option for them. 
Those users who are allowed to change this option can change it from the default, but each time they log into
CA Output Management Web Viewer the Default File Type setting sets back to this default.

• PDF Options
The options selected on this panel are the default options when any user opens the save document popup.
This setting only affects users who’s Roles permit them to convert text file to PDFs during a save. 
The File Save options include defaults for PDF font size, Page Orientation of PDF, and the option to have a
Green Bar background in the PDF.

Follow these steps to set Save File Default Options

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Preferences subtab:
2. Click the Output Defaults link.
3. Find the File Saving File Options section.
4. Do the following In PDF options, according to your requirements and permissions.

• Enter your Font size into the Font size points text box. Use the up and down arrows to scroll to your number.

This size is the default PDF font size for saving text reports.

• In Page Orientation, click the Portrait or Landscape radio button.
• Check or uncheck the Print Green Bar Background 

The alternating green and white bars in the background of a report may enhance readability.
5. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

Your File Saving options are updated.

 Managing User Configuration Settings
Administrators can set general preferences for all users to Hide User Configuration Settings.
These Configurations Setting are found under the Configuration Tab. 
Administrators can set general preferences for all users to Hide User Configuration Settings. These
Configurations Setting are found under the Configuration Tab. 

 

Consequences of Hiding the Repository Filter Link
The user will not be able to change any aspects of the Repository Filter used for building the Report List

 Consequences of Hiding the Report List Link
 The user will not be able to configure the Report List layout. The layout format will be taken from the Repository
Definition.

 C onsequences of Hiding the Favorite List Link
 The user will not be able to configure the Favorite Report List layout. The layout format will be taken from the
Repository Definition.

 Consequences of Hiding the Report Actions Link
 The user will not be able to configure email type (SMTP or MAPI, text sixe or AFP transformation.

 Consequences of Hiding the After Login Link
 The user will not be able to change Roles (unless more than one Role is given to the User)

 Consequences of Hiding the After Credentials Link
 The user will not be able to change credentials for different Repositories. The Web Viewer logon credentials will be
used for al Repositories.
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 Managing Profile Objects
Administrators manage profile objects, which let multiple LDAP users log on to CA View or CA
Bundl with an alternate mainframe user account. You can create a standard profile object or an
LDAP mainframe hybrid profile object.
Administrators manage profile objects, which let multiple LDAP users log on to CA View or CA Bundl with an
alternate mainframe user account. You can create a standard profile object or an LDAP mainframe hybrid profile
object.

Normally, a profile maps multiple LDAP users to a single mainframe account. However, the build in the LDAP
mainframe hybrid profile lets each user authenticate through LDAP. The user can then use the LDAP passwords as
mainframe passwords.

If you delete a profile, a message indicates that the profile was successfully deleted. If the message indicates that
the profile was not deleted, there are roles still assigned to the profile.

• Standard Profile
The standard profile object provides a proxy set of mainframe credentials that all LDAP users share in a
particular role. All LDAP users must have an assigned profile for their role, which determines their access to
CA View or CA Bundl repositories. These credentials include either mainframe security credentials or internal
security credentials for the various CA View or CA Bundl repositories.
We recommend that all profiles use mainframe security credentials. Otherwise, verify the validity of the profile
credentials for each CA View and CA Bundl system.

• Profile Access
• Role access is limited to material its profile credential have access to on the CA View and CA Bundl systems.
• Role or repository settings can further limit access and permissions of users.
• If a user has access to data on specific repositories, the users can only gain access to the data of their role

profile credentials.
• The standard profile uses a single set of mainframe credentials. All users that use this profile have certain

limits on their actions, no matter which role uses the profile.
Administrators must be aware that the credentials supplied by a profile can expire in a mainframe security
package. If they expire, a user from a similar role (or the System Administrator) must update the credentials.
When assigning a subscription to a role which uses a profile, verify that the reports in the subscription
are accessible by the profile and role. It may be confusing to assign subscriptions of reports from various
repositories when the profile cannot access some of the repositories.

• LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile
CA OM Web Viewer creates the LDAP profile automatically. This built-in profile does not supply a single
mainframe credential for all the users in the profile; instead, it uses the LDAP credentials supplied by each
individual user.
Consider the following information:

• Use this profile with caution, because it requires that the LDAP and mainframe credentials of a user are
synchronized.

• This profile is named LDAP and CA OM Web Viewer creates this profile automatically. This built-in profile
does not supply a single mainframe credential for all the users in the profile. Instead, it uses the LDAP
credentials that each individual user supplies.

• If you delete this profile, you can recreate it by creating a profile named LDAP. Use LDAP for the user name
and password.
For example, a user logs in to LDAP with the following credentials:
User: user1
Password: pwd1
CA OM Web Viewer sends these credentials to the mainframe.

Creating a New Profile Object
If you create a profile object while logged in to a "Group Admin" type role, members of that same role can assign
the created profile to roles. Additionally, members of the System Administrator role can also assign any profile to
various roles.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Profile subtab.
Click Create.
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2. Enter a Profile Name.
3. Enter a User ID and Password.

The User ID and Password are the values found in the credentials that send to CA View, CA Bundl, or external
security when LDAP users are trying to access mainframe resources.

4. (Optional) Enter a Description
This value is displayed on this panel, and also as a tool tip in the profile selection drop-down when an
administrator is selecting this profile for a role.
This field can be used to display information about the intended usage of this profile, or for notes to others who
use or edit this profile.

• The Assigned Roles field is read only and cannot be changed.
• To add this profile to a role you must edit the role.
• The Last Modification field is blank when CA OM Web Viewer creates the role.

5. Click Create.

Deleting a Profile Object
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Profile subtab
The Profile list is displayed in the left pane.

2. Select a Profile.
The edit Profile panel appears in the right pane.

3. Find the Assigned Roles section.
Any Assigned Roles that are currently using this profile are listed.

4. Determine if the Profile can be immediately deleted or if you must first take additional action to update the
assigned Roles.
If any Roles are currently using this Profile, you cannot delete it. You must first edit each Role and make sure
that the Role no longer uses this Profile.

5. Click the Delete link at the top of the left pane and respond to the confirmation dialog.
The Profile is deleted.

Note:

• CA OM Web Viewer may display a message indicating that the Profile was successfully deleted.
• A message indicating that the Profile was not deleted means that there are still Roles assigned to this Profile.

See Step 4.

For more information, see Roles, Role Authentication.

Listing Profile Objects
The list of Profile objects you see depends on the Role you are currently logged in as:

• The System Administrator Role has access to all Profiles.
• The Group Administrator type Roles only have access to the Profiles created by that Role.

Follow these steps to view a list of Profiles:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Profile sub tab.
The Profiles list is displayed in the left pane.
Based on your current Role, only the Profiles that you have the authority to modify are listed.

2. If there are more Profiles than can be listed on one page, use the navigation arrows to display other Profiles.
>> displays the last group of Profiles
> displays the next group of Profiles
< displays the previous group of Profiles
<< displays the first group of Profiles

3.
(Optional) Click the refresh button, , to refresh this list from the CA OM Web Viewer database.

Editing Profile Objects
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Profile subtab.
The Profiles list is displayed in the left pane.

2. Click on a Profile.
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The Edit Profile Panel is displayed in the right pane.
3. Edit the settings you wish to change.

Note:

For more information about the settings and their meanings, see Creating a New Profile Object.
4. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.

The Profile is updated.

Note:

The Last Modification field is read only and tells you the last time this Profile object was modified.

Profile Security and Auditing
Since a profile lets many users share a single set of mainframe security credentials, use extra care when you
define the access to CA View or CA Bundl by these credentials.

This section refers to using a profile a proxy user account, and is largely not applicable to the LDAP Mainframe
Hybrid Profile Object.

• Determining Access
• To determine profile access, view which roles have this profile. The Assigned Roles drop-down on the Edit

Profile pane lists these roles.
• Anyone that successfully logs in to one of the Assigned Roles can access this profile.
• Depending on the role permissions, users may not have complete access to all the information in which a profile

has access. However, a role that uses a particular profile can never have access to more information than the
profile.

• Disseminating Information
• All repositories or data assigned to a profile’s credentials for CA View or CA Bundl can be assigned to any Basic

User type role by the System Administrator or the Group Administrator who created the profile object.
• Members of the role who created the profile object are responsible for assigning it to the correct roles and users.
• Anyone in the same role as a profile creator can grant the right to grant the Profile to other Roles.
• Additionally, the System Administrator can assign the profile to any role.
• Once you give a profile access to information (Repositories or Reports), members of the Group Administrator

role that created the profile or the System Administrator can assign any of the information that profile has
access to any Basic User type role they have access to edit.

• Auditing User Access
• CA OM Web Viewer lets you audit the actions of all users, and does not treat all users in a single profile as a

single user.
• Although to CA View or CA Bundl auditing, all the LDAP users logged in to a single profile appear to be the

same user logged in multiple times, in CA OM Web Viewer auditing they are audited separately.
For example, if User A and User B both share a profile, their actions are audited separately in CA OM Web
Viewer, but might appear like the same user logged in twice to CA View or CA Bundl auditing since they are
using the same credentials as provided by the profile.

 Managing Repository Objects
Administrators can manage repository objects. These objects are a reference or connection
to a mainframe (CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl) repository. You view, create, edit, and
delete the repository objects on the Repository subtab of the Administration tab. You can click
the Name column header to sort the objects by the repository name in alphabetic or reverse
alphabetic order. You can also refresh this list from the CA OM Web Viewer database.
Administrators can manage repository objects. These objects are a reference or connection to a mainframe
(CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl) repository. You view, create, edit, and delete the repository objects on the
Repository subtab of the Administration tab. You can click the Name column header to sort the objects by the
repository name in alphabetic or reverse alphabetic order. You can also refresh this list from the CA OM Web
Viewer database.
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A number of properties are controlled at the repository level. These properties let you control the abilities of all the
users who have access to this repository object. For example, you can have certain roles that only have access to
a particular repository object.

Consider the following information about repository objects:

• Each repository object maps to exactly one CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system. A repository object can
never map to two different repositories

• You can create several different repository objects that each point to the same View, Dispatch, or Bundl
repository location, but have different access permissions.
For example, you can have two or more repository objects that point to the same View repository, so that
different independent groups of properties can be applied to different roles/users. Therefore, you could have two
repository objects that both point to the same mainframe repository, and have one repository object that allows
the file upload, and one repository object that does not allow a file upload.

 View Repository Objects
List and view Repository objects.
List and view Repository objects.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
The Repository object list is displayed in the left pane.

2. If there are several objects, you may have to use the navigation arrows to see them all.
>> displays the last group of Repository objects
> displays the next group of Repository objects
< displays the previous group of Repository objects
<< displays the first group of Repository objects

3. (Optional) Click the Repository Name column header to sort the Repository Objects by name in alphabetic or
reverse alphabetic order.

4. (Optional) Click the refresh button to refresh this list from the CA OM Web Viewer database.

 Create Repository Object
Administrators can create a repository object.
Administrators can create a repository object.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Click Create.
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3. Complete the following required fields:

• Enter a Repository name that refers to the repository that you want to reference; recognizable to the users
who have to find that Repository.
For example, you enter West Coast CA View to provide geographical and product information about this
repository.

• Select CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl as the Repository Type.
The available Repository Locations list will show only repositories of the type you select. For example, if you
select CA View, no CA Dispatch or CA Bundl repositories are listed as possible repository locations.

• Select a Repository Location.
The consists of a mainframe system ID, a DRAS system, and either a CA View, CA Dispatch or CA Bundl
system.
For example:
ENFSYSID:DRASA:SALESVW or ENFSYSID:DRASB:SALESBDL
You can refresh the list of choices with the DRAS Discovery button.

• From the Available Roles list, select the Roles that are to have access to this Repository and move them to
the Selected Roles list.
For example, you assign System Admin and East Coast Group Admin.

4. Click Create.
The repository object is created with your basic required settings.

Add Owner Roles to a Repository
You can add owner roles to a repository.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.

The edit Repository object panel displays.
3. On the Definition tab, find the Owner Roles section:

You view the Available Roles and Selected Roles lists.
4. Select one of more names in the Available Roles list.

Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one Role
5. Click the single right arrow between the two lists to add the selected Role (s)
6. (Optional) Click the double right arrow to add all the Roles to the Repository.

All of the Roles in the Selected Role list can now have the possibility of accessing this Repository. 
7. Click the Update button near the top right of the panel.

The Roles are added.

Roles can also be given access to a repository at the Roles panel. However, the System Administrator role cannot
be edited from the Role panel. The Systems Administrator role must be added from this panel.

Understanding Report Access
Just because a role has access to a repository, does not necessarily mean that every user in that role can view
every report in that repository. Limiting the access of a role to repositories is one of several ways of limiting access
to reports in CA OM Web Viewer and the base repository systems.

Limiting Report Access through Mainframe Repository Security

In order for a user to see report information, their mainframe account, or proxy profile must have access to the
report in the base CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system.

Report access can be further limited within the security setup in the mainframe repositories. CA OM Web Viewer
users cannot access reports that they or their Profile is not allowed to access through the mainframe system.

 

Using Owner Roles with Repositories - Overview

Owner Roles refer to any Roles that are allowed to access this Repository. There may be situations where only
certain Repositories need to be available to a Role.

Depending on how your reports are divided between your Repositories, it might make sense to only allow a
certain Role to access certain Repositories. For example, if all your sales Reports are in a certain Repository, the
Salesman Role would be allowed access to that Repository. Additionally, the Salesman Role might not be allowed
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to access a Repository with accounting information stored in it. A Repository maps to exactly one CA View, CA
Dispatch, or CA Bundl system.

Just because a Role has access to a Repository, does not necessarily mean every user in that Role can view every
Report in that Repository. Limiting a Role’s access to Repositories is one of several ways of limiting access to
reports in CA OM Web Viewer and the base Repository systems.

For a user to see report information, their mainframe account or proxy profile must have access to the report in the
base CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system.

Report access can be further limited within the mainframe repositories. Users cannot access reports that they are
not allowed to access through the mainframe system. As an alternative, you can optionally set up a Profile account.

Example

If Advanced Users, Group Administrators, and System Administrators have a repository object assigned to their
role, they can view any report in the base system of that Repository object that their mainframe credentials would
normally have access to in the base CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system.

Be aware of the following additional factors:

• Report access can be further limited with Subscriptions in CA OM Web Viewer. Basic User Roles only allow
their users to access reports assigned to the Role with the subscriptions they are to be able to view. (See Role -
Assigning Subscriptions to a Role)
However, to view a report, even if the report has been assigned with a subscription to the user’s Role, that
user’s Role must have access to the Repository where the report resides. The report must be assigned in a
subscription to the Role, and the Repository the report is in must also assigned to a user. 

• Roles can also be given access to a Repository at the Roles panel. However, the System Administrator Role
cannot be edited from the Role panel; it must be added from this panel.

 

 Delete a Repository Object
Follow these steps:
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
The Repository object list is displayed in the left pane.

2. Select a Repository.
3. Click the Delete link (above Repository list)

You will be presented a confirmation dialog.
4. Click Ok.

The Repository is deleted.

 Edit Repository Objects
Several different settings and permissions can be controlled at the Repository level. This section
discusses how to access and edit these settings.
Several different settings and permissions can be controlled at the Repository level. This section discusses how to
access and edit these settings.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
The Repository object list is displayed in the left pane.

2. Select a Repository.
The edit Repository object panel is displayed.

The Repository definition panel includes all the basic setup data for a Repository object. See Creating a New
Repository Object and DRAS Load Balancing sections for more information.
Use this panel to supply values for the Repository Description and Owner Roles discussed in the following
sections.

Repository Description

The Repository description is a text area that gives a Systems Administrator the option to describe the Repository
object. Information about the purpose or intended usage of a Repository is valuable reference data. Only System
Administrators can see the description of the Repository.
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 Customize the Filter Options
The Filter Options panel lets you select filters that apply to the selected repository. For example,
you can limit the maximum number of days that a user can search.
The Filter Options panel lets you select filters that apply to the selected repository. For example, you can limit the
maximum number of days that a user can search.

Set the Default Relative Date Filter
The Default Relative Date Filter setting refers to number of days ago that appear by default in the report search
filter for this Repository. For example, if the number is set to 3650 days, when you go to the Advanced Search and
click on this Repository, the default search criteria listed will list 3650 in the days ago column. See the "Advanced
Search" chapter for more information. A user can override this setting, by setting the "Default Filter Settings" in the
Configuration tab. See the "Configuration" chapter for more information.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your Repository.
3. From the edit Repository panel, click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Filter subtab.
5. Find the Date Filter section
6. Find the Default relative date filter setting text box.

Enter the default number of days to be set for searches for this repository.
7. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

The Default value is updated.

Set the Date Filter Warning Threshold
The Date Filter Warning Threshold warns the user if the date being used for the search for reports specifies a range
that is too large-- a very large date range can cause slow response times. This setting only warns the users if the
searches are likely to cause slow response times, but you can limit the user with the "maximum date filter range"
setting.

If a user tries to search for a date range larger than the number of days specified, a warning message is displayed.
Note: This setting applies to both the Days ago filter, and the Date range filter. If the System Administrator sets a
limit of 300 days, users will get warned if they use a number larger than 300 in the Days ago field, or if the dates
in the date range are more than 300 days apart. See the specific procedures for each of these settings for more
information.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select a Repository from the Repository list in the left pane.
3. From the Properties tab, click the Filter subtab.
4. Find the Date Filter section, Date filter warning threshold text box.
5. Enter the number of days for the date warning threshold.

Searches on this Repository will receive a warning when the total amount of days requested in the search is
greater than this number.

6. Click Update at the top right of the panel.
The Threshold is updated.

Set the Maximum Date Filter Range
The Maximum date filter range sets an upper limit on the number of days worth of reports a user can search for at
one time from the advanced search panel. The same value applies to the Cross-Report Index searches.

If a user tries to search for larger number of days worth of reports or cross-report indexes, a message is displayed
indicating that a search for that many days cannot be performed.

This setting applies to both the days ago filter, and the date range filter. If the Systems Administrator sets a limit
of 365 days, the user will not be allowed a number larger than 365 in the days ago field, and the dates in the date
range cannot be more than 365 days apart.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
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2. Select your repository.
3. From the edit Repository panel, click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Filter subtab.
5. Find the Date Filter section.
6. Find the Maximum date filter range text box.
7. Enter the number of days for the maximum search date range.

Searches on this Repository can never include reports from more than this many days in one search.
8. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

The range is updated.

Name Filter Settings Using Wildcards
The Name Filter section is where wildcard restrictions are set for the Repository searches. Wildcard user
restrictions allow the System Administrator to control whether users are allowed to use leading asterisks in their
searches.

The leading asterisk rule applies to the Report ID criteria in the advanced search Report List and Cross-Report list.
A search for "*sales reports" is an example of a leading asterisk search. The following three options can be used:

• None – The user is allowed to use a leading asterisk in searches.
• Warn on leading asterisk – The user gets a warning when using a leading asterisk.
• Disallow on leading asterisk – The user is not allowed to search for terms with leading asterisks.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab, Filter subtab.
4. Find the Name Filter section.
5. Find the Wildcard User Restrictions option.
6. Choose one of the following radio buttons:

• None
• Warn on leading asterisk
• Disallow on leading asterisk

These leading asterisk options apply to the Report ID criteria in the advanced search Report List and Cross-
Report list.

7.  Click Update at the top right of the pane.
The name filter settings are updated

Report Filter - Display Mode & DistID Setting
The Display Mode & DistID setting controls whether the users are given the option of searching for reports using a
different mode or distribution ID as criteria in the search.

If this option is turned on, the user can search for reports associated with any particular mode and distribution
ID. If this option is turned off, the all users will only be allowed to search for report within their current Mode and
Distribute ID, which is determined by the current setting within that CA View repository.

Mainframe credentials are used to access the base CA View repository, whether they come from a profile in
the case of LDAP user, or from the user directly. These credentials will only have access to certain Modes and
Distribution IDs from within CA View. The user can try to search for report from Distribution ID that they

Enable or Disable Display Mode and Dist ID (CA View only)
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Filter subtab.
5. Find the Report Filter section.
6. Do one of the following:

• Check the Display Mode & DistID [CA View only] checkbox
Users will now be able to search for reports based on a mode and distribution ID of their choosing.

• Uncheck the Display Mode & DistID [CA View only] checkbox
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The user will now only be able to search for reports in the current mode and Dist ID. Their current Mode and
Distribution ID is set from within the CA View repository.

7. Click the Update button at the top right of the panel.
The option is enabled.

Index Value Filter Rules Concepts
Index Value Filter Rules allow a System Administrator to reduce the search time for certain common index
searches. These rules work by allowing users to avoid certain searches that would take longer than a similar
search which would also return the desired results. The Rules apply to a particular index this Repository.
Rule considerations:

• Rules can stop or limit the user's ability to use wildcards. For example, if users are entering index values using a
leading asterisk wildcard rather than the needed leading zeros, the response time may be unnecessarily long. If
there is a large number of indexed reports and values, a search for *13 will take longer than 000000013.

• Rules can automatically format certain entries with auto-padding to produce an index value of the correct format.
For example, with the correct rule, a user might only need to type 345, and the rule will automatically correct the
number of leading zeros to make this a ten digit account number: 0000000345.

Rules do not just limit the user, they also reduce the number of keystrokes required. Since the index values use a
specific format, these rules reformat the values a user enters to the correct values.

How Index Rules Work
Rules can be separated into two basic functions.

• Reformat - Input is formatted for the field, such as a ten character field with leading zeros before the number.
• Wildcards - Use of wildcards is limited or stopped.

The fields created by these rules are what is actually sent to the CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system, when
a search is performed for an index value. A rule is constructed of several attributes set from the Rule List table. The
Rule attributes will be discussed in more detail in the following section:

• Index Name
Refers to which index the Rule should affect. The index name here can be either a report index or a cross report
index in the case of CA View. The index name must match an index created in your CA View, CA Dispatch, or
CA Bundl system.

• Activation
Determines whether this rule is currently turned on or off. Active turns on the rule, and inactive means the rule is
not turned off.

• Length
If you decide to reformat the users input, Length determines the new total length of the field. With a length of 10,
if a user typed 345, with $ as the padding character and right justification, the new value would be $$$$$$$345,
which has a total of ten characters.

• Justification
Determines where in the newly created field the user input will be placed. For example, if the user typed
345, with “_” as the padding character and left justification, with a length of 10 the new value would be
“345_______” . However, if the user typed 345, with “_” as the padding character, and right justification with a
length of 10, the new value would be “_______345”.

• Padding Character
Determines which character is used as filler to resize the user data to the new field size. The filler character can
be any single character. The most common padding character is probably zeros to pad numeric indexes, such
“0000000345.” However, there may be instances where a different character such as a dash "-" might be used.

• Wildcard
The wildcard options are allowed, not allowed, allow trailing only.

• Allowed - Users are allowed to use wildcards with this index.
• Not allow - Users are not allowed to use any wildcards with this index.
• Allow trailing - The users are only allowed to use a wildcard if it is the last character in their search term.

Enable or Disable Index Value Filter Rules
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your Repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
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4. Click the Filter subtab.
5. Find the Index Filter section.
6. Do one of the following:

• Check the Enable index value filter rules checkbox.
The index rules feature will be turned on in this Repository; any rules that have an activation attribute of
Active will be turned on.

• Uncheck the Enable index value filter rules checkbox.
The index rules feature will be turned off in this Repository. All index value filter rules will be turned off
regardless of their activation attribute.

7. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
Index Value Filter rules are set.

Add an Index Value Filter Rule
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Filter subtab.
5. Find the Index Filter section.
6. Check the Enable index value filter rules checkbox.

Index value filter rules must be enabled to delete a rule.
7. Click the Add Rule link.

A newly created row appears in the Rule List table.
8. In the Index Name column, enter the name of the index for which you want to create a rule.

The index name must match an index created in your CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system.
9. Select an activation state.

Note:

You might want to create a rule that is not currently active and enforced. You may only want to test a rule that
you'll want to disable it later.

10. Select a length.
Length will be the total size of the field submitted to an index search, not the amount added to the user-
entered value.

11. Select a justification.
12. Select a padding character.
13. Select a wildcard option.
14. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

See How Index Rules Work for specific instructions about the values to enter in these fields.

Delete an Index Value Filter Rule
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Filter subtab.
5. Find the Index Filter section.
6.  Check the Enable index value filter rules checkbox

Index value filter rules must be enabled to delete a rule.
7. Find the row for the column you wish to delete
8. Click the checkbox in the select column to the left of the rule you wish to delete.
9. (Option) Select more than one Rules checkbox to delete more than one rule at one time.
10. Click the Delete Rule link

You will see a Confirm the delete action dialog, with the message, Are you sure to delete the selected item?
11. Click the Ok button.

The rule is deleted.

Note:
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Clicking the update button is not needed.

 Load Balancing DRAS
CA OM Web Viewer performs automatic DRAS load balancing for users among the available
DRAS servers You can set up as many DRAS servers as you require for the size of your user
base.
CA OM Web Viewer performs automatic DRAS load balancing for users among the available DRAS servers You
can set up as many DRAS servers as you require for the size of your user base.

To set up DRAS load balancing, select one or more alternate locations for a repository. You can define these
locations so that each repository can be accessed through several different DRAS servers. CA OM Web Viewer
distributes users among all the locations that the repository object has automatically.

Consider the following information about setting up your DRAS load balancing:

• Verify that all locations you selected in a repository object point to the same base View, Dispatch, or Bundle
repository.

• You must use a different ENF or DRAS address, but do not use a different base repository.
• The Available Locations in the Alternate Locations section include only likely choices for alternate locations.

 Managing the Use of AFP Transform
Administrators can manage the use of AFP Transform for CA View. You can transform all AFP
reports to PDFs automatically, leave APF reports in the AFP format, or let the user decide
whether they want to transform AFP reports to a different format. These options apply to CA
View implementations (with a r11 or newer repository) that have the AFP Transform feature
installed and enabled.
Administrators can manage the use of AFP Transform for CA View. You can transform all AFP reports to PDFs
automatically, leave APF reports in the AFP format, or let the user decide whether they want to transform AFP
reports to a different format. These options apply to CA View implementations (with a r11 or newer repository) that
have the AFP Transform feature installed and enabled.

Consider the following information:

• This transform option applies to all AFP reports viewed from this repository.
• If you decide to leave AFP reports in AFP format, the user needs an AFP viewer installed on their computer.
• If you let the user decide whether to transform AFP reports, their personal configuration settings controls

whether an APF report is transformed to PDF.
• If the repository type is not appropriate or the transform feature is not installed and enabled, this setting is

ignored and AFP reports are not converted.

 Select Alternate Repository Locations
You may want to select alternate repository locations to support DRAS load balancing.
You may want to select alternate repository locations to support DRAS load balancing.

Follow these steps:

1. 1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
The Repository object list is displayed in the left pane.

2. 2. Select a Repository.
The edit Repository object panel is displayed.

3. 3. From the Definition tab, locate the Alternate Location(s) section.
The Available Locations and Selected Locations lists are displayed.

4. 4. If the Alternate Locations list is empty, click the DRAS Discovery button.
The Available Locations list is populated with possible alternate repository locations.

Note:

If you just set the primary repository location, the Available Locations list will already be populated.
5. Select one or more names in the Available Locations list.

Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one location
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6. Click the single right arrow to add the selected locations or click the double right arrow to add all the locations to
the Role.
CA OM Web Viewer rotates through each of these different addresses for the same base CA View, CA
Dispatch, or CA Bundl repository thereby balancing the users among the different DRAS servers.

7. Click the Update button near the top right of the panel.
The alternate repositories are selected.

Note:

See DRAS Load Balancing for more information.

 Customize the Report Actions
Customize the specific properties and actions that pertain to accessing or viewing a report:
Customize the specific properties and actions that pertain to accessing or viewing a report:

• Transform AFP Report
• Offline Report Access
• Report Action
• File Upload

Set Automatic Transformation of AFP Report to PDF
You can automatically transform all AFP reports to PDFs, leave APF reports in the AFP format, or let the user
decide whether they want to transform AFP reports to a different format.

Note:

• This transform option will apply to all AFP reports viewed from this repository.
• If you decide to leave AFP reports in AFP format, the user needs an AFP viewer installed on their computer.
• If you let the user decide whether to transform AFP reports, their personal configuration settings will control

whether an APF report is transformed to PDF or not.
• This option is available with a CA View repository (r11 or newer) which has the CA View AFP Transform feature

installed and enabled.
• If the repository type is not appropriate or the transform feature is not installed and enabled, this setting is

ignored, and AFP reports will not be converted.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab.
5. Find the Transform AFP Report section.
6. Do one of the following:

• Select Keep as AFP radio
All AFP reports will be sent directly to the user’s computer in the AFP format.

• Select Convert to PDF radio
All AFP reports will be converted to PDF reports before being sent to the user’s computer.

•  Select User Choice (AFP or PDF) radio
This allows the user to determine whether APF reports will be converted to PDF reports from their user
configuration tab.

7. Click the Update button at the top right of the panel

Offline Report Access
CA OM Web Viewer supports a number of different report recall options.

Note:

These settings are only applicable for CA DRAS repositories that support the functionality.

The following options are available:

• Disable recall of off-line reports
Select Disable recall of off-line reports, if the repository does not support recall through DRAS or you wish to
restrict recall by Web Viewer users.
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• Recall reports from off-line media, if supported
With this option users can request the recall of offline reports.
Recall will only work with a CA Dispatch or CA View system which has recall automation implemented.

• View reports from off-line media without recall, if supported
If you have EAS or Centera access enabled through CA View, your user can view offline reports without
recalling them.

Note:

The last two options require system setup in your existing mainframe system.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
Select your repository.

2. Click the Properties tab, then the Report subtab.
3.  Locate the Transform AFP Report section and select one of the following:

• Disable recall of off-line reports
• Recall reports from off-line media, if supported
• View reports from off-line media without recall, if supported.

4. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.
Offline report access is set.

Report Actions for Comments
For Repository objects linked to a CA View base repository, users can be allowed edit the reports comment field.
This option can be turned on and off at a Repository object level. With this option enabled any users with a Role
Type of Advanced User, Group Administrator or Systems Administrator will be able to edit the comments on reports
in this repository.

The CA View repository settings must allow users to edit the comments of reports. Additionally, certain users may
not be allowed to edit a report’s comments, depending on the security exits inside your CA View repository.

None of the CA OM Web Viewer security options can override the security options set in the base CA View
repository. All report comment settings inside the CA View repository take precedence over settings in CA OM Web
Viewer.

For example, if a particular user is not allowed to edit a report’s comments in the CA View repository, that user will
also not be allowed create them through CA OM Web Viewer, regardless of the Web Viewer limits. This allows
you to limit what Web Viewer users can do through Web Viewer, but it never allows Web Viewer to circumvent
preexisting CA View controls.

Set Permissions for Users to Edit Report Comments in a Repository
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your Repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab.
5. Find the Report Action section.
6. Do one of the following:

• Check the Allow comment updates [CA View only]
Users with a Role type of Advanced User or higher will be able to edit the report’s comment in this repository.
The CA View repository must have compatible settings.

• Uncheck the Allow comment updates [CA View only]
No users will be able to edit a report’s comment in this repository.

Note:

The CA View repository does not have to have this option disabled.
7. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

The permissions are updated.

Managing the Use of Annotations
This section discusses how to limit the usage of annotations at a repository level.
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To assign annotation settings to a single Role, you must assign a Repository with the settings you want to a
particular Role.

You may have to create two Repository objects that each point to the same CA View repository, to assign separate
settings to separate Roles. See Repository Object Concept for more information.

Note:

The Annotation feature is supported by CA View (11.0 or higher) only.

Additional information about how to create, edit, or remove annotations is discussed in the Annotation section of
the User Guide.

There are a number of annotation options that can be controlled from the Repository level. The first option is
whether to allow annotations in this repository. Additionally, you can further limit users’ permissions for specific
annotation options. All Roles with a Role type of Basic User only have read access to Annotation notes and do not
have any access to bookmarks.

Allowing annotations will affect different Role types differently. For the Basic User level, users will be allowed to
view annotation notes. Higher level Role types, Advanced User, Group Administrator, and System Administrator will
be able to create, change, and delete annotations, notes, and bookmarks.

Set Permissions for Viewing or Editing Annotations in a Repository
Follow these steps:
1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab.
5. Find the Report Action section.
6. Do one of the following:

•  Check the Allow annotations [CA View only]
Annotation notes can be viewed by the Generic User type Roles, and higher level Role types may be able to do
further actions.

• Uncheck the Allow annotations [CA View only]
No users will be able to see or edit annotations through this Repository object.

7. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
The permissions are updated.

Annotations Permissions - Overview
The permissions section allows a System Administrator control over the annotation settings for this Repository
object. It can only be used by an Advanced User, Group Administrator, or System Administrator because the Basic
User roles have only read access to annotations and no access to bookmarks, regardless of the settings in this
section.

See the Annotation sections of the User guide.

Set Permissions for Creating a New Annotation
Specify permissions for New Note Creation which controls the default type of new notes, and also can limit a user
to being able to only create public or private notes.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your Repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab.
5. Find the Report Action section.
6. Find the New Note Creation radio button.
Note: Allow annotations [CA View only] must be selected, enabling annotations, to change annotation options.
7. Select one of the following:

•  Default to public
Advanced Users, Group Administrators, and Systems Administrators are allowed to create public or private
annotations, and the default option for creating a new annotation is public.

•  Default to private
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Advanced Users, Group Administrators, and Systems Administrators are allowed to create public or private
annotations, and the default option for creating a new annotation is private.

• Public only
Advanced Users, Group Administrators, and Systems Administrators are only allowed to create public
annotations, and therefore default option for creating a new annotation has to be public.

• Private only
Advanced Users, Group Administrators, and Systems Administrators are only allowed to create private
annotations, and therefore default option for creating a new annotation has to be private.

Note:

To completely disable New Note Creation, uncheck the allow annotations checkbox. However, Basic Users can
never create new annotations or notes.

8. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
The permissions are updated.

Set Permissions for Users to Delete Annotations
Specify the option that controls whether users of this Repository object can delete annotations in the base CA View
repository.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab.
5. Find the Report Action section.
6. Find the Permissions section.
7. Do one of the following:

• Check the Disable deleting annotations checkbox
Users of this Repository object will not be allowed delete annotations in the base CA View® repository, through
this Repository object.

• Uncheck the Disable deleting annotations checkbox
Users of this Repository object will be allowed delete annotations in the base CA View repository, through this
Repository object.

8. Click the Update button at the top right of the panel
The permissions are updated.

Set Permissions for Updating Notes
Specify the option that controls whether users of this Repository object can change the public/private status of
annotations in the base CA View repository.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab.
5. Find the Report Action section.
6. Find the Permissions section.
7. Do one of the following:

• Check the Disable updating notes checkbox
Users of this Repository object will not be allowed update notes in the base CA View® repository, through this
Repository object.

• Uncheck the Disable updating notes checkbox
Users of this Repository object will be allowed update notes in the base CA View repository through this
Repository object.

8. Click the Update button at the top right of the panel

Note:

Regardless of this setting, only users with a Role type of Advanced User, Group Administrator, or Systems
Administrator are able to add bookmarks, because basic users do not have access to bookmarks.
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Set Permissions to Enable or Disable Bookmark Creation
Use this setting to control whether users of this Repository object can add bookmarks in the base CA View
repository.
Note: Regardless of this setting, only users with a Role type of Advanced User, Group Administrator, or System
Administrator will be able to add bookmarks; Basic users do not have access to bookmarks.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab.
5. Find the Report Action section, then the Permissions section.
6. Do one of the following:

• Check the Disable creating bookmarks checkbox
Users of this Repository object will not be allowed to create bookmarks in the base CA View repository, through
this Repository object.

• Uncheck the Disable creating bookmarks checkbox
Users of this Repository object will be allowed to create bookmarks in the base CA View repository, through this
Repository object.

7. Click the Update button at the top right of the panel.
The permissions are updated.

Granting File Upload Permission to Users
If your site has CA Spool LPD interface installed on the mainframe, you can give users permission to upload files
such as PDF, XLS, and so on to the mainframe. To do this you must have an SAR type LPD queue setup which
refers to the repository to which you want to upload files.

Note:

See the CA Spool System Guide for more information

From CA OM Web Viewer, you must define which text file queue, and non-text file queue is setup for this
Repository object’s CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system.

If you decide to allow file upload, and set it up, all users except Basic User role users will see a File Upload on their
report list panel.

Since this Repository object refers to a particular CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system, the queue chosen
here should probably refer to the file printer queue for that same system.

Note:

As the System Administrator, you must select the correct queue. If the queue points to another system, users may
get confused as to where their uploaded files were sent since their files will be in a different Repository than the
one they were working with when the files were uploaded.

There are the fields that are needed to set up distributed file uploads.

• Server Name or IP
The name of the LPD Server.

• TCP/IP Port
The port number of your LPD server. The LPR/LPD port is usually 515.

• Text File Printer Queue Name
The name of the LPD Text File Printer Queue that is associated with a CA View®, CA Dispatch™, and CA
Bundl® repository. This queue will be used for all text reports.

• Non-Text File Printer Queue Name
The name of the LPD Non-Text File Printer Queue that is associated with a CA View®, CA Dispatch™, and CA
Bundl® repository. This queue will be used for all non-text reports.

Set Up Distributed File Uploads
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.
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3. Click the Properties tab.
4. Click the Report subtab and
5. Find the Report Action section, the File Upload section.
6. Check the Allow Distributed File Uploads checkbox.
7. Enter the Server Name listed in DNS or the IP address.
8. Enter the "TCP/IP Port"
9. Click the LPD Printer Queue Discovery button
10. Select a Text File Printer Queue Name from the drop-down menu.
See Notes.
11. Select a Non-Text File Printer Queue Name from the drop-down menu.

Note:

•  If there are no options in the drop-down menu, check your server name and port number. (To close an empty
drop-down click in the main text box.)

•  Since this Repository object refers to a particular CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system, the queue
chosen here should probably refer to the file printer queue for that same system.

As the Systems Administrator you have to select the correct queue. If the queue points to another system, the
users might get confused as to where their uploaded file are, since they are in a different Repository than the one
they were working with when they uploaded the files.
12. Click Update at the top right of the panel.

 Customize Layouts
You can customize the layouts of:
You can customize the layouts of:

• Favorites Lists
• Advanced Search Lists
• Selected report columns for the default report list in a repository

Customize List layouts of Selected Report Columns for the Default Report List in a Repository

Note:

Changing these settings affects the Report List in Advanced search, and also the Cross-Report Indexes list.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Repository subtab.
2. Select your repository.

The edit Repository object panel is displayed.
3. Click the Properties tab, List Layouts tab.
4. Find the Report List Layout section
5. Select one of more attribute column names in the Available Report Columns.
6. (Optional) Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than attribute column name.
7. Click the single right arrow between the two lists to add the selected attribute columns.
8. (Optional) Click the double right arrow to add all the attribute columns.

Note:

The attribute columns listed in the Selected Report Columns will be the default columns listed in a user’s
Advanced Search Report List and also the Cross Report List.

9. Click the Update button near the top right of the panel.
The same procedure is used to add attribute columns to the Selected Report Columns in the Favorite List
Layout. The Favorite List Layout affects only the Favorites subtab in the Advanced Search tab.

Customize the Layouts of Favorites List and Advanced Search List
The list layouts tab controls:

• The attribute columns that users see by default in the Favorites list and Advanced Search reports list.
• The default order of the columns.

Note:
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• The original settings are only the defaults and users can override these column settings from their Configuration
Tab.

• The favorites list, the Advanced Search report list, and the Cross Report List all must have at least one of these
optional columns included. All other attributes are optional--you can select or not select any of the attributes
listed in the Available Report Columns list or the Available Favorite Columns list.

• You can modify the order in which the attribute columns are listed.

 Managing Role Objects
Administrators use role objects for managing system permissions and privileges and for defining
and simplifying different access levels. For example, some users require view access to reports
that are specific to their job titles. Other users must perform advanced searches and want
to create subscriptions (groups of reports) for their teams. A different set of users wants to
upload information to a repository. Also, your database and report administrators want extensive
access and security permissions to manage the system and everyone who is using it.
Administrators use role objects for managing system permissions and privileges and for defining and simplifying
different access levels. For example, some users require view access to reports that are specific to their job titles.
Other users must perform advanced searches and want to create subscriptions (groups of reports) for their teams.
A different set of users wants to upload information to a repository. Also, your database and report administrators
want extensive access and security permissions to manage the system and everyone who is using it.

The System Administrator or Group Administrator (GA) assigns all privileges and permissions to a role object, not
to an individual. The Group Administrator can then assign all those individual users to the role as needed. This
action creates a group of people who each have all the system access capabilities that are associated with that
role.

CA OM Web Viewer includes only the Default User and System Administrator roles. You can define other role types
manually. Although the other role types let you have more than one role object of a particular type, you can only
have one System Admin.

• Default User
If a user with valid mainframe credentials logs in to CA OM Web Viewer, but does not have access to any role,
that user logs in using the Default User Role. Also, if the user has not been previously defined, that user has a
user object defined automatically, and placed in the Default User Role. For more information, Managing User
Authentication.
The Default User Role can have repositories and privileges assigned to it in the same manner as any other role.

• System Admin
The System Admin has complete access to the CA OM Web Viewer system. This role cannot bypass existing
mainframe repository data restrictions in CA Dispatch, CA Deliver, or CA View.
All future Roles contain a subset of the System Admin privileges. The System Admin role is the only role in Web
Viewer that can have a role type of System Administrator.
When you install CA OM Web Viewer, you must define a default system administrator. This Default System
Administrator is the first member of the System Admin Role. You can add other users to the Role later to have
more than one user with System Admin privileges.

Administrators design and maintain roles to control user permissions and their access to data, databases,
repositories, and reports in the system. You can give an individual user more than one role assignment. For
example, you have a Bank Teller role and you assign ten individual Bank Tellers, but you can assign the Bank
Manager to a Bank Manager role, and also to the Bank Teller role.

This setup lets the Bank Managers operate with the privileges and data that the Bank Tellers use, but it also allows
the manager to access a different set of data assigned to Bank Managers specifically.

Roles make the designation of privileges much less labor intensive:

• You can set or adjust the privileges for hundreds of users at one time by simply modifying the role.
• When the Group Administrator promotes or reassigns a user, they do not have to change privilege. They can

simply assign that user to a different existing Role that has all the privileges necessary for the new job.
• You can assign an individual to more than one role.

Functionality Basic User Advanced User Group Admin Systems Admin
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LDAP Authentication Yes Partial, LDAP
Mainframe Hybrid
Profile Object Only

No No

Mainframe
authentication

(CA Top Secret®, CA
ACF2™, RACF)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

View Subscribed
Favorites

(Report, Report
Search Filter, Cross-
Report Index-Value
Report Section,
Report Index and
Report Index-Value
Report Section))

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Text Find/Go to Page Yes Yes Yes Yes

Create Browse
Favorites or
Bookmarks

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Print, Email, Export
(the number of pages
can be limited)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Advance Search
(Search for
unsubscribed reports
and Cross-Report
Indexes)

No Yes Yes Yes

Edit Report
Comments (CA View
only)

No Yes Yes Yes

View Report
Information (Report
metadata)

No Yes Yes Yes

Create Web Viewer
Internal Favorites

(Report, Report
Search Filter, Cross-
Report Search Filter,
Cross-Report Index-
Value Filter, Cross-
Report Index-Value
Report Section,
Report Index, and
Report Index-Value
Report Section)

No Yes Yes Yes
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View Web Viewer
Internal Favorites

(Report, Report
Search Filter, Cross-
Report Search Filter,
Cross-Report Index-
Value Filter, Report
Index, and Report
Index-Value Report
Section)

No Yes Yes Yes

Remove Internal
Web Viewer
Favorites (Any Type)

No Yes Yes Yes

View Unsubscribed
Material

No Yes Yes Yes

View Annotations
Notes (CA View only)

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Other Annotation
Actions (CA View
only)

(View Annotations,
Edit Annotations,
Delete Annotations,
Create Annotations,
Create Annotation
Notes, Delete
Annotation Notes,
Create Annotation
Bookmarks,
View Annotation
Bookmarks,
Delete Annotation
Bookmarks,

No Yes Yes Yes

Subscriptions
(Create Private
Subscriptions,
Create Public
Subscriptions, Delete
Your Subscriptions)

No Yes Yes Yes

Assign Subscriptions
to Roles

No No Partial, can only edit
Roles below this
Role in the hierarchy

Yes

View Role Hierarchy No No Partial, can only see
Roles below this role

 

View, Edit, Delete
Role Properties

No No Partial, can only edit
Roles below this
Role in the hierarchy.

Yes

Create New Role No No Yes Yes

Create Profiles No No Yes Yes

Assign LDAP
Directory to
Repository

No No Partial, can only edit
Roles below this
Role

Yes
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Profile (View Edit,
and Delete)

No No Partial, can only
access users created
by this Role or sub
Role of this Role

Yes

User (Create, Edit,
Delete, and Find)

No No Partial can only
access users created
by this Role or sub
Role of this Role

Yes

Repository (Create,
edit properties, or
delete)

No No No Yes

Create LDAP
Directory Reference

No No No Yes

Edit System-wide
Preferences

No No No Yes

View Repository
Status Panel

No No No Yes

View User Status
Panel

No No No Yes

View Admin
Information Panel

No No No Yes

View Audit Log No No No Yes

Import Admin
Objects

No No No Yes

Export Admin
Objects

No No No Yes

 Working With Role Hierarchies and Understanding Role Types
Working together, administrators can separate administration into a hierarchy of Group
Administrator Roles so that each administrator is responsible for a subset administration. For
example, report administration can be separated into two regions, with a Group Administrator
for the West Region, and a Group Administrator for the East Region. Similarly, if there are three
branches in the East region, the administrator might further split up report administration by
branch--and create three additional Group Administrators, one for each branch in the region.
Working together, administrators can separate administration into a hierarchy of Group Administrator Roles so that
each administrator is responsible for a subset administration. For example, report administration can be separated
into two regions, with a Group Administrator for the West Region, and a Group Administrator for the East Region.
Similarly, if there are three branches in the East region, the administrator might further split up report administration
by branch--and create three additional Group Administrators, one for each branch in the region.

Each regional Group Administrator role would have read/write access to all branch-level Group Administrator roles,
and would also have read/write access to all the roles created by the branch-level Group Administrators.

How Role Hierarchies Work
The System Administrator role object has full system permissions and can create all role types in the system. You
can create roles of any type, other than System Administrator. Only System Administrator or Group Administrator
role types can create new Roles.

If you log in as a Group Administrator, you can create a Basic User, Advanced User, or another Group
Administrator. However, you cannot create a System Administrator. You can only create a role with equal or lesser
permissions than your current logged-in role.

Note:
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Note:  You can assign more than one User ID to the System Administrator, but the system only permits one role
object of this type.

Consider the following information:

• You can configure the order and types of Tabs on the main panel.
• All roles that you create can only have the permissions of the parent role, or more limited permissions.

For example, if your role can print, you can assign printing privileges to a role that you create.
• By default, all roles that you create are subroles to your current role. If you create a subrole for a role that you

are not currently logged in as, use the create subrole option. A subrole descends from another role directly. A
subrole can never have more permissions than the role above it in the hierarchy. All roles are a subrole of some
other role, except the System Administrator; the top role in the hierarchy.

• Each role object has a type, and each type has a specific set of permissions.
• Parent roles can create other roles, and they always have the full permissions of the child role objects that they

create.
For example, the System Administrator creates a Group Administrator. The Group Administrator creates an
Advanced User. The parent System Administrator has all the permissions of the Advanced User child object.

• Although you can create different roles with different privileges, each role must be one of the three basic types:
Group Administrator, Advanced User, or Basic User.

• Each role type has access to a different set of core functionalities. Role or repository settings can further limit
these functions.

• System or Group Administrators can provide an extra role description on the Role tab. This additional
information can help further clarify the purpose of a role. Only System Administrators and Group Administrators
can view the role descriptions.

• If you remove a role privilege or repository, that privilege or repository is removed from all roles under the role in
the hierarchy automatically.

• Adding a repository or privilege to a role does not mean that privilege or role adds to its subroles. The hierarchy
of roles appears like a tree. Each subrole can only have access to privileges less than or equal to the role above
it in the tree.

• One possible exception to the permission hierarchy is created by assigning a user to a role. You can assign a
user to a role regardless of whether you assigned that user to the parent role.

Role Hierarchy Example
You can separate administrators into a hierarchy of Group Administrator roles, so that each Administrator is
responsible for a subset administration. For example, assume that your sales for a specific state are divided into
Eastern and Western counties. The Eastern counties further divide into four regions, and Western counties divide
into two regions:

• Administration can be sectioned into two divisions, with a Group Administrator for East, and a Group
Administrator for West.

• The Eastern Group Administrator further splits report administrators to an extra four regional Group
Administrators; one for each region in the Eastern division, while the Western Group Administrator used similar
segmenting for their two regions.

• The Eastern Report Administrator Role would have read/write access to all four region-level Group
Administrator Roles.

• The Western Report Administrator Role would have read/write access to the two region-level Group
Administrator Roles.

• Both Administrators would have read write access to all the Roles created by their region-level Group
Administrators.

Roles that are based on a higher role in the hierarchy are referred to as lower or subroles throughout the
documentation.

Understanding Role Types
Role types are role permission objects that can be created and updated as required.

Although you can have as many different Roles as you need, there are only four different Role types. Each Role
type has access to a different set of core functions. The Role types are:

• System Administrator
The System Administrator type can change any CA OM Web Viewer setting and has total access to the Web
Viewer system. This role can assign any privileges to any Roles or users.
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Although most Roles allow you to have more than one Role object in a particular type, you can only have one
System Administrator Role object, System Admin. However, you can add more than one User to this Role to
have more than one person with System Administrator privileges.
Be aware that being a System Administrator does not let you circumvent existing data access controls and
security in CA View, CA Dispatch, and CA Bundl.

Note:

The default Tab Sequence is: Reports, Advanced Search, Subscriptions, Configuration, Web Statistics,
Administration

• Group Administrator
The Group Administrator type is designed to be used to delegate the work required for report administration.
The Group Administrator Role can only assign data that has been assigned to it by a System Administrator.
You can divide your report administration into smaller groups, then further divide those groups into several
others, designating other Group Administrators as needed. The Group Administrator Role for the smaller group
would only have access to the Repositories and privileges that the Role above it assigned to it.
Group Administrators do not have the ability to add Repositories or LDAP Directories to CA OM Web Viewer or
access system wide properties.

Note:

The default Tab Sequence is: Reports, Advanced Search, Subscriptions, Configuration, Administration.
• Advanced User

The Advanced User Role type lets users do the following:

• Search Repositories for specific Reports and Cross Report Indexes
• Create Favorites
• Create Subscriptions in the repositories their role has access to.

Although these users can create Subscriptions, they cannot assign Subscriptions to other users and have no
control over the settings and permissions of other users.
This Role type has privileges similar to the users of CA OM Web Viewer 11.x.

Note:

The default Tab Sequence is: Reports, Advanced Search, Subscriptions, Configuration.
• Basic User

The Basic User Role type is the most restricted. These Roles cannot actively search for report content. The
content these Roles can access is assigned to them by a Group Administrator or a System Administrator in the
Role with the privileges to edit that Basic User Role.

Note:

The default Tab Sequence is: Reports, Configuration.

For more information about what each role type can be setup to use, see the Role Type Chart in Managing Role
Objects.

Note: The default Tab Sequence is: Reports, Configuration

 Authenticating and Customizing Roles
Administrators perform tasks to verify that users can authenticate and that users and
repositories have the proper role settings. These tasks include setting the role authentication
method, customizing role settings, and assigning roles to repositories.
Administrators perform tasks to verify that users can authenticate and that users and repositories have the proper
role settings. These tasks include setting the role authentication method, customizing role settings, and assigning
roles to repositories.

How Users Authenticate
CA OM Web Viewer users can authenticate with LDAP, External Security EXIT, or Mainframe Security. Advanced
User type roles can authenticate with either mainframe security or LDAP security using the LDAP Mainframe
Hybrid Profile Object. The Basic User can authenticate with three methods, depending on role settings. However,
all other role types require Mainframe Security.

Consider the following information about authenticating roles:

• The Edit Role panel controls the authentication method of the role.
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• You must select a Role Type of Basic User or Advanced User to change a Role authentication method from the
default authentication method, which is mainframe authentication.

• If you select LDAP authentication with a Role Type of Basic User, supply both LDAP information and a profile
(proxy mainframe account) for the role.

• If you select LDAP authentication with a Role Type of Advanced User, you must supply both LDAP information
and the built in LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile Object

• Only Roles with a Role type of Basic User or Advanced User can use LDAP authentication.
• You can use automatic enrollment with an LDAP authenticated role.
• If you select External Security EXIT authentication, you must select Non-Mainframe users with a predefined

profile named EXIT and a predefined directory name EXIT.
• Automatic enrollment is selected from the role panel for any roles defined with External Security EXIT

authentication.
• You do not have to select automatic enrollment from the role panel for mainframe automatic enrollment.

Mainframe automatic enrollment places mainframe security authenticated users into the role named Default
User.

Profile
A Profile is an object that is used to provide LDAP users with a mainframe password.

These objects are primarily a set of mainframe credentials sent to the mainframe when an LDAP authenticated
user wants to perform an action on the mainframe.
The LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile Object send the LDAP credentials of a user to the mainframe rather than a
separate set of credentials. The EXIT Profile Object sends the mainframe credentials that are returned from exit
calls to the mainframe rather than a separate set of credentials stored within Web Viewer.

LDAP Directory
An LDAP Directory is used to provide information about your LDAP sever and the attributes needed to authenticate
a user.
When setting up a Role you use a predefined LDAP Directory which also can be used with Auto Enrollment. When
setting up a Role with External Security EXIT authentication, you have to use a predefined EXIT Directory which is
used with Auto Enrollment.

Auto Enrollment
The Automatic Enrollment check controls whether you want this Role to automatically enroll a member of a certain
LDAP or external user directory. Basically, anyone who authenticated through this directory is added to this Role.
You cannot auto enroll the members of a directory into two different Roles.

Setting the Role Authentication Method
To change the authentication method for a role, you must have a System Administrator or Group Administrator role
type. Otherwise, you must use mainframe security.
A role cannot have any sub roles if you want to change its type to Basic User.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Role subtab.
2. Select a role from the list
3. Click the Definition tab in the edit panel.
4. Select a role type of Basic User

Only roles with a role type of Basic User or Advanced User can use LDAP authentication. Additionally, roles
with a type of Advanced User can only use the LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile Object when using LDAP
authentication. If a role has subroles, you cannot change the type of the role to Basic User. You must first delete
the subroles of a Group Administrator type role before changing its role type.

5. Find the Role Profiles section and select the Non-Mainframe Users with a Profile option.
If you want the LDAP credentials of the user as the same as mainframe credentials to be sent to the mainframe,
select the LDAP Profile, which is the LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile Object. Otherwise, select a different
Profile, which specifies which credentials should be sent to the mainframe.
With External Security EXIT authentication, a predefined Profile object and Directory object, EXIT is
automatically selected for Non-Mainframe users.

6. Select a Profile from the first drop-down list on the right.
If no alternate Profiles are listed, you must first create a Profile from the Profile tab.

7. Do one of the following:
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• Select an LDAP Directory from the next drop-down to the right.
If no LDAP Directories exist, you either create a new Directory or enter the attributes listed below.

• Manually enter the LDAP attributes needed to authenticate the users of the role.
Enter values for LDAP Server, LDAP Port, Login Attribute, and Base DN.
For more information, see Managing User Authentication.
It is important to be aware that these options are overwritten when selecting a new LDAP directory. If you
want to permanently retain these options, we suggest that you have a member of the System Admin role
create an LDAP Directory object. The LDAP Directory objects are retained permanently.

8. (Optional) Click the Automatic Enrollment checkbox.
With the Automatic Enrollment option selected, any LDAP users that are authenticated with the selected LDAP
setup are placed into this role automatically.

9. Click the Update button near the top right of the panel.
The authentication parameters are saved.

Customizing Role Settings
The role determines the types of privileges that are granted to a user. Only System or Group Administrators can
customize roles. You can only customize Roles below your current Role in the Role hierarchy.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the Role subtab.
2. Select a Role from the list.
3. Choose one of the following tabs:

• Definition
Specify a name, type, description, and authentication method, and specify the repositories that this role can
access.

• Properties
Set the capabilities for Report Actions and Favorites.

• Subscriptions
Specify the subscriptions that this Role can access.

• Tab Selection
Use the Shuttle Control to specify the Tabs and order of the Tabs in the Main form for this Role.

Assigning Repositories to Roles - Overview
There may be situations where only certain repositories need to be available to a Role. Depending on how your
reports are divided among your Repositories, you may want to only allow a Role to access a single Repository.

For example, if all your Sales Reports are in a certain repository, the Salesman Role would be allowed access to
that repository, but might not be allowed to access a repository that contains accounting information.

The Repositories that can be assigned to a Role must be accessible by and assigned to the parent Role. For more
information, see the Example of how to Use Role Hierarchy topic.

Icon
Note: A repository maps to exactly one CA View, CA Bundle or CA Dispatch system. (See
Repository Object for more information.) From this screen you cannot edit the Systems
Administrator Role. Therefore, to allow the Systems Administrator Role access to a Repository
object, you must add the Systems Administrator Role to the Repository at the edit Repository
panel.
For more information about adding a repository to the System Admin Role, see View, Create, and Edit Roles and
Subroles

 View, Create, and Edit Roles and Subroles
Administrators view, create, and edit roles and subroles.
Administrators view, create, and edit roles and subroles.

View Roles and Subroles
To display all of the roles which you have access, select the Role subtab from the Administration tab. System
Administrators can view all roles in CA OM Web Viewer. Group Administrators can view all roles that the current
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role created. If the Group Administrator creates other Group Administrator roles, the top-level Group Administrator
can access all the roles that the lower Group Administrators created.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Role subtab.
2. (Optional) Click the plus or minus symbol next to a Role to show or hide the sub Roles of that Role.
3. (Optional) Click refresh to refresh this list from the database.
4. Click Role and view its settings and parameters.

Create a Role
A role can only have the permissions of the role of the parent. For example, if your role can print, you can assign
printing privileges to a role that you create. Any role that you create is a subrole of your current role.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Role subtab.
2. Click Create Link.
3. Enter a role name, such as Bank Teller.
4. Select a role type, such as Basic User.

Optionally, from this panel you can:

• Set up role settings.
• Select how users in this Role are authenticated.

5. Click Create.
The Role is created.

Create a Subrole
A subrole is a role that is based on another Role. You can only assign permissions to the new role that are equal to
or less than the Role you are basing the new Role on. For example, you want to create a subrole for the Sales role
named Sales Eastern. This subrole can only have permissions less than or equal to Sales. To set up a subrole, you
select the parent role and create a subrole for it.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Role subtab.
2. Select a role from the list.

Icon
Important! The role that you create cannot have permissions greater than this role.

3. Click Create Sub Link and view the Create Role panel.
4. Enter a role name, such as Bank Teller.
5. Select a role type, such as Basic User.
6. Optionally, from this panel you can:

• Set up any Role settings (See Editing Roles Settings)
• Select how users in this Role are authenticated (See Role Authentication)

7. Click Create.
The Role is created.

Edit Role Properties
You can edit role properties if the role is a sub role of your current role. Additionally, you can edit any role below
your role in the hierarchy.

Icon
Note: Certain properties maybe grayed out, and you cannot change them. These properties
might be inherited from the role above this role in the hierarchy. Also, you cannot change a role
from Group Admin to another type when the role has sub roles.
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Role subtab.
2. Select a role from the list in the left pane.
3. Choose one of the following tabs:

• Definition
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Specify a name, type, description, and authentication method, auto-enrollment setting, and set the
repositories that this role can access.

• Properties
Set Report Actions and Favorites capabilities

• Subscriptions
Specify the subscriptions that are available to this role.

• Tab Selection
Select the tabs to display on the main form and their left-to-right order. The first tab is the default tab at login.

 Assigning Users to Roles
Administrators add users to roles, remove users from roles, and perform other related tasks, for
example, assigning subscriptions to a role.
Administrators add users to roles, remove users from roles, and perform other related tasks, for example, assigning
subscriptions to a role.

 

Add Users to a Role
If a user is reassigned or promoted, you can simply move that user to a different existing Role. For example, a
Bank Teller who has been promoted can be added to the Bank Manager Role.

Do the following to add a user to a Role:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Role subtab.
2. Select a Role from the Role list.
3. Select the Definition tab.
4. Find the "Members" section.

Two lists are displayed, Available Users and Selected Users.
The Available Users in the list are displayed as follows:

• User objects created by the Group Administrator Role directly above the Role you are editing in the Role
hierarchy.

• User Objects that are members of the Role directly above the Role you are editing in the Role hierarchy
• Your own User name

Any of the Users can be added as a member to this Role.
5. Select one or more names in the Available Users list.

Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one user.
6. Click the single right arrow between the two lists to add the selected users
7. (Optional) Click the double right arrow to add all the users to the Role.

Click Update at the top right of the pane.

Icon
Note: Additionally, if your Role has the right to edit a user, you can add and remove Roles from
a single user from the User panel.
Remove Users from a Role
Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Role subtab.
2. Select a Role from the Role list.
3. Click the Definition tab.

Find the Members section.
4. Select one or more names in the Selected Users list.

Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one user
5. Click the single left arrow between the two lists to remove the selected users.
6. (Optional) Click the double left arrow to remove all the users from a Role.
7. Click the Update button at the top right corner of the panel.

Icon
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Note: You can add and remove Roles from a single user from the User panel. (See User -
Member Of)
Enable or Disable Report Actions
You can enable or disable report actions such as Emailing, Printing, File Saving and Exporting. However, you can
only enable Report Actions which are enabled in the role above this one in the hierarchy.

Additionally, when you enable a report action such as printing, you can set a page limit. So, for example if you set
the print page limit value to 1000, a user would only be allowed to print a maximum of 1000 pages at a time. Some
roles do not need printing at all, or perhaps only need to print a few pages at most.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Roles subtab.
2. Select the Properties Tab.
3. Find the Report Actions section.
4. Click the appropriate radio buttons to enable or disable the Report Actions for eMailing, File Saving, Printing and

Exporting for this role.
5. (Optional) For enabled Report Actions, enter a page limit. A limit of 0 pages means that no limit is applied.
6. For eMailing and File Saving you can set the Text Report Format for the file:

• Keep as Text - The format is not changed
• Convert to PDF - Automatically converts text reports to PDF
• User Choice (Text or PDF) - Lets the user choose whether to leave the text in the original format or convert it

to PDF
7. For eMailing, you can set the eMail Type if both types have been selected and configured (see Preferences,

Output Defaults):

• Client based MAPI
• SMTP (web form)
• User Choice (MAPI or SMTP)

8. Click Update to update the report actions.

Specifying Permission to Designate Favorite Reports
To create a subscription (a group of reports targeted for specific users) you must be able to designate a report as a
"favorite".

Specify whether the Role you are defining is to have the Favorites feature enabled or disabled. Some Roles are
only allowed to view subscriptions so the ability to create favorites is therefore turned off.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Roles subtab.
2. Select the Properties Tab.
3. Find the "Favorites" section and click:

• Disable
• Enable

4. Click the Update button at the top right corner of the pane.
Favorites permissions are updated for this Role.

Report Subscriptions in Roles
One of the key features of CA OM Web Viewer is the subscription method of report access.

Favorite reports listed on the Reports tab are based in part on the subscriptions assigned to your Role. For Basic
Users, all the reports they see are assigned to them in the form of subscriptions.

Assign Subscriptions to a Role
Follow these steps:

1. Click the Administration tab.
2. From the edit Role panel, click the Role subtab.
3. Select a Role from the Role list.
4. Select the Subscription tab

There are two lists "Available Subscriptions" and "Selected Subscriptions."
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The Available Subscriptions list includes three parts:

• All public Subscriptions
• All private Subscriptions created by users while logged in as your current Role
• All private or public Subscriptions assigned to the Role directly above this Role in the Role hierarchy.

5. Select one of more subscriptions in the Available Subscription list.
Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one subscription.

6. Do one of the following:

• Click the single right arrow between the two lists to add one or more selected subscriptions.
• Click the double right arrow to add all the subscriptions to the Role.

7. Click the Update button at the top right of the pane.

Remove Subscriptions from a Role
Follow these steps:

1. Click the Administration tab.
2. From the edit Role panel, click the Role subtab.
3. Select a Role from the Role list.
4. Select the Subscription tab

There are two lists, Available Subscriptions and Selected Subscriptions.
5. Select one of more subscriptions in the Selected Subscription list.

Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one subscription.
6. Do one of the following:

• Click the single right arrow between the two lists to remove the selected subscription(s).
• Click the double right arrow to remove all the subscriptions from the Role.

7. Click the Update button near the top right of the panel.
The Role is updated.

 Managing Subscriptions and Favorites
Administrators can manage subscriptions and favorites. 
Administrators can manage subscriptions and favorites. 

Subscriptions let you bundle reports, report sections, or search filters designated as Favorites. System Admin,
Group Administrators, and Advanced Users can create and manage subscriptions. At the most basic level, a
System or Group Administrator can use a subscription to assign reports to users. These users can simply see a
select list of the reports that they require to use. With a subscription, you can provide report access to Basic Users
who no longer have to monitor which repositories contain which reports. These users do not have to search a
repository, or even know the report name to view their reports online. The Subscriptions panel displays a list of the
subscriptions that you created personally.

To see a list of all subscriptions that you can assign to a role, go to the Subscriptions tab of the Edit/Create Role
panel.

• Favorite
Specifies a report or filter bookmark that you want to have quick access to online. You can select and add most
of the viewable or usable entities as favorites. All these types of data are frequently referred to as reports.
Subscriptions can contain any of the favorite types.

• Subscription
Specifies a group of Favorites that has been given a name and description. Administrators and Advanced Users
can use the subscription name to assign this bundle of reports to one or more Roles. Only Advanced Users and
Administrators can create Subscriptions, and only Administrators can assign the Subscriptions to other Roles.
Subscriptions can be either private or public.
The difference between private or public is who can assign a subscription to a role. Only a member of the same
role as the creator of the subscription can assign a private subscription to one or more roles. Additionally, only
Administrator type roles can assign these subscriptions. Any System Administrator or Group Administrator with
the ability to edit the role can assign a public subscription to a role.

Favorite Types
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CA OM Web Viewer includes seven different types of internal favorites, but only six of them can be included in a
subscription.

Product Favorites Description Display

Report The simplest type of favorite that
refers an entire report.

Each report displays as a clickable
icon. The icon used depends on the
format of the report.

Report Search Filter You can save a report filter.

If you save a filter as a favorite, you
can use that filter the next time you
want to see all the reports that are
selected by that filter.

For example, the favorite filter
A* specifies the last 25 days on
repository nnn.

Whenever you use this favorite, all
the reports that start with the letter
"A" that were added to Repository
nnn in the last 25 days are selected.

The reports matching this filter at
runtime are listed in a subfolder of
the subscription. Each time a user
logs in and expands the folder the
search filter checks to find reports
matching the filter.

You can expand and collapse the
folder as needed.

Cross-Report Search Filter You cannot add this type of favorite
to a subscription, and it is not
listed on the favorites list of the
subscription panel.

** Not applicable, because this type
of favorite returns index names (not
reports). So, this type of favorite
cannot be added to a subscription.

Cross-Report Index-Value Filter This filter returns all report sections
that match this index and value pair.
You can save the filter as a favorite.

For example, assume that you
have a Cross Report Index of
"ACCOUNT" with a value of
"12345678." This filter can produce
five different report page ranges,
or report sections, where the index
matches the given value. These
report sections can actually be from
different reports, if an index and
value is in more than one report.

Those report sections appear in a
sub folder of the subscription on the
Reports tab.

The matching report sections
are listed in a subfolder of the
subscription on the Reports tab.

Each report section listed in the
subfolder appears as a text report

with the text report icon. 

Cross-Report Index-Value Report
Section

A single report section

You can add a single Cross-Report
Index Value match as a favorite.

This report section appears to a user
of the subscription, as a text report
listed in your subscription.

This report section appears to a
subscription user as a text report
and appears with the text report

icon. 
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Report Index You can add Report Indexes as
favorites.

This type of Favorite lets the user
of the subscription select an index
value, and then see the matching
section of data from a report for that
index value pair.

When a user selects this type of
report, the user is prompted for one
or more index value selections.

After the user selects the index
values, a report section is displayed.

This type of index appears with the

report index icon. 

Report Index-Value Report Section A single report section

You can add a single report index
value as a Favorite.

This report section appears to a
subscription user as a text report

listed in the subscription. 

Favorite Properties
Favorite properties have a number of effects on how users see favorites in subscriptions. The favorite properties
can be viewed from the edit favorite properties dialog. The description column of the table includes how each
property affects the subscription table.

The following list describes the favorite properties:

• Favorite Name
Specifies the name that displays in the subscription on the Reports tab.

• Favorite Description
Specifies the tooltip that displays in the subscription on the Reports tab.

• Favorite Type
Specifies one of the following favorite types:

• Latest Report
• The actual report data the user sees can change over time.
• If new versions of the report exist, the favorite always points to the latest version.
• Static Report
• Refers to one particular version of a report.
• The actual report data does not change over time.
• You cannot include static favorites in a subscription.

A reorganization of your mainframe repository can break this link. For example, merging or splitting
repositories in CA View can cause these favorites to point to the wrong report.

• Filter Settings
• Refers to saved search filter settings.
• Use this type of favorite to rerun a search at a later time.
• You cannot add Cross-Report Index filters to a subscription.

• Last Modification
Refers to either the creation date of the favorite, or the last time a user modified it after its creation.

• Attributes
Different favorite types list different attributes. The following table lists the various favorite types with their
attributes:

Type of Favorite Icon Attribute

Report or Report Section Favorite
(Dynamic)

Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Report or Report Section Favorite
(Static)

Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Report Filter Favorites Various Filter criteria used to create
the filter.

Cross-Report Index-Value Filter
Favorites

Various filter criteria used to create
this filter, with the index name and
value.
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Report Index Favorites (Dynamic) Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Report Index Favorites (Static) Attributes section includes the
Report ID, and the create date and
time of the report this favorite is
referring to.

Non-Text Reports (Dynamic)  Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Non-Text Reports (Static)  Attributes section includes the
Report ID, and the create date and
time of the report this favorite is
referring to.

 

Edit Favorite Properties
You edit the properties of a favorite from a subscription panel. To use this procedure, enable the Show advanced
options drop-down in favorites list in the Favorites List section of the Configuration panel. Alternatively, you can edit
the properties of a favorite from a selected repository, from the Advanced Search Tab on the Favorite List subtab.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscription Tab, view the Subscriptions in the left pane. If there are more subscriptions than are
visible, scroll through the list.

2. Click a subscription.
The edit Subscription fields appear in the right pane.

3. Find the Action column in the Favorites list
If this column is displayed there is a button labeled Action in each row of the Favorites table. If this column is not
displayed.

4. Click the button in the row of the Favorite that you want to edit.
A drop-down menu appears.

5. Click the Favorite Properties option.
The Favorites Properties dialog appears.

6. Edit the Favorite Name.
Enter the name of the favorite that the users see in the subscription on the Report tab, after you assign the
subscription to the users.

7. Edit the Favorite Description.
Enter the tool tip of the favorite that the users see in the Subscription on the Reports tab, after you assign the
subscription to the users.

8. Click Ok to update the properties.

 Create, Edit, and Delete Subscriptions
Administrators manage subscriptions, for example, by creating, editing, and deleting them, and
by assigning them to roles.
Administrators manage subscriptions, for example, by creating, editing, and deleting them, and by assigning them
to roles.

A Subscription is a bundle of one or more favorites (reports or other types of data) that have been grouped into
a named collection. Once created, these Subscriptions can be assigned by Administrators or Advanced Users to
other users or they can be kept for personal use. Only Advanced Users and Administrators can create and manage
subscriptions. The new Subscription appears in the Subscriptions list in the Reports Tab pane. It may appear
slightly different to different users.

Create a Subscription
Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscription tab, click the Create link above the Subscription List in the left pane.
The create subscription panel appears in the right pane.

2. Find the User Favorite List and be sure that you have at least one favorite report listed.
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Since subscriptions are built with favorite reports, there must be at least one favorite available to include in the
subscription. If you don’t have at least one favorite in your list you must first designate one or more reports as
favorites.
For more information about creating and using favorites, see Using Favorites and Shortcuts.

3. Enter a Subscription Name.
This is the name administrators see when choosing subscriptions to add to a Role.

4. Enter a Subscription Description.
On the reports tab, users of the subscription see this explanation of the subscription contents.

5. Select one of the following:

• Private radio button
• Public radio button

(See Private vs. Public Subscriptions)
6. Select at least one favorite.

From the User Favorites List, locate a favorite that you want to designate as part of the Subscription and click
the checkbox in the left column.

7. Click the Create button at the top right corner of the pane. 
The Subscription is created.

Add or Remove Favorites in a Subscription
Add or remove a Favorite from a subscription by checking or unchecking the leftmost checkbox in the Favorite's
row.

Cross Report index filter Favorites (which return index names instead of reports), cannot be added to a
Subscription. This type of favorite does not appear in this User Favorite List. For more information, see the Types of
Favorites Table.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscription Tab, find the Subscription list in the left pane.
2. Click on a Subscription.

The edit Subscription panel appears in the right pane.
3. (Optional) Update the following as required:

• Name
• Description
• Type

Click the appropriate radio button to change the designation.
For a description of these settings, see Create a Subscription Using Favorites.

4. Do one of the following:

• Click the checkbox on the right to add the Favorite to this Subscription.
• Uncheck the box to remove the Favorite from this Subscription.
• If all the Favorites in the Subscription are not displayed, use the navigation arrows to scroll through the list.
• If the Subscription has been assigned to a certain Role, any newly selected Favorites in the Subscription

appear in that Roles’ users’ Report Tabs the next time they log into CA OM Web Viewer.
• You can optionally, change the display name or description of a Favorite. For more information see Edit

Favorite Properties.
5. (Optional) Click on the name of a Favorite to display the report or apply the Favorite’s filter. This action lets you

see the information the Favorite is pointing to.
6. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.

The Subscription is updated.

Delete a Subscription
Icon
Important! Be careful when deleting Subscriptions. The deleted Subscription is removed from
every Role that it is currently assigned to. If you only want to remove a Subscription from a
Role, you must edit the Role.
Follow these steps to delete a Subscription:

1. From the Subscription Tab, find the Subscription list in the left pane.
2. Click on a Subscription.
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The edit Subscription panel appears in the right pane.
3. Click the Delete link above the Subscription list on the left pane. 

A delete confirmation dialog appears.
4. Confirm the action to complete the deletion.

Assign a Subscription to a Role - Overview
When creating and assigning Subscriptions, there are a number of access considerations that should be checked
to insure the intended users have access to the data you are attempting to give them. This section discusses some
things to consider when creating and assigning a Subscription to a Role.

You cannot actually assign Subscriptions to Roles from the Subscription panel. To assign a Subscription to a Role,
you must go to the Administration tab, edit Role panel.

When a System or Group Administrator wants to select a Subscription to add to a Role, they see a list of
Subscription names. (These names should be meaningful and relevant so that the administrator has accurate
information about the contents of the Subscription.)

In some cases, you might assign material to users and the users cannot see the material. To avoid this situation,
use the following process:

1. View the Subscription in your Reports Tab and check for any problems by viewing the Subscription yourself.
Newly created Subscriptions automatically appear in your own report list.

2. Assure Repository access.

• You cannot give a user access to a Favorite if the user does not have access to the Repository where the
Favorite is located. Therefore you cannot accidentally grant Repository permissions.

• Verify that your Subscription contains only Favorites from Repositories that are available to the Role that is
going to be using the Subscription.

• Sometimes, if you are functioning in a Group Admin type Role or the System Admin Role, you have access
to Repositories which another Role does not have access to. 
For example: Suppose you create a Subscription with a Favorite from Repository A and assign the
Subscription to another Role, which only has access to Repository B and C. In this situation, the user would
see the Subscription, but the Favorite would not be listed in the Reports tab because that user does not have
access to it.

3. Assure Mainframe Security Access.

• Verify that a particular user's mainframe credentials provide access to a CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl
system and any particular data in one of those systems that is referenced in a favorite.

• In the case of LDAP users, assure that their Profile has the correct security access in the mainframe
repositories to access the data referenced by the Favorite.

• In the case of LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile Object users, assure that their LDAP credentials are in sync
with their mainframe credentials, and that their matching LDAP/mainframe credentials have the correct
security access in the mainframe repositories to access the data referenced by the Favorite.
This access does not work with the built in LDAP mainframe hybrid profile object, because that profile
forwards LDAP credentials to the mainframe. Therefor each LDAP user might be able to access different
information, based on what their mainframe credentials have access to.

Icon
Important! In no case does CA OM Web Viewer bypass mainframe repository level security.

4. Test the Role.
Do one of the following:

• Check the Role's Access using Mainframe Authentication

• Assign yourself the Role in order to test it. (See User - Assigning Roles). This is a helpful practice, at least
until you are more familiar with CA OM Web Viewer administration, and it is useful to check to be sure
that your users do not run into problems.
Your site's security may restrict you from performing this test but you should still be able to perform the
other steps in this procedure.

• After assigning the Subscription to a Role, switch your current Role to the new Role in the After Login
section of the Configuration tab to test how the user sees a subscription. (See Configuration – find exact
section). 
This action lets you see if all the intended Favorites appear on the Reports page.

Security for the CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl system still might block users from data you have
access to. Be sure you only assign data to users that have access to the mainframe repository system. 
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For example, in CA View, your mainframe credentials might have access to a Dist ID named ADMINST, but
your users might not.

• Check the Role's Access using LDAP Authentication.
Logging into an LDAP authenticated Role might be difficult because you might not be able to validate your
user account with the LDAP information that validates them. 
In this case, using the same Profile as that Role helps determine whether users of a Role will have access to
the data you want them to be able to see and use.
Assign the intended user’s Profile to a temporary Role, and assign yourself into that Role. Since the Profile
you are using is now the same as the Profile their Role uses, your mainframe access should be the same as
theirs.
Also, your temporary Role needs access to the Repositories their Role has access to perform this test.

Connect a Subscription to a User Role
The reports listed on the reports page are based in part on the Subscriptions assigned to or owned by your Role.
For Basic Users, all the reports they see are assigned to them in the form of Subscriptions.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscription Tab, click a Subscription.
In the right pane, there are two lists, Available Subscriptions and Selected Subscriptions.

2. Select one of more Subscriptions in the Available Subscription list.
Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one subscription

3. Do one of the following:

• Click the single right arrow between the two lists to add the selected subscriptions
• Click the double right arrow to add all the subscriptions to the Role.

4. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
The Subscriptions are added to the Role.

Delete a Subscription from a Role
To remove a Subscription from a Role:

1. From the Administration tab, click the Role subtab
2. Click the Subscriptions subtab.

There are two lists Available Subscriptions and Selected Subscriptions.
3. Select one of more subscriptions in the Selected Subscription list.

Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one subscription.
4. Do one of the following:

• Click the single left arrow between the two lists to remove one or more selected subscriptions.
• (Optional) Click the double left arrow to remove all the subscriptions from the Role.

5. Click the Update button at the top right of the pane.
The Subscription is removed.

How Subscriptions Are Displayed
Each Subscription a user has access to are displayed in the Reports tab.

The Subscriptions listed come from:

• Subscriptions you personally created
• Subscriptions assigned to your current Role

From the Reports tab, each Subscription is listed as a folder in left pane of the screen. You can expand the folder to
see all the Favorites available from that Subscription.

The Subscription name listed in the Reports tab is the value entered in the Description field of the Subscription. For
more information about setting the description see Create a Subscription Using Favorites.

Favorites in the Subscription may be listed differently, depending on the Favorite’s type.

For example, certain Filter Favorites are actually displayed in a subfolder with a list of reports in that subfolder. For
additional information, see How Favorites Display in Subscriptions.

Some favorites from the Subscription may not be listed, if the user does not have access to the Repository the
favorite refers to. It is an administration error to assign a favorite to a user that the user cannot access.

Report Actions from the Subscription List
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There are a number of different actions that can be completed from the Action button in the Action column. The first
steps are basically, the same as editing the Favorite Properties.

Additionally, you can browse a favorite’s contents by clicking on its name in the Name column. For indexes, filters,
and cross-report indexes, the format of data that appears in the subscription in the Reports tab is different than the
data that are linked to.

 Managing the After Login Settings
Administrators and users can manage the After Login Settings that they have authority to
change. The After Login settings determine some basic defaults for access in CA OM Web
Viewer including:
Administrators and users can manage the After Login Settings that they have authority to change. The After Login
settings determine some basic defaults for access in CA OM Web Viewer including:

• The Role you are using
• The Repository you access by default
• Whether you want to show the Repository list

Change User Roles
The user Role is an important concept in CA OM Web Viewer and using different roles gives you varied abilities,
permissions, and functions.

• Your current Role affects which Repositories and Reports you have access to in CA OM Web Viewer.
• Your Role can also affect the actions you are permitted to perform in CA OM Web Viewer such as printing,

emailing, and so on.

The role you are currently using is listed at the top left side of the main CA OM Web Viewer pane to the right of
your user ID.

For example, "Logged in as: jdoe @ Bank Teller Lvl III," means the user "jdoe" is logged in and the user’s current
Role is Bank Teller Lvl III.

You can select and change your current role based at any time, if you are assigned more than one Role.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the After Login option in the left pane.
2. Find the User role drop-down list. Your current role is displayed in the text box.
3. Select the Role you want to use.

All the Roles assigned to you are listed in this drop-down list. If you want to be added to another Role contact
your System Administrator or Group Administrator.
 Changing your current Role can reset your default Repository selection, if the Role you choose does not have
access to the Repository you selected as your default.

4. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.
In some cases you can get logged out of CA OM Web Viewer and you have to log back in.
This can happen when two of your Roles are authenticated by two different authentication methods.

Choose a Repository
This setting is only available to an Advanced User, Group Administrator, or System Administrator.

This setting lets you define a default Repository. This is the Repository that is selected automatically when you go
to the Advanced Search tab for the first time. If you frequently use a specific Repository, this might be an efficient
setting because the Repository selection step is automatically completed.

You can still access other Repositories by clicking on their respective links in the Repository list in the Advanced
Search tab.

Repository selection works this way:

• The default Repository automatic selection occurs only the first time you go to the Advanced Search pane after
log in.

• After you select another Repository at the Advanced Search tab that Repository remains selected until another
Repository is selected or you log out.
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• The next time you log into CA OM Web Viewer, the default selection is again selected when you go the
Advanced Search pane.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the After Login Link in the left pane.
2. Find the Repository drop-down list. The current default Repository is displayed
3. Select a default Repository from the Repository drop-down list. Only repositories available to your current Role

are listed in the drop-down list.
This setting can be reset by selecting a Role that does not have access to this Repository. When you click
Update, the Role and Repository are reset.

4. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.
The value for Default Access Repository is updated.

Show Repository List
Use this option to control whether the Repository list is shown or hidden by default on the Advanced Search pane.

Regardless of this setting, you can hide or show the Repository list from the Advanced Search pane.

Use this option in these situations:

• If you only have one Repository available to you or rarely change Repositories
It may be helpful to hide the Repository list to gain more screen space. You can expand the Repository list from
the Advanced Search pane, if you need to change your Repository.

• With a Default Repository selection
If you use this option, you do not have to expand the Repository list to choose a Repository each time you log
in.

• With the Automatically Apply Filter Settings option from Repository Filter settings
You can have a Report list generated for your chosen Repository.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the After Login Link in the left pane.
2. Select the Show Repository List option.

The default is set for the Report List.
3. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.

The option is updated.

 Managing the Default Repository Filter Settings
System and group administrators and advanced users can manage the default repository filter
settings. These settings affect the advanced search defaults and behavior. The default filter
settings let you set the defaults for finding reports and cross-report indexes.
System and group administrators and advanced users can manage the default repository filter settings. These
settings affect the advanced search defaults and behavior. The default filter settings let you set the defaults for
finding reports and cross-report indexes.

Warning:  If enabled, the default settings set here override the default filter settings for every repository.

Update Date and Version Criteria
In CA OM Web Viewer, you can search for reports based on either creation date or version. This section explains
how to set or modify the defaults for Date and Version Criteria.

For these defaults to override Repository level settings, select Restore Filter Settings with these user settings after
login.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Repository Filter link in the left pane.
The Repository Filter pane appears.

2. Click the Repository Filter link in the menu on the left side.
3. Click the Date & Version Criteria Tab.
4. (Optional) Select Creation Date to set the default search range for reports by the reports' archive dates.
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Do one of the following to specify search criteria:

• Select the Creation Date and specify a value for the Days Ago default search criteria.
Enter a number of days you want to include. For example, 50 days would show the last 50 calendar days
worth of reports.
These reports do not include reports archived in the current day if the report was archived in a time zone that
time stamped the report's date of the archive of the report a day forward from your current date.

• Select Between and do the following:

1.1 Set the Start Date in the first text box:
Click the calendar button and select a date from the calendar pop-up or enter a start date in the first text
box.

2.1 Set the End Date in the second text box.
Click the calendar button and select a date from the calendar pop-up or enter a start date in the second
text box.

5. (Optional) You can search for various versions of a report.
Select one of the following options to set defaults for Versions:

• All
All versions of a report are shown but might not include offline-reports.

• Latest
Enter a number of versions to display.
This option controls the number of versions of the report that are displayed by default. For example, if you
select five, the most current five versions of the report are displayed. If you have less than five versions, all
versions are displayed.

• Range From
All versions in this range are displayed, by default.

• Enter a number for the first version of the report to be displayed.
• Enter a number for the last version of the report to be displayed.

6. (Optional) Update your filter preferences according to your requirements.
There are several generic filter settings that affect all the defaults described on this pane. These options apply to
both Report Searches and Cross-Report Index searches.

• Select Show Filter Settings
Controls whether you want your current search criteria to be displayed on the Report Search and Cross-
Report Index Search panes.
If left clear, the Automatically Apply Filter settings is automatically selected.
With Show Filter Settings left clear, the result is that all searches use your default settings from this pane,
and you are not given the option to change filter criteria from the search pane--the search options are not
even shown.

• Select the Automatically Apply Filter Settings
Specifies that the search is automatically run when you go the search pane.
If you don’t automatically run the search, the search criteria must be shown at the search pane. (See
Previous Step)
If left clear, the Show Filter Setting and Restore Filter settings with these user settings options are
automatically selected.

• Restore Filter Settings with these User Settings
Determines whether the settings on this pane are to override the Repository settings.
If selected, these settings are used; if left clear, the default Repository settings are displayed as the search
criteria.

7. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.
The Date and Version default criteria are updated.

Update Report Criteria
Use this pane to set the defaults for Report Criteria.

For these defaults to override the Repository level settings, select the Restore Filter Settings with these user
settings after login option.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Repository Filter link in the left pane.
The Repository Filter pane appears.

2. Click the Report Criteria subtab.
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Set or update the following optional values:

• Report ID
Enter a default Report ID name, or a search string with wildcards to display multiple reports.

• Mode [CA View only]
Limit the reports to only those reports that are viewable from a specific CA View mode.

• Dist ID [CA View only]
Limit your reports to only those reports that are viewable from a specific CA View Distribution ID

• Mail Code [CA Bundl only]
Limit your reports to only reports viewable from a specific CA Bundl Mail Code.

• Recipient [CA Dispatch only]
Limit your reports to only reports viewable from a specific CA Dispatch Recipient.

• On-line reports only
Select On-line Reports Only. If left clear, off line reports are also included in your report searches.

3. (Optional) Update your filter preferences according to your requirements.
There are several generic filter settings that affect all the defaults described on this pane. These options apply to
both Report Searches and Cross-Report Index searches.

• Select Show Filter Settings
Controls whether you want your current search criteria to be displayed at the Report Search and Cross-
Report Index Search panes
If left clear, the Automatically Apply Filter settings is automatically selected.
With show filter settings left clear, the result is that all searches use your default settings from this pane, and
you are not given the option to change filter criteria from the search pane--the search options are not even
shown.

• Select Automatically Apply Filter Settings
Specifies that the search is automatically run when you go the search pane. If you don’t automatically run the
search, the search criteria must be shown at the search pane. (See Previous Step)
If left clear, the Show Filter Setting and Restore Filter settings with these user settings options are
automatically selected.

• Select Restore Filter settings with these user settings
Determines whether the settings on this pane are to override the Repository settings.
If selected, these settings are used; if left clear, the default Repository settings are used.

4. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.
Your report criteria default filter settings are updated.

Update Index Criteria
Use this pane to set the defaults for Index Criteria. These settings affect your Cross-Report Index searches.

For these defaults to override the Repository level settings, select the Restore Filter Settings with these user
settings after login option.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration tab, click Repository Filter in the left pane.
The Default Filter Settings pane is displayed.

2. Click the Index Criteria subtab.
The Index Criteria pane is displayed.

3. (Optional) Set or update the following values:

• Set the case of the text. Do one of the following:

• Select As Uppercase – Treat whatever text is added to the index name and index value text boxes as
uppercase. The text you enter is converted to uppercase.

• Select As Typed – Treat whatever text is added to the index name and index value text boxes as the
original case.
The text you enter is not converted to uppercase.

4. Enter values for your Indexes in Names and Values.
This index or index combination is your default index search.

5. (Optional) Update your filter preferences according to your requirements.
There are several generic filter settings that affect all the defaults described on this pane. These options apply to
both Report Searches and Cross-Report Index searches.

• Select Show Filter Settings
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Controls whether you want your current search criteria to be displayed at the Report Search and Cross-
Report Index Search panes.
If left clear, the Automatically Apply Filter settings is automatically selected.
The result is that all searches use your settings from this pane, and you are not given the option to change
settings from the search pane--the search options are not even shown.

• Select Automatically Apply Filter Settings
Specifies that the search is automatically run when you go the search pane.
If you don’t automatically run the search, the search criteria must be shown at the search pane. (See
Previous Step)
If left clear, the Show Filter Setting and Restore Filter settings with These User Settings options are
automatically selected.

• Restore Filter Settings with these user settings
Determines whether the settings on this pane are to override the Repository settings.
If selected, these settings are used; if left clear, the default Repository settings are used.

6. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.
The Date and Version default criteria are updated.

 Managing the Favorites List Display Settings
 System and group administrators and advanced users can manage the display settings for the
Favorites list. Use the list layouts section to control the default layout in the advanced search
favorites list and on the Subscription Creation pane. In this section you can:
 System and group administrators and advanced users can manage the display settings for the Favorites list. Use
the list layouts section to control the default layout in the advanced search favorites list and on the Subscription
Creation pane. In this section you can:

• Define which attribute columns you see
• Set the display order of the columns
• Specify the column to sort by

The column settings in the Favorite List Layouts are used to override the Repository defaults set by the
administrator. If you have unusual usage, or need extra features, you may choose to override these settings. Select
the Override the Report List Layout set by Administrator option for these settings to take effect..

Both the Subscription creation Favorites List and Advanced Search Favorites List must have at least one column
included. Beyond that you can select or not select any of the attributes columns listed in the Available Favorite
Columns list.

Update the Favorite List Layout
You can modify the default settings for favorites. The procedures in this section show you how to:

• Set the Available Favorite Columns for the default Favorite List
• Change the display order of the attribute columns:
• Set the sort column and the sort order
• Changing these settings affects both the Subscription Creation List and the Advanced Search Favorite List.
• These settings do not override the favorite list layout set by the administrator, unless you select the Override the

Report List Layout Set by Administrator option.

Set Available Favorite Columns for the default Favorite List Layout

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Favorite List link in the left pane.
The Favorite List Layout pane appears.

2. Select one of more attribute column names in the Available Favorite Columns.
(Optional) Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one attribute column name.

3. Do one of the following:

• Click the single right arrow between the two lists to add the selected attribute columns.
• Click the double right arrow to add all the attribute columns.
• The attribute columns listed in the Selected Favorite Columns are the default columns listed in your

Subscriptions page and Favorites page.
• You must have at least one of the optional attribute columns in the Selected Report Columns pane.

4. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.
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The column list is updated.

Set the order of the attribute columns

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Favorite List link in the left pane.
The Favorite List Layout pane appears.

2. Find the Favorite List Layout section, the Selected Favorite Columns list.
3. Click on a column and use the up and down arrows to position the selected column in the display.
4. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.

The display order is updated.

Set the sort order

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Favorite List link in the left pane.
The Favorite List Layout pane appears.

2. Select an attribute column name from the Sort Favorite List By drop-down list.
3. Select Ascending or Descending sort order
4. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.

The sort order is updated.

Show Advanced Option for Favorites
Use this option to show or hide the advanced options in the Favorites List.

This option controls whether the Advanced Options menu is displayed in the Subscription Creation Favorite List
and Advance Search Favorite List.

On those lists, the Advanced Options drop-down list appears as a column labeled Action that has an Action button
for each report. From this Action drop-down list, you can select various advance options to perform on a report
including:

• Favorite Properties, View Report Information
• Browse, Browse in New Window
• Remove Favorite
• Print, Email, Save, and Export

Warning:  This setting does not have a repository level default, and therefore is not overwriting a repository
default. It does however apply to all repositories.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Favorites List link in the left pane.
The Favorite List Layout pane appears.

2. Find the section below the Favorites List Layout section.
3. Select or clear the Show Advanced Options in the favorites option.
4. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.

The options are updated.

Override Favorite List Layout Settings
Use this option to set the Override the Favorite List Layout set by Administrator option. This option determines
whether the layout settings from this pane override the Repository defaults.

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Favorites List link in the left pane.
The Favorite List Layout pane appears.

2. Find the section below the Favorite List Layout section
3. Select or clear the Override the Favorite List Layout set by Administrator option.

If selected, the defaults settings in the Favorite List Layout are used. If left clear, the default layouts for each
Repository, which are set by the administrator, are used.
You must have at least one of the Available Favorites attribute columns in the Selected Favorite Columns.

4. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.
The override setting is updated.

 Managing the Report Level Actions Settings
Users can manage  the report level actions settings, including the report browsing settings and,
if applicable, the SMTP email options.
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Users can manage  the report level actions settings, including the report browsing settings and, if applicable, the
SMTP email options.

Configure Report Browsing
Use this pane to update your report level actions for report browsing and transformation.

In past versions of CA OM Web Viewer, users had to choose the option to convert AFP to PDF at browse time. This
setting replaces the task of having to make a choice at each browse. However, if you want to change your choice,
you have to reconfigure this setting.

You can do the following:

• Set text size
• Specify if an AFP report is to be transformed to PDF or kept as AFP.

CA OM Web Viewer can automatically transform AFP reports into PDF files if your administrator allows this
option.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click Report Action link in the left pane.
The Report Level Action pane is displayed.

2. Find the Text Size option, click the Text Size drop-down list, and select a size.
This Text Size option controls the font size on all the report browsing pages you have available to you in your
current role.

3. Find the Transform AFP Report.
The administration options set for your current repository override these options. These options are only used
for repositories where the administrator allowed the User Choice (AFP or PDF).
For more information, see the Administration tab, Repository object, Set Automatic Transformation of AFP
Report to PDF section.

4. Do one of the following:

• Click Keep as AFP
When allowed, keep AFP report in AFP format.

• Click Convert to PDF
When allowed, transform the AFP files to PDF files automatically.

5. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
The Report Level Actions are updated.

Email Type
If your administrator has allowed both SMTP email and browser add-on, you can choose to use either the browser
add-on or SMTP (web form) to perform the action. If the administrator has not allowed both types of email, this
section is not displayed.

The browser add-on (the default) uses your installed email client. However, the browser add-on may not be
available due to your browser or internet settings. In that case, you can use SMTP.

SMTP Email Account
If your administrator has selected SMTP email, you can set up your default SMTP information so that you do not
have to enter it into the email dialog each time you want to email a file.

If your administrator setup CA OM Web Viewer to use the Microsoft Exchange Server address book, you are
required to enter your SMTP information in order to access the address book.

If your administrator did not select CA OM Web Viewer SMTP Email, this section does not appear.

The following SMTP settings are available. The information is supplied by your system administrator.

Credentials

You have two options, using your CA OM Web Viewer login credentials or entering a username and password.

Depending on how your administrator setup CA OM Web Viewer SMTP Email and whether the Microsoft Exchange
Server address book is used, you may not be required to fill in this data. If it is not required, the credentials section
is not displayed.

Domain
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If using your CA OM Web Viewer login credentials, you can optionally append a domain name to the end of your
username. For example, a username of UserID and a domain of example.com would be used to produce the email
server username of UserID@example.com.

Username

The username for your account on the outgoing email server.

Password

Your email account password.

Email Address

The Email Address is the return address for your outgoing mails, usually your work email. This is the address your
recipient will reply to.

If you are attempting to use the Microsoft Exchange Server© address book, you may have to enter an email
address that is listed in the address book.

Regardless of the address you define here, the email is audit logged as coming from your account on CA OM Web
Viewer..

Follow these steps:

1. Find the SMTP Email Account section
2. Enter your credentials information.
3. Enter your email address.

 Managing the Report List Display Settings
System and group administrators and advanced users can manage the display settings for the
report list. The list layouts section controls the default layout in the advanced search reports list
and in the report list generated by the cross-report indexes. The layout options let you perform
these actions:
System and group administrators and advanced users can manage the display settings for the report list. The list
layouts section controls the default layout in the advanced search reports list and in the report list generated by the
cross-report indexes. The layout options let you perform these actions:

• Define which attribute columns you see
• Set the display order of the columns
• Specify the column to sort by

Considerations:

• If you do not select the Override the Report List Layout Set by Administrator option, none of these settings
apply.

• If you have unusual usage or need extra features, select the Override the Report List Layout Set by
Administrator option so that these options override the defaults.
The column settings listed in the Report List Layout are used to override the Repository defaults set by the
administrator.

Both the Advanced Search Report List and the Cross-Report Index Report List must have at least one column
included. Beyond that, you can select or not select any of the attributes columns listed in the Available Report
Columns list.

Update the Report List Layout
You can update the layout of the Report List. The procedures in this section explain how to:

• Set the default selected report columns for the default repot list column
• Change the display order of the attribute columns.
• Set the default sort column and default sort order.
• Changing these settings affects both the Report List in Advanced Search, and the Cross-Report Indexes list.
• These settings do not override the report list layout set by the administrator, unless you select Override the

Report List Layout Set by Administrator option.

Set the selected report columns for the default report list
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1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Report List link in the left pane.
The Report List Layout pane appears.

2. Select one of more attribute column names in the Available Report Columns.
(Optional) Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one attribute column name.

3. Do one of the following:

• Click the single right arrow between the two lists to add the selected attribute columns.
• Click the double right arrow to add all the attribute columns.

4. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.
The column list is updated.

The attribute columns listed in the Selected Report Columns are the default columns listed in a user’s Advanced
Search Report List and also the Cross-Report List.

Set the order of the attribute columns

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Report List link in the left pane.
The Report List Layout pane appears.

2. Find the Report List Layout section, then Selected Report Columns list.
3. Click on a column and use the up and down arrows to position the selected column in the display.
4. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.

The display order is updated.

Set the sort order

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Report List link in the left pane.
The Report List Layout pane appears.

2. Select an attribute column name from the Sort Report List By drop-down list.
3. Select Ascending or Descending sort order
4. Click Update in the upper right corner of the pane.

The sort order is updated.

Show Advanced Options
Use this option to control whether the Advanced Options menu is displayed in the Cross-Report List and Advance
Search Report List.

The advanced options drop-down list is displayed as a column labeled Action that has an Action button for each
report. From this Action button drop-down list you can select various advance options to perform on a report, such
as show report information, update report comment, browse in new window, print, email, save, export, and index
selection on AFP reports.

Unlike many of the settings on this section, this setting does not have a repository level default.

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Report List link in the left pane.
The Report List Layout pane appears.

2. Find the section below the Report List Layout section
3. Select or clear the Show Advanced Options drop-down option.

Unlike many of the settings in this section, this setting does not have a repository level default. The option you
select is your personal option.

4. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.
The options are updated.

Override Report List Layout Settings
Use this setting to control the override of the report list layout.

The Override the Report List Layout Set by Administrator option controls whether the layout settings from this pane
override the Repository defaults.

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Report List link in the left pane.
The Report List Layout pane appears.

2. Find the section below the Report List Layout section.
3. Select or clear the Override the Report List Layout set by Administrator option.

If selected, the defaults settings in the Report List Layout are used. If left clear, the default layouts for each
Repository, which are set by the Administrator, are used.
You must have at least one of the Available Report attribute columns in the Selected Report Columns pane.

4. Click Update at the top right of the pane.
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The override setting is updated.

 Managing User Authentication
Administrators can set up the authentication methods that their users require. Auto enrollment
options place users in roles automatically. CA OM Web Viewer uses the following authentication
methods: LDAP, external security EXIT, and mainframe security (CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, or
RACF).
Administrators can set up the authentication methods that their users require. Auto enrollment options place users
in roles automatically. CA OM Web Viewer uses the following authentication methods: LDAP, external security
EXIT, and mainframe security (CA Top Secret, CA ACF2, or RACF).

Mainframe Authentication
Mainframe authentication refers to your mainframe security system. This type of security requires CA Top Secret,
CA ACF2, or RACF authentication to gain access to CA OM Web Viewer. There is a default user role that
mainframe users can be enrolled into.

Different users on the same Web Viewer system can be authenticated with different LDAP and Mainframe security
methods.

The mainframe username must match the defined User ID in CA OM Web Viewer. The mainframe username is
your mainframe username on the same LPAR as the DRAS used for security check.

Any user that mainframe security verifies, but does not have a user account set up in CA OM Web Viewer is
automatically enrolled with access to the Default User Role.

CA Output Management Web Viewer Single Sign On
Users are not required to log in to each repository separately. Users only provide their credentials when logging in
to CA OM Web Viewer.

We recommend that all CA View, CA Dispatch, and CA Bundl repositories either use external security, or that you
synchronize the credentials in some other manner.

If your repositories do not have synchronized passwords, each user must configure separate passwords for each
repository object. Use the credentials section of the Configuration tab.

Auto Enrollment Mainframe Users
By default for the initial login, CA OM Web Viewer creates a user object and places a mainframe-authenticated user
in the Default User Role.

• Any user with valid mainframe security credentials can log in to the product.
• The Default User Role has been set up for mainframe-authenticated users.
• After the user logs in, the system places the user in the Default User Role automatically. You can edit the

options for this role, just as any other Role.
• You can give the role access permissions that range from none to all repositories.
• Existing security definitions that the base mainframe repositories defined are not bypassed, and can be used to

limit access for users.

If you enable LDAP security before mainframe external security, some users may not enroll automatically. LDAP
would authenticate these users first, and then place the users into the LDAP Role, and not auto-enroll mainframe
users.

LDAP Authentication
LDAP authentication lets you bring large numbers of non-mainframe users to view report data without your having
to define all the users to your mainframe security system and/or to each CA View and CA Bundl repository. With
LDAP authentication you can enroll users into Roles based on their LDAP attributes.

• Requirements

• Only Basic User type roles can use LDAP authentication
One exception is the LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile Object, which lets the LDAP credentials of a user to be
the same as mainframe credentials to be passed to mainframe security.
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• Users that authenticated through LDAP can view data from CA View and CA Bundl repositories, but cannot
access data from CA Dispatch repositories.
For other role types, users must be mainframe authenticated users.

• Profiles

• You define a single user mainframe user account and create a shared profile in CA OM Web Viewer so that
many LDAP users can use that single user mainframe account.
This mainframe user ID is basically a trusted account that is used as a proxy user for all the users who share
a Profile.
Therefore, you can let your existing LDAP system authenticate the users who share the single set of
credentials for the repositories and or for mainframe security.

• We recommend that all Profiles refer to a set of mainframe security credentials, rather than repository level
internal security credentials. This practice simplifies administration and usage.
For example, it would be confusing to have the profile credentials expire at different times for different
repositories.

• You can define more than one Profile if necessary.
For example, you can have a different Profile for each Role you authenticate through LDAP. Each Profile can
have access to different material. From the mainframe it can appear that the same Profile user is logged on
many times. The Profile user might have 200 logins listed if 200 LDAP users share that profile.

• Directories

• A role has an assigned Directory object so that members of that role can be authenticated using LDAP.
Because the Basic User type Role can have an assigned Directory object, members of that Role can be
authenticated using LDAP.

• Directories contain information which can be used to authentic users to CA Output Management Web
Viewer.

• Only a System Administrator can create a Directory object, and this object defines:

• The LDAP server and port
• LDAP Base DN and password
• LDAP Login attribute.

• If you do not want a user to use a Directory object, you can manually enter LDAP attributes into a role. LDAP
bind settings are only available by creating a Directory object at Directory panel.

Auto Enrollment LDAP Users
LDAP authentication lets you add users to a particular role automatically. Auto Enrollment is similar to standard
LDAP authentication because it also requires an association between a directory object and a particular role.

A role that uses LDAP authentication can allow or not allow auto-enrollment:

• With auto-enrollment turned on in the same role, any user authenticated with the Directory referenced by the
role is added to that role. CA OM Web Viewer creates a user object if needed.

• Without auto-enrollment, even if a user passes LDAP authentication, the user is not added to the role. Only
existing users of that role can log in.
User objects can be manually created from the user panel and added to the role manually.

You must set up auto-enrollment in the edit roll panel.

• Auto Enrollment Considerations

• We suggest that you only attempt to auto enroll a single user into a single role.
• Users can only be auto-enrolled into a single role, unless the user uses a separate password for each role,

and each role has a separate Directory set up.
• If the user is a member of an LDAP-authenticated role, do not use automatic enrollment to enroll them into

another role
• It is an administration error to have a user in more than one role authenticated by different LDAP setups

which share credentials.
Your user can only log in as Role A or Role B, and you cannot determine ahead of time which role they are
logged into by CA OM Web Viewer.

• Normally, CA OM Web Viewer performs the following steps:

• Find the first LDAP role the user is eligible for with the supported credentials
• Log the user in to that role, automatically enrolling them if necessary

Remember that CA OM Web Viewer does not continue to check to see if the user is eligible for other
roles.
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• If you check mainframe security before LDAP security, some of your users might not be automatically
enrolled.
The following situations might occur if the LDAP and mainframe credentials of a user match and you check
mainframe security before LDAP security.

• Your user might be auto-enrolled into the Default User Role with the mainframe credentials if the mainframe
credentials are the same as the LDAP credentials.

• Additionally, the user might be logged into a different role that uses mainframe credentials for authentication.

LDAP User Generation
When a user enrolls in a role automatically, and if the user does not exist, CA OM Web Viewer creates a user
object. The new User object has several of its fields auto-populated from your LDAP directory. For this auto
population to occur, your LDAP system must support this kind of lookup, and use the appropriate naming
conventions.

Only newly created users have their attributes populated, existing users are not modified even if they are
automatically enrolled in a role.

The following LDAP attributes automatically map to the equivalent values in the CA OM Web Viewer User object.

LDAP Attributes Automatically Imported Web Viewer Mapping

Administrator supplied Login Attribute, defined at
creation of a Directory object or from the Role profile
section of the edit/create Role panel.

User ID

givenName First Name

sn Last Name

title Title

For more information about the User object fields, see Using

External Security EXIT
The External Security EXIT uses Java programming interface as exit calls to external authentication functions
(customer supplied) to authenticate domain/network users for mainframe report access. This is an integration
solution to the customer existing Single-Sign-On system.

Security System Checking Order for Mainframe and LDAP Authentications
Depending on your installation settings, CA OM Web Viewer checks your LDAP or security credentials first. You
normally configure this setting during installation on the LDAP Host Information panel.

Regardless of the order of the security checks, if the user fails the first type of security check, the second type of
security check is called.

For example, if the LDAP security is checked first and the user failed all of the LDAP Directory checks, CA OM Web
Viewer attempts to check user credentials against mainframe security next.

Be aware that this setting might also affect your auto enrollment options.

• With mainframe security checked first, if your user passes the mainframe security check, that user logs in
to CA OM Web Viewer, and never checked against the LDAP system or enrolled into the Role using LDAP
authentication.

• With LDAP security checked first, the user is logged in to CA OM Web Viewer before they are given a chance to
be automatically enrolled in the Default Role by mainframe security.

If your user has separate credentials for LDAP and mainframe security, this issue does not occur. It is only an issue
when the user name and password are the same for both types of security.

External Security EXIT Authentication
External Security EXIT authentication refers to your existing Single-Sign-On security system external to Web
Viewer. This authentication method is an extended Web Viewer LDAP security model via exit calls to determine the
user access. This lets you bring large numbers of domain users to view report data without your having to define a
mainframe profile and a LDAP directory system within Web Viewer.

A predefined profile object is called as EXIT with all profile fields set to EXTERNAL associated with a predefined
Directory object named EXIT with all LDAP fields set to EXTERNAL. That means the user proxy profile and
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user LDAP directory systems are all external to Web Viewer and rely on External Security Service EXIT calls to
authenticate web login users using external user directory system and obtain the mainframe user ID for the web
user if validated.

• Requirements

• Except System Administrator, other user type roles can use External Security EXIT authentication
 The System Administrator must use the CA Output Management Web Viewer login form with mainframe
credentials to log in to the System Administrator role.

• Users that authenticated through External Security EXIT and assigned a shared mainframe profile can view
data from CA View and CA Bundl repositories, but cannot access data from CA Dispatch repositories (CA
Dispatch does not allow for shared credentials).

• Profile

• EXIT Profile presents a mainframe profile with credentials not stored in Web Viewer, but in customer SSO
security system.

• You can define a single mainframe user account as EXIT profile returned from exit calls to map your users
to a mainframe profile so that many web users can use that single user mainframe account for mainframe
report access.
Therefore, you can let your existing SSO security system authenticate the users who share the single set of
credentials for the repositories and or for mainframe security.

• We recommend that EXIT profile refers to a set of mainframe security credentials returned from exit calls
rather than repository level internal security credentials. This practice simplifies administration and usage.
For example, it would be confusing to have the profile credentials expire at different times for different
repositories.

• Directory

• EXIT Directory contains information which is all external to Web Viewer with all LDAP fields set to
EXTERNAL.

• A role has an assigned EXIT Directory object so that members of that role can be authenticated using
authentication exit calls.

Auto Enrollment External Security EXIT Users
By default for the initial login, CA OM Web Viewer creates a user object with the web login user ID and places the
authenticated user in the EXIT User Role automatically.

Any user validated via exit calls can log in to the product.

• The EXIT User Role has been set up by System Administrator for Exit-authenticated users.
• After the user logs in, the system places the user in EXIT User Role automatically. You can edit the options for

this role, just as any other Role.
• You can give the role access permissions that range from none to all repositories.

 Managing User Objects
Administrators can create users. Administrators can also change the properties of many users
at once by changing a property of the role the user is assigned to. If a user changes a job
function at your company, you only have to change the role or roles; you do not have to change
many different properties of the user. 
Administrators can create users. Administrators can also change the properties of many users at once by changing
a property of the role the user is assigned to. If a user changes a job function at your company, you only have to
change the role or roles; you do not have to change many different properties of the user. 

The users that you can view and edit depends on your current Role. System Administrators can view and edit any
user on the system. Group administrators can view and edit only the users created by your role or sub role of your
role.

User Object Properties
Use this object to define your users. Several fields on this pane are optional and are used to provide reference and
administration information. Some of the optional fields only appear on this User pane.
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User ID, first name, last name, title, and description can be automatically filled with the user attributes from an
LDAP user directory. Your LDAP system must permit a lookup of this type and use a compatible attribute naming
convention.

User IDs

You must assign a User ID to each user that matches their mainframe User ID, LDAP user name, or both. The
exception is the LDAP Mainframe Hybrid Profile Object, which requires user ID to be eight characters or less,
because the LDAP credential passes to the mainframe.

 If you want authentication for this User ID with an LDAP server, the User ID must match the LDAP user name.

 If user authentication is based on the mainframe User ID and password, the CA OM Web Viewer User ID must
match the mainframe User ID.

 If this User ID is going to be used to access the mainframe, it must have 8 characters or less.

 If this user is to be authenticated through LDAP, the User ID can be longer than 8 characters.

 With other LDAP configurations, the Profile associated with the role of this user must have a mainframe user ID
that has 8 characters or less.

First Name (Optional)

When user selection is involved, on some panes the optional first name and last name are displayed with the User
ID.

In some cases, the field can be automatically filled as part of the LDAP automatic enrollment process. 

Last Name (Optional)

When user selection is involved, on some panes the optional first name and last name are displayed with the User
ID.

In some cases, the field can be automatically filled, as part of the LDAP automatic enrollment process. 

Title (Optional)

This information only appears on this pane. For more information, see LDAP User Generation.

In some cases, the field can be automatically filled as part of the LDAP automatic enrollment process.

Description (Optional)

This information only appears on this pane.

This optional field is used to add information about this user. Enter department information or details about the
Roles an administrator can add to this user.

Member of (Optional)

The selected column of the Members Of section lists all the Roles that this user can access in CA OM Web Viewer.
A Role provides permissions to access Repositories and the ability to perform certain actions.
Adding Roles to a User Object is optional, however, the user needs a Role to gain access to anything in CA OM
Web Viewer.
When using automatic enrollment, a Role can be automatically added to a user.
For more information, see Managing User Authentication.

Creating a New User Object
Follow these steps to add a User ID, optional values, and one or more Roles to the User Object:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the User subtab.
2. Click the Create link at the top of the User list in the left pane.

The User ID fields are displayed in the right pane.

• Enter a User ID
This ID must match the mainframe User ID, LDAP user name, or both. If the User ID is intended to be used
for mainframe access, it should only be 8 characters long.

• (Optional) Enter a First Name and Last Name.
We recommend that you enter values in these fields for ease of identification. The first name and last name
are displayed along with the User ID on panels when user selection is involved.

• (Optional) Enter values in Title and Description.
We recommend that you enter a Title as a reminder when assigning Roles to this ID.
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3. Find the Member Of section.
There are two lists, Available Roles and Selected Roles.
The Roles in the Available Roles list were created by your current Role, or are Roles created by sub Roles of
your Role.
For more information, see Role Hierarchy.

4. (Optional) Select one or more Roles in the Available Roles list

• Hold Ctrl or Shift while clicking to select more than one repository.
• Click the single arrow to move one Role or the double arrow to move all the Roles into the Selected Roles

list.
5. Click Update at top right of pane.

The User object has been created and connected to the specified Roles.

Finding a User in the User List
The users you are allowed to view and edit depend on your current Role. As a System Administrator you can view
and edit any user on the system. If your current Role is a Group Administrator Role, you can only view and edit the
users that were created by your Role or sub Role of your Role. Follow these steps to view the list of users and find
a user:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the User subtab.
2. The User ID list appears in the left pane.
3. Do one of the following to display a user object.

• Locate the User ID in the list (recommended).

• Use the single navigation arrows to move to the next page or the double arrows to move to the end or
beginning of the list.

• Sort the User Object list alphabetically.
Click the User ID column header to display the user objects in alphabetic order.

• Use the Find text box at the top of the left pane:

• Enter the User ID in the Find text box.
You can use an asterisk "*," as a wildcard in your search term. Only the first matching value is displayed
with wildcard or partial name searches.
To find a different user, define more specific criteria.

• Click the binoculars icon.

The User object is located. You can click the object to display the Edit pane where you can view or edit the
settings.

Editing User Objects
The users you are currently allowed to view and edit depends on your current Role. As a System Administrator you
will be able to view and edit any user on the system. If your current Role is a Group Administrator Role, you will
only be able to view and edit the users created by your Role or sub Role of your Role.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the User subtab.
The User ID list appears in the left pane.

2. Do one of the following: 

• Locate the User ID in the list (recommended).

• Use the single navigation arrows to move to the next page or the double arrows to move to the end or
beginning of the list.

• Sort the User Object list alphabetically.
Click the User Name column header to display the user objects in alphabetic order.

• Use the Find text box at the top of the left pane:

• Enter the User ID in the Find text box.
You can use an asterisk "*," as a wildcard in your search term. Only the first matching value is displayed
with wildcard or partial name searches. To find a different user, define more specific criteria.

• Click the binoculars icon.
3. Click the User object.

The edit User ID panel appears in the right pane.
4. Edit the settings as needed.
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For more information see, see the instructions above.
5. Click Update at the top right of the pane.

The User ID object is updated

Deleting a User Object
The users you are currently allowed to view and edit depends on your current Role. As a System Administrator you
will be able to view and edit any user on the system. If your current Role is a Group Administrator Role, you will
only be able to view and edit the users created by your Role or sub Role of your Role.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Administration Tab, click the User subtab.
The User ID list appears in the left pane.

2. Select a User ID.
Do one of the following to locate a User object that is not displayed in the list.

• Use the single navigation arrows to move to the next page or the double arrows to move to the end or
beginning of the list.

• Enter your User object name in the Find text box at the top of the left pane and click the binoculars icon.
3. Review the properties to be sure you are deleting the correct User object.
4. Click the Delete link at the top of the User pane.

The User object is deleted and the User list is updated.

 Managing Your Credentials
System and group administrators and advanced users can use the Credentials pane to control
their mainframe credentials. You can use your CA OM Web Viewer login credentials for all
repositories, or you can use individual credentials for each repository you have access to in CA
OM Web Viewer.
System and group administrators and advanced users can use the Credentials pane to control their mainframe
credentials. You can use your CA OM Web Viewer login credentials for all repositories, or you can use individual
credentials for each repository you have access to in CA OM Web Viewer.

Typically, with external security enabled, all your accessible repositories use the same user id and password.
However, for certain system setups, your administrator can assign repositories with internal security that requires
a different set of credentials. In this case, your system administrator can help you with the required credentials for
each system.

Note: This function is not available for the Exit-Authenticated users with External Security EXIT authentication. By
default, CA OM Web Viewer uses your CA OM Web Viewer login credentials as your credentials to all repositories.

For mainframe security reasons, your account can be suspended after a specified number of unsuccessful
connection attempts with invalid credentials. The number is specified by your security administrator.

Set the Default and Individual Credentials for Repositories
To set your login credentials, use the Credentials pain. Credentials let you access each repository that you want to
view.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click Credentials in the left pane.
2. Select one of the following options:

• The Default Credentials for All Repositories
Submits the credentials that you used to log in to CA OM Web Viewer to each repository you try to access.

• The Individual Credentials for Each Repository
Submits different credentials to different repositories. Typically, you do not need to supply separate
credentials for each system. However, in certain circumstances your System Administrator can require you to
change these values. All individual credentials match your login credentials by default.

3. Perform the following steps to locate your repository:

• Locate the row of the repository that you want to change the credentials:
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To find other Repository objects, use the navigation arrows.
• Sort the repositories.

Click the Name column header or use the arrows for sorting. You can sort alphabetically or can reverse
alphabetically.

4. Once you locate your Repository:

• Replace the current user id.
• Replace the current password.

If you are a first-time user of Web Viewer, all the password fields are the same as your Web Viewer login
password.

5. Click Update near the top right of the pane.
The Credentials defaults are updated.

Restore Your Credentials
You can restore your repository credentials to the credentials that you used to log in to CA OM Web Viewer.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Configuration Tab, click the Credentials link in the left pane.
2. Select Individual Credentials for Each Repository.
3. To locate your repository, complete one of the following tasks:

• Locate the row of the Repository you want to change the credentials for.
Use the navigation arrows for finding other repository objects.

• Sort the repositories.
Click the Name column header or use the arrows for sorting the Repository Objects by name. You can sort
alphabetically or can reverse alphabetically.

4. Click the checkbox to the left of that repository.
5. Click Restore credentials.

The credentials of the repository now match your CA OM Web Viewer login credentials.
6. Click Update at the top right corner of the pane.

The credentials for the chosen repository are restored.

 Viewing Admin Info and the Audit Log
Administrators and users can view Admin Info and the Audit Log.
Administrators and users can view Admin Info and the Audit Log.

View Admin Info
Admin Info shows basic statistics about this product installation.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Web Statistics tab, click Admin Info.
2. Review the following information:

• The version of CA OM Web Viewer that you are running.
• The last time that you started CA OM Web Viewer.
• The number of logins since you restarted the server.
• The number of logins since you installed the product.
• The number of users in CA OM Web Viewer since you installed the product.
• The number of users who are logged on to the server.

View the Audit Log
The Audit log can be a valuable debugging tool. Each successful user action that is audited is shown in this panel.
The choice of actions to be audited is controlled from the Auditing Settings panel. Each user action is one row
in the table and each column is an attribute that can be used to get information about the audited action. Some
columns may not contain any information.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Web Statistics tab, click the Audit Log subtab.
2. Review the following attributes that describe action instances.
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This log displays all the Audit Attributes of the Repositories and connections that CA OM Web Viewer uses.

The panel lists each attribute for every audit action, but some audit actions may not fill all the attribute columns. For
example, a login event is not associated with any particular Report ID. Therefore, the audit item of a login does not
list a value for the Report ID field.

• The date and time of the action.
• The user ID who performed the action.
• The remote (mainframe) ID or profile ID used for this user when the user connected to a repository.
• The IP address, and host name (if available) of the user's computer.
• The role of the user who performed the action.
• The name of the repository where the action was performed.
• The location string for the repository object that was acted upon.

The report ID that was acted upon.

• The action that the user performed. 

• Total pages viewed (if applicable). Certain operations, such as viewing data, include the page number of the first
page viewed. For example, if you viewed 6-10 of reports, the start page would be 6, and the total pages viewed
would be 5.

• Details Connection Duration: Displays details about an action performed. For example, when viewing an
indexed section of a report, this column lists the type of report along with the index name and selection.

• Connection Duration: Specifies the amount of time CA OM Web Viewer spent to complete the task. Time does
not include data transfer time between the user's computer and CA OM Web Viewer.

 Viewing the Status of Repositories and Users
Administrators can view the status of repositories and users. 
Administrators can view the status of repositories and users. 

Viewing the Status of Repositories
The Repository Status panel provides a Systems Administrator with a list of all the repositories, and whether they
work correctly. If the product suspects a system problem, you can check the status icon. The icon tells you about
the availability of the CCI server, the DRAS server, and the repository instantly.

The Repository status check occurs in real time. If you defined many repositories, this panel can take longer to
display. If a CCI or DRAS failure blocks several systems, the status checks can take longer, but can also timeout
each repository.

 (Normal)

Shows that the CCI server, DRAS server, or repository is up and working correctly.

 (Problem)

Shows that the CCI server, DRAS server, or repository is either not available or reachable.

• Repository Name
Lists the names of the repository objects that are defined on the system.
These repository names match the repository object names defined when an administrator creates a repository
object at the Create Repository Panel.

• Domain Connection
The primary location of the repository objects.
Displays information about whether each part of the connect path (CCI server, DRAS server, and repository) to
that repository object is reachable and up. Each object must point to at least one repository location--the primary
location that is defined in the Repository panel.
A repository location consists of one mainframe system ENF id, one DRAS system, and one View, Dispatch,
or Bundl system. Only the primary location of the repository is listed in this section, although the repository can
also have alternate locations.
The Domain Connection has columns for the CCI Server, the DRAS Server, and Repository:

• CCI Server
Lists the Event Notification Facility (ENF) ID. The CCI server that you use to try to connect to a repository
also uses this ID.
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When the Mainframe, ENF, or CCI server is down, the problem icon displays in this column. The following
columns also show a problem symbol because the DRAS server and the repository are unreachable through
this CCI server.
Note: If the CCI server is down and you are unable to connect to a certain repository, even though the
repository object is unreachable, it may actually be up and working correctly. The CCI server can make the
repository appear to be down.

• DRAS Server
The CA Distributed Repository Access System (CA DRAS) for each repository.
When a DRAS server is down or unreachable, the problem icon displays in this column. The Repository
column that follows also shows a problem symbol, because it cannot be reached through that DRAS server.
A repository following a DRAS server that appears down can actually be running correctly, but cannot be
reached because the connection is down.

• Repository Name
Represents a CA View, CA Dispatch, or CA Bundl repository. The ACCESS REPOSITORY statement
defines the name in the DRAS configuration of the DRAS being used to connect to this repository.
For more information on any of the connection parts see Creating a new Repository Object, the Location
Address Explanation section.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Web Statistics tab, click the Repository status subtab and view information about the repositories and
connections.

2. (Optional) If the server or repository does not display, perform one of the following steps:

• To view more pages, use the navigation arrows at the top left corner of the pane, and scroll the page from left
and right.
To the left of the navigation arrows is a numerical display showing the total number of pages of repositories.
If there are less than 20 repository objects, these arrows do not appear.

• Use the Find command in your browser.

Viewing the Status of Users
The User Status panel shows information about the currently logged on CA OM Web Viewer users.

If you are running several CA OM Web Viewer servers in a server balancing setup, you only see information about
users on this particular server. You do not see users from all the servers in a server farm.

You can view the users on this server instance (user sessions are tiered at the web server level), and some basic
information about their current access. That information includes IP addresses (if available), the repositories they
are accessing, when the last Repository access was granted, and the role that was being used.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Web Statistics tab, click the User Status subtab.
2. Review the attributes that display for the users.

3 Installing
Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.
This section describes the following installation-related topics:

 Prerequisites
To prepare for installation, confirm that your server environment is properly prepared.
To prepare for installation, confirm that your server environment is properly prepared.

Supported Operating Systems
CA OM Web Viewer is a Java application that must be run on a Java virtual machine (JVM). Therefore, we expect
that a Java-enabled operating system with a supported version of the Java Runtime Environment as a prerequisite.

The supported operating systems include:

• Windows (64 bit only)
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• Linux
• z/Linux
• AIX
• HP-UX PA
• HU-UX IA
• Solaris
• USS

Windows Server Hardware Requirements
Production Box:  (this should handle up to 200 users concurrently)

• 4 CPU (min) – mid range or higher GHz
• 16 GB RAM
• 1 TB Hard Drive
• Gigabit (10/100/1000baseT) Ethernet adapter

Test Box: (this should handle up to 20 users concurrently)

• 2 CPU(min) – mid range or higher GHz
• 8 GB RAM 500 GB Hard Drive
• Gigabit (10/100/1000baseT) Ethernet adapter

Note:

Concurrent users are not the same as logged in users.

Supported Browser
The only fully-supported browser for users is any supported version of Internet Explorer.

Java Web Application Server
CA OM Web Viewer is a Java application that must be deployed on a Java Web application server.

If the Java Web application server is not installed on your computer, install the Apache Tomcat Java Web
application server. The Apache Tomcat Java Web application server is shipped with the install image.

If you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat Web application server that was shipped with the product, the Java
Runtime Environment (JRE) can be changed as follows:

To change the JRE, on the Windows operating environment.

1. Find the file under the directory where the Apache Tomcat Web application server is installed:
apache-tomcat\bin\catalina.bat

2. Find the following line in this file.
set "JRE_HOME=C:\Program Files\.........."

3. Change the directory pointing to the JRE you would like to use.

To change the JRE, on other operating environments.

1. Find the file under the directory where the Apache Tomcat Web application server is installed:
apache-tomcat/bin/catalina.sh

2. Find the following line in this file.
JRE_HOME=/usr/javapath

3. Change the directory pointing to the JRE you would like to use.

Note:

If you encountered the following error while running on Java 1.7 or higher:

Java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: [Ljava.lang.String; at ......loadClass(...)
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Add the following Java parameter to the arguments you use to launch your web application server; for example, the
environment variable JAVA_OPT.

-Dsun.lang.ClassLoader.allowArraySyntax=true

JVM (Java Virtual Machine) Version
CA OM Web Viewer can run on the Java Runtime Environment 1.7 or higher.

LDAP for User Authentication
CA OM Web Viewer supports the LDAP 3.0 protocol.

Disk and Memory Space Requirement
To install CA OM Web Viewer, you need at least 150 MB of free space in your computer's temp folder for the
installation.

• On UNIX or USS, the system temp folder is normally /tmp
• On Windows, the user's temp folder is used.

For example: C:\Users\USERID\AppData\Local\Temp.
The user’s temp folder location can be found by typing echo %temp% at the command prompt.

CA OM Web Viewer requires 500 MB to 1 GB of disk space and 1 to 2 GB in main memory. For multiple users,
more space is needed.

No formula can be used to calculate the required memory for CA OM Web Viewer because the memory usage
depends on:

Number of users

• Login user roles
• User runtime activities

For each Admin user, Advanced user, and Basic user, there are substantial differences in the memory
consumption. The possible memory range is from 500 KB to 1 MB per user at runtime.

For information about changing memory settings in your Java Runtime Environment, see the following sections.

Environment Variables
Do not include these parameters in the environment variables JAVA_TOOL_OPTIONS and _JAVA_OPTIONS:

• -agentlib:jvmhook
• -Xrunjvmhook

Memory Settings and Hardware Requirements
This section describes the hardware that is required for CA Output Management Web Viewer, and how to change
the settings.

How Much Memory is Required?
Determine the following items:

• How many users are expected to use CA OM Web Viewer at the same time?
• What are your database connection limits?

• How many concurrent connections are required for read access?
• How many concurrent connections are required for write access?

These values can be set during the installation and adjusted after the installation.

For more information, see the CA Distributed Repository Access System (CA DRAS) Considerations to calculate
the number of concurrent users.

Where Are the Memory Settings and How Are They Changed?
Change the memory settings according to the product you are using.
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Java Web Application Server

Add or change the following Java parameters when you launch the Java Web application server.

• -Xms – the initial heap size when the Java application is starting
• -Xmx – the maximum heap size

For example, if you set -Xms1024m and Xmx4096m as your parameters, the Java virtual machines do the
following functions:

• allocate 1024 MB at the beginning
• allow up to 4096 MB of memory usage at runtime

A minimum of 4096 is required.  8192 is recommended.

The Apache Tomcat Java Web application server that the installer installs.

Go to the install directory, find the appropriate file, and change the settings:

Windows:

In apache-tomcat/bin/catalina.bat, find the line:

set CATALINA_OPTS=-Xms256m -Xmx2048m …

Make your requirement changes.

• Windows – registered as a Windows service:
In apache-tomcat/bin/service.bat, find the string:
JvmMs 256 --JvmMx 2048
Make your requirement changes.
Reinstall the service as follows:
1. Remove the existing service: service.bat
2. Reinstall the service: service.bat

• Other operating systems:
In the apache-tomcat/bin/catalina.sh, find the line:
CATALINA_OPTS="-Xms256m -Xmx2048m…
Make your requirement changes.

Default Administrator ID Based on a Mainframe User Account
To function as the default CA OM Web Viewer administrator, you must have a mainframe user account. During the
configuration process, the Configuration Tool prompts you for a default administrator’s ID. This ID must belong to a
current mainframe user.

CA Deliver Users
For the CA Deliver users, the APAR RO34553 is required for using CA Deliver hyperlinks with CA OM Web Viewer.

CCI and DRAS Servers
CA OM Web Viewer communicates with the mainframe through a Common Communications Interface (CCI) server.
CA OM Web Viewer accesses reports through CA Distributed Repository Access System (CA DRAS) servers
running on the mainframe. The CCI server must be the TCP/IP version.

Note:  CA OM Web Viewer requires at least one CA DRAS r11.5 with the required APAR (RO41367) installed on
the mainframe.

Warning:  The product license key for CA OM Web Viewer is an LMP Key that installs on the DRAS Server
that you want to use. For more information about this license key, see the CA DRAS Operations Guide.

CA Distributed Repository Access System (CA DRAS) Considerations
You can calculate the number of concurrent users that a CA DRAS server supports using the following formula:

For CA View 11.7

Solve for maxusers:

• Databases = number of the CA View databases
• Data sets = (number of the data file data sets for the CA View databases) + (number of the data file data sets

for CA Deliver databases)
• maxusers = ((maximum available below-the-line storage – (databases * 1616) - (data sets * 528)) / 2424) and

drop remainder
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Based on the formula in the example:

Given several CA View databases up to 3428 users per DRAS server can be supported:

• 134 View data sets (extents)
• 0 Deliver data sets(extents)
• 8388608 bytes of maximum below-the-line storage

For CA View 11.6 and Older

CA Output Management Web Viewer r12.1 supports all versions of CA View.

Solve for maxusers:

• Data sets = (the number of index file data sets(extents) for the largest CA View database) + (number of data file
data sets(extents) for the largest CA View database) + (number of data sets(extents) for the largest CA Deliver
database)

• usedbelowthelinestorage = ((((data sets + 81) / 41 and drop remainder) * 8192) + 1200) + ((data sets * 388)
• maxusers = ((maximum available below-the-line storage in bytes - 131072) / usedbelowthelinestorage) and

drop remainder

The following example shows 12 Megabytes of free below the line storage:

• Data sets = (3) + (30) + (2) = 35
• usedbelowthelinestorage = ((((35 + 81) / 41 and drop remainder) * 8192) + 1200) + ((35 * 388) = 37957
• maxusers = ((12582912 - 131072) / 37957) and drop the remainder = 328 users per DRAS server

Load Balancing
CA DRAS supports load balancing if multiple DRAS servers are installed on your mainframe computer.

The architecture of CA OM Web Viewer allows the server replication for the reliability and load balancing. Because
of the server replication, load balancing can be achieved at both the Java web application server level and the
DRAS server level.

You can manage the arrangement that is based on your service level agreement.

Database Prerequisites
CA OM Web Viewer works with a database server to store administrative data and improve the run-time
performance by caching that administrative data. You can:

• Let CA OM Web Viewer create an embedded database (Apache Derby embedded database).
• Use an external database

For the best performance, we recommend that you use an external database server.

Warning:  The embedded database is used for application testing and demo purposes and is not
recommended for any production use.

For more information, see the instructions specific to your chosen installation mode.

Embedded Database
If you choose the embedded database option with application level internal configuration, CA OM Web Viewer
creates and initializes an embedded database (Apache Derby embedded database) with the proper settings. CA
OM Web Viewer stores administrative data in this embedded database.

Note:  The embedded database with application level internal configuration is created under a directory according
to the type of application server where CA OM Web Viewer is deployed. For example:

• Tomcat: apache-tomcat/webapps/CAOMWebViewer12/database
• WebSphere: WebSphere/AppServer/derby/database

Warning:  With application level internal configuration on Apache Tomcat, an embedded database is a
component that belongs to the installed CA OM Web Viewer application, undeploying or uninstalling, CA
OM Web Viewer also removes the embedded database if the embedded database is created under the
application’s working folder.

This situation is applicable with application level internal configuration on some application servers such as
Apache Tomcat. To keep the content of an existing embedded database, you must manually back up and copy the
database directory.
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If you choose the embedded database option with external system level configuration or application level external
configuration, CA OM Web Viewer creates and initializes an embedded database under the install directory,
external system level configuration parent location pointed to by the CAOMWV12_HOME variable, or the
application level configuration context folder. For example:

External System Level: <CAOMWV12_HOME>\database
Application Level External Configuration: <CAOMWV12_HOME>\<Application Context>\database

External Database
We recommend that you use an external database to keep administrative data from being affected by undeploying/
uninstalling or redeploying/re-installing CA OM Web Viewer.

• If you choose an external database server, the system administrator sets up the database.

• On the database server, you must create a specific database for CA OM Web Viewer.
• If you used a Microsoft SQL Server database with CA OM Web Viewer 11.5 or a prior release, you must

create a new database to be compatible with CA OM Web Viewer 12.0 or later releases.
• This database must be writable with a valid user account that has a permission to access it.
• The external database server must provide a JDBC-3 compliant interface. A password is required for the

database
• For DB2 Version 9, you must set up and run your DB2 server in new function mode (NFM). Version 10 or

later does not require NFM.
• If you are using DB2 on z/OS, you must provide a license jar file for the JDBC connection.

The JDBC connection to DB2 on z/OS uses a JDBC driver which requires a license file to connect
to the DB2 endpoint. The license file is available only if you already have a license for DB2
Connect.                                                                                 

The db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar file is included in all DB2 Connect server editions including DB2 Connect Personal
Edition. The license is also part of the IBM Database Enterprise Developer Edition. If you already have one of these
products, then use the license file from the DB2 Connect Activation CD. If you have a Passport Advantage account,
then remember to download the activation key from Passport Advantage for the DB2 Connect edition that you have
purchased. If you have not purchased the DB2 Connect edition contact IBM to purchase the product.                   

You can find and download db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar in the following location on the DB2 Connect activation CD:

• /db2/license

The license file needs to be copied and available on the platform where Web Viewer is running.

It may also be locatable in the FMIMD JDBAA12 for a Release 10.x DB2 SMP/E install on z/OS.

The tables of the database can be created manually or automatically, depending on whether the account is granted
with CREATE TABLE privileges:

• If this account has the CREATE TABLE privileges, this database can be empty and CA OM Web Viewer
automatically creates the necessary tables.

• If this account does not have the CREATE TABLE privileges, ask your database administrator (DBA) to create
tables. The tables must be created according to the Data Description Language (DDL) statements that are
provided with CA OM Web Viewer.

These DDL statements can be found under the ddl folder in your installation media or the installed directory. For
each supported database type, a pair of SQL scripts is provided as follows:

• create.sql - For creating tables in the precreated database
• drop.sql - For deleting tables from the precreated database

See the specific instructions in either the GUI or Console mode of installation.

Currently we provide DDLs for the following types of database: DB2, Derby, Oracle, and Microsoft SQL Server. For
DB2 mainframe, a template is provided so that the DBA might employ a schema which is not the default. If this is
chosen, then you must add the current Scheme property in the JDBC URL.
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For example:

jdbc:db2://<server>:CA Portal/<databaseName>:currentSchema=<schemaName>

Mode of Installation, GUI or Console
The installer provides two different running modes and determines which mode is the most appropriate for use in
your execution environment.

Note:  Both modes provide the same functionality.

• GUI mode
The installation wizard is shown with a graphical user interface.

• Console
In a console environment, the installation wizard is presented in a text-only mode but provides the same
functionality as the one with GUI.

 Installation Scenarios
A CA OM Web Viewer installation involves the following entities:
A CA OM Web Viewer installation involves the following entities:

• The Java Web application server
CA OM Web Viewer is a Java Web application that must be run on a Java Web application server.

• (Optional, but recommended) The database server
CA OM Web Viewer can be configured to link to a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) for
the administration, data persistence, and caching frequently used administrative information. CA OM Web
Viewer requires a database having a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver compliant to type-3 JDBC
specifications.
For the best performance, we recommend that you use a standalone database server. However, if there is no
database server, CA OM Web Viewer can create an embedded database (Apache Derby embedded database)
with the product. This option is not recommended for any production use.

The following sections provide examples of possible installation scenarios.

Scenario 1 - One Java Web Application Server with an Embedded Database on One Computer
In this scenario, you have a single server. You install the product on a Java web application server that runs on this
server.

The choice not to use an external database causes CA OM Web Viewer to create an embedded database (Apache
Derby embedded Database) within its run-time environment.

Scenario 2 - One Java Web Application Server and an External Database on the Same
Machine.
In this scenario, you have one Java web application and one database server that run on the same computer.
During the installation, choose the external database option, and specify the JDBC connection information to set up
the connection between CA OM Web Viewer and the database server.
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Scenario 3 - Java Web Server and the External Database Server Are on Different Computers
CA OM Web Viewer connects to an external database through the standard JDBC protocol. You can host the
external database on a computer different from the computer where the Java web server is located.

In this scenario, you have a dedicated database server.

During the installation, choose the external database option and specify the JDBC connection information to set up
the connection between CA OM Web Viewer and the database server.

Scenario 4 - Multiple Java Web Servers
For better scalability, you can deploy multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer on several Java Web application
servers, and set to connect to a centralized database server.

During the installation for each CA OM Web Viewer, choose the external database option and specify the JDBC
connection information to set up connections to this database server.
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Scenario 5 - Load Balancing using Apache Web Server with Tomcat Servers
With multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you can deploy another server as a load balancer to dispatch
requests.

Note:  The load balancer must support the session affinity or session stickiness to ensure that requests of the
same session are directed to the same server.

For example, deploy an Apache web server as the front-end server with multiple Tomcat servers in the background.
This front-end server not only provides a single entry point for a cluster of web application servers, but the server
also supports load balancing.

 Scalability
CA Output Management Web Viewer can be configured to optimize the number of active,
concurrent users. If your response time is slow, you can consider one of the options explained in
the following sections.
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CA Output Management Web Viewer can be configured to optimize the number of active, concurrent users. If your
response time is slow, you can consider one of the options explained in the following sections.

Note:  CA OM Web Viewer is a gateway to your mainframe reports stored in a CA View, CA Dispatch, or the CA
Bundl repository. Any mainframe CPU-intensive operation does not decrease when scaling CA OM Web Viewer.

One CA OM Web Viewer with Multiple CA DRAS Started Tasks
You can install and run multiple CA DRAS started tasks with one CA OM Web Viewer.

An administrator can configure one repository in CA OM Web Viewer to have multiple DRAS tasks or Repository
Locations. In this scenario, each task connects to a specific ENF(CCI)/CA DRAS/CA View or a specific ENF(CCI)/
CA DRAS/CA Dispatch repository.

CA OM Web Viewer distributes the load among these DRAS tasks to access this particular mainframe View/
Dispatch repository.

This graphic illustrates the concept of load balancing among several DRAS tasks.

 Acquiring the Product Installer
CA OM Web Viewer is shipped on a CD disc or is downloadable from the Broadcom Support
website.
CA OM Web Viewer is shipped on a CD disc or is downloadable from the Broadcom Support website.

Use the CD or ISO File
From the CD disk or the mounted ISO file, follow these steps:

To locate the installer through a CD:

1. Open the folder InstData.
2. Locate a folder from the following list that is based on your operating environment:

• Windows_x64\NoVM Windows Platforms
• Multiplatform Other Platforms

The NoVM folder refers to no Java Virtual Machine. Install Java before running this program.
3. Run the appropriate installer:

• Windows Platform CAOMWV.exe
• Multiplatform java –jar CAOMWV.jar

 Installation Considerations
The CA OM Web Viewer installer provides components that are required to use the application.
The CA OM Web Viewer installer provides components that are required to use the application.

The components include:
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• The main Web Application Archive (WAR) file (CA OM Web Viewer12.war)
• A supplementary WAR file (castylesr5.1.3.war)
• Alternately, you can choose to produce a single EAR file that contains both the WAR files.
• (Optional) The Apache Tomcat web application server
• The Configuration utilities
• Database DDLs in the form of SQL scripts.

Note: When you run the installation program, always select English as the locale. The only completely supported
locale is English.

 Overview of Installation and Configuration Steps
The following procedure is an overview of the CA OM Web Viewer installation process:
The following procedure is an overview of the CA OM Web Viewer installation process:

Follow these steps:

1. If JRE is not installed on your computer, install the Java Runtime Environment (JRE).
2. Install the Apache Tomcat Java web application server. You can choose to use your own Java web application

servers such as IBM WebSphere or Apache Tomcat. Or you can choose to use your own Java web application
server such as IBM WebSphere.

3. Install CA OM Web Viewer.
When you run the installation program, always select English as the locale. The only completely supported
locale is English.

4. Configure CA OM Web Viewer.
5. If you did not install Tomcat, deploy CA OM Web Viewer.
6. To insure that sensitive data like passwords or user names are not exposed, implement a secure connection

between the Web Server and the end user's browser. 
7. Follow the instructions for your particular Wen Application Server to disable HTTP methods of PUT DELETE

OPTIONS and TRACE
For Tomcat, insert these restrictions in WEB.XML.

 Installation, Configuration, and Deployment Scenarios
The CA OM Web Viewer web application runs within a Java web application server, such as
Apache Tomcat or IBM WebSphere. You can install the product on the same computer or logical
partition (LPAR) of the computer as the Java web application server, or on a different computer.
For example, you can install the product on the same computer, and you can deploy the product
to multiple Java web application servers for load balancing.
The CA OM Web Viewer web application runs within a Java web application server, such as Apache Tomcat or
IBM WebSphere. You can install the product on the same computer or logical partition (LPAR) of the computer as
the Java web application server, or on a different computer. For example, you can install the product on the same
computer, and you can deploy the product to multiple Java web application servers for load balancing.

The user roles in your environment can differ. The user who installs the application software can differ from the web
server administrator. The installer must also understand the available configuration types.

Regardless of the reason, when you have multiple product instances, the instances must share a common
database. This sharing helps preserve end-user settings across instances, as well as simplifying administration.

Instances can optionally share configuration settings, except when they run on the same computer or LPAR (the
CCI Client SystemID must be unique). Use the Full install option if you want the product and Apache Tomcat with
the product predeployed on the server.

The following diagram describes the installation, configuration, and deployment scenarios:
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• Install, configure, and deploy on one computer
You want to use a single computer for your environment. In this example, you can use internal configuration.

Warning:  If you deploy the product with this type of configuration, you have to redeploy your application
after each configuration change.

• Install and configure on one computer, and deploy on multiple computers
You want to use different computers for your environment. For example, you want to install and configure the
product on one computer. However, you want to deploy the product on a second computer, or many computers.
We recommend this setup when you require scalability with multiple Java EE Application Servers.

• Install on one computer, and configure and deploy on multiple computers
You want to use different computers for your environment. For example, you want to install the product on the
computer as a test system. However, you want to configure and deploy the product on secondary computers as
the production systems. You configure each secondary computer independently.

• Install, configure, and deploy multiple instances on one computer
You want to install and configure the product on the same computer, but you also want to deploy multiple
instances of the product.

• Install, configure, and deploy multiple instances on multiple computers
You want to install and configure the product on multiple computers. For example, you want two CA OM Web
Viewer instances running on your test computer, and two similar instances running on your production computer.

 Install, Configure, and Deploy on One Computer
As a system administrator, you want to install, configure, and deploy on the same computer.
As a system administrator, you want to install, configure, and deploy on the same computer.

To perform these tasks, you run the product installer where you installed the Java web application server. This
computer can contain the database server application, or it can reside on another computer.
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Warning:  After the Full install, never undeploy CA OM Web Viewer from the installed Apache Tomcat.
Undeploying results in data loss, or even loss of the application. If you undeploy, you have to restore from a
backup WAR file. Before you start this section, acquire the product installer. FTP your installer to a different
computer if needed.

The following diagram shows how you install, configure, and deploy on the same computer:

1. Verify your configuration type, deployment prerequisites for WebSphere or Apache Tomcat, and the environment
requirements.

2. Run the product installer.

• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product predeployed on the server.
3. Launch the configuration tool.
4. (Minimal Install Only) Deploy the product.

Choosing a Configuration Type
The following diagram describes the basic configuration types:
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• External System Level Configuration
Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple systems, without having to
reconfigure the product.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from the CAOMWV12_HOME Environment
Variable.
You are not required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after you modify the settings. Only a web
application restart is required. This configuration option lets you update your application easily, and then copy
the CA OM Web Viewer application WAR or EAR file to multiple systems, without having to reconfigure the WAR
or EAR file.

Warning:  This configuration is recommended for most environments. However, there are certain
situations when you want to use another configuration type.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from a parameter within web.xml.
In some situations, you are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
Often, only a web application restart is required.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using application level external
configuration files, use the same path to your configuration files on all servers. If you do not use the
same path, you have to apply patches to each system separately. With different configuration paths on
each server, you cannot apply a patch to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer,
and then copy that same EAR or WAR file to each server where you to run the product, for example, on
several production computers.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.
Your configuration files are located in a directory inside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application. The web
application uses the default directory within the web application.
You are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
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Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using internal configuration files, you
have to apply patches to each system separately. With internal configuration, you cannot apply a patch
to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer, and then copy that same EAR or WAR file
to each server where you to run the product, for example, on several production computers.

Deployment Prerequisites for WebSphere
Before you deploy CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, verify that you applied all fixes for the WebSphere server.

To deploy as a WAR file on WebSphere, set the Class loader order to Classes loaded with local class loader first
(parent last) at both the module, and application level, in order to load libraries within the CA OM Web Viewer
package first.

If you selected to produce an EAR file during installation, this setting is included in the EAR file automatically, so
you can deploy this EAR file on WebSphere without changing this setting.

For a web server to host multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer, Java memory space needs to be large enough.

Choose the appropriate configuration for your application.
• System Level External Configuration

If you are using a System Level External Configuration, you must set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable within
WebSphere. You set up a new environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME in the Java and Process
Management > Process definition > Environment Entries section of your Application Server. Then, restart your
WebSphere server in order for the setting to take effect.

Warning:  Add CAOMWV12_HOME as an environment variable not as a property in order for CA OM
Web Viewer to recognize CAOMWV12_HOME

• Application Level External Configuration
When deploying using Application Level External Configuration, and you need to deploy more than one EAR
file, be careful to use a different context path and application name for each web application deployed on
WebSphere.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
When deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer instances with different configuration on WebSphere, the class
loader policy for server-specific application settings must be set to Multiple. For more information about how
to set server-specific application settings, see your WebSphere documentation.
When using different database systems with different CA OM Web Viewer instances deployed on
WebSphere, WebSphere variables for specific database JDBC driver paths may be required to resolve the
JDBC driver class loading. For more information about WebSphere variable settings, see your WebSphere
documentation.
For more information about WebSphere settings, see your WebSphere documentation.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable from within WebSphere, if it exists.

Deployment Prerequisites for Apache Tomcat
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The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat:

• System Level External Configuration
If you are using this configuration, set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable on your system.

• Application Level External Configuration
The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer
instances on Apache Tomcat:
Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR file named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME variable from your system, if it exists.

Verify the Environment Requirements
Before you install and configure the product on the same computer and deploy the product on multiple computers,
verify the environment requirements. These requirements let all instances of the product share a common
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the configuration type for your environment:

• External System Level Configuration
(Recommended) Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple
systems, without having to reconfigure the product.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.

2. Verify that Java is installed so that the installer and configuration tool can run.
3. Verify your network access (JDBC over TCP/IP) to the remote database server.

This verification lets the configuration tool test the connection. You can execute the tool without a test, but we
recommend that you verify a successful connection.

4. Verify your network access (CCI over TCP/IP) to the mainframe where the primary CCI task runs.
The configuration tool requires this access for the optional CCI connection test and the DRAS server discovery.

5. Repeat Step 2 through Step 4 on all computers that you plan to use in your environment.
For example, to deploy the product on other computers, complete the verification steps on all computers.

Run the Product Installer
You run the installer to run the wizard in your environment. You review the introduction panel for information about
the installer, review and accept the license agreement, and follow the wizard prompts.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the appropriate steps for your environment:

• Windows
Run CAOMWV.exe.

• Other Environments
Use ssh or telnet to connect to USS (if ssh or telnet connection is supported). You can also use OMVS to
gain access to a USS console.
Launch CAOMWV.jar with Java:

java -jar CAOMWV.jar

The command java -jar assumes java is included in your PATH. Alternately, you must include the full path to
the java executable in the command.

2. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Installer, and click Next.
3. Review the license agreement, and click Next.
4. Complete one of the following steps:
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• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product predeployed on the server.
5. Specify the folder where you want to install CA OM Web Viewer, and complete the remaining wizard prompts.

Launch the Configuration Tool
The configuration tool lets you change the initial settings for CA CCI, CA DRAS, LDAP, ADMINID, and your
database. You can edit and change the configuration as often as necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Java bin folder is present in the PATH for the configuration.
2. (System Level External Configuration) Verify that the CAOMWV12_HOME variable exists, if you want to use

external configuration.
3. Locate the configuration tool in the following directory:

<installation_directory>/util

4. Execute the configuration tool as follows:

• Windows

• Set util as the current folder from the command prompt.
• Execute configtool.bat.

• Linux/UNIX

• Set util as the current folder from the console.
• Execute configtool.sh.

Warning:  If you are using the embedded Apache Tomcat, Apache Tomcat must be stopped before you
start the configuration tool.

5. Select your configuration type:

• External System Level Configuration
(Recommended) Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple
systems, without having to reconfigure the product.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.

Warning:  If you are using Application Level External Configuration, be sure to select a different
CCI (Common Communications Interface) Client System ID for each CA OM Web Viewer on your
network.

By default, the Client System ID will be a modified version of your computer name. However, if you have
two instances of CA OM Web Viewer on the same computer they must each have a different Client System
IDs.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.

6. Select the settings that you want to configure from the menu.

Warning:  If you are running the configuration tool for the first time, for example, the initial configuration
after an install, select the All Web Viewer Settings menu option.

7. Create the configuration by completing all the sections in the wizard.
You can edit the configuration as often as necessary.

8. Exit the utility after the configuration completes.
9. (Optional) Copy configuration files to an alternate location, if you want to use the configuration files on a

different computer.
10. Restart the CA OM Web Viewer application or redeploy the application as needed for the changes to take

effect.

Deploy the Product
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You deploy the product after the configuration completes successfully. Deployment lets you access the installed
and configured product in a web browser.

Warning:  After the Full install, never undeploy CA OM Web Viewer from the installed Apache Tomcat.
Undeploying results in data loss, or even loss of the application. If you undeploy, you have to restore from a
backup WAR file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that CAOMWebViewer12.war and castylesr5.1.3.war deployed.
2. Start the web application server.

If you installed the Tomcat Java Web application server accompanying CA OM Web Viewer, launch the server in
one of the following ways according to your operating environment:

• Windows

• Click Start, Programs, CA, CA OM Web Viewer, Apache Tomcat, Startup Tomcat.
• If you chose to register it as a Windows service, use the Services administration tool to find and start the

service named Tomcat7forCAOMWebViewer12.
• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.

Execute the script apache-tomcat\bin\startup.bat.
• Other operating systems

• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.
Execute the script apache-tomcat/bin/startup.sh

3. Open the following URL in a web browser:
http://hostname:port/CAOMWebViewer12

4. Log into CA OM Web Viewer to verify that the product deployed successfully.

 Install and Configure on One Computer, and Deploy on
Multiple Computers
As a system administrator, you want to use different computers for your CA OM Web Viewer
environment. In this example, you want to install and configure the product on one computer.
However, you want to deploy the product on a second computer, or many computers. We
recommend this setup when you require scalability with multiple Java EE Application Servers.
As a system administrator, you want to use different computers for your CA OM Web Viewer environment. In this
example, you want to install and configure the product on one computer. However, you want to deploy the product
on a second computer, or many computers. We recommend this setup when you require scalability with multiple
Java EE Application Servers.

Warning:  Before you start this section, acquire the product installer. FTP your installer to a different
computer if needed.

The following diagram shows how you install and configure CA OM Web Viewer on one computer, and how you
can deploy the product to secondary servers:
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1. Verify your configuration type, deployment prerequisites for WebSphere or Apache Tomcat, and the environment
requirements.

2. Run the product installer.

• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product predeployed on the server.
3. Launch the configuration tool.
4. Deploy the product on another computer.
5. Perform maintenance and change configuration settings.

Choosing a Configuration Type
The following diagram describes the basic configuration types:
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• External System Level Configuration
Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple systems, without having to
reconfigure the product.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from the CAOMWV12_HOME Environment
Variable.
You are not required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after you modify the settings. Only a web
application restart is required. This configuration option lets you update your application easily, and then copy
the CA OM Web Viewer application WAR or EAR file to multiple systems, without having to reconfigure the WAR
or EAR file.

Warning:  This configuration is recommended for most environments. However, there are certain
situations when you want to use another configuration type.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from a parameter within web.xml.
In some situations, you are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
Often, only a web application restart is required.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using application level external
configuration files, use the same path to your configuration files on all servers. If you do not use the
same path, you have to apply patches to each system separately. With different configuration paths on
each server, you cannot apply a patch to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer,
and then copy that same EAR or WAR file to each server where you to run the product, for example, on
several production computers.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.
Your configuration files are located in a directory inside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application. The web
application uses the default directory within the web application.
You are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
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Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using internal configuration files, you
have to apply patches to each system separately. With internal configuration, you cannot apply a patch
to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer, and then copy that same EAR or WAR file
to each server where you to run the product, for example, on several production computers.

Deployment Prerequisites for WebSphere
Before you deploy CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, verify that you applied all fixes for the WebSphere server.

To deploy as a WAR file on WebSphere, set the Class loader order to Classes loaded with local class loader first
(parent last) at both the module, and application level, in order to load libraries within the CA OM Web Viewer
package first.

If you selected to produce an EAR file during installation, this setting is included in the EAR file automatically, so
you can deploy this EAR file on WebSphere without changing this setting.

For a web server to host multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer, Java memory space needs to be large enough.

Choose the appropriate configuration for your application.
• System Level External Configuration

If you are using a System Level External Configuration, you must set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable within
WebSphere. You set up a new environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME in the Java and Process
Management > Process definition > Environment Entries section of your Application Server. Then, restart your
WebSphere server in order for the setting to take effect.

Warning:  Add CAOMWV12_HOME as an environment variable not as a property in order for CA OM
Web Viewer to recognize CAOMWV12_HOME

• Application Level External Configuration
When deploying using Application Level External Configuration, and you need to deploy more than one EAR
file, be careful to use a different context path and application name for each web application deployed on
WebSphere.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
When deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer instances with different configuration on WebSphere, the class
loader policy for server-specific application settings must be set to Multiple. For more information about how
to set server-specific application settings, see your WebSphere documentation.
When using different database systems with different CA OM Web Viewer instances deployed on
WebSphere, WebSphere variables for specific database JDBC driver paths may be required to resolve the
JDBC driver class loading. For more information about WebSphere variable settings, see your WebSphere
documentation.
For more information about WebSphere settings, see your WebSphere documentation.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable from within WebSphere, if it exists.

Deployment Prerequisites for Apache Tomcat
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The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat:

• System Level External Configuration
If you are using this configuration, set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable on your system.

• Application Level External Configuration
The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer
instances on Apache Tomcat:
Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR file named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME variable from your system, if it exists.

Verify the Environment Requirements
Before you install and configure the product on the same computer and deploy the product on multiple computers,
verify the environment requirements. These requirements let all instances of the product share a common
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the configuration type for your environment:

• External System Level Configuration
(Recommended) Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple
systems, without having to reconfigure the product.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.

2. Verify that Java is installed so that the installer and configuration tool can run.
3. Verify your network access (JDBC over TCP/IP) to the remote database server.

This verification lets the configuration tool test the connection. You can execute the tool without a test, but we
recommend that you verify a successful connection.

4. Verify your network access (CCI over TCP/IP) to the mainframe where the primary CCI task runs.
The configuration tool requires this access for the optional CCI connection test and the DRAS server discovery.

5. Repeat Step 2 through Step 4 on all computers that you plan to use in your environment.
For example, to deploy the product on other computers, complete the verification steps on all computers.

Run the Product Installer
You run the installer to run the wizard in your environment. You review the introduction panel for information about
the installer, review and accept the license agreement, and follow the wizard prompts.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the appropriate steps for your environment:

• Windows
Run CAOMWV.exe.

• Other Environments
Use ssh or telnet to connect to USS (if ssh or telnet connection is supported). You can also use OMVS to
gain access to a USS console.
Launch CAOMWV.jar with Java:

java -jar CAOMWV.jar

The command java -jar assumes java is included in your PATH. Alternately, you must include the full path to
the java executable in the command.

2. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Installer, and click Next.
3. Review the license agreement, and click Next.
4. Complete one of the following steps:
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• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product predeployed on the server.
5. Specify the folder where you want to install CA OM Web Viewer, and complete the remaining wizard prompts.

Launch the Configuration Tool
In this example, all product instances share this configuration. The configuration tool lets you change the initial
settings for CA CCI, CA DRAS, LDAP, ADMINID, and your database. You can edit and change the configuration as
often as necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Java bin folder is present in the PATH for the configuration.
2. (System Level External Configuration) Verify that the CAOMWV12_HOME variable exists, if you want to use

external configuration.
3. Locate the configuration tool in the following directory:<installation_directory>/util
4. Execute the configuration tool as follows:

Windows

1.1 Set util as the current folder from the command prompt.
2.1 Execute configtool.bat

Linux/UNIX

1.1 Set util as the current folder from the console.
2.1 Execute configtool.sh.

If you are using the embedded Apache Tomcat, Apache Tomcat must be stopped before you start the
configuration tool.

5. Select your configuration type:

• External System Level Configuration

• (Recommended) Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple
systems, without having to reconfigure the product.

• Application Level External Configuration
• • Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one

computer.
• • If you are using Application Level External Configuration, be sure to select a different CCI (Common

Communications Interface) Client System ID for each CA OM Web Viewer on your network.
• By default, the Client System ID will be a modified version of your computer name. However, if you have

two instances of CA OM Web Viewer on the same computer they must each have a different Client
System IDs.

• Application Level Internal Configuration

• Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web
application.

6. Select the settings that you want to configure from the menu.

• If you are running the configuration tool for the first time, for example, the initial configuration after an
install, select the All Web Viewer Settings menu option.

7. Create the configuration by completing all the sections in the wizard.

• You can edit the configuration as often as necessary.
8. Exit the utility after the configuration completes.
9. (Optional) Copy configuration files to an alternate location, if you want to use the configuration files on a

different computer.
10. Restart the CA OM Web Viewer application or redeploy the application as needed for the changes to take

effect.

Deploy the Product
You deploy the product after the configuration completes successfully. Deployment lets you access the installed
and configured product in a web browser.
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Warning:  After the Full install, never undeploy CA OM Web Viewer from the installed Apache Tomcat.
Undeploying results in data loss, or even loss of the application. If you undeploy, you have to restore from a
backup WAR file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that CAOMWebViewer12.war and castylesr5.1.3.war deployed.
2. Start the web application server.

If you installed the Tomcat Java Web application server accompanying CA OM Web Viewer, launch the server in
one of the following ways according to your operating environment:

• Windows

• Click Start, Programs, CA, CA OM Web Viewer, Apache Tomcat, Startup Tomcat.
• If you chose to register it as a Windows service, use the Services administration tool to find and start the

service named Tomcat7forCAOMWebViewer12.
• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.

Execute the script apache-tomcat\bin\startup.bat.
• Other operating systems

• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.
Execute the script apache-tomcat/bin/startup.sh

3. Open the following URL in a web browser:
http://hostname:port/CAOMWebViewer12

4. Log into CA OM Web Viewer to verify that the product deployed successfully.

Deploy the Product on Another Computer
You want to prepare the second computer for the deployment of the product. You can deploy the product on
multiple computers, and these computers share a common configuration. You set up a directory, create an
environment variable, and copy files from the computer where you installed CA OM Web Viewer.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the following folder for the product files:

CA_OM_Web_Viewer

2. Create a system environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME.
3. Set the value of the variable to the full file path of CA_OM_Web_Viewer.

For example, C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer.
4. Copy the following folders from the computer where you installed the product.

• System-Level External Configuration

<install_folder>\config
<install_folder>\deployable
<install_folder>\logs

• Application-Level External Configuration

<install_folder>\<Application_Context>\config
<install_folder>\<Application_Context>\deployable
<install_folder>\<Application_Context>\logs

5. Deploy the two WAR files or one EAR file (from the deployable folder) to the Java web application server on the
second computer.

6. Repeat Steps 1 through 5, if you have multiple secondary computers.
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7. Start the web application server.
8. Open the following URL in a web browser and log in to the deployed product:

http://hostname:port/CAOMWebViewer12

Perform Maintenance and Change Configuration Settings
Product environments go through changes, such as after applying server maintenance. When changes happen,
you want to apply the changes to all computers using the same configuration settings

Follow these steps:

1. Refresh the contents of the deployable folder, if you applied a fix to your first computer.
2. Redeploy the WAR or EAR file on the secondary computers.
3. Refresh the contents of the configuration folder on the secondary computers, if you used the configuration tool

to change some settings.
4. Restart the CAOMWebViewer12 application with the Java web application server, to ensure that the servers pick

up your settings

 Install on One Computer, and Configure and Deploy on
Multiple Computers
As a system administrator, you want to use multiple computers for your CA OM Web Viewer
environment. In this example, you want to install the product on one computer as a test system.
However, you want to configure and deploy the product on secondary computers as the
production systems. You configure each secondary computer independently.
As a system administrator, you want to use multiple computers for your CA OM Web Viewer environment. In this
example, you want to install the product on one computer as a test system. However, you want to configure and
deploy the product on secondary computers as the production systems. You configure each secondary computer
independently.

Warning:

Before you start this section, acquire the product installer. FTP your installer to a different computer if
needed.

The following diagram shows how you install CA OM Web Viewer on one computer, and then you configure and
deploy the product on secondary computers.

1. Verify your configuration type, deployment prerequisites for WebSphere or Apache Tomcat, and the environment
requirements.
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2. Run the product installer

• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product pre-deployed on the server.
3. Configure and deploy the product on another computer.
4. Perform maintenance and change configuration settings.

Choosing a Configuration Type
The following diagram describes the basic configuration types:

• External System Level Configuration
Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple systems, without having to
reconfigure the product.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from the CAOMWV12_HOME Environment
Variable.
You are not required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after you modify the settings. Only a web
application restart is required. This configuration option lets you update your application easily, and then copy
the CA OM Web Viewer application WAR or EAR file to multiple systems, without having to reconfigure the WAR
or EAR file.

Warning:  This configuration is recommended for most environments. However, there are certain
situations when you want to use another configuration type.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from a parameter within web.xml.
In some situations, you are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
Often, only a web application restart is required.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using application level external
configuration files, use the same path to your configuration files on all servers. If you do not use the
same path, you have to apply patches to each system separately. With different configuration paths on
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each server, you cannot apply a patch to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer,
and then copy that same EAR or WAR file to each server where you to run the product, for example, on
several production computers.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.
Your configuration files are located in a directory inside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application. The web
application uses the default directory within the web application.
You are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using internal configuration files, you
have to apply patches to each system separately. With internal configuration, you cannot apply a patch
to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer, and then copy that same EAR or WAR file
to each server where you to run the product, for example, on several production computers.

Deployment Prerequisites for WebSphere
Before you deploy CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, verify that you applied all fixes for the WebSphere server.

To deploy as a WAR file on WebSphere, set the Class loader order to Classes loaded with local class loader first
(parent last) at both the module, and application level, in order to load libraries within the CA OM Web Viewer
package first.

If you selected to produce an EAR file during installation, this setting is included in the EAR file automatically, so
you can deploy this EAR file on WebSphere without changing this setting.

For a web server to host multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer, Java memory space needs to be large enough.

Choose the appropriate configuration for your application.
• System Level External Configuration

If you are using a System Level External Configuration, you must set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable within
WebSphere. You set up a new environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME in the Java and Process
Management > Process definition > Environment Entries section of your Application Server. Then, restart your
WebSphere server in order for the setting to take effect.

Warning:  Add CAOMWV12_HOME as an environment variable not as a property in order for CA OM
Web Viewer to recognize CAOMWV12_HOME

• Application Level External Configuration
When deploying using Application Level External Configuration, and you need to deploy more than one EAR
file, be careful to use a different context path and application name for each web application deployed on
WebSphere.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
When deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer instances with different configuration on WebSphere, the class
loader policy for server-specific application settings must be set to Multiple. For more information about how
to set server-specific application settings, see your WebSphere documentation.
When using different database systems with different CA OM Web Viewer instances deployed on
WebSphere, WebSphere variables for specific database JDBC driver paths may be required to resolve the
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JDBC driver class loading. For more information about WebSphere variable settings, see your WebSphere
documentation.
For more information about WebSphere settings, see your WebSphere documentation.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable from within WebSphere, if it exists.

Deployment Prerequisites for Apache Tomcat
The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat:

• System Level External Configuration
If you are using this configuration, set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable on your system.

• Application Level External Configuration
The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer
instances on Apache Tomcat:
Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR file named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME variable from your system, if it exists.

Verify the Environment Requirements
Before you install and configure the product on the same computer and deploy the product on multiple computers,
verify the environment requirements. These requirements let all instances of the product share a common
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the configuration type for your environment:

• External System Level Configuration
(Recommended) Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple
systems, without having to reconfigure the product.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.

2. Verify that Java is installed so that the installer and configuration tool can run.
3. Verify your network access (JDBC over TCP/IP) to the remote database server.

This verification lets the configuration tool test the connection. You can execute the tool without a test, but we
recommend that you verify a successful connection.

4. Verify your network access (CCI over TCP/IP) to the mainframe where the primary CCI task runs.
The configuration tool requires this access for the optional CCI connection test and the DRAS server discovery.

5. Repeat Step 2 through Step 4 on all computers that you plan to use in your environment.
For example, to deploy the product on other computers, complete the verification steps on all computers.

Run the Product Installer
You run the installer to run the wizard in your environment. You review the introduction panel for information about
the installer, review and accept the license agreement, and follow the wizard prompts.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the appropriate steps for your environment:

• Windows
Run CAOMWV.exe.

• Other Environments
Use ssh or telnet to connect to USS (if ssh or telnet connection is supported). You can also use OMVS to
gain access to a USS console.
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Launch CAOMWV.jar with Java:

java -jar CAOMWV.jar

The command java -jar assumes java is included in your PATH. Alternately, you must include the full path to
the java executable in the command.

2. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Installer, and click Next.
3. Review the license agreement, and click Next.
4. Complete one of the following steps:

• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product pre-deployed on the server.
5. Specify the folder where you want to install CA OM Web Viewer, and complete the remaining wizard prompts.

Deploy the Product
You deploy the product after the configuration completes successfully. Deployment lets you access the installed
and configured product in a web browser.

Warning:  After the Full install, never undeploy CA OM Web Viewer from the installed Apache Tomcat.
Undeploying results in data loss, or even loss of the application. If you undeploy, you have to restore from a
backup WAR file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that CAOMWebViewer12.war and castylesr5.1.3.war deployed.
2. Start the web application server.

If you installed the Tomcat Java Web application server accompanying CA OM Web Viewer, launch the server in
one of the following ways according to your operating environment:

• Windows

• Click Start, Programs, CA, CA OM Web Viewer, Apache Tomcat, Startup Tomcat.
• If you chose to register it as a Windows service, use the Services administration tool to find and start the

service named Tomcat7forCAOMWebViewer12.
• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.

Execute the script apache-tomcat\bin\startup.bat.
• Other operating systems

• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.
Execute the script apache-tomcat/bin/startup.sh

3. Open the following URL in a web browser:
http://hostname:port/CAOMWebViewer12

4. Log into CA OM Web Viewer to verify that the product deployed successfully.

Configure and Deploy the Product on Another Computer
You want to prepare the second computer for the configuration and deployment of the product. You can configure
and deploy the product on multiple computers with independent configurations. You set up a directory, create an
environment variable, and copy files from the computer where you installed CA OM Web Viewer.

Follow these steps:

1. Create the following folder for the product files:

CA_OM_Web_Viewer

2. Create a system environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME.
3. Set the value of the variable to the full file path of CA_OM_Web_Viewer.

For example, C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer.
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4. Copy the following folders from the computer where you installed the product.

<install_folder>\config
<install_folder>\deployable
<install_folder>\logs
<install_folder>\util

5. Locate the configuration tool in the following directory on the second computer:

<install_folder>\util

6. Execute the configuration tool as follows:

• Windows
Set util as the current folder from the command prompt and execute configtool.bat.

• Linux/UNIX
Set util as the current folder from the console and execute configtool.sh.

7. Select All Web Viewer Settings from the menu.
8. Deploy the two WAR files or one EAR file (from the deployable folder) to the Java web application server on

the second computer.
9. Repeat Steps 1 through 6 for each computer, if you have multiple secondary computers.
10. Start the web application server.
11. Open the following URL in a web browser and log in to the deployed product:

http://hostname:port/CAOMWebViewer12

Perform Maintenance and Change Configuration Settings
Product environments go through changes, such as server maintenance, and you want to apply a fix to all
computers. You also want to modify the configuration settings on the secondary computers.

Follow these steps:

1. Refresh the contents of the deployable folder, if you applied a fix to your first computer.
2. Redeploy the WAR or EAR file on the secondary computers.
3. Refresh the contents of the config and util folders on the secondary computers, if you used the configuration tool

to change some settings.
4. Restart the CAOMWebViewer12 application with the Java web application server, to ensure that the servers pick

up your settings.

 Install, Configure, and Deploy Multiple Instances on One
Computer
As a system administrator, you want to install multiple instances on one computer using the
installed Tomcat.
As a system administrator, you want to install multiple instances on one computer using the installed Tomcat.

Warning:

Before you start this section, acquire the product installer. FTP your installer to a different computer if
needed.

The following diagram shows how you install multiple instances:
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1. Verify your configuration type, deployment prerequisites for WebSphere or Apache Tomcat, and the environment
requirements.

2. Run the product installer.
3. Complete one of the following steps:

• For a Minimal install, make copies of the EAR or WAR file (deployable folder).
• For a Full install, make copies of the WAR file from the installed Apache Tomcat (webapps folder).

4. Configure each copy of the product.
5. Deploy multiple copies to one computer.

Choosing a Configuration Type
The following diagram describes the basic configuration types:
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• External System Level Configuration
Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple systems, without having to
reconfigure the product.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from the CAOMWV12_HOME Environment
Variable.
You are not required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after you modify the settings. Only a web
application restart is required. This configuration option lets you update your application easily, and then copy
the CA OM Web Viewer application WAR or EAR file to multiple systems, without having to reconfigure the WAR
or EAR file.

Warning:  This configuration is recommended for most environments. However, there are certain
situations when you want to use another configuration type.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from a parameter within web.xml.
In some situations, you are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
Often, only a web application restart is required.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using application level external
configuration files, use the same path to your configuration files on all servers. If you do not use the
same path, you have to apply patches to each system separately. With different configuration paths on
each server, you cannot apply a patch to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer,
and then copy that same EAR or WAR file to each server where you to run the product, for example, on
several production computers.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.
Your configuration files are located in a directory inside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application. The web
application uses the default directory within the web application.
You are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
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Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using internal configuration files, you
have to apply patches to each system separately. With internal configuration, you cannot apply a patch
to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer, and then copy that same EAR or WAR file
to each server where you to run the product, for example, on several production computers.

Deployment Prerequisites for WebSphere
Before you deploy CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, verify that you applied all fixes for the WebSphere server.

To deploy as a WAR file on WebSphere, set the Class loader order to Classes loaded with local class loader first
(parent last) at both the module, and application level, in order to load libraries within the CA OM Web Viewer
package first.

If you selected to produce an EAR file during installation, this setting is included in the EAR file automatically, so
you can deploy this EAR file on WebSphere without changing this setting.

For a web server to host multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer, Java memory space needs to be large enough.

Choose the appropriate configuration for your application.
• System Level External Configuration

If you are using a System Level External Configuration, you must set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable within
WebSphere. You set up a new environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME in the Java and Process
Management > Process definition > Environment Entries section of your Application Server. Then, restart your
WebSphere server in order for the setting to take effect.

Warning:  Add CAOMWV12_HOME as an environment variable not as a property in order for CA OM
Web Viewer to recognize CAOMWV12_HOME

• Application Level External Configuration
When deploying using Application Level External Configuration, and you need to deploy more than one EAR
file, be careful to use a different context path and application name for each web application deployed on
WebSphere.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
When deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer instances with different configuration on WebSphere, the class
loader policy for server-specific application settings must be set to Multiple. For more information about how
to set server-specific application settings, see your WebSphere documentation.
When using different database systems with different CA OM Web Viewer instances deployed on
WebSphere, WebSphere variables for specific database JDBC driver paths may be required to resolve the
JDBC driver class loading. For more information about WebSphere variable settings, see your WebSphere
documentation.
For more information about WebSphere settings, see your WebSphere documentation.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable from within WebSphere, if it exists.

Deployment Prerequisites for Apache Tomcat
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The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat:

• System Level External Configuration
If you are using this configuration, set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable on your system.

• Application Level External Configuration
The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer
instances on Apache Tomcat:
Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR file named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME variable from your system, if it exists.

Verify the Environment Requirements
Before you install and configure the product on the same computer and deploy the product on multiple computers,
verify the environment requirements. These requirements let all instances of the product share a common
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the configuration type for your environment:

• External System Level Configuration
(Recommended) Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple
systems, without having to reconfigure the product.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.

2. Verify that Java is installed so that the installer and configuration tool can run.
3. Verify your network access (JDBC over TCP/IP) to the remote database server.

This verification lets the configuration tool test the connection. You can execute the tool without a test, but we
recommend that you verify a successful connection.

4. Verify your network access (CCI over TCP/IP) to the mainframe where the primary CCI task runs.
The configuration tool requires this access for the optional CCI connection test and the DRAS server discovery.

5. Repeat Step 2 through Step 4 on all computers that you plan to use in your environment.
For example, to deploy the product on other computers, complete the verification steps on all computers.

Run the Product Installer
You run the installer to run the wizard in your environment. You review the introduction panel for information about
the installer, review and accept the license agreement, and follow the wizard prompts.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the appropriate steps for your environment:

• Windows
Run CAOMWV.exe.

• Other Environments
Use ssh or telnet to connect to USS (if ssh or telnet connection is supported). You can also use OMVS to
gain access to a USS console.
Launch CAOMWV.jar with Java:

java -jar CAOMWV.jar

The command java -jar assumes java is included in your PATH. Alternately, you must include the full path to
the java executable in the command.

2. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Installer, and click Next.
3. Review the license agreement, and click Next.
4. Complete one of the following steps:
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• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product predeployed on the server.
5. Specify the folder where you want to install CA OM Web Viewer, and complete the remaining wizard prompts.

Deploy the Product
You deploy the product after the configuration completes successfully. Deployment lets you access the installed
and configured product in a web browser.

Warning:  After the Full install, never undeploy CA OM Web Viewer from the installed Apache Tomcat.
Undeploying results in data loss, or even loss of the application. If you undeploy, you have to restore from a
backup WAR file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that CAOMWebViewer12.war and castylesr5.1.3.war deployed.
2. Start the web application server.

If you installed the Tomcat Java Web application server accompanying CA OM Web Viewer, launch the server in
one of the following ways according to your operating environment:

• Windows

• Click Start, Programs, CA, CA OM Web Viewer, Apache Tomcat, Startup Tomcat.
• If you chose to register it as a Windows service, use the Services administration tool to find and start the

service named Tomcat7forCAOMWebViewer12.
• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.

Execute the script apache-tomcat\bin\startup.bat.
• Other operating systems

• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.
Execute the script apache-tomcat/bin/startup.sh

3. Open the following URL in a web browser:
http://hostname:port/CAOMWebViewer12

4. Log into CA OM Web Viewer to verify that the product deployed successfully.

Make Copies of the WAR or EAR File
If you want to run more than one copy of the product on the same Java Application Web Server, you make other
copies of the CAOMWebViewer12 EAR or CAOMWebViewer12 WAR file.

You do not need to make extra copies of the castylesr5.1.3.war file.

Follow these steps:

1. (Minimal Install Only) Go to the deployable folder:

<installation_folder>/deployable

2. Copy the CAOMWebViewer12.war or CAOMWebViewer12.ear file.
3. Rename the copied file to CAOMWebViewer12_B.war or CAOMWebViewer12_B.ear.

• You can use different names, but do not include any special characters or spaces in the name. Valid
characters include A-Z, a-z, and 0-9.

• The name of the WAR file also serves as your context path.
• The name of the EAR file is less important, because it does not affect your context path. You can change the

context path of that application during the product deployment.
4. (Recommended) Keep the WAR and EAR files in the deployable directory for future use.

You may need to apply fixes to the files, or deploy those same files to more than one computer when your
environment or configuration changes.

Make Copies of the WAR File from the Installed Apache Tomcat
If you want to run more than one copy of the product on the same Java Application Web Server, you make other
copies of the CAOMWebViewer12 WAR file from the installed Apache Tomcat.
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You do not need to make extra copies of the castylesr5.1.3.war file.

Follow these steps:

1. (Full Install Only) Go to the webapps folder:

<apache_install>/webapps/

Default folder:

<installation_folder>/apache_tomcat-#.#.##/webapps/

2. Copy the CAOMWebViewer12.war file.
3. Rename the copied file to CAOMWebViewer12_B.war.

• You can use different names, but do not include any special characters or spaces in the name. Valid
characters include A-Z, a-z, and 0-9.

• The name of the WAR file also serves as your context path.
4. (Recommended) Keep the WAR file in the webapps directory for future use.

You may need to apply fixes to the files, or deploy those same files to more than one computer when your
environment or configuration changes.

Configure Each Copy of the Product
You must configure each of the WAR files that you created separately. This environment setup requires application-
level external configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the CAOMWV12_HOME variable exists, if you want to use external configuration.
2. Locate the configuration tool in the following directory:

<installation_directory>/util

3. Execute the configuration tool as follows:

• Windows
• Set util as the current folder from the command prompt.
• Execute configtool.bat.
• Linux/UNIX
• Set util as the current folder from the console.
• Execute configtool.sh.

4. Select Application Level External Configuration as your configuration type.
This configuration lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on
one computer.

5. Select a different Application Level External Configuration location for each WAR file.
6. Select the settings that you want to configure from the menu.

Warning:  If you are running the configuration tool for the first time, for example, the initial configuration
after an install, select the All Web Viewer Settings menu option. Be sure to select a different [CCI
(Common Communications Interface) Client System ID ] for each CA OM Web Viewer on your network.
Note, by default, the Client System ID will be a modified version of your computer name. If you have
two instances of CA OM Web Viewer on the same computer they must each have a different Client
System IDs.

7. Create the configuration by completing all the sections in the wizard.
You can edit the configuration as often as necessary.

8. Exit the utility after the configuration completes.
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9. (Optional) Copy configuration files to an alternate location, if you want to use the configuration files on a
different computer.

10. Restart the CA OM Web Viewer application or redeploy the application as needed, for the changes to take
effect.

Deploy Multiple Copies to One Computer
You must deploy each copy of the WAR or EAR file that you created.

Follow these steps:

• For the embedded Apache Tomcat
Start your Java EE Application Server.
The WAR files are predeployed on Apache Tomcat.

• For WAR Files Deployment

1. If you are deploying more than one copy of the CAOMWebViewer12.war file to Apache Tomcat, you do not
deploy additional copies of the castylesr5.1.3.war file.

2. Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://<server>:CA
Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.
For more information about deploying to Apache Tomcat or context paths with Application Level External
Configuration, see the deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat.

• For EAR File Deployment
When deploying the application, you must deploy both EAR files. However, be careful to use a different context
path for each web application.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://<server>:CA
Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
For more information about deploying to WebSphere or context paths with Application Level External
Configuration on WebSphere, see the deployment prerequisites for WebSphere.

 Install, Configure, and Deploy Multiple Instances on
Multiple Computers
As a system administrator, you want to run more than one copy of the product on each Java
EE Application Server, on multiple computers. For example, you want two CA OM Web Viewer
instances running on your test computer, and two similar instances running on your production
computer.
As a system administrator, you want to run more than one copy of the product on each Java EE Application Server,
on multiple computers. For example, you want two CA OM Web Viewer instances running on your test computer,
and two similar instances running on your production computer.
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Warning:

Before you start this section, acquire the product installer. FTP your installer to a different computer if
needed.

The following diagram shows how you install multiple instances on different computers:

1. Verify your configuration type, deployment prerequisites for WebSphere or Apache Tomcat, and the environment
requirements.

2. Run the product installer.
3. Complete one of the following steps:

• For a Minimal install, make copies of the WAR or EAR file (deployable folder).
• For a Full install, make copies of the WAR file from the installed Apache Tomcat (webapps folder).

4. Configure each copy of the product.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

• For a Minimal install, deploy to multiple computers with Application Level External Settings.
• For a Full install, deploy to multiple computers with Application Level External Settings from the installed

Apache Tomcat.
6. Deploy multiple copies to one computer.
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Choosing a Configuration Type
The following diagram describes the basic configuration types:

• External System Level Configuration
Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple systems, without having to
reconfigure the product.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from the CAOMWV12_HOME Environment
Variable.
You are not required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after you modify the settings. Only a web
application restart is required. This configuration option lets you update your application easily, and then copy
the CA OM Web Viewer application WAR or EAR file to multiple systems, without having to reconfigure the WAR
or EAR file.

Warning:  This configuration is recommended for most environments. However, there are certain
situations when you want to use another configuration type.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from a parameter within web.xml.
In some situations, you are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
Often, only a web application restart is required.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using application level external
configuration files, use the same path to your configuration files on all servers. If you do not use the
same path, you have to apply patches to each system separately. With different configuration paths on
each server, you cannot apply a patch to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer,
and then copy that same EAR or WAR file to each server where you to run the product, for example, on
several production computers.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.
Your configuration files are located in a directory inside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application. The web
application uses the default directory within the web application.
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You are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using internal configuration files, you
have to apply patches to each system separately. With internal configuration, you cannot apply a patch
to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer, and then copy that same EAR or WAR file
to each server where you to run the product, for example, on several production computers.

Deployment Prerequisites for WebSphere
Before you deploy CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, verify that you applied all fixes for the WebSphere server.

To deploy as a WAR file on WebSphere, set the Class loader order to Classes loaded with local class loader first
(parent last) at both the module, and application level, in order to load libraries within the CA OM Web Viewer
package first.
If you selected to produce an EAR file during installation, this setting is included in the EAR file automatically, so
you can deploy this EAR file on WebSphere without changing this setting.
For a web server to host multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer, Java memory space needs to be large enough.

Choose the appropriate configuration for your application.
• System Level External Configuration

If you are using a System Level External Configuration, you must set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable within
WebSphere. You set up a new environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME in the Java and Process
Management > Process definition > Environment Entries section of your Application Server. Then, restart your
WebSphere server in order for the setting to take effect.

Warning:  Add CAOMWV12_HOME as an environment variable not as a property in order for CA OM
Web Viewer to recognize CAOMWV12_HOME

• Application Level External Configuration
When deploying using Application Level External Configuration, and you need to deploy more than one EAR
file, be careful to use a different context path and application name for each web application deployed on
WebSphere.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
When deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer instances with different configuration on WebSphere, the class
loader policy for server-specific application settings must be set to Multiple. For more information about how
to set server-specific application settings, see your WebSphere documentation.
When using different database systems with different CA OM Web Viewer instances deployed on
WebSphere, WebSphere variables for specific database JDBC driver paths may be required to resolve the
JDBC driver class loading. For more information about WebSphere variable settings, see your WebSphere
documentation.
For more information about WebSphere settings, see your WebSphere documentation.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable from within WebSphere, if it exists.

Deployment Prerequisites for Apache Tomcat
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The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat:

• System Level External Configuration
If you are using this configuration, set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable on your system.

• Application Level External Configuration
The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer
instances on Apache Tomcat:
Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR file named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME variable from your system, if it exists.

Verify the Environment Requirements
Before you install and configure the product on the same computer and deploy the product on multiple computers,
verify the environment requirements. These requirements let all instances of the product share a common
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the configuration type for your environment:

• External System Level Configuration
(Recommended) Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple
systems, without having to reconfigure the product.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.

2. Verify that Java is installed so that the installer and configuration tool can run.
3. Verify your network access (JDBC over TCP/IP) to the remote database server.

This verification lets the configuration tool test the connection. You can execute the tool without a test, but we
recommend that you verify a successful connection.

4. Verify your network access (CCI over TCP/IP) to the mainframe where the primary CCI task runs.
The configuration tool requires this access for the optional CCI connection test and the DRAS server discovery.

5. Repeat Step 2 through Step 4 on all computers that you plan to use in your environment.
For example, to deploy the product on other computers, complete the verification steps on all computers.

Run the Product Installer
You run the installer to run the wizard in your environment. You review the introduction panel for information about
the installer, review and accept the license agreement, and follow the wizard prompts.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the appropriate steps for your environment:

• Windows
Run CAOMWV.exe.

• Other Environments
Use ssh or telnet to connect to USS (if ssh or telnet connection is supported). You can also use OMVS to
gain access to a USS console.
Launch CAOMWV.jar with Java:

java -jar CAOMWV.jar

The command java -jar assumes java is included in your PATH. Alternately, you must include the full path to
the java executable in the command.

2. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Installer, and click Next.
3. Review the license agreement, and click Next.
4. Complete one of the following steps:
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• Select Minimal to install either an EAR file, or a pair of WAR files that you can deploy to your Web Application
server, and click Next.

• Select Full to install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with the product pre-deployed on the server.
5. Specify the folder where you want to install CA OM Web Viewer, and complete the remaining wizard prompts.

Deploy the Product
You deploy the product after the configuration completes successfully. Deployment lets you access the installed
and configured product in a web browser.

Warning:  After the Full install, never undeploy CA OM Web Viewer from the installed Apache Tomcat.
Undeploying results in data loss, or even loss of the application. If you undeploy, you have to restore from a
backup WAR file.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that CAOMWebViewer12.war and castylesr5.1.3.war deployed.
2. Start the web application server.

If you installed the Tomcat Java Web application server accompanying CA OM Web Viewer, launch the server in
one of the following ways according to your operating environment:

• Windows

• Click Start, Programs, CA, CA OM Web Viewer, Apache Tomcat, Startup Tomcat.
• If you chose to register it as a Windows service, use the Services administration tool to find and start the

service named Tomcat7forCAOMWebViewer12.
• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.

Execute the script apache-tomcat\bin\startup.bat.
• Other operating systems

• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.
Execute the script apache-tomcat/bin/startup.sh

3. Open the following URL in a web browser:
http://hostname:port/CAOMWebViewer12

4. Log into CA OM Web Viewer to verify that the product deployed successfully.

Make Copies of the WAR or EAR File
If you want to run more than one copy of the product on the same Java Application Web Server, you make other
copies of the CAOMWebViewer12 EAR or CAOMWebViewer12 WAR file.

You do not need to make extra copies of the castylesr5.1.3.war file.

Follow these steps:

1. (Minimal Install Only) Go to the deployable folder:

<installation_folder>/deployable

2. Copy the CAOMWebViewer12.war or CAOMWebViewer12.ear file.
3. Rename the copied file to CAOMWebViewer12_B.war or CAOMWebViewer12_B.ear.

• You can use different names, but do not include any special characters or spaces in the name. Valid
characters include A-Z, a-z, and 0-9.

• The name of the WAR file also serves as your context path.
• The name of the EAR file is less important, because it does not affect your context path. You can change the

context path of that application during the product deployment.
4. (Recommended) Keep the WAR and EAR files in the deployable directory for future use.

You may need to apply fixes to the files, or deploy those same files to more than one computer when your
environment or configuration changes.

Make Copies of the WAR File from the Installed Apache Tomcat
If you want to run more than one copy of the product on the same Java Application Web Server, you make other
copies of the CAOMWebViewer12 WAR file from the installed Apache Tomcat.
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You do not need to make extra copies of the castylesr5.1.3.war file.

Follow these steps:

1. (Full Install Only) Go to the webapps folder:

<apache_install>/webapps/

Default folder:

<installation_folder>/apache_tomcat-#.#.##/webapps/

2. Copy the CAOMWebViewer12.war file.
3. Rename the copied file to CAOMWebViewer12_B.war.

• You can use different names, but do not include any special characters or spaces in the name. Valid
characters include A-Z, a-z, and 0-9.

• The name of the WAR file also serves as your context path.
4. (Recommended) Keep the WAR file in the webapps directory for future use.

You may need to apply fixes to the files, or deploy those same files to more than one computer when your
environment or configuration changes.

Configure Each Copy of the Product
You must configure each of the EAR or WAR files (Minimal install) or WAR files (Full install) that you created
separately. This environment setup requires application-level external configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the CAOMWV12_HOME variable exists, if you want to use external configuration.
2. Locate the configuration tool in the following directory:

<installation_directory>/util

3. Execute the configuration tool as follows:

• Windows

• Set util as the current folder from the command prompt.
• Execute configtool.bat.

• Linux/UNIX

• Set util as the current folder from the console.
• Execute configtool.sh.

4. Select Application Level External Configuration as your configuration type.
This configuration lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on
one computer.

5. Select a different Application Level External Configuration location for each WAR or EAR file (Minimal install)
or each WAR file (Full install).

6. Select the settings that you want to configure from the menu.

Warning:  If you are running the configuration tool for the first time, for example, the initial configuration
after an install, select the All Web Viewer Settings menu option.

7. Create the configuration by completing all the sections in the wizard.
You can edit the configuration as often as necessary.

8. Exit the utility after the configuration completes.
9. (Optional) Copy configuration files to an alternate location, if you want to use the configuration files on a

different computer.
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10. Restart the CA OM Web Viewer application or redeploy the application as needed, for the changes to take
effect.

Deploy to Multiple Computers with Application Level External Settings
To deploy your WAR or EAR file to more than one computer, you copy the file and configuration locations to the
other computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a folder location on each other computer where you are going to copy the files.
2. Copy the following directories from the computer where you installed the product:

<install_folder>\deployable
<install_folder>\util

If you created additional copies of the WAR or EAR file, and you placed them in another directory, copy that
directory to the other computer with, or in place of the deployable directory.

3. Copy the Application Level External Configuration directories to the other computer.
You created these directories with the configuration tool. The default path is <CA OM Web Viewer Home Var>/
<WAR/EAR Name>

Warning:  If possible, verify that the paths to these directories are the same on each computer. This
verification helps streamline your maintenance procedure.

4. Consider the following example of configuration paths and context names:

• Computer A

• Web App Name 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Context Path 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Application Level External Configuration Path 1: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Web App Name 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Context Path 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Application Level External Configuration Path 2: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Computer B

• Web App Name 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Context Path 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Application Level External Configuration Path 1: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Web App Name 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Context Path 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Application Level External Configuration Path 2: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_CA
The Application Level External Configuration location matches on each computer.

5. Deploy the product with each deployable file.
Do not mix up the _US EAR or WAR with the _CA EAR or WAR when you deploy it to the second computer.

Deploy to Multiple Computers with Application Level External Settings from an Installed Apache
Tomcat
To deploy your WAR file to more than one computer, you copy the file and configuration locations to the other
computer.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a folder location on each other computer where you are going to copy the files.
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2. Copy the following directories from the computer where you installed the product:

<install_folder>\util

3. Copy the application war files CAOMWebViewer12.war and castylesr5.1.3.war from the following directory.

<installed tomcat location>\webapps

4. Place these files on the new computer in a new folder named deployables.
If you created additional copies of the CAOMWebViewer12 WAR file, and you placed them in another directory,
copy that directory to the other computer with, or in place of the deployable directory.

5. Copy the Application Level External Configuration directories to the other computer.
You created these directories with the configuration tool. The default path is <CA OM Web Viewer Home Var>
\<WAR Name>.

Warning:  If possible, verify that the paths to these directories are the same on each computer. This
verification helps streamline your maintenance procedure.

6. Consider the following example of configuration paths and context names:

• Computer A

• Web App Name 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Context Path 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Application Level External Configuration Path 1: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Web App Name 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Context Path 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Application Level External Configuration Path 2: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Computer B

• Web App Name 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Context Path 1: CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Application Level External Configuration Path 1: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_US
• Web App Name 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Context Path 2: CAOMWebViewer12_CA
• Application Level External Configuration Path 2: C:\Program Files\CA\ CA_OM_Web_Viewer_Base

\CAOMWebViewer12_CA
The Application Level External Configuration location matches on each computer.

7. Deploy the product with each deployable file.
Do not mix up the _US EAR or WAR with the _CA EAR or WAR when you deploy it to the second computer.

Deploy Multiple Copies to One Computer
You must deploy each copy of the WAR or EAR file that you created.

Follow these steps:

• For the embedded Apache Tomcat
Start your Java EE Application Server.
The WAR files are predeployed on Apache Tomcat.

• For WAR Files Deployment

1. If you are deploying more than one copy of the CAOMWebViewer12.war file to Apache Tomcat, you do not
deploy additional copies of the castylesr5.1.3.war file.

2. Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://<server>:CA
Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.
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For more information about deploying to Apache Tomcat or context paths with Application Level External
Configuration, see the deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat.

• For EAR File Deployment
When deploying the application, you must deploy both EAR files. However, be careful to use a different context
path for each web application.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://<server>:CA
Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
For more information about deploying to WebSphere or context paths with Application Level External
Configuration on WebSphere, see the deployment prerequisites for WebSphere.

 Installing Using Internal Configuration
As a system administrator, you want to install CA OM Web Viewer using internal configuration.
As a system administrator, you want to install CA OM Web Viewer using internal configuration.

You do not require any additional setup. Follow the example about how to Install, Configure, and Deploy on the
Same Computer.

If you deploy the product with this type of configuration, redeploy your application after each configuration change.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using internal configuration files, you apply
patches to each system separately. With internal configuration, you cannot apply a patch to one EAR or
WAR file, for example, on a test computer, and then copy that same EAR or WAR file to each server where
you to run the product, for example, on several production computers.

 Installation Using the GUI Wizard
As a system administrator, you want to install CA OM Web Viewer using the GUI mode.
As a system administrator, you want to install CA OM Web Viewer using the GUI mode.

To install using the GUI mode, follow these steps.

Before you start this section, acquire the product installer. If needed, FTP the installer to the computer where you
intend to install.

Introduction and License Agreements
Follow these steps:

1. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Installer and click Next.
2. Review the license agreement.

Multiple products are licensed in this agreement.
3. Scroll down, select the I accept...option and click Next.

Choose Install Set
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Specify the Install Set you want to install.

• Minimal - Install only CA OM Web Viewer (WAR or EAR)
Lets you install either an EAR file or a pair of WAR files so that you can deploy to your Java EE Web Application
server.

• Full - Install CA OM Web Viewer with Apache Tomcat
Lets you install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with CA OM Web Viewer predeployed on the server.

Note:  Depending on your Install Set, the following steps may vary.

Supply the Installation Information
Specify the folder where you want to install CA Output Management Web Viewer.

This folder contains the files that the installer generates.

Choose a Deployment Method (Minimal Install Only)
This panel lets you select your deployment method.

You have the following options for deployment method.

• EAR - Enterprise Archive

The EAR file installed would then manually be deployed to your server.

• WAR - Web Application Archive

The WAR files installer would then manually be deployed to you server.

After the installation, the CA OM Web Viewer EAR file or a pair of WAR files (CAOMWebViewer12.war and a
supplementary WAR file castylesr5.1.3.war) will be generated and placed in the <INSTALL_HOME>/deployable
folder. Depending on how your web application server is managed, you can take further steps to deploy the EAR or
WAR files on your web application server.

Tomcat Setup Panels (Full Install Only)
The first Tomcat setup panels let you specify where to install Tomcat and the port from which it is accessed.
Additionally, you can set up Apache Tomcat as a Windows service.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a parent folder to install Apache Tomcat.
The folder where you wish to install tomcat.
A subfolder named apache-tomcat-#.#.## is created inside the folder that you define.

2. Enter the non-secured standard port that users use to access the server.
Example: 8080 is formatted as the port: www.company.com:8080

3. Click Next.
If you choose this option installing on Windows, a Register Tomcat as Windows Service dialog appears.

4. (Windows Only) Click Yes or No to indicate whether you want to Register Tomcat as Windows Service or not.

If you select Yes, the Tomcat web application server is registered as a Windows service with the Manual startup
type. If you select No, you must start Tomcat with the BAT files (Windows) or SH files (other platforms) provided in
the apache-tomcat-#.#.##/bin folder.

Warning:  If Registered as Windows Service, you can change its startup type to Automatic after installation.

Review the Installation Summary
After you go through the Tomcat setup panels, review the installation summary:

1. Review the settings that display in the Pre Installation Summary.
2. Click Install to accept settings, or click previous to go back and change the settings.

Launch Configuration Tool
You can optionally choose to launch the Configuration Tool after the install window closes.

Note:  It is optimal for the Configuration Tool to be run by someone that is familiar with CAICCI, CA DRAS™, and
your database settings, and it is required that the person has valid external security credentials.

For more information on the Configuration Tool, see Configuring.
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Complete the Installation
Review the Install Complete information and follow the instructions provided. A URL is listed to start CA Output
Management Web Viewer in a web browser.

You will have to configure CA Output Management Web Viewer before running the product.

• If you are not using the embedded Apache Tomcat option, you will have to deploy your EAR/WAR file to your
Java web server.

• If you are not using the embedded Apache Tomcat option, or an existing Java web server then the URL shown
is only a template. The actual URL can vary according to how you set up and deployed the CA OM Web Viewer
on your own web application server.

• If there were errors or warnings during the install, they will listed on this panel.

 Installation Using the Console Mode
As a system administrator, you want to install CA OM Web Viewer using the Console mode.
As a system administrator, you want to install CA OM Web Viewer using the Console mode.

Follow these steps to install using the Console mode.

Before you start this section, acquire the product installer. If needed, FTP the installer to the computer where you
intend to install. If you use FTP to transfer the installer to USS, you must FTP the installer to a hierarchical file
system accessible to USS.

Introduction and License Agreements
Follow these steps:

1. Review the InstallAnywhere Introduction.
2. Press Enter to continue.
3. Review the License Agreements.

Press Enter until you reach the end of the license agreement.
DO YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT? (Y/N):

4. Enter Y to accept the license agreement.

Choose Install Set
Specify the Install Set you want to install.

• Minimal - Install only CA OM Web Viewer (WAR or EAR)
Lets you install either an EAR file or a pair of WAR files so that you can deploy to your Java EE Web Application
server.

• Full - Install CA OM Web Viewer with Apache Tomcat
Lets you install CA OM Web Viewer and Apache Tomcat with CA OM Web Viewer predeployed on the server.

Note:  Depending on your Install Set, the following steps may vary.

Supply the Installation Information
Specify where you want to install CA Output Management Web Viewer.

You can choose the Default Install Folder /usr/local/CA_OM_Web_Viewer or enter an absolute path or a specific
folder.

This folder can contain the files that the installer generates.

Choose a Deployment Method
This panel allows you to select your deployment method.

Note:  Your selected install set will affect your available options on this panel.

You have the following options for the deployment method.

• EAR - Enterprise Archive
The EAR file installed would then manually be deployed to your server.

• WAR - Web Application Archive
The WAR files installer would then manually be deployed to you server.
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After the installation, the CA OM Web Viewer EAR file or a pair of WAR files (CAOMWebViewer12.war and a
supplementary WAR file castylesr5.1.3.war) will be generated and placed in the <INSTALL_HOME>/deployable
folder. Depending on how your web application server is managed, you can take further steps to deploy the EAR or
WAR files on your web application server.

Tomcat Setup Panels (Full Install Only)
The first Tomcat setup panels let you specify where to install Tomcat and the port from which it is accessed.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify a parent folder to install Apache Tomcat.
The folder where you want to install tomcat.
A subfolder named apache-tomcat-#.#.## is created inside the folder that you define.

2. Enter the non-secured standard port that users use to access the server.
Example: 8080 is formatted as the port: www.company.com:8080.

Review Installation Summary
Review the Installation Summary:

1. Review the settings that are displayed in the Pre Installation Summary.
2. Click install to accept settings or click previous to go back and change the settings.

Launch Configuration Tool
You can optionally choose to launch the Configuration Tool after the install window closes.

Note:  It is optimal for the Configuration Tool to be run by someone that is familiar with CAICCI, CA DRAS™, and
your database settings, and it is required that the person has valid external security credentials.

For more information on the Configuration Tool, see Configuring.

Complete the Installation
Review the Install Complete information and follow the instructions list on it. A URL is listed to start CA Output
Management Web Viewer in a web browser.

You will have to configure CA Output Management Web Viewer before running the product.

If you are not using the embedded Apache Tomcat option, you will have to deploy your EAR/WAR file to your Java
web server.

If you are not using the embedded Apache Tomcat option, the URL shown is only a template. The actual URL can
vary according to how you set up and deploy the CA OM Web Viewer on your own web application server.

If you there were errors or warnings during the install, they will listed on this panel.

Installation Logging
This section provides you with instructions of how to review the logs that are produced by the installation of CA OM
Web Viewer.

Note:  When the installation summary starts with Warning or Non-Fatal Failure the information about the error is
logged in the installation logs.

Log Locations
There are three primary logs that are produced by CA OM Web Viewer installation.

• Primary Install Log
• Install Standard Out
• Install Standard Error

Primary Install Log - CA_Output_Management_Web_Viewer_r12.1_Install_<date_time>.log

Install Standard Out - wv_install_stdout.log

Install Standard Error - wv_install_stderr.log

Primary Install Log
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The main install log is placed in:

$USER_INSTALL_DIR$/uninstaller/Logs

Note:  If there is a failure early in the installation, or you cancel the installation then the log file is placed in your
Home folder in USS/Unix/Linux or on the Desktop on Windows.

The filename for the primary install log is:

CA_Output_Management_Web_Viewer_r12.1_Install_<date_time>.log

Install Standard Out
The install standard out is written to:

$TEMP$/wv_install_stdout.log

Note:  The user temp folder can be found on the Windows by typing echo %TEMP% in the command prompt. The
system temp folder on USS/Unix/Linux systems is often /tmp. For more information on alternate USS/Unix/Linux
system temp folder locations, see the OS documentation.

Install Standard Error
The installation standard error is written to:

$TEMP$/wv_install_stderr.log

Note:  The user temp folder can be found on Windows by typing echo %TEMP% in the command prompt. The
system temp folder on USS/Unix/Linux systems is often /tmp. For more information on alternate USS/Unix/Linux
system temp folder locations, see the OS documentation.

 Environment Considerations
The following environments may require special considerations. This section contains the
following topics:
The following environments may require special considerations. This section contains the following topics:

Change the Java Runtime Environment
If you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat Web application server shipped with CA OM Web Viewer, the Java
Runtime Environment (JRE) can be changed as follows:
To change the JRE, on Windows operating environment

1. Find the file under the directory where the Apache Tomcat Web application server is installed:
apache-tomcat\bin\catalina.bat

2. Find the following line in this file
set "JRE_HOME=C:\Program Files\.........."

3. Change the directory pointing to the JRE you would like to use.

To change the JRE, on other operating environments

1. Find the file under the directory where the Apache Tomcat Web application server is installed:
apache-tomcat/bin/catalina.sh

2. Find the following line in this file
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JRE_HOME=C:\Program Files\..........

3. Change the directory pointing to the JRE you would like to use.

Parameter Required for Java 1.7
If you are running on Java 1.7 or higher and encounter the following error:
Java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: [Ljava.lang.String; at ……loadClass(…)

Add the following Java parameter to the arguments you use to launch your Web application server; for example,
the environment variable JAVA_OPT.

Dsun.lang.ClassLoader.allowArraySyntax=true

CA OM Web Viewer and WebSphere
Before deploying CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, be sure all fixes for the WebSphere server have been
applied. To run CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, you must set Class loader order to Classes loaded with local
class loader first (parent last) to load libraries within the CA OM Web Viewer package first. However, if you selected
to produce an EAR file during installation, this setting is automatically included in the EAR file, so you can deploy
this EAR file on WebSphere without additional settings.

Configure the Java Web application server
CA Output Management Web Viewer uses a default home page name of http://HOST_NAME:PORT_NUMBER/
CAOMWebViewer12/.

Note:

For more information about configuration, see the chapter Configuring CA OM Web Viewer in this guide, and the
chapter Configuration and Customization in the Administration Guide.

 Undeploy the Product
If you installed the Tomcat Java Web application server accompanying with CA OM Web
Viewer, you can undeploy the product in one of the following ways according to your operating
environment:
If you installed the Tomcat Java Web application server accompanying with CA OM Web Viewer, you can undeploy
the product in one of the following ways according to your operating environment:

•  Windows

• Find the shortcut Shutdown Tomcat in your Windows Start menu and run it.
• If you chose to register it as a Windows service, use the Services administration tool to find and stop the

service named Tomcat6forCAOMWebViewer12.
• Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.

Execute the script apache-tomcat\bin\shutdown.bat.
• Other operating systems

Locate the apache-tomcat folder where you installed the bundled Apache Tomcat web application server.
Execute the script apache-tomcat/bin/shutdown.sh.

 Uninstall the Product
The topic provides information about how you uninstall the application.
The topic provides information about how you uninstall the application.

Follow these steps:

1. Find the uninstaller.

• Windows: Find the uninstaller shortcut in the programs menu.
• Other operating systems: Under the uninstaller folder in your install directory, find a program called

uninstaller or uninstaller.jar and run it; for example, type ./uninstaller or java -jar ./
uninstaller.jar under this folder. 

2. Run the uninstaller.
Like the installer, CA OM Web Viewer uninstaller can be run in either GUI mode or Console mode. Follow the
instructions given by the wizard.
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 Updating CA Output Management Web Viewer Version
12 (or later) Using the Update Installer
CA provides an Update Installer to ship the updates and help you upgrade an existing CA OM
Web Viewer in Version 12.0 or later.
CA provides an Update Installer to ship the updates and help you upgrade an existing CA OM Web Viewer in
Version 12.0 or later.

 Update Installation Prerequisites
This section contains information about the prerequisites that must be in place to run the update
installer.
This section contains information about the prerequisites that must be in place to run the update installer.

Environment and Supported Operating Systems
CA Output Management Web Viewer Version 12 is a Java application; it must be run on a Java virtual machine
(JVM). Therefore, CA Output Management Web Viewer expects that a Java-enabled operating environment with a
supported version of the Java Runtime Environment is installed in your environment for these operating systems:

• Windows
• Linux
• z/Linux
• AIX
• HP-UX
• Solaris
• Mac OS
• USS

Java Web Application Server
The CA OM Web Viewer Version 12.0 is a Java application; therefore, it must be deployed on a Java Web
application server.

JVM (Java Virtual Machine) Version
You can run CA OM Web Viewer on Java Runtime Environment 1.5 or above. We recommend using Java 1.6. In
addition, if you are planning to run CA OM Web Viewer on 64-bit computers, use the 64-bit JVM to optimize
performance.

Warning:

For Microsoft SQL Server users, be aware of the following:

• If the version of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) is to be upgraded from 1.5 to 1.6, you must
manually swap WEB-INF/bak/sqljdbc4.jar and WEB-INF/lib/sqljdbc.jar under the CAOMWebViewer12
application folder.

• If the JRE is to be changed from 1.6 to 1.5, you must manually swap WEB-INF/bak/sqljdbc.jar and WEB-
INF/lib/sqljdbc4.jar.

Update an Existing CA OM Web Viewer, Version 12 or Later
The update installer is configured to apply updates to CA OM Web Viewer, Version 12.0 or later.

Note:

• Do not run the update installer unless CA OM Web Viewer Version 12.0 (or later) is already installed on your
system.

• We strongly recommend that you backup your current CA OM Web Viewer according to your application server
environment before you run the update installer.
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 Pre-Installation Tasks
We recommend that you complete the following tasks before you run the update installer:
We recommend that you complete the following tasks before you run the update installer:

1. Locate the original version of CA OM Web Viewer--this is the target to be updated.
2. (Optional, but recommended) select a folder for storing a backup of the original version of CA OM Web Viewer.
3. Select a folder for storing an additional copy of the updated CA OM Web Viewer.

 Start the CA Output Management Web Viewer Update Installer
To start a CA OM Web Viewer Update Installer, find the instructions that are specific to your
operating environment.
To start a CA OM Web Viewer Update Installer, find the instructions that are specific to your operating environment.

Windows Environment
Execute the following:
CA_OMWEBVIEWER_12_0_SP0_Update.exe

AIX Environment
Execute CA_OMWEBVIEWER_12_0_SP0_Update.bin
For example:
sh ./CA_OMWEBVIEWER_12_0_SP0_Update.bin

USS Environment
Launch CA_OMWEBVIEWER_12_0_SP0_Update.jar with Java
For example:
java -jar CA_OMWEBVIEWER_12_0_SP0_Update.jar

Warning:

Ensure there is a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed on your computer.

HP-UX Environment
Execute CA_OMWEBVIEWER_12_0_SP0_Update.bin.
For example:
sh ./CA_OMWEBVIEWER_12_0_SP0_Update.bin

Warning:

Ensure there is a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed on your computer.

 Installation Modes
Depending on the running environment, the CA OM Web Viewer update installer automatically
runs in the appropriate mode. The Update Installer can run in:
Depending on the running environment, the CA OM Web Viewer update installer automatically runs in the
appropriate mode. The Update Installer can run in:

• Graphical user interface (GUI) mode
Use the Install Wizard to quickly and easily install your CA Output Management Web Viewer.

• Console mode

Note:

Instructions are provided for both modes and both modes provide the same functionality.

 Update Installation Using the GUI Wizard
Follow the steps in this section to install using the GUI mode.
Follow the steps in this section to install using the GUI mode.

Step 1. Introduction and License Agreements
Follow these steps:
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1. Select a locale from the Choose Locale drop-down menu, and click OK.
2. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Update Installer and click Next.
3. Review the License Agreement.
4. Scroll down, select the I accept...option and click Next.

Note:

Multiple products are licensed in this agreement.

Step 2. Select an Update Target
According to the deployment method of your previous version of CA OM Web Viewer, do one of the following:

• • If the current CA OM Web Viewer is deployed on an Apache Tomcat web server, do the following: 

1. Click "Update Web Viewer running on an Apache Tomcat server"
2. Select the home folder of the Apache Tomcat server.

This folder should contain a "bin" sub-folder and a "webapps" sub-folder; for example: "C:\Program Files
\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer\apache-tomcat-6.0.32"

• If you have a CA OM Web Viewer EAR file:

1. Select "Update a Web Viewer EAR file"
2. Specify the path of your EAR file CAOMWebViewer12.ear.

Note:

You will need to re-deploy the EAR file after the update.

Warning:

For users of embedded databases, if the folder of the embedded database is not contained in the
selected EAR file, it will also not be in the updated EAR file.

• If you produced CA OM Web Viewer WAR files in your previous installation:

1. Select "Update Web Viewer WAR files"
2. Specify the paths of your WAR files, including CAOMWebViewer12.war and the supplementary WAR file

castylesr5.1.3.war.

Note:

You will need to re-deploy these WAR files after the update.

Warning:

For embedded database users, if the folder of the embedded database is not contained in the
selected CAOMWebViewer12.war file, it will not be in the updated WAR file as well.

Step 3. Backup the Original CA OM Web Viewer
The update installer backs up your original CA OM Web Viewer as a pair of WAR files (CAOMWebViewer12.war
and the supplementary WAR file castylesr5.1.3.war). These files are placed into a folder specified in this panel.

The backup step is recommended. However, if you do not need a backup by the update installer, select "No
backup."

Note:

Make sure you have write permission to the backup folder. The update installer will also check whether this folder
exists. If this folder does not exist, it will be created after installation starts.

Step 4. Additional Copy of the Updated CA OM Web Viewer
The update installer generates an additional copy of the updated CA OM Web Viewer in terms of a pair of WAR
files (CAOMWebViewer12.war and the supplementary WAR file castylesr5.1.3.war) into a folder specified in this
panel.

The additional copy is a backup of the updated CA OM Web Viewer and might be useful in case the target being
updated is locked by some other process.

Note:

Make sure you have write permission to the folder. The update installer also checks to see if this folder exists. If this
folder does not exist, it is created after installation starts.
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Step 5. Complete the Installation
To complete the installation:

1. Review the settings displayed in the Pre-Installation Summary.
2. Click Install.
3. Review the Install Complete information.
4. Click Done.

 Update Installation Using the Console Mode
The steps in this section explain how to install CA Output Management Web Viewer using the
Console mode.
The steps in this section explain how to install CA Output Management Web Viewer using the Console mode.

Step 1. Introduction and License Agreements
Follow these steps:

1. Choose a locale and press Enter to continue.
2. Review the following Introduction.

============================================================================
Introduction
------------
InstallAnywhere will guide you through the installation of CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.0.0.
It is strongly recommended that you quit all programs before continuing with this installation.
Respond to each prompt to proceed to the next step in the installation. If you want to change something on a
previous step, type 'back'.
You may cancel this installation at any time by typing 'quit'.
PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTINUE:

3. Press Enter to continue.
4. Review the License Agreements.
5. Because multiple products are licensed in this agreement, you must continue to press Enter until you reach the

end of the license agreement.
DO YOU ACCEPT THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT? (Y/N):

6. Enter Y to accept the license agreement.

Step 2. Select an Update Target
According to the deployment method of your previous version of CA OM Web Viewer, select one option from the
list:
=============================================================================
Select an Update Target
-----------------------
Enter requested information
1- Update Web Viewer running on an Apache Tomcat server
2- Update a Web Viewer EAR file
3- Update Web Viewer WAR files
ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE DESIRED CHOICE:
Be aware of the following:

• If the current CA OM Web Viewer is deployed on an Apache Tomcat web server do the following:

1. Select "Update Web Viewer running on an Apache Tomcat server"
2. Enter the home folder of the Apache Tomcat server.

This folder should contain a "bin" sub-folder and a "webapps" sub-folder; for example: "/usr/local/
CA_OM_Web_Viewer/apache-tomcat-6.0.32"
=============================================================================
Update Web Viewer running on an Apache Tomcat server
----------------------------------------------------
Enter the home folder of the Apache Tomcat server (DEFAULT: ):

• If you have a CA OM Web Viewer EAR file:

1. Select "Update a Web Viewer EAR file"
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2. Specify the path of your EAR file CAOMWebViewer12.ear.
=============================================================================
Update a Web Viewer EAR file
----------------------------
Enter the full path of the Web Viewer EAR file (DEFAULT: ):
You must re-deploy the EAR file after the update.

• If you produced CA OM Web Viewer WAR files in your previous installation:

•  Select "Update Web Viewer WAR files"
• Specify the paths of your WAR files, including CAOMWebViewer12.war and the supplementary WAR file

castylesr5.1.3.war.
=============================================================================
Update Web Viewer WAR files
---------------------------
Enter the full path of the Web Viewer WAR file (DEFAULT: ):
Enter the full path of the CA Styles WAR file (DEFAULT: ):
You must re-deploy these WAR files after the update.

Step 3. Backup the Original CA OM Web Viewer
The update installer backs up your original CA OM Web Viewer as a pair of WAR files (CAOMWebViewer12.war
and the supplementary WAR file castylesr5.1.3.war) into a folder specified in this step.

The back up step is recommended. If you do not need a backup by the update installer, select "No backup."
=============================================================================
Backup the Original CA OM Web Viewer
------------------------------------
Enter requested information
->1- Backup the original CA OM Web Viewer (Recommended)
2- No backup

ENTER THE NUMBER FOR YOUR CHOICE, OR PRESS <ENTER> TO ACCEPT THE DEFAULT::

===============================================================================
Backup the Original CA OM Web Viewer
------------------------------------
Enter the full path of a folder to place the backup (DEFAULT: ):

Note:

 Make sure you have write permission to the back up folder. The update installer will also check whether this folder
exists. If this folder does not exist, it will be created after installation starts.

Step 4. Additional Copy of the Updated CA OM Web Viewer
The update installer generates an additional copy of the updated CA OM Web Viewer in a pair of WAR files
(CAOMWebViewer12.war and the supplementary WAR file castylesr5.1.3.war) which is placed into the folder
specified in this step.

The additional copy is a back up of the updated CA OM Web Viewer and might be useful in case the target being
updated is locked by some other process.
===============================================================================
Additional Copy of the Updated CA OM Web Viewer
-----------------------------------------------
Specify a folder to store an additional copy of the updated CA OM Web Viewer
Enter the full path of the folder (DEFAULT: ):

Note:

Be sure you have write permission to the folder. The update installer also checks to see if this folder exists. If this
folder does not exist, it is created after installation starts.

Step 5. Complete the Installation
Follow these steps to complete the installation:

1. Review the settings displayed in the Pre-Installation Summary.
===========================================================================
Pre-Installation Summary
------------------------
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Please Review the Following Before Continuing:
Product Name:
CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.0.0
Target to Apply the Updates
/usr/local/CA_OM_Web_Viewer/apache-tomcat-6.0.32
Backup Folder
Not available
Additional Output Folder
/root/output
PRESS <ENTER> TO CONTINUE:

2. Press Enter to continue.
========================================================================
Ready To Install
----------------
InstallAnywhere is now ready to install CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.0.0 onto your system.
PRESS <ENTER> TO INSTALL:

3. Review the Install Complete information.
4. Press Enter to install.

=============================================================================
Installation Complete
---------------------
Congratulations! CA Output Management Web Viewer 12.0.0 has been successfully
installed to:
/usr/local/CA_OM_Web_Viewer/apache-tomcat-6.0.32
Backup Folder:
Not available
Additional Output Folder:
/root/output
PRESS <ENTER> TO EXIT THE INSTALLER:

4 Configuring
Administrators follow this process to configure CA OM Web Viewer:
Administrators follow this process to configure CA OM Web Viewer:

1. Understand the purpose of the CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable.
2. Choose a configuration type.
3. Run the configuration tool.
4. Perform the following steps if applicable:

• • Create keystore files for using TLS.
• Back up and restore external configuration settings.
• Back up and restore internal configuration settings.
• Perform configuration tracing.

 Configure Tomcat for TLS
This article summarizes concepts, tasks, tools, and commands for configuring Tomcat for
Transport Layer Security (TLS). For a more comprehensive and readable process to configure
Tomcat, see the Apache Tomcat document http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.5-doc/tls-
howto.html. This page uses some information from that page and from experience.
This article summarizes concepts, tasks, tools, and commands for configuring Tomcat for Transport Layer
Security (TLS). For a more comprehensive and readable process to configure Tomcat, see the Apache Tomcat
document http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.5-doc/tls-howto.html. This page uses some information from that page
and from experience.

 

http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-8.5-doc/ssl-howto.html
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Terms and Definitions
To better understand the procedure, review these terms and definitions:

• Apache Tomcat is a freely distributed software package that acts as a Web Application Server. The most
common use for Tomcat is to host web site applications. Tomcat acts as a software server between a web
application and an end user’s browser.

• TLS is a secure communication protocol that can be used between Tomcat and the end user browser. SSL is an
added layer over the default (unsecured) layer, Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). SSL is accepted as secure
since it encrypts and decrypts the data and authenticates the server to the browser. The current version of SSL
is TLS 1.2. 

• Encryption and decryption are the mathematical algorithms that transform the data from a readable format to an
undecipherable format. 

• Keys are relatively large numbers that are used in the encryption and decryption process. The server (Tomcat)
and the browser have private keys that are never exchanged. A public key is used and exchanged between
the server and the browser. The mathematics of the encryption and decryption is beyond the scope of this
documentation. 

• Authentication is the process by which the server (Tomcat) provides information so that the browser can trust
the server to believe that the server is who it claims it is. 

• A user certificate is an electronic document to prove ownership of a public key. The certificate includes
information about the key and its owner's identity. Several formats exist for certificates. The most common ones
have an extension of .PEM or .CER. 

• A trusted certificate contains the digital signature of an entity that has verified that the certificate's contents
are correct. If the signature is valid, and the person examining the certificate trusts the signer, then he knows
he can use that key to communicate with its owner. A trusted certificate is typically generated from a user
certificate and verified by a third-party Certificate Authority. Well known Certificate Authorities are Verisign,
GoDaddy, and Thawte. A Certificate Authority can provide trusted certificates for a single domain or for multiple
subdomains. 

• A keystore is a repository of public and private keys and certificates.

Certificates 
Information about certificates follows, from Apache.org: To implement TLS, a web server (where Tomcat is running)
must have an associated certificate for each external interface (IP address) that accepts secure connections. The
theory behind certificates is that a server should provide reasonable assurance that its owner is who you think it is,
especially before it receives any sensitive information. You can think of a certificate as a digital "driver's license" for
an internet address. It states the company with which a site is associated and basic contact information about the
site's owner or administrator.

This "driver's license" is cryptographically signed by its issuer, and is therefore extremely difficult for anyone else
to forge. For sites involved in e-commerce, or any other business transaction in which authentication of identity
is important, a certificate is typically purchased from a well-known Certificate Authority. Such certificates can be
electronically verified. In effect, the Certificate Authority vouches for the authenticity of the certificates that it grants.
Essentially, you can trust that a certificate is valid if you trust the Certificate Authority that granted it.

In many cases, authentication is not a concern. An administrator might simply want to verify that the data being
transmitted and received by the server is private and cannot be snooped by eavesdropping on the connection. In
such cases, one can use a "self-signed certificate" (signed only by the owner). Such a certificate does not provide
any guarantee of who the owner is. The owner could create a certificate claiming to be a president or other famous
person. Such certificates also weaken the secrecy of your data.

A man-in-the-middle attack proceeds as follows: when the client attempts to connect to the server, the attacker
hijacks the connection. He sends the client his own self-signed certificate which has the same name as that in the
server's self-signed certificate. The attacker then connects to the real server himself. When the client sends data to
the server, the attacker reads it and then sends it along to the real server.

Thus, if you are concerned about attackers writing data to the network (an active attack), know that self-signed
certificates do not protect you. If you are concerned about attackers only reading network data (a passive attack),
self-signed certificates work fine. Typically, active attacks are the greater concern. Nevertheless, self-signed
certificates are useful for testing and are easily created with Java's keytool program.

Define Requirements
Determine your minimal security requirements.

Also determine whether your organization already has trusted certificates for the Tomcat server. A wildcard
certificate can secure an unlimited number of first level sub-domains on a single domain name. For example,

http://Apache.org
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you could get a wildcard certificate with *.yourdomain.com as the common name. This certificate would secure
www.yourdomain.com, mail.yourdomain.com, secure.yourdomain.com, anything.yourdomain.com, and so on. In
other words, it would work on any sub-domain that replaces the wildcard character (*).

A multi domain certificates lets you secure up to 210 domains with a single certificate. You can mix all your second
level domains, for example, yourdomain.com, www. yourdomain.com, yourdomain.net, and otherdomain.com.

An Extended Validation (E) certificate is designed to prevent phishing attacks. It requires extended validation
of your business and authorization to order the certificate and can take a few days to a few weeks to receive. It
provides even greater assurance to customers than high assurance certificates by guaranteeing that the browser
accepts the certificate without any warnings. 

For encryption and decryption without authentication, any user certificate suffices.

To perform client authentication with TLS, you must get your own certificate to authenticate Tomcat to the browser.
The typical process follows:

1. Create a certificate request. The process involves creating your own private key, and the corresponding public
key. 

2. Attach that public key along with certain data (including name, email address, and domain name) to the
certificate request file. 

3. Send that certificate request to the company that has already asked you for it. 
4. They create your certificate by signing your public key with their private key. 
5. They send you an X509 file with your certificate, which you can now add to your keystore. 

You are ready to connect to a web service using TLS requiring client authentication.

Create the Keystore and Import the Certificates
Tomcat currently uses only JKS, PKCS11 or PKCS12 format keystores:

• The JKS format is Java's standard "Java KeyStore" format. It is the format created by the keytool command-line
utility. This tool is included in the JDK (Java Development Kit). 

• The PKCS12 format is an internet standard. You can use Microsoft's Key-Manager and other tools to work with
this format. 
Each entry in a keystore (key or certificate) is identified by an alias string. While many keystore implementations
treat aliases in a case-insensitive manner, case-sensitive implementations are available. The PKCS11
specification, for example, requires that aliases are case sensitive. To avoid issues with the case sensitivity of
aliases, do not use aliases that differ only in case. 

• KeyStoreExplorer is a free graphical user interface for navigating throughout a keystore. It is written in java and
has basically the same capabilities as the command line program keytool. It is recommended to use this tool to
become familiar with keystores and to examine the contents of keys and certificates.

Use the following sample command as a model to create the keystore and user certificate:

keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA -keysize 2048 -validity 365 -keystore "c:\tomcat.jks"

where: keytool is the program that is being executed.

if the Java bin directory is not in your path, you need to explicitly tell where it is located. For example:

Windows:  "%JAVA_HOME%\bin\keytool"

UNIX:  $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool

-genkey is the command to keytool telling it what operation to perform (generate a keypair)

-alias is followed by the alias entry of the keypair. The alias name is “tomcat” in this example. The alias name must
match the value of the keyAlias pararameter in the Tomcat configuration file, server.xml. This file is described in the
next section, Configure Tomcat.

-keyalg specifies to use the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm for data encryption and decryption.

-keysize specifies the length of the keys. 2048 bits (256 bytes) is recommended

-validity specifies when the certificate will expire, based on its creation date

-keystore specifies the name of the keystore file.
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The extension for the keystore file (.jks or .PKCS12) must match the value of the keystoreType parameter in the
Tomcat configuration file, server.xml. This file is described in the next section, Configure Tomcat.

Configure Tomcat
 In the server.xml file, located on "conf" subdirectory, uncomment the connector for port 8443

<Connector port=8443 protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol" SSLEnabled="true"
maxThreads="150" scheme="https" secure="true"
clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" 
keystoreFile="pathtokeystorefile" 
keystorePass="keystorepassword"
keystoreType="keystoretype"
keyAlias="yourAlias"
/>

• Set the keystoreType value to JKS or PKCS12 as required.
• If the key store contains multiple certificates, use the keyAlias attribute to set the alias.
• Verify that the keystoreFile points to fully qualified keystore file.
• Verify that the keystorePass is the actual password for the keystore.

Use the KeyStoreExplorer Program
The keytool program requests the following (or similar) data to complete the generation of the keystore:

Name Explanation Example

Password Password of the keystore JZK357#$

Common Name The fully qualified domain name
(FQDN) of your server. It must match
exactly what you type in your web
browser; otherwise, you receive a
name mismatch error.

Webviewerserver.superior.com 

Organization The legal name of your organization.
This should not be abbreviated and
should include suffixes such as Inc,
Corp, or LLC.

Superior Inc. 

Organizational Unit The division of your organization
handling the certificate.

Information Technology IT
Department 

City/Locality The city where your organization is
located.

Lake Superior 

State/County/Region  The state, county, or region where
your organization is located. Do not
abbreviate.

Minnesota 

Country The two-letter ISO code for the
country where your organization is
located.

US

 CAOMWV12_HOME Environment Variable
As an administrator, if you are using System Level External Configuration, CA OM Web Viewer
and the configuration tool require an environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME. You
point the environment variable to the path of your CA OM Web Viewer install home or the parent
directory of your configuration directory.

http://webviewerserver.superior.com/
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As an administrator, if you are using System Level External Configuration, CA OM Web Viewer and the
configuration tool require an environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME. You point the environment variable
to the path of your CA OM Web Viewer install home or the parent directory of your configuration directory.

Warning:  In all cases, the home variable must point to the configuration folder parent. Be sure to use /
config not /util/config. Point to the parent of the /config folder that contains the properties files used by
CA OM Web Viewer. Note that there may be a second folder with the same name config, /util/config, that
contains the properties files the Configuration Tool uses, do not set the home variable to the parent of this
lower-level folder.

On some platforms, the CA OM Web Viewer installer creates an environmental variable that points to your CA OM
Web Viewer install location automatically. This action lets you run the configuration tool with no extra setup.

However, there are a number of situations when you have to define the variable manually.

• If you install on USS, Linux, or UNIX, create a CAOMWV12_HOME variable.
• If you copy the configuration tool to another computer.

If the environment variable is not created, the end users see an error message on the login page stating
Configuration context environment cannot be found. Contact your System Administrator.

As an administrator, if you are using System Level External Configuration, CA OM Web Viewer and the
configuration tool require an environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME.

On some platforms, namely supported Windows systems, the CA OM Web Viewer installer creates an
environmental variable that points to your CA OM Web Viewer install location automatically. This action lets you run
the configuration tool with no extra setup.

If the environment variable is not created, the end users see an error message on the login page stating
Configuration context environment cannot be found. Contact your System Administrator.

However, there are a number of situations when you have to manually define the variable.

• If you install on USS, Linux, or UNIX.
• If you copy the configuration and tool to another computer.

If you are on a *nix, normally, you should set the environment variable to the path of your CA OM Web Viewer
install home.

For example:

 

/usr/local/CA_OM_Web_Viewer

If you are following one of the alternate installation procedures, such as installing on one computer and deploying
to multiple computers, use there instructions for creating the CAOMWV12_HOME variable.

<start important>Important! In all cases, the home variable must point to the parent of the configuration folder. 
Do not, in any case, set the CAOMWV12_HOME to:

 /<path>/CA_OM_Web_Viewer/config

or

 /<path>/CA_OM_Web_Viewer/util/config

Setting the variable to these values will stop the CA OM Web Viewer product and its configuration tool from working
correctly.

<end important>

 Selecting a Configuration Type
Administrators select the configuration type that best fits their implementation. The following
diagram describes the configuration types:
Administrators select the configuration type that best fits their implementation. The following diagram describes the
configuration types:
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• External System Level Configuration
Lets you update your application easily, and then you copy the application to multiple systems, without having to
reconfigure the product.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from the CAOMWV12_HOME Environment
Variable.
You are not required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after you modify the settings. Only a web
application restart is required. This configuration option lets you update your application easily, and then copy
the CA OM Web Viewer application WAR or EAR file to multiple systems, without having to reconfigure the WAR
or EAR file.

Warning:  This configuration is recommended for most environments. However, review the remaining
configuration types to see if one of them is more applicable to your environment.

• Application Level External Configuration
Lets you have two or more copies of the product on one Java application web server, or on one computer.
Your configuration files are located in a directory outside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application on the
same computer. The web application reads this directory location from a parameter within web.xml.
In some situations, you are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.
Often, only a web application restart is required.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using application level external
configuration files, use the same path to your configuration files on all servers. If you do not use the
same path, you have to apply patches to each system separately. With different configuration paths on
each server, you cannot apply a patch to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer,
and then copy that same EAR or WAR file to each server where you to run the product, for example,
on several production computers. If you are using Application Level External Configuration, select a
different Common Communications Interface (CCI) Client System ID for each CA OM Web Viewer on
your network.

By default, the Client System ID is a modified version of your computer name. However, if you have two
instances of CA OM Web Viewer on the same computer they must each have a different Client System IDs.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Your site security restrictions do not allow web applications to access files outside of the web application.
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Your configuration files are located in a directory inside of the CA OM Web Viewer web application. The web
application uses the default directory within the web application.
You are required to redeploy your CA OM Web Viewer application after settings changes.

Warning:  If you want to deploy the product to multiple servers using internal configuration files, you
have to apply patches to each system separately. With internal configuration, you cannot apply a patch
to only one EAR or WAR file, for example, on a test computer, and then copy that same EAR or WAR file
to each server where you to run the product, for example, on several production computers.

 Run the Configuration Tool
Administrators use the configuration tool to update the settings for CA CCI, CA DRAS, LDAP,
ADMINID, and the database. You can change the configuration as often as necessary.
Administrators use the configuration tool to update the settings for CA CCI, CA DRAS, LDAP, ADMINID, and the
database. You can change the configuration as often as necessary.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the Java bin folder is present in the PATH for the configuration.
2. (USS and Unix only: System Level External Configuration) Verify that the CAOMWV12_HOME variable exists,

if you want to use external configuration.
3. Locate the configuration tool in the following directory:

<installation_directory>/util

4. Execute the configuration tool as follows:

• Windows
• Set util as the current folder from the command prompt.
• Execute configtool.bat.
• Linux/UNIX
• Set util as the current folder from the console.
• Execute configtool.sh.

Warning:  If you are using the embedded Apache Tomcat, Apache Tomcat must be stopped before you
start the configuration tool.

5. Select your configuration type.
6. Select the settings that you want to configure from the menu.

Warning:  If you are running the configuration tool for the first time, for example, the initial configuration
after an install, select the All Web Viewer Settings menu option.

7. Create the configuration by completing all the sections in the wizard.
You can edit the configuration as often as necessary.

8. Exit the utility after the configuration completes.
9. (Optional) Copy configuration files to an alternate location, if you want to use the configuration files on a

different computer.
10. Restart the CA OM Web Viewer application or redeploy the application as needed for the changes to take

effect.

 Configuration Tool Settings
The configuration tool lets you configure the following settings:
The configuration tool lets you configure the following settings:

• CCI (Common Communications Interface) server information
• DRAS (Distributed Repository Access System) server information
• Authentication Configuration
• External Security (Customer Supplied Authentication Exits)
• LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) Host Information
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• Default Administrator Mainframe ID
• Database Connection Settings

CCI (Common Communications Interface) Server Information
CA OM Web Viewer uses CA CCI to connect to the CA Output Management product repositories (CA View®, CA
Dispatch™, or CA Bundl®). CA OM Web Viewer uses a CA CCI client that you configure to allow communications
with a single CA CCI server. If your repositories reside on different LPAR, your communications can be routed to
the CA CCI servers on other LPARs.

• CCI Server
Specifies the name or IP address of the mainframe where the CA CCI server task executes.
Example: mainframe.company.com

• CCI Port
Specifies the port number that the CCI server uses.
Example: 1202

• CCI Client System ID
Specifies a unique name that identifies the product instance to the CA CCI server. You can use the host name
of the system where you deployed the product, except if you deployed the CA OM Web Viewer on the same
system where CA ENF/CA CCI is installed and running. This situation can happen when the CA OM Web
Viewer is deployed on USS systems.

Warning:  Never define a Client System ID that matches the host name of the system where the CA
CCI Server is installed or the Client System ID for any CCI servers. Matching the Client System ID and
the host name can cause CCI failures. If you have two instances of CA OM Web Viewer on the same
computer they must each have a different Client System ID.

By default, the Client System ID will be a modified version of your computer’s host name.  However, if you have
two instances of CA OM Web Viewer on the same computer, perhaps Application Level External Configuration,
they must each have a different Client System IDs.  Additionally, if you select a CA CCI Client System ID for any
reason it should be unique among CA OM Web Viewer instances on your network.

Limit: 8 characters
Example: computer

TLS Connection
This option specifies whether CA OM Web Viewer  uses TLS to connect to the CCI server. You can also defer the
decision of whether to use TLS to the host. This setting works with the CCI server UNSECON setting.

This TLS connection is used in the generic sense of TLS. The actual encryption protocol can be either  TLSv1, TLS
1.1, or TLS 1.2

No TLS Encryption (CCI Connection Not Secured):
Do not use a secured connection. If your CCI server requires secured connections, connections from CA OM Web
Viewer are refused.

Defer Decision to Use TLS to Host:
Let your CCI server determine if an secured connection is used. To determine in what cases a TLS connection is
used, see the following chart.

Force TLS Connection with Host:
Require an TLS connection for communication with the CCI server. If your CCI server does not support TLS
connections, connections from CA OM Web Viewer are refused.

In order for CA OM Web Viewer to  connect to the CCI server using TLS, the server must have a compatible
UNSECON setting.

Use this table to determine whether your CCI connection will use TLS.

TLS connection UNSECON ONLY UNSECON ALLOW UNSECON NONSSL UNSECON NEVER

No TLS Not secured Not secured Not secured No connection

Defer decision. Not secured Not secured TLS secured TLS secured

Force TLS No connection TLS secured TLS secured TLS secured
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For more information, see Copy CCISSL in the CA Common Services for z/OS Release 14.1.00 Installation Guide.

Force Secure End-to-end Connection Including Routing Across Hosts
Requires that TLS is used across LPARs. By selecting this option, CA OM Web Viewer requires an TLS secure
path to each particular DRAS. If CA OM Web Viewer  CA CCI server resides on a different LPAR than the targeted
DRAS task, an TLS link is required between the two LPARs.

If this option is selected and TLS is not enabled between CA CCI tasks on each LPAD, CCI communications are
rejected at runtime.

Without selecting this option, TLS is not required between LPARs. A communication request from CA OM Web
Viewer to a DRAS task on another LPAD is permitted whether a secured TLS link connects the CCI Server and
DRAS LPARs.

Encryption KeyStore
You may either use the current KeyStore or use a new KeyStore.

If you have not previously added a KeyStore to CA OM Web Viewer, a sample KeyStore is used. The sample
KeyStore comes with a sample certificate that matches the sample certificate that comes with the CCI server. The
sample KeyStore is for testing purposes, and not intended for production use.

Enter Path and File Name for KeyStore File (.jks)
The KeyStore file must be in jks format. The required Trust Certificate (CA Root Certificate) must be a
base64 encoded certificate file containing the CCI server  public key in X.509 format. If you want to use client
authentication, your KeyStore must contain a client end-user certificate.

For information about KeyStore requirements and on creating a KeyStore, see Create Keystore Files for CAICCI
TLS.

If you are attempting to use client authentication, no further setting changes are required in CA OM Web Viewer.
CA OM Web Viewer automatically finds the relevant certificate in the KeyStore and uses it. However, your CCI
server must have the appropriate CLAUTH, client authentication, setting, in order to enable client authentication.
The appropriate trust certificate that authenticates the client certificate must also be installed in the key database or
external security keyring that the CA CCI server uses.

For information about the CLAUTH setting, see Copy CCISSL in the CA Common Services for z/OS Release
14.1.00 Installation Guide.

KeyStore File Password
Your KeyStore password must be at least six characters. If you are using client authentication, your KeyStore
password must match the password on your client end-user certificate.

Encryption Protocol
You can select  SSLv3, TLSv1.1 or TLSv1.2.

Warning:

SSLv3 and TLSv1.1 are provided for legacy support only. They are no longer considered secure. If your CCI
server uses them, we recommend changing to the latest protocol.

The CCI server must have the appropriate PROT, protocols enabled, and setting, for CA OM Web Viewer to
connect with a particular protocol.

For information about the PROT setting, see Copy CCISSL in the CA Common Services for z/OS Release 14.1.00
Installation Guide.

DRAS (Distributed Repository Access System) Server Information
CA Distributed Repository Access System (CA DRAS) acts as the License Management Program (LMP) license
select server and the mainframe external security interface for web login.

• DRAS Server
Specifies the domain of the DRAS server. The configuration tool discovers the available DRAS servers. Select
the server by its listed number.
Example: 1 - ENFID1:DRASSVR1

Authentication Configuration
You can select one of the following security configurations:
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Mainframe Security then LDAP Security

• LDAP Security then Mainframe Security
• External Security (Customer Supplied Authentication Exits)

Warning:  Selecting external security causes all users, except System Admins, to be validated through
external security only. The System Admin group members can only be authenticated through mainframe
security.

External Security EXIT
If you select to use an External Security Exit, provide a path to a folder that has the files that comprise your
External Security EXIT and needed libraries. The files are  copied for CA OM Web Viewer to be used by the
configuration tool.

• Fully qualified directory where External Security Exit files are located:
The location of your exit jars.
Example: C:\WV_Exit\dist

The files in the supplied folder are copied to either of two locations depending on your configuration type:

If using Application Level Internal configuration.

The deployable (WAR or EAR)

• If using Application Level External Configuration or System Level External Configuration.
Your external configuration location.

All files are copied, but subfolders and folder structure is removed. The file hierarchy is flattened.

• Only jar files are automatically loaded by the CA OM Web Viewer classloader, for more information about
referencing other non-jar files, see Programming.

• Jars that are listed in the CLASSPATH do not need to be included in this folder. In this instance, CLASSPATH
can refer to the system CLASSPATH variable on the system where you run CA OM Web Viewer or a
CLASSPATH defined within your Java EE Application Server. Whether applications on your Java EE Application
Server use your system’s CLASSPATH or one defined within the Java EE Application Server is determined
by your Java EE Application Server. WebSphere Application Server for example, does not pass the system
CLASSPATH to the application.

Note:

  Sometimes, the External Security modules are not loaded correctly. When a user attempts to log in, the logon
screen displays an error message similar to "External Security Service Provider is not available." If this error
occurs, place the jar files in the WEB-INF/lib folder. These jar files include SecurityEXITSPI.jar, and any custom jar
files in External Security.

LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) Host Information
If you have mainframe security first, these settings are not required.

• LDAP Host
Specifies the host name of the LDAP system.
Example: ldap.company.com

• LDAP Port
Specifies the port number of the LDAP system.
Example: 389

• LDAP Login Attribute
Specifies the attribute in your LDAP directory that represents the user ID of your users. Common examples
include cn (common name) and uid.
Example: sAMAccountName

• LDAP Base DN
You must add these attributes to the login attribute of a user to provide that distinguished name that you desire.
Example: OU=Users,OU=North America,DC=company,DC=com

• Bind DN
(Optional) Specifies the user login and base distinguished name of an account that can bind to the LDAP server
and authentic other users.
Example: cn=Jim,ou=west,ou=admin,dc=company,dc=com

• Bind Password
(Optional) Specifies the password for the Bind DN account.
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Configure LDAP on  TLS (LDAPS)
To configure LDAP on  TLS (LDAPS), follow the instructions in this section. (The configuration tool does not apply.)

Only System Level External Configuration and Application Level External Configuration are supported for LDAPS.

Create or Update a Valid Keystore for Connections with Your LDAPS Server.
The procedure results in exporting the LDAP-specific certificate from your LDAP server and importing it into a java
keystore. After the certificate is added to the keystore, it is used to secure the connection between CA OM Web
Viewer and the LDAP server.

1. Export the certificate from your LDAP server.
This process is platform/server dependent. Consult your LDAP server documentation for specific instructions.
Export a certificate containing the server’s public key into Base-64 encoded X.509 (CER) file format.

2. Import the certificate into a java keystore.
You can use any keystore tool such as Keystore Explorer or keytool. Our instructions use the standard java tool
keystore. The instructions assume <jre or jdk>/bin has been added to your path.
Creating a new keystore or updating an existing keystore uses the same command:
keytool -importcert -alias <certificate name> -file <file path> -keystore <new or existing keystore>
Example: keytool -importcert -alias publicLDAPcert -file yourCerti.cer -keystore wvLDAP_KeystoreSample.jks
You are prompted to enter or create a keystore password; depending on if this is a new or existing keystore.
Enter yes when prompted, “Trust this certificate? [no]:”

Update Your Web Viewer Server Configuration
1. Locate your External Configuration location, typically <Web Viewer install>/config or <OMWV12_HOME>/config.
2. Copy your keystore into your configuration folder.
3. Update WVProfile.properties

AUTHENTICATION.LDAPKeystorePath=<path of your keystore, including filename>
If you are using Windows use double backslash, rather than backslash
Example: C:\\Program Files\\CA\\CA_OM_Web_Viewer\\config\\testKeystore.jks
AUTHENTICATION.LDAPKeystorePassword=<keystore password or keyword>
AUTHENTICATION.LDAPProtocol=[None|TLS]
AUTHENTICATION.LDAPPort=Port Number that is used to communicate to LDAP Server

Create or Update Directory to Point Your LDAPS Server
1. In CA OM Web Viewer go to: Administration -> Directory.
2. Fill in the directory as you would typically, with the following exceptions:

LDAP Port: Often, the LDAPS port is different from the standard LDAP port.
Port Security: Specify TLS 1.1 or TLS 1.2. SSL is no longer considered secure.

Be Sure at Least One Role Uses the Directory
1. From within Web Viewer go to: Administration -> Role.
2. (Optional) Create New Role.
3. Update the Role to use the Directory.
4. Select Non-Mainframe users with a profile.
5. Select the directory that you created.
6. Either select the built-in LDAP profile or a profile you created. The built-in LDAP profile passes the LDAP

username and password to the mainframe.
7. Select automatic enrollment.

You can manually add uses to the Role, but this is probably simpler for testing

Default Administrator Mainframe ID
The product requires the userid for its primary administrator.

Warning:  This userid must be a mainframe user.

Database Connection Settings
The product uses an external database to store administrative and user settings. Multiple database applications are
supported in addition to generic JDBC-compliant database applications.

• Database type
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Lists the supported database types. Select the number matching your database application.
Example: 1

• Full path name of an IBM DB2 license file

         See Database Prerequisites, External Database for information about the DB2 license file.

• Full path name of the JAR file containing the JDBC driver
• Local JDBC driver Only
• Host name

Specifies the name of the computer where the database server executes.
Example: dbserver.company.com

• Port number
Specifies the port number that the database server uses.
Example: 1433

• Database name
Specifies the name of the database that CA OM Web Viewer uses.

Warning:  Create the database before testing or starting the product successfully.

Example: dvweb_adminDB

• User name
Specifies the database user name with access to the CA OM Web Viewer database.
Example: sa

• Password
Specifies the password of the database user name.

• Does this account have CREATE TABLE privileges?
If no, create the tables before you start CA OM Web Viewer using the DDL SQL provided with the installation
media.
Example: Enter 1 for Yes, 0 for No

• Maximum number of connections for Read
Example: 100

• Maximum number of connections for Write
Example: 100

• JDBC URL
Specifies the JDBC URL based on the values provided. If more parameters or changes are required, enter the
correct URL.
Example: jdbc:sqlserver://dbserver.company.com:1433;databaseName=dvweb_adminDB
If you do not have this information, consult your Database Administrator.

 Back Up and Restore External Configuration Settings
The configuration tool creates a backup file of the current configuration settings each time it
runs, if you select the Save Settings Changes option. If necessary, administrators can use these
backup files to return CA OM Web Viewer to earlier configuration settings. Use the following
procedure to restore settings from a backup file for System-Level External Configuration or
Application-Level External Configuration.
The configuration tool creates a backup file of the current configuration settings each time it runs, if you select
the Save Settings Changes option. If necessary, administrators can use these backup files to return CA OM Web
Viewer to earlier configuration settings. Use the following procedure to restore settings from a backup file for
System-Level External Configuration or Application-Level External Configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the configuration folder:

• For System-Level External settings: <CAOMWV12_HOME>\config
• For Application-Level External settings: <Application_Home>\config

2. Identify the backup level that you want to restore:
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• The CCIClient.properties file contains the current CCI settings. The backup files are named with the format,
CCIClient.properties.yyyymmdd-hhmmss.bak, where yyyymmdd-hhmmss specifies the date and time that
the backup was created.

• The WVProfile.properties file contains the remaining current settings. The backup files are named with the
format, WVProfile.properties.yyyymmdd-hhmmss.bak.

To review these settings, use an ASCII text editor.
3. Rename the current files that you want to restore (CCIClient.properties, WVProfile.properties, or both) so that

you can replace these files.
4. Copy the backup files and rename these files as CCIClient.properties and WVProfile.properties respectively.
5. Recycle the CA OM Web Viewer application(s) within the Java web application server, or recycle the Java web

application server.

 Back Up and Restore Internal Configuration Settings
The configuration tool creates a backup file of the current configuration settings each time it
runs, if you select the Save Settings Changes option. If necessary, administrators can use these
backup files to return CA OM Web Viewer to earlier configuration settings. Use the following
procedure to restore settings from a backup file for Application-Level Internal Configuration.
The configuration tool creates a backup file of the current configuration settings each time it runs, if you select
the Save Settings Changes option. If necessary, administrators can use these backup files to return CA OM Web
Viewer to earlier configuration settings. Use the following procedure to restore settings from a backup file for
Application-Level Internal Configuration.

The CAOMWebViewer12.war or CAOMWebViewer12.ear files contain the configuration files. To restore files, you
must extract the config folder.

This procedure uses the JAR command (recommended method) to perform the WAR/EAR file operations. As an
alternative, ZIP and UNZIP commands (on Linux and USS) may also be used to perform WAR/EAR file operation.
The Java JDK includes the JAR utility. Most Linux distributions include the ZIP and UNZIP utilities; for USS, you get
these utilities from IBM (z/OS UNIX System Services - Ported Tools). To allow for the use of these commands, you
may need to add the folder that contains the utilities to your current path.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the WAR or EAR file.
The default location is the <CAOMWV12_HOME>\deployable folder.
This location can differ if you deployed the product on a different machine than where you installed the product.

2. Open a CMD prompt (Windows) or console, and make deployable the current folder.
3. Enter the appropriate command for the EAR or WAR file:

• EAR file only
• Extract the WAR file from the EAR file:

jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.ear CAOMWebViewer12.war
or
unzip CAOMWebViewer12.ear CAOMWebViewer12.war

• WAR or EAR file only
• Extract the config folder from the WAR file:

jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.war config/
or
unzip CAOMWebViewer12.war config/*

4. In the resulting config folder, identify the backup level that you want to restore.
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• The CCIClient.properties file contains the current CCI settings. The backup files are named with the format,
CCIClient.properties.yyyymmdd-hhmmss.bak, where yyyymmdd-hhmmss specifies the date and time that
the backup was created.

• The WVProfile.properties file contains the remaining current settings. The backup files are named with the
format, WVProfile.properties.yyyymmdd-hhmmss.bak.

To review these settings, use an ASCII text editor.
5. Rename the current files that you want to restore (CCIClient.properties, WVProfile.properties, or both) so that

you can replace these files.
6. Copy the backup files and rename these files as CCIClient.properties and WVProfile.properties respectively.
7. Enter the appropriate command for the EAR or WAR file:

• WAR or EAR file only
• Update the config folder in the WAR file:

jar -uvMf CAOMWebViewer12.war config/
or
zip CAOMWebViewer12.war config/*

• EAR file only
• Update the WAR into the EAR file:

jar -uvMf CAOMWebViewer12.ear CAOMWebViewer12.war
or
zip CAOMWebViewer12.ear CAOMWebViewer12.war

• Delete the WAR file that you created in Step 3a.

Warning:  If you are deploying the WAR file, do not delete the WAR file.

8. Delete the config folder that you created in Step 3b.
9. (WAR or EAR file only) On the Java web application server, undeploy the CA OM Web Viewer application, and

then deploy the updated WAR or EAR file.

 Create Keystore Files for LDAP TLS
Administrators can use LDAP on TLS (LDAPS) to encrypt the communication between an LDAP
server and CA OM Web Viewer. Follow these steps:
Administrators can use LDAP on TLS (LDAPS) to encrypt the communication between an LDAP server and CA OM
Web Viewer. Follow these steps:

Note:   For LDAPS, only System Level External Configuration and Application Level External Configuration are
supported.

Step 1: Create or Update a Keystore to Connect to your LDAPS Server
In this procedure, you export the LDAP-specific certificate from your LDAP server and import it into a java keystore.
After the certificate is added to the keystore, it is used to secure the connection between CA OM Web Viewer and
the LDAP server.

1. Export the certificate from your LDAP server.
See your LDAP server documentation for instructions, which vary according to your platform and server. 

2. Export a certificate containing the server’s public key into Base-64 encoded X.509 (CER) file format.
3. Verify that <jre or jdk>/bin is in your path. If necessary, add it to your path.
4. Import the certificate into a java keystore. You can use any keystore tool such as Keystore Explorer or keytool.

These instructions use the standard java tool keystore.
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Use the following command for either a new or existing keystore:

keytool -importcert -alias <certificate name> -file <file path> -keystore <new or existing keystore>

An example follows:

keytool -importcert -alias publicLDAPcert -file yourCerti.cer -keystore wvLDAP_KeystoreSample.jks

When prompted, specify a new or existing password, depending on whether the keystore is new or existing.

When prompted to trust the certificate, answer Yes.

Step 2: Configure the CA OM Web Viewer Server
1. Locate your External Configuration location, typically, <Web Viewer install>/config or <OMWV12_HOME>/config
2. Copy your keystore into your configuration folder.
3. Update WVProfile.properties with the following lines:

AUTHENTICATION.LDAPKeystorePath=<path of your keystore, including filename>

AUTHENTICATION.LDAPKeystorePassword=<keystore password or keyword>

AUTHENTICATION.LDAPProtocol=[None|TLS]

AUTHENTICATION.LDAPPort=Port Number used to communicate to LDAP Server

If you are using Windows, enter double backslashes, for example: C:\\Program Files\\CA\\CA_OM_Web_Viewer
\\config\\testKeystore.jks.

Step 3: Configure the CA OM Web Viewer Directory to Point to the LDAPS Server
In CA OM Web Viewer, select Administration, Directory and complete the fields with the standard values for your
organization with the following exceptions:

• LDAP Port: Often, the LDAPS port is different from the standard LDAP port.
• Port Security: New setting that must be TLS.

Step 4: Verify that One or More Roles use the Directory
1. In CA OM Web Viewer, select Administration, Role.
2. (Optional) Select Create New Role.
3. Update the new role (or an existing role) to use the directory.
4. Select Non-Mainframe users with a profile.
5. Select the directory that you created.
6. Either select the built-in LDAP profile or a profile you created (The built-in LDAP profile will pass the LDAP

username and password to the mainframe.)
7. Select automatic enrollment (for easier testing) or manually add uses to the role.
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 Create Keystore Files for CAICCI Secured Connection
with TLS
Administrators can use Transport Layer Security (TLS) to encrypt the communication
between CA CAICCI and CA OM Web Viewer.  CA OM Web Viewer uses the CA CAICCI client
interface (CCIClient.jar) for communication between the web server and the mainframe. 
Administrators can use Transport Layer Security (TLS) to encrypt the communication between CA CAICCI and
CA OM Web Viewer.  CA OM Web Viewer uses the CA CAICCI client interface (CCIClient.jar) for communication
between the web server and the mainframe. 

CA OM Web Viewer includes a sample keystore repository whose certificates match the CCISSL server certificates
on the mainframe. You can use either the sample certificates or your own certificates to encrypt the CA CAICCI
interface communication. To use your own certificates, create a Java keystore (JKS) certificate repository before
you configure the CCIClient.

Certificate Formats
You use the Java keytool utility of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) to create the Java keystore. The utility
supports certificates in the following formats:

• The required Trusted Certificate (CA Root Certificate) must be a base64-encoded certificate file that contains
the public key in X.509 format for the CCI server.

• The optional Client End User Certificate must be a certificate file in PKCS#12 format. This file must contain the
public and private keys in X.509 format. The private key is password-protected.

If the CCI task specifies CLAUTH=Y or CLAUTH=PASS, a Client End User Certificate is required.

For more information about the keytool utility, see oracle.com.

If the format of your certificates is not supported, use a tool such as OpenSSL (see openssl.org) to convert them to
a supported format.

Create the Java Keystore
To create the keystore, use the Java keytool utility to perform these steps:

Step 1: Locate and Copy the Certificate Files

1. Locate the certificate files for populating the HFS Key database for the CCISSL server on the mainframe. These
files may reside in the CCI mainframe USS folder or some other location. At a minimum, locate the Trusted
Certificate (public key). If you are using Client Authentication, locate that client end-user certificate and its
private key with a password.

2. Copy the certificate files to the system where you want to create the keystore.

Warning:

If the certificate files are not in a format that the keytool supports, convert them to a supported format.

Step 2: Determine a Password

Determine a password for the Java keystore: the keytool requires a minimum length of 6 characters.
If you are using a client end-user certificate with a private key, use its password. The JKS password must match the
private key password.

Step 3: Create the Java Keystore File and Import the Trusted Certificate

1. Delete the existing cci.jks file. This procedure creates a replacement file.
2. Open a command prompt or console.
3. Import the trusted certificate file using the following command:

keytool -importcert -file path/pem-file -keystore path/cci.jks

4. When prompted, enter the keystore password.

Note:

http://oracle.com
http://openssl.org
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For a client end user certificate, the CCIClient requires that the keystore and private key passwords match.
5. When prompted, confirm that you trust this certificate.

Step 4: Add the Client End User Certificate to the Keystore (Optional)

If you intend to use a client end user certificate for client authentication, add it to the keystore.

1. Open a command prompt or console.
2.

Import the client end user certificate file using the following command:

keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore cci.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -destkeystore cci.jks -
deststoretype JKS

3. When prompted, enter the destination keystore password (the cci.jks keystore file password).
4. When prompted, enter the source keystore password (the PKCS#12 file password, also the client end user

certificate private key password).

Note:

The CCIClient requires that the destination keystore and source keystore passwords match.

 Configuration Tracing
Administrators can use the configuration tool to provide tracing information about the
configuration. This information includes failure reasons for DRAS discovery, or CCI and LDAP
connection tests. The following folder contains this information:
Administrators can use the configuration tool to provide tracing information about the configuration. This information
includes failure reasons for DRAS discovery, or CCI and LDAP connection tests. The following folder contains this
information:

<installation_location>/util/logs

Consider the following information:

• This folder contains several log files.
• ConfigTool.log contains the failure reasons for DRAS discovery, or the CCI and LDAP connection tests.
• Broadcom Support can also ask to access this information.

5 Deploying
As an administrator, after you update the configuration settings, you deploy them, as follows:
As an administrator, after you update the configuration settings, you deploy them, as follows:

1. Verify that you meet the prerequisites for your web server:

• Deployment prerequisites for WebSphere
• Deployment prerequisites for Apache Tomcat

2. Deploy your configuration settings.

 

Note:

For more information about deployment scenarios, see Installation Scenarios.
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 Deployment Prerequisites for WebSphere
As an administrator, verify that you meet the prerequisites for deploying your configuration
settings on WebSphere. The deployment prerequisites vary according to the configuration
type that you selected.
As an administrator, verify that you meet the prerequisites for deploying your configuration settings
on WebSphere. The deployment prerequisites vary according to the configuration type that you selected.

Before you deploy CA OM Web Viewer on WebSphere, verify that you applied all fixes for the WebSphere server.

To deploy as a WAR file on WebSphere, set the Class loader order to Classes loaded with local class loader first
(parent last) at both the module, and application level, in order to load libraries within the CA OM Web Viewer
package first.

If you selected to produce an EAR file during installation, this setting is included in the EAR file automatically, so
you can deploy this EAR file on WebSphere without changing this setting.

For a web server to host multiple instances of CA OM Web Viewer, Java memory space needs to be large enough.

Select your configuration type:

• System Level External Configuration
If you are using a System Level External Configuration, you must set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable within
WebSphere. You set up a new environment variable named CAOMWV12_HOME in the Java and Process
Management > Process definition > Environment Entries section of your Application Server. Then, restart your
WebSphere server in order for the setting to take effect.

Warning:  Add CAOMWV12_HOME as an environment variable not as a property in order for CA OM
Web Viewer to recognize CAOMWV12_HOME

• Application Level External Configuration
When deploying using Application Level External Configuration, and you need to deploy more than one EAR
file, be careful to use a different context path and application name for each web application deployed on
WebSphere.

1. (Optional) Rename the CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
2. (Required) Rename the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.

Warning:  The application names must not match.

3. If you deploy three or more product instances, repeat Step 3 for each additional instance.
4. (Optional) Map the context paths for CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

For example, a context path of CAOMWebViewer12_US produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

5. (Required) Map the context paths of the second CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module to a different value.

Warning:  The context paths of each CAOMWebViewer12.war Web Module must not match.

6. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 5 for each additional instance.
7. Map the context path of the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module in the second CAOMWebViewer12_ear

application to an alternate value, and keep the CA Styles R5.1.3 Web Module untouched in the first
CAOMWebViewer12_ear application.
For example, define a context path of /castylesr5.1.3_alt.

8. If you deploy three or more instances of CA OM Web Viewer, you repeat Step 7 for each additional instance.
When deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer instances with different configuration on WebSphere, the class
loader policy for server-specific application settings must be set to Multiple. For more information about how
to set server-specific application settings, see your WebSphere documentation.
When using different database systems with different CA OM Web Viewer instances deployed on
WebSphere, WebSphere variables for specific database JDBC driver paths may be required to resolve the
JDBC driver class loading. For more information about WebSphere variable settings, see your WebSphere
documentation.
For more information about WebSphere settings, see your WebSphere documentation.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable from within WebSphere, if it exists.
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 Deployment Prerequisites for Apache Tomcat
As an administrator, verify that you meet the prerequisites for deploying your configuration
settings on Apache Tomcat. The deployment prerequisites vary according to the configuration
type that you selected:
As an administrator, verify that you meet the prerequisites for deploying your configuration settings on Apache
Tomcat. The deployment prerequisites vary according to the configuration type that you selected:

• System Level External Configuration
If you are using this configuration, set the CAOMWV12_HOME variable on your system.

• Application Level External Configuration
The following information describes the deployment prerequisites for deploying multiple CA OM Web Viewer
instances on Apache Tomcat:
Rename your WAR files before deployment, so that each CA OM Web Viewer application WAR has a different
name. This WAR file name also serves as the context path in the CA OM Web Viewer application web address.
For example, a WAR file named CAOMWebViewer12_US.war produces a web address, such as http://
<server>:CA Portal/CAOMWebViewer12_US.

• Application Level Internal Configuration
Remove the CAOMWV12_HOME variable from your system, if it exists.

 Deploy Your Configuration Settings
As an administrator, after you update the configuration settings, you deploy them. The actions
for deploying them vary, according to the configuration type that you selected:
As an administrator, after you update the configuration settings, you deploy them. The actions for deploying them
vary, according to the configuration type that you selected:

External System Level Configuration

You must restart the product for the configuration change to take effect.

If you deployed the product on a different system, copy the updated configuration files (the configuration directory)
to the other system, before you restart CA OM Web Viewer.

Application Level External Configuration

You must restart the product for the configuration change to take effect.

If you changed your Application Level External configuration directory location, or if this is the first time you added
an Application Level External Configuration directory location:

Redeploy your changed WAR or EAR file, if you were using a WAR or EAR file.

If you are using the embedded Apache Tomcat:

1. Stop your Apache Tomcat application server.
2. If you are using the embedded database, copy your apache-tomcat-#.#.##/webapps/CAOMWebViewer12/

database directory from your Apache Tomcat install to an alternate location.
3. If you are using the embedded database, delete the CAOMWebViewer12 directory from the webapps directory

of your Apache Tomcat install.
4. Restart your Apache Tomcat application server.
5. If you are using the embedded database, copy your apache-tomcat-#.#.##/webapps/CAOMWebViewer12/

database directory to your Apache Tomcat install from your alternate location that you defined in Step 2.
6. Restart your Apache Tomcat application server.

Application Level Internal Configuration

If you were using a WAR or EAR file, with internal configuration files, you must always redeploy you EAR or WAR
file.

If you are using the embedded Apache Tomcat:

1. Stop your Apache Tomcat application server.
2. If you are using the embedded database, copy your apache-tomcat-#.#.##/webapps/CAOMWebViewer12/

database directory from your Apache Tomcat install to an alternate location.
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3. If you are using the embedded database, delete the CAOMWebViewer12 directory from the webapps directory
of your Apache Tomcat install.

4. Restart your Apache Tomcat application server.
5. If you are using the embedded database, copy your apache-tomcat-#.#.##/webapps/CAOMWebViewer12/

database directory to your Apache Tomcat install from your alternate location that you defined in Step 2.
6. Restart your Apache Tomcat application server.

File Permissions Considerations

This section describes how to set permissions for Linux, USS, and UNIX-type deployments.

When CA OM Web Viewer is configured for either System Level External Configuration or Application Level
External Configuration, the Java web application server must have the following minimum file permission access to
CAOMWV12_HOME folder contents:

Folder File Access

<CAOMWV12_HOME>

derby.log rw- (6)

\config <all contents, recursive> r- (4)

\database <all contents, recursive> rw- (6)

\logs <all contents, recursive> rw- (6)

Access in this case refers to either User or Group access, depending on if you server is running as the same user
as the installer, or only in the same group, The accesses listed can be set at the system level, if the installer and
server are not in the same group, but this is not recommended, as it is an insecure setup.

If these minimum permissions are not met, CA OM Web Viewer may fail to start correctly, because it cannot read its
configuration settings; or may start but users are unable to get a report list, because it cannot read/write to the run-
time database.

6 FAQs and Reference
Administrators and users can review the following FAQs and reference content:
Administrators and users can review the following FAQs and reference content:

 FAQs
Administrators and users can review the following FAQs for information about the product:
Administrators and users can review the following FAQs for information about the product:

Which of the documents can I access?

The administrator determines which documents (or parts of documents) you can access. The Report List displays
information about the reports to which you have access. To limit the display to those documents of interest,
customize the Report List using date, report id filters with changing mode, recipient, or mail code.

Note:  The administrator must know about the repositories that are in use. They must be able to set up, or request
someone to set up, the infrastructure (CA DRAS for the mainframe) for web access.

Cross-report Indexes, Indexes, and Logical Views allow viewing of sections of one or multiple CA View documents.
You can use indexes and logical views to view sections of one or multiple CA Bundl documents.

You can view text reports and reports in the following formats (provided you have the associated viewers or source
applications on your PC):

• AFP reports
• CA Bundl reports
• CA Dispatch reports
• CA View reports
• Other PC application files
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Note:  CA OM Web Viewer does not support Xerox format, therefore, we suggest that you convert these
documents to PDF files.

• Where do the documents reside?
CA Output Management Web Viewer provides easy access to documents that reside on a mainframe. The data
is not stored on your computer. The document resides in the product database; therefore, you can view the
document on your PC.

• How can I use the document data?
CA Output Management Web Viewer lets you email and save any type of document. CA OM Web Viewer also
enables you to view, print, and export text documents. You cannot edit an original document but you can save a
copy of any document on your PC. You can also save documents that the PC applications create (for example,
Microsoft Word files and Microsoft Excel spreadsheets) by invoking the associated application.

• Do I have to install CA Output Management Web Viewer on my primary Java web server?
Yes. CA Output Management Web Viewer must be running on the same server as the Java web server.

• To update users or repositories, do I have to log in to the CA Output Management Web Viewer
computer?
Yes. CA Output Management Web Viewer 12 administration tools are integrated as a part of the web
application. Log in to CA OM Web Viewer to make updates.

• What are the system requirements for cooperative processing using CA DRAS?
To implement cooperative processing with CA Output Management Web Viewer, install CA Output Management
Web Viewer on a Java web server.
On the host computer, IBM TCP/IP is needed. In addition, CAICCI and the CCITCP task must be active. CA
DRAS is a separate product that must be installed and configured to run with the mainframe solution you are
currently running. They can include:

• CA Common Services v14.0 or higher
• CA View r11.6 or higher. For a large user base environment, we recommend using CA View r11.7 which

comes with the XMS enhancement for better utilizing above-the-line storage.
• CA Bundl r5.0 Genlevel 0309 SP1 plus SYSMOD C$V5001

• To run CA Output Management Web Viewer, do I need a database server?
CA Output Management Web Viewer stores the user ID and repository information in a JDBC-compliant
database. You can also choose to use an embedded database that CA OM Web Viewer automatically deployed
instead of an external one.

Warning:  The embedded database is a component that belongs to the installed CA OM Web Viewer
application. If the embedded database with application level internal configuration is created under the
application working folder, undeploying or uninstalling CA OM Web Viewer removes the embedded
database. This situation is applicable on some application servers such as Tomcat.

We recommend that you use an external database or system level external configuration, so the administrative
data is not affected by undeploying/uninstalling or redeploying/re-installing CA OM Web Viewer.

• The deployment consideration when using WebSphere
If you selected to produce an EAR file during the installation, you can deploy this EAR file on WebSphere
without additional settings. If you selected to produce the WAR files, set the class loader order to Classes
loaded with local class loader first (parent last) in WebSphere for both application level and module level.
In addition, when redeploying an application on WebSphere, remove those compiled class files remaining from
the previous installation. Those files can be located under the temp folder:
WebSphere/AppServer/profiles/AppSrv01/temp/ServerNode01/server1

• How can I change the port number of the bundled Apache Tomcat server?
Find the file apache-tomcat/conf/server.xml and edit it in ASCII mode.
To change the port number, find the following line and change the setting. The string 8080 can be different if you
specified another number during the installation.
<Connector port="8080">
To change the shutdown port, find the following line in the same file and change the port number. If you want to
turn off the shutdown daemon, you can set the port number to -1.
<Server port="8005" shutdown="SHUTDOWN">

• Does CA OM Web Viewer use the system temp folder at runtime?
No. Web Viewer does not use the system temp folder at runtime.
The CA OM Web Viewer is a Java EE application. CA OM Web Viewer can use the temp folder that is
designated by the application server to which Web Viewer is deployed.

• How can I be sure that a User role is updated?
To change the login role, be sure to use the Configuration tab.

• Does the performance of CA OM Web Viewer benefit from the use of HiperSockets?
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CA OM Web Viewer can see some benefit assuming HiperSockets are properly configured.
• What is the initial database file size required for the database setup for CA OM Web Viewer?

No specific data file size for the database that is needed for CA OM Web Viewer in various database systems.
The size depends on how many repositories, roles, and users would be set up and managed in the CA OM Web
Viewer system. 10 MB of table space hold 100 repositories, 50 roles, and 1000 users, not including the audit log
records that go into the database.

• Why does the print preview not show up in Internet Explorer?
To make the Print Preview button visible in Internet Explorer, enable the option named Allow scripting of
Microsoft web browser control. For details, see Supported Browsers.

 Sample JCL for Running a Bundled Tomcat Server as a
Mainframe Started Task
As an administrator, if you use the bundled Apache Tomcat server on USS, you can run the
Apache Tomcat server as a mainframe started task. The following examples show the JCL for
loading an Apache Tomcat server using JZOS.
As an administrator, if you use the bundled Apache Tomcat server on USS, you can run the Apache Tomcat server
as a mainframe started task. The following examples show the JCL for loading an Apache Tomcat server using
JZOS.

Note:  The program JVMLDM##, ## is a number that corresponds to the version of your Java program.

The JCL examples are TOMCAT01, JZVM01, and PARM01.

• JZVM01 defines a procedure to execute JVMLDM60.
• TOMCAT01 loads this procedure in JZVM01 to start up Tomcat using the parameters defined in PARM01.
• PARM01 defines the required parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Be sure to make all the necessary adjustments according to your environment.
2. Submit the JCL TOMCAT01 to start the Apache Tomcat server.

JCL Examples
In the examples that follow, the JCL members are located in the data set USSUTIL.JCL.

USSUTIL.JCL(TOMCAT01)

//[-----JOBCARD-----]
//*                                                   
//JZVMLIB  JCLLIB ORDER=USSUTIL.JCL           
//TOMCAT01 EXEC PROC=JZVM01,VERSION='60',             
// JAVACLS='org.apache.catalina.startup.Bootstrap',   
// ARGS='start',LEPARM='TERMTHDACT(UADUMP)'           
//STDENV   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CHEPO03.USSUTIL.JCL(PARM01)

• Be sure to include a job card.
• Change “USSUTIL.JCL” to the name of the data set where these JCL items are located.
• “60” is the number that corresponds to your Java program version.

In this example, we use Java 6.0; execute the program JVMLDM60 to load the Apache Tomcat server.

USSUTIL.JCL(JZVM01)

//JZVM01   PROC JAVACLS=,  < Fully Qfied Java class..RQD   
//   ARGS=,                < Args to Java class            
//   VERSION='60',         < Version of JZOSVM module      
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//   LOGLVL='+I',          < Debug LVL: +I(info) +T(trc)   
//   REGSIZE='0M',         < EXECUTION REGION SIZE         
//   LEPARM=''                                             
//JAVAJVM  EXEC PGM=JVMLDM&VERSION,REGION=&REGSIZE,        
//   PARM='&LEPARM/&LOGLVL &JAVACLS &ARGS'                 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*     < System stdout                 
//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=*     < System stderr                 
//STDMSG   DD SYSOUT=*     < Rerouted stderr               
//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*     < Java System.out               
//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*     < Java System.err               
//CEEDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*                                     
//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=4                                     
//ABNLIGNR DD DUMMY                                        
//CADVSTOP DD DUMMY        < Turn off CA-SYMDUMP processing
// PEND                                                    

USSUTIL.JCL(PARM01BK)

# This is a shell script which configures
# any environment variables for the Java JVM.
# Variables must be exported to be seen by the launcher.
export JAVA_HOME=/sys/java31bt/v6r0m1/usr/lpp/java/J6.0.1
TOMCAT_HOME=/CA_OM_Web_Viewer/apache-tomcat-7.0.42

LIBPATH=/lib:/usr/lib:"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${JAVA_HOME}"/bin/classic
LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":"${TOMCAT_HOME}"/lib
export LIBPATH="$LIBPATH":

CLASSPATH="${JAVA_HOME}/lib/tools.jar"
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"${TOMCAT_HOME}/bin/tomcat-juli.jar"
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"${TOMCAT_HOME}/bin/bootstrap.jar"
CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":"${TOMCAT_HOME}"/lib
export CLASSPATH="$CLASSPATH":

# Configure JVM options
IJO="-Xms256m -Xmx1024m"
IJO="$IJO -Dibm.serversocket.recover=true"
IJO="$IJO -Dsun.lang.ClassLoader.allowArraySyntax=true"
IJO="$IJO -Dfile.encoding=ISO8859-1"
IJO="$IJO -Dcatalina.base=${TOMCAT_HOME}"
IJO="$IJO -Dcatalina.home=${TOMCAT_HOME}"
IJO="$IJO -Djava.io.tmpdir=${TOMCAT_HOME}/temp"
IJO="$IJO -Dactivate.saf.manager=false"
export IBM_JAVA_OPTIONS="$IJO " 

export JAVA_DUMP_HEAP=false
export JAVA_PROPAGATE=NO
export IBM_JAVA_ZOS_TDUMP=NO
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Conditional:
IF External Configuration was selected for the 12.1 installation, add:
# New environment setting added for CA Output Management Web Viewer r12.1
CAOMWV12_HOME=<webviewer home path>
export CAOMWV12_HOME

Be aware of the following:

• Modify /sys/java31bt/v6r0m1/usr/lpp/java/J6.0.1 to point to the directory where your JZOS is installed.
• CA_OM_Web_Viewer/apache-tomcat-7.0.42 is the directory where the Apache Tomcat server is installed.
• 1024m is the maximum memory usage that is allowed for the Apache Tomcat server.

7 Migrating and Upgrading
As an administrator, you upgrade the product and migrate data, as follows:
As an administrator, you upgrade the product and migrate data, as follows:

• If you are using Release 11, migrate your Release 11 data to 12.0 before you upgrade to r12.1.
• Upgrade from Release 12.0 to 12.1.
• Update the Apache Tomcat Server that is installed with CA OM Web Viewer.

 Migrate Data from Release 11 to 12.0
Administrators can migrate data from CA OM Web Viewer Release 11 to Release 12.0. Release
12.1 does not support a direct upgrade from Release 11.x. However, most of the configurations
can be migrated, using the Release 11.5 Database Export tool in the current version. The tool
processes select configuration settings from an 11.0 or 11.5 database. The tool exports the
settings to (three) XML files that can be then uploaded into the Version 12.1 administration
database through the import feature in Version 12.1.
Administrators can migrate data from CA OM Web Viewer Release 11 to Release 12.0. Release 12.1 does not
support a direct upgrade from Release 11.x. However, most of the configurations can be migrated, using the
Release 11.5 Database Export tool in the current version. The tool processes select configuration settings from an
11.0 or 11.5 database. The tool exports the settings to (three) XML files that can be then uploaded into the Version
12.1 administration database through the import feature in Version 12.1.

Warning:

The CA OM Web Viewer Version 12.1 installation does not replace, or otherwise impact, an existing 11.5
product installation. This includes the database upgrade procedure. The database upgrade does not alter
the existing 11.5 database, but, only exports (copies) the 11.5 administrative configuration to a format that
can then be imported into the Version 12.1 database.

Supported Configuration Settings
The following definitions can be migrated from the 11.0 or 11.5 database to 12.1:

• Folder definitions for the DRAS folder are migrated as Repository Objects.

• The Repository Object name is set to the Folder name.
• Local and Document Server folders support is dropped for 12.1 and are not migrated.

• Generic users with folder set definitions are combined and migrated as Role Objects.

• The Role Object name is set to the (generic) user name.
• Additionally, Role Objects are derived for defined (non-generic) Users. The Role Object name is set to a

value like DerivedRole_00000001.
• Defined (non-generic users that are defined through the AdmTool) and Personal User accounts are migrated as

User Objects.

• The User Object name is set to the user name.
• Defined users are assigned to the Role Object derived from the user definition.
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• Personal user accounts are assigned to the Role Object based on its generic user definition.
• Temporary users (users who log in using generic credentials) are not migrated.

Export the Database
 

Warning:  The CA OM Web Viewer r11.5 Database Export can be run from a computer which has access
to the Microsoft SQL Server system that holds the r11.0 or r11.5 database. You do not require access to the
computer where r12.1 is installed (the copy/move of the resulting XML files are beyond the scope of this
application). You can use the export tool on any platform of the CA OM Web Viewer install if a JDBC driver
URL is provided.

You can export the database any time after installing and deploying 12.1, but, before the repositories, roles, and
users are exported.

Export Using the Console
The Release 11.5 Database Export tool is located in the util directory.

Note:  If you chose to install the embedded Apache Tomcat you must start the embedded Apache Tomcat at least
once, before you can start the migration tool.

You can now start the application through the console and export the required database.

1. To begin the export process, execute the following command:

DVWEB_MigrationTool_Console_mode

The introduction to the application displays.
2. Review the displayed instructions.

1.1 Use the command back to modify a previous step.
2.1 Use the command quit to end the export, at any time.

3. Press Enter to continue.

Enter the Microsoft SQL Server Information
The CA OM Web Viewer r11.5 (or older) database resides on a Microsoft SQL Server. Enter the Microsoft SQL
Server information to connect to this database.

1. Provide the required Microsoft SQL Server information.

• SQL Node Name
Defines the name of the computer where the Microsoft SQL Server, that contains the r11.0 or r11.5 database,
resides.

• (Optional) SQL Instance Name
Defines the Microsoft SQL Server instance name, if you are not using the default instance.

Note:  Press Enter if you have no instance.
• SQL Port

Defines the Microsoft SQL Server port. Press Enter to accept the default. If you are not using the default port
(likely if using a named instance), enter the port number.
Default: 1433

• SQL UserID
Defines the Microsoft SQL Server user ID.

• SQL Password
Defines the Microsoft SQL Server password.

The SQL information is validated and the CA OM Web Viewer databases are detected. If the information is
incorrect, you are prompted to start again.

Select the Database
You can select the required Microsoft SQL Server database from the list of displayed databases, by its number, and
then press Enter.
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Example

Select the SQL Database by number:
        1       dvweb_r11       11.5

If the database you want to export is not displayed, you can exit through the quit command or change Microsoft
SQL Server information through the back command.

Specify the Output Folder
You can specify the output folder directory to receive the XML files (exported settings).

If the specified folder does not exist or you do not have sufficient write permissions, you are prompted to specify
another folder.

The output files on the USS platform are written in EBCDIC encoding. Convert these files to ACSII before you
use the files. Use the ftp command from the windows command line, and download the file in ASCII mode. This
download converts the EBCDIC files to ASCII automatically.

Enter the CCI Server Information
The export tool has to resolve mainframe repository information which entails a DRAS Discovery. This can be
bypassed for the following:

If the Common Communications Interface (CCI) Server is not accessible, enter yes.

If you select this option, the repository type value is incorrect for any non-CA View repository. You can review and
correct the values, after import into r12.1, through repository administration.

If all repositories are defined as CA View, you can select (yes) Bypass DRAS Discovery for a quicker export.

1. Complete the following information:

• Bypass DRAS discovery
Defines if you want to perform DRAS Discovery.
Default: no

• CCI (Common Communications Interface) Server
Defines the CCI Server (mainframe name or IP address).

• CCI (Common Communications Interface) Port
Defines the CCI Server Port number.
Default: 1202

Review the Options and Complete the Export
Review the entered information and your options through the selection summary and make any required changes.

Example

• SQL Node Name
nnnnn-sqlsrv.ca.com

• Port
1433

• SQL UserID
userid

• SQL Password
password

• Database Name
dvweb_r11

• Output Directory
d:\temp

• CCI (Common Communications Interface) Server
nnnnn.ca.com

• CCI (Common Communications Interface) Port
1202

Press Enter to export the database.
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When the export is complete, the file names and folder are listed in the results.

Example

DRAS Discovery

Connecting to the source database...
0% done

Creating Repository records...
5% done

Creating Role records...
20% done

Creating User records...
50% done

Disconnecting from the source database...
70% done

Preparing data for export...
75% done

Export ending...
99% done
Export Complete.  Files...
Repository.xml
Role.xml
User.xml
created in folder
d:\temp.

Import the Database
 

Note:  For information about how to use the Admin Import interface, see the Online Help.

1. Log in to [set to your product name] r12.1 using an account that has System Admin privileges.
2. Select the Administration tab, sub tab Repositories.
3. Click Import (above the Repository list).

The Admin Object Import form displays.
The output files on the USS platform are written in EBCDIC encoding. Convert these files to ACSII before you
use the files. Use the ftp command from the windows command line, and download the file in ASCII mode. This
download converts the EBCDIC files to ASCII automatically.

4. Select Repository, and then browse and select the Repository.XML file that was created during export.
5. (Optional) Select Role and User, and then browse and select the Role.XML and User.XML files that were

created during export. If you are doing individual imports, use the following order:

• Repository
• Role
• User

Otherwise, Repository-to-Role and Role-to-User assignments can be lost.
6. Click Import to perform the import.
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1.1 If Role.XML was not previously processed, select the sub tab Roles and then repeat steps 3-6 for Roles.
2.1 If User.XML was not previously processed, select the sub tab Users and then repeat steps 3-6 for Users.

Review the Resulting r12.1 Objects
After you import the repositories, roles, and users into Web Viewer Version r12.1, it is important to review the
resulting r12.1 objects.

• Review Repository objects

Warning:  If the DRAS Discovery was either bypassed during the r11.0 or r11.5 export or the DRAS
tasks were inactive or inaccessible, the Repository Type is incorrect for any CA Dispatch or CA Bundl
repository. You can correct the Repository Type before users can access.

• If you plan to use DRAS load balancing, select Alternate Locations for the affected repositories.
• Review and update, the repository Definition and Properties as needed.
• Index rules defined in r11.5 are not exported. Rules must be redefined through Properties, Filter under the

Index Filter section.
• Review Role objects

• Nongeneric users defined in r11.0 or r11.5, derived roles are exported to Version r12.1. The result Role
Object names are set to values like DerivedRole_00000001 (the actual name can be localized). Rename as
appropriate.

• Roles that are created from generic users are named after the generic account. Rename as appropriate.
• Review and update the role Definition and Properties. In particular, the Role Type, as needed.

• Review User objects

• Review and update the user information as needed.

 Upgrade from Release 12.0 to 12.1
CA OM Web Viewer releases 12.1 and 12.0 are compatible. Administrators can migrate all
settings for configuration files and the database from 12.0 to 12.1. Follow the migration
procedure to back up certain folders and files and to use them to configure the new release.
CA OM Web Viewer releases 12.1 and 12.0 are compatible. Administrators can migrate all settings for
configuration files and the database from 12.0 to 12.1. Follow the migration procedure to back up certain folders
and files and to use them to configure the new release.

Warning:

If using an external database system, you may choose install and configure OM Web Viewer 12.1 to use
the same database system thereby bypassing migration procedures that follow. The database contains
the administrative customization (repository, role, and user definitions) and end-user personalization
(saved preferences, Web Viewer-managed favorites, etc.). Performing the normal installation configuration
tool steps, while referencing the prior release database, will also accomplish the migration. There is one
exception: an internal database must be migrated.

Determine your Upgrade Scenario
When upgrading from the 12.0 take the following information into consideration:

Java web application server used.

Stand-alone Apache Tomcat using Web Viewer installer produced WAR files.

• Apache Tomcat installed by Web Viewer using pre-deployed application files (no WAR).
• IBM WebSphere using Web Viewer installer produced EAR file.

Database application used.

• Internal database option (Apache Derby embedded database). With IBM WebSphere, the database files may
be stored either under the WebSphere program folder or under the deployed Web Viewer application folder; the
database need not be backed up if under the WebSphere product folder.

• External Database.

Select the configuration type to be used with 12.1 (refer to Choosing a Configuration Type topic in chapter 3 for
more information):
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External System Level Configuration (recommended)

• Application Level External Configuration
• Application Level Internal Configuration

Back-up Needed Configuration Settings and Files
Migrating to the new release of Web Viewer consists of backing up (copying) select folders and files from the
current release, for use in configuring the new release. This will preserve the prior configuration allowing for the
new release to be ready to run with end-users experiencing no loss of customization.

Backup from deployed instance
Perform these steps before un-deploying the prior release from your Java web server.

1. Locate the deployed application folder.

• Apache Tomcat
Locate the Tomcat webapps folder. For example, (stand-alone Tomcat) C:\Program Files\apache-
tomcat-7.0.42\webapps\ or (Tomcat include with 12.0) C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer\apache-
tomcat-6.0.32\webapps
Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the webapps folder. By default, folder
CAOMWebViewer12.

• IBM Web Server
Locate the WebSphere InstalledApps NodeCell folder. For example, C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere
\AppServer\profiles\AppSrv01\installedApps\MachinenameNode01Cell
Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the NodeCell folder. By default, folder
CAOMWebViewer12_ear.ear\CAOMWebViewer12.war

2. Under the application instance folder, locate the config folder.
3. Back-up this folder (config) to a location outside of C:\Program Files. These are the primary Web Viewer

configuration files.
4. Optional: If using DB2 as the database server, backup the DB2 license file. These steps may be skipped if the

DB2 license file is saved elsewhere.

1.1 Under the application instance folder, locate the WEB-INF\lib folder.
2.1 In the WEB-INF\lib folder, locate your DB2 license file. For example, db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar
3.1 Backup this file to a location outside of C:\Program Files.

5. Optional: If using external "local JDBC driver" as the database server, backup the JDBC driver file. These steps
may be skipped if the JDBC driver file is saved elsewhere.

1.1 Under the application instance folder, locate the WEB-INF\lib folder.
2.1 In the WEB-INF\lib folder, locate your JDBC driver file. For example, mysql-connector-java-5.1.26-bin.jar

(for MySQL).
3.1 Backup this file to a location outside of C:\Program Files.

6. Optional: If using the internal database option (Apache Derby embedded database), back-up the database
folder and files. These steps may be skipped if using the external database option.

• Apache Tomcat

1.1 Stop the Java web server. The database files may be in use at the time of the backup step, potentially
resulting in a corrupt backup.

2.1 Locate the Tomcat webapps folder. For example, (stand-alone Tomcat) C:\Program Files\apache-
tomcat-7.0.42\webapps\ or (Tomcat include with 12.0) C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer
\apache-tomcat-6.0.32\webapps

3.1 Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the webapps folder. By default, folder
CAOMWebViewer12.

4.1 Under the application instance folder, locate the database\AdminDB folder.
5.1 Back-up this folder (AdminDB). These are DerbyDB database files - the Web Viewer administration and

end-user settings.
• IBM Web Server

1.1 These steps are not required if the database files are stored under the WebSphere program folder. Only
needed if the files are under the deployed Web Viewer application folder.

2.1 Stop the Java web server. The database files may be in use at the time of the backup step, potentially
resulting in a corrupt backup.
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3.1 Locate the WebSphere InstalledApps NodeCell folder. For example, C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere
\AppServer\profiles\AppSrv01\installedApps\MachinenameNode01Cell

4.1 Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the NodeCell folder. By default, folder
CAOMWebViewer12_ear.ear\CAOMWebViewer12.war

5.1 Under the application instance folder, locate the database\AdminDB folder.
6.1 Back-up this folder (AdminDB). These are DerbyDB database files - the Web Viewer administration and

end-user settings.

Backup from a WAR file
Perform these steps before un-installing the prior release. If using the internal database option (Apache Derby
embedded database), the database backup steps must be performed before un-deploying the prior release from
your Java web server.

1. Locate the WAR file with the current settings. By default, C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer\deployable
\CAOMWebViewer12.war

2. Extract the config folder & files from the WAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.
Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.war config/

3. Backup this folder (config). These are the primary Web Viewer configuration files.
4. Optional: If using DB2 as the database server, backup the DB2 license file. These steps may be skipped if the

DB2 license file is saved elsewhere.

1.1 Determine the name of the DB2 license file. For example, db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar
2.1 Extract the DB2 license file from the WAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.

Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.war WEB-INF/lib/db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar

3.1 Backup this file.
5. Optional: If using external "local JDBC driver" as the database server, backup the JDBC driver file. These steps

may be skipped if the JDBC driver file is saved elsewhere.

1.1 Determine the name of the local JDBC driver. For example, mysql-connector-java-5.1.26-bin.jar (for
MySQL).

2.1 Extract the local JDBC driver file from the WAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.
Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.war WEB-INF/lib/mysql-connector-java-5.1.26-bin.jar

3.1 Backup this file.
6. Optional: If using the internal database option (Apache Derby embedded database), back-up the database

folder and files. These steps may be skipped if using the external database option.
Apache Tomcat

1.1 Stop the Java web server. The database files may be in use at the time of the backup step, potentially
resulting in a corrupt backup.

2.1 Locate the Tomcat webapps folder. For example, (stand-alone Tomcat) C:\Program Files\apache-
tomcat-7.0.42\webapps\ or (Tomcat include with 12.0) C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer\apache-
tomcat-6.0.32\webapps

3.1 Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the webapps folder. By default, folder
CAOMWebViewer12.

4.1 Under the application instance folder, locate the database\AdminDB folder.
5.1 Back up this folder (AdminDB). These are DerbyDB database files - the Web Viewer administration and

end-user settings.

Backup from EAR file
Perform these steps before un-installing the prior release. If using the internal database option (Apache Derby
embedded database), the database backup steps must be performed before un-deploying the prior release from
your Java web server.

1. Locate the EAR file with the current settings. By default, C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer\deployable
\CAOMWebViewer12.ear

2. Extract the WAR file from EAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.
Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.ear CAOMWebViewer12.war

3. From the WAR file that resulted in the prior step, extract the config folder & files from the WAR file.
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Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.war config/

4. Back up this folder (config). These are the primary Web Viewer configuration files.
5. Optional: If using DB2 as the database server, backup the DB2 license file. These steps may be skipped if the

DB2 license file is saved elsewhere.

1.1 Determine the name of the DB2 license file. For example, db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar
2.1 Extract the DB2 license file from the WAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.

Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.war WEB-INF/lib/db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar

3.1 Backup this file.
6. Optional: If using external "local JDBC driver" as the database server, backup the JDBC driver file. These steps

may be skipped if the JDBC driver file is saved elsewhere.

1.1 Determine the name of the local JDBC driver. For example, mysql-connector-java-5.1.26-bin.jar (for
MySQL).

2.1 Extract the local JDBC driver file from the WAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.
Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.war WEB-INF/lib/mysql-connector-java-5.1.26-bin.jar

3.1 Back up this file.
7. Optional: If using the internal database option (Apache Derby embedded database), back-up the database

folder and files. These steps may be skipped if using the external database option.
IBM WebSphere

1.1 Stop the Java web server. The database files may be in use at the time of the backup step, potentially
resulting in a corrupt backup.

2.1 Locate the WebSphere InstalledApps NodeCell folder. For example, C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere
\AppServer\profiles\AppSrv01\installedApps\MachinenameNode01Cell

3.1 Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the NodeCell folder. By default, folder
CAOMWebViewer12_ear.ear\CAOMWebViewer12.war.

4.1 On the application instance folder, locate the database\AdminDB folder.
5.1 Back-up this folder (AdminDB). These are DerbyDB database files - the Web Viewer administration and

end-user settings.

Upgrade Configuration Settings and Files
Once the new release of Web Viewer is installed, the files backed up from the prior release can be migrated,
minimizing the amount of further customization.

Upgrade Using External System Level Configuration (Recommended)
Perform these steps after installing Web Viewer 12.1, but before performing configuration.

Warning:  If configuration of the new system has been done, this procedure replaces any settings already
defined.

1. Locate the Web Viewer home folder (CAOMWV12_HOME). For example, C:\Program Files\CA
\CA_OM_Web_Viewer

2. Locate the config folder.
3. Replace the contents of the 12.1 config folder with the backup files from the 12.0 config folder.
4. Optional: If using DB2 as the database server, use the backup DB2 license file.

1.1 Under the 12.1 config folder, create a sub-folder named external_JDBC_lib (if the folder does not already
exist).

2.1 Copy the backup DB2 license file to the 12.1 config/external_JDBC_lib folder.
5. Optional: If using external "local JDBC driver" as the database server, use the backup JDBC driver file.

1.1 Under the 12.1 config folder, create a sub-folder named external_JDBC_lib (if the folder does not already
exist).

2.1 Copy the backup JDBC driver file to the 12.1 config/external_JDBC_lib folder.
6. Optional: If using the internal database option (Apache Derby embedded database), use the backup database

files.

1.1 Under the 12.1 home folder (CAOMWV12_HOME), create a sub-folder named database (if the folder does
not already exist).
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2.1 Copy the backup AdminDB folder into the database folder.
7. Run the OM Web Viewer configuration tool selecting Configuration Type 1 System Level External Configuration

and then choose All Settings. Review all settings to ensure they are accurate. For the Database Settings for an
external database, be sure to reselect your database (not the No Change selection) and then review each value.

Upgrade using Application Level External Configuration
Perform these steps after installing Web Viewer 12.1, but before performing configuration.

Warning:  If configuration of the new system has been done, this procedure replaces any settings already
defined.

1. Determine the application context name. For example, CAOMWebViewer12_US. This value should match the
name intended for the application-specific WAR or EAR file.

2. Locate the folder to store the application settings. By default, this would be the Web Viewer home folder
(CAOMWV12_HOME). For example, C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer

3. Create a sub-folder named after the application context name.
4. Copy the 12.0 config folder under the application-specific folder.
5. Optional: If using DB2 as the database server, use the backup DB2 license file.

1.1 Under the application-specific config folder (i.e. ./CAOMWebViewer12_US/config), create a sub-folder
named external_JDBC_lib (if the folder does not already exist).

2.1 Copy the backup DB2 license file to the 12.1 config/external_JDBC_lib folder.
6. Optional: If using external "local JDBC driver" as the database server, use the backup JDBC driver file.

1.1 Under the application-specific config folder (i.e. /CAOMWebViewer12_US/config), create a sub-folder
named external_JDBC_lib (if the folder does not already exist).

2.1 Copy the backup JDBC driver file to the 12.1 config/external_JDBC_lib folder.
7. Optional: If using the internal database option (Apache Derby embedded database), use the backup database

files.

• Under the application-specific (i.e. /CAOMWebViewer12_US), create a sub-folder named database (if the
folder does not already exist).

• Copy the backup AdminDB folder into the database folder.
8. Run the OM Web Viewer configuration tool selecting Configuration Type 2 Application Level External

Configuration, select the WAR/EAR file, and then choose All Settings. Review all settings to ensure they are
accurate. For the Database Settings for an external database, be sure to reselect your database (not the No
Change selection) and then review each value.

9. Repeat all steps if setting up additional application instances.

Upgrade using Application Level Internal Configuration
Perform these steps after installing Web Viewer 12.1, but before performing configuration.

Important! If configuration of the new system has been done, this procedure replaces any settings already defined.

1. Locate the WAR or EAR file to be deployed. By default, C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer
\deployable file CAOMWebViewer12.war or CAOMWebViewer12.ear

2. If using the EAR file, extract the WAR file from EAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.
Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -xvf CAOMWebViewer12.ear CAOMWebViewer12.war

3. In the same folder that contains the WAR file to receive the internal configuration, create the following folder
structure:
\<folder containing the WAR file>
\config
\WEB-INF
\lib

4. Copy the files from the backup 12.0 config folder to the new config folder.
5. Optional: If using DB2 as the database server, use the backup DB2 license file.

1.1 Copy the backup DB2 license file to the new WEB-INF\lib folder.
6. Optional: If using external "local JDBC driver" as the database server, use the backup JDBC driver file.

1.1 Copy the backup JDBC driver file to the new WEB-INF\lib folder.
7. Add the config and WEB-INF\lib folders to the WAR maintaining the folder structure using a ZIP-compatible

utility.
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Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -uvf CAOMWebViewer12.war config/
jar -uvf CAOMWebViewer12.war WEB-INF/

8. If using the EAR file, refresh the WAR file in the EAR file using a ZIP-compatible utility.
Example (using the JAR command from the Java JDK):
jar -uvf CAOMWebViewer12.ear CAOMWebViewer12.war

9. Run the OM Web Viewer configuration tool selecting Configuration Type 3 Internal Configuration, select
the WAR/EAR file, and then choose All Settings. Review all settings to ensure they are accurate. For the
Database Settings for an external database, be sure to reselect your database (not the No Change selection)
and then review each value.

10. Optional: If using the internal database option (Apache Derby embedded database), use the backup database
files. The internal database files should be migrated after Web Viewer has been deployed to the Java web
server.
Apache Tomcat

1.1 After deploying the WAR file and ensuring the files have been deployed, stop the web server.
2.1 Locate the deployed application folder.
3.1 Locate the Tomcat webapps folder. For example, (stand-alone Tomcat) C:\Program Files\apache-

tomcat-7.0.42\webapps\ or (Tomcat included with 12.0) C:\Program Files\CA\CA_OM_Web_Viewer
\apache-tomcat-7.0.42\webapps

4.1 Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the webapps folder. By default, folder
CAOMWebViewer12.

5.1 Under the application instance folder, locate the database\AdminDB folder. If this folder does not exist,
create it.

6.1 Copy the backup AdminDB files to the new AdminDB folders.

IBM WebSphere

1.1 These steps are not required if the database files are stored under the WebSphere program folder. Only
needed if the files are under the deployed Web Viewer application folder.

2.1 After deploying the EAR file and ensuring the files have been deployed, stop the web server.
3.1 Locate the WebSphere InstalledApps NodeCell folder. For example, C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere

\AppServer\profiles\AppSrv01\installedApps\MachinenameNode01Cell
4.1 Locate the Web Viewer application instance under the NodeCell folder. By default, folder

CAOMWebViewer12_ear.ear\CAOMWebViewer12.war
5.1 Under the application instance folder, locate the database\AdminDB folder. If this folder does not exist,

create it.
6.1 Copy the backup AdminDB files to the new AdminDB folders.

 Update the Embedded Apache Tomcat Server
Administrators can use the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer to update the embedded
Apache Tomcat server that is installed with the application.
Administrators can use the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer to update the embedded Apache Tomcat
server that is installed with the application.

Prerequisites
This section contains information about the prerequisites that must be in place to run the Tomcat update installer.

JVM (Java Virtual Machine) Version
You can run Tomcat Update Installer on Java Runtime Environment 1.7 or higher.

Update an Existing CA OM Web Viewer r12.1 or Later
The Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer is intended to update the Apache Tomcat software that was installed
along with CA OM Web Viewer (at product installation, Install Set Full was selected).

Note:

Do not run the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer unless CA OM Web Viewer Version r12.1 with Apache
Tomcat is already installed on your system.
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We strongly recommend that you back up your current CA OM Web Viewer according to your application server
environment before you run the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer.

Run the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer
Update the Apache Tomcat server shipped with CA OM Web Viewer.

1. Obtain the CA OM Web Viewer APAR that contains the Apache Tomcat update. Refer to the included
SpecialInstructions.txt for instructions on locating the installer file. Copy or transfer (binary) the file to the system
where Web Viewer is installed.

2. It is recommended that you stop the Apache Tomcat web server prior to running the update.
3. Start the update installer as follows:

• • Windows
• Run CA_OM_WEBVIEWER_12_1_Tomcat.exe
• Linux/UNIX
• Set the current folder to the one containing the update installer.
• Launch the update installer with Java:

java -jar CA_OM_WEBVIEWER_12_1_Tomcat.jar

Update Installation Modes
Depending on the running environment, the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer automatically runs in the
appropriate mode. The Update Installer can run in:

• Graphical user interface (GUI) mode
The Install Wizard lets you update the product quickly and easily.

• Console mode

Note:  Instructions are provided for both modes and both modes provide the same functionality.

Update Using the GUI Wizard
Follow the steps in this section to install using the GUI mode.

1. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer.
2. Click Next to continue.
3. Specify the folder where CA OM Web Viewer is installed. This is the parent of the apache-tomcat-n.n.n folder.
4. Click Install to begin the update.
5. Review the Install Complete panel for messages.
6. Click Done.

Update Using the Console Mode
Follow these steps to install CA OM Web Viewer using the Console mode.

1. Review the Introduction panel for information about the Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer.
2. Press <ENTER> to continue.
3. Specify the absolute path where CA OM Web Viewer is installed. This is the parent of the apache-tomcat-n.n.n

folder.
4. Press <ENTER>.
5. Verify the install folder is correct.
6. If correct, type Y.
7. Press <ENTER> to begin the update.
8. Review the Install Complete panel for messages.
9. Click Done.

Post-Install Actions
Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer places a newer build of Apache Tomcat under the CA OM Web Viewer
installation folder. It will not replace the existing Apache Tomcat files (assuming APAR is not re-installed). The
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update does copy your WAR files and deployed applications from the older Tomcat to the new Tomcat. It also
copies your primary web server port number.

Warning:  The update installer only preserves the Apache Tomcat connector port number customization. If
any additional Apache Tomcat customization had been performed, these must be done again for the new
Tomcat.

1. Review the prior Tomcat's /conf folder for customization.
If any files have been customized, make the same changes to the new Tomcat's /conf folder.
Copy/replace of the /conf files is not recommended UNLESS you can confirm the older Tomcat's /conf files are
compatible with the newer Tomcat.

2. Review your Apache Tomcat start-up procedures.

• For Windows, the Tomcat update installer for Windows (EXE) will update the Windows Service to reference
the new Tomcat location. Review this service to ensure proper update. Optionally set the service's start-up
type to automatic.

• If Tomcat was started on Windows via BAT files, review, update and use the BAT files under the (newer)
Tomcat's /bin folder. The program group short-cuts were updated to reference the new BAT files.

• For USS, if Tomcat was started via a mainframe started task (PROC), update your procedure JCL to
reference the new Tomcat location.

• For all other platforms where Tomcat is started via SH files, review, update and use the SH files under the
(newer) Tomcat's /bin folder.

3. (Optional) Once you are satisfied with the updated Apache Tomcat server, ensuring all configuration settings
were migrated and web applications deployed, you can delete the old Apache Tomcat folder.

Viewing the Update Install Installation Tracing and Log
This section provides you with instructions of how to review the logs that are produced by the Tomcat Updater for
CA OM Web Viewer.

Note:  When the update installation summary starts with Warning or Non-Fatal Failure the information about the
error is logged in the installation logs.

Log Locations
There are three primary logs that are produced Tomcat Updater for CA OM Web Viewer.

Primary Update Install Log

• Update Install Standard Out
• Update Install Standard Error

Primary Install Log - CA_Output_Management_Web_Viewer_r12.1_Install_<date_time>.log.

Install Standard Out - CA_OM_WV_updater_standard_out.log.

Install Standard Error - CA_OM_WV_updater_standard_error.log.

Primary Install Log
The main install log is placed in:

$USER_INSTALL_DIR$/uninstaller/Logs

Note:  If there is a failure early in the installation, or you cancel the installation then the log file may be placed in
your Home folder in USS/Unix/Linux or on the Desktop on Windows.

The filename for the primary install log is:

CA_Output_Management_Web_Viewer_r12.1_Install_<date_time>.log

Install Standard Out
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The install standard out is written to:

$TEMP$/CA_OM_WV_updater_standard_out.log

Note:  The user temp folder can be found on the Windows by typing echo %TEMP% in the command prompt. The
system temp folder on USS/Unix/Linux systems is often /tmp. For more information, on alternate USS/Unix/Linux
system temp folder locations, see the OS documentation.

Install Standard Error
The installation standard error is written to:

$TEMP$/CA_OM_WV_updater_standard_error.log

Note:  The user temp folder can be found on Windows by typing echo %TEMP% in the command prompt. The
system temp folder on USS/Unix/Linux systems is often /tmp. For more information on alternate USS/Unix/Linux
system temp folder locations, see the OS documentation.

8 Programming
Contains reference material for the developers.
Administrators and programmers review the following pages for guidelines to code, package, and implement
external security exits. These pages are confidential; therefore, access to these pages is restricted.

Warning:

To view these pages, log in to the wiki by clicking the Login button at the upper right corner of the screen.
Enter your user name and password for Broadcom Support Online. Logging in to the wiki activates the links
in the following list.

The following pages provide guidelines for coding, packaging, and implementing external security exits:

• Overview and Prerequisites for External Security Exits
• Code the External Security Exit
• Configure the Product to Use Your External Security Exit
• Package and Implement Your Custom External Security Exit
• Programmatically Reference Associated (Non-JAR) Files from Your Custom External Security Exit
• Define Roles for the External Security Exit and Verify It
• Implement the Server Login Interface
• Implement the RepositoryLogin Interface

 Overview, Prerequisites, and Calling Methods for
External Security Exits
Administrators and programmers read this page for an overview of external security exits and
for prerequisites, terms and definitions, and calling methods for using external security exits.
Administrators and programmers read this page for an overview of external security exits and for prerequisites,
terms and definitions, and calling methods for using external security exits.

Overview
The CA Output Management Web Viewer user authentication function works with the mainframe security system
and the LDAP directory system based on the administration configuration.

http://support.broadcom.com
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By default, CA Output Management Web Viewer supports security authentication using mainframe security and
the LDAP directory system. This authentication requires end users to provide their credentials at login time. This
same password, or a defined password in the user configuration panel, is used for each individual mainframe
report repository. The External Security EXIT authentication interface allows for full integration with your existing
Single-Sign-On (SSO) or security federation system. This integration means that the product never prompts your
users for their credentials, assuming that your SSO or security federation system already authenticated your users.
Implementing external security requires the use of an exit (a Java programming interface), which handles the
integration between CA Output Management Web Viewer and your security system.

You enable External Security EXIT from the Configuration Tool. We recommend that you set up user entry through
a site-specific URL that bypasses the normal login form.

The System Administrator must use the CA Output Management Web Viewer login form with mainframe credentials
to log in to the System Administrator role. Once the end users authenticate and log in to CA Output Management
Web Viewer, their experience does not differ from the normal security methods, with one exception: The user
configuration for mainframe credentials is no longer available.

Prerequisites
Meet the following prerequisites to use External Security EXITs:

• Java Development Toolkit (JDK) 1.7 or higher.

• The JDK includes tools for compiling the Java source (the security exit) and creating the JAR file that the
integration with CA Output Management Web Viewer requires.

• You can use a Java-Integrated Development Environment (IDE), such as Eclipse or Netbeans.
• SecurityEXITSPI.jar (provided with Web Viewer).

• Proprietary SDK from your security software package, if direct integration is to be used.

Terms and Definitions
Service: A set of programming interfaces and classes that provide access to some specific application functionality
or feature. The service can define the interfaces for the functionality and a way to retrieve an implementation.
Service Provider Interface (SPI): The set of public interfaces and abstract classes that a service defines. The SPI
defines the classes and methods available to your application.
Service Provider: Implements the SPI. An application with extensible services enables you, vendors, and
customers to add service providers without modifying the original application.

Calling Methods for an External Security Exit
You can use the following methods to enter CA Output Management Web Viewer with an external security exit:

• Login via standard login form, with user-provided user name as real ID.
Format: http://your-web-server:8080/CAOMWebViewer12/

• Login via special URL, bypassing the standard login form, with an HTTP header, request or parameter(s)
containing login information for the exit.
Format: http://your-web-server:8080/CAOMWebViewer12/webviewer.jsf?access_type=external

• Login via special URL, bypassing the standard login form, with access_token containing login information for the
exit.
Format: http://your-web-server:8080/CAOMWebViewer12/webviewer.jsf?
access_type=external&access_token=some-value

All entry methods use the same security check. The security check is defined in the Server Login Interface<<Link
to Implement the Server Login Interface>>.  The security check has access to the HTTP request parameters, HTTP
request attributes, HTTP request headers, the access_token parameter, or the entered username and password as
applicable.

 Code the External Security Exit
As an administrator or programmer, use the sample external security exit project as a model for
creating your custom external security exit.
As an administrator or programmer, use the sample external security exit project as a model for creating your
custom external security exit.

Warning:
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Your External Security EXIT must catch all exceptions. If the exception is passed on to CA OM Web Viewer,
minimal diagnostics are presented. We highly recommend that you place all code that might throw an
exception in try/catch statements and write diagnostic information to your own log file.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the sample security exit source code.
2. Obtain the CA OM Web Viewer Security Provider Interface (SPI) – SecurityEXITSPI.jar file. This file is in the lib/

folder within the folder structure (copied above).
The installed product includes the source in the following location: <install_target_folder>/sampleExits/
wvSecurityExit
Copy the entire wvSecurityExit/ folder structure.
This structure includes the exit source files to implement and register the service provider.

Warning:

The update installer replaces the <install_folder>\sampleExits folder. We recommend that EXIT
development is done using a copy of this folder that is outside the CA Output Management Web Viewer
install location. But if you have done EXIT development in this folder, back up this folder to prevent the
loss of the new custom EXIT source that you created.

3. If you use a Java IDE, create a new project for your exit.
4. Import the /src folder and copy the SecurityExitSPI.jar file to its lib/ folder (alternatively, add to CLASSPATH).
5. Code your user authentication logic in the provided ExtendedServerLogin.java sample which implements the

ServerLogin interface.
This class is required.

6. If you change the package name or the class name for ServerLogin, you must update the Service Provider
configuration file.
Under the src/META-INF/services/ folder in your source project, review the
com.ca.erm.webviewer.security.spi.ServerLogin file, updating it as needed.

Warning:

Do not rename this file.

Use your text editor to update the provider value in this file. This value is your package name plus the name
of your class that implements ServerLogin. By default, the sample exit value matches, but if you changed the
package name or the class name, you must update this value.

7. (Optional) Code your repository credential logic in the provided ExtendedRepositoryLogin.java sample which
implements the RepositoryLogin interface.

8. This coding is required if ServerLogin does not provide the repository credentials (userid and password) for
the authenticated user. Use this exit if the user has access to multiple repositories that do not use identical
credentials.
If you changed the package name or the class name for RepositoryLogin, you must update the Service Provider
configuration file.
In the src/META-INF/services/ folder in your source project, review the
com.ca.erm.webviewer.security.spi.RepositoryLogin file, updating it as needed.

Warning:

Do not rename this file.

Use your text editor to update the provider value in this file.
This value is your package name plus the name of the class that implements RepositoryLogin.

Note:

By default, the sample exit value matches, but if you changed the package name or the class name, you must
update this value. See the sample code for more details.

 Configure the Product to Use Your External Security Exit
As an administrator or programmer, when your custom external security exit is ready, configure
CA Output Management Web Viewer to use it, as follows:
As an administrator or programmer, when your custom external security exit is ready, configure CA Output
Management Web Viewer to use it, as follows:

1. Obtain the sample security exit program module (JAR file) and any other required JAR files.
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2. Copy these files into a single folder (accessible to the Configuration Tool).
3. Obtain any other required data files that your exit program requires.

If these data files are located with your JAR files, copy the files into the same folder. If the files are in a different
location, copy these files to the expected location on the web server computer where you deployed CA Output
Management Web Viewer.

4. Start the Configuration Tool.
5. Select your Configuration Type and (if applicable) WAR or EAR file.
6. Select Configuration Action Option 3, Authentication Settings.
7. For Authentication Configuration, select Option 2 External Security (Customer Supplied Authentication Exits).
8. For the directory, specify the full qualified path to the folder that contains your security exit JAR file and other

required files.
9. Load the exit.

For System Level External Configuration or Application Level External Configuration, recycle the web server where
you deployed CA Output Management Web Viewer.

For Internal Configuration, undeploy the CAOMWebViewer12.war (Apache Tomcat) or CAOMWebViewer12.ear
(IBM WebSphere) file, then deploy updated WAR or EAR file.

Note:

  Sometimes, the External Security modules are not loaded correctly. When a user attempts to log in, the logon
screen displays an error message similar to "External Security Service Provider is not available." If this error
occurs, place the jar files in the WEB-INF/lib folder. These jar files include SecurityEXITSPI.jar and any custom jar
files for your external security exit.

 Package and Implement Your Custom External Security
Exit
As an administrator or programmer, after you configure the product to use your external security
exit, you package the exit with the configuration files as a JAR file.
As an administrator or programmer, after you configure the product to use your external security exit, you package
the exit with the configuration files as a JAR file.

If your program has external dependencies, include these dependencies into the JAR file of your program
optionally. If you do not include the external dependencies into your JAR, you must either make these accessible
through the Java CLASSPATH on the target web server, or you include these when configuring Web Viewer for
External Security EXIT.

If your exit uses any additional third-party classes beyond the standard JDK classes such as your SSO SAML
(Security Assertion Markup Language) package’s SDK, these JAR files must also be obtained. Alternatively,
include these class files in the JAR file of the exit.

We recommend that you create a /dist folder within your exit project. Export the exit as a JAR into this folder and
then copy any external dependencies into this same folder. When you configure CA Output Management Web
Viewer for the External Security EXIT, use this folder when prompted.

Give these files (one or more JAR files and any associated files) to the person responsible for configuring CA OM
Web Viewer (with the Configuration Tool).

Verify that CA OM Web Viewer is set for External Security EXIT and that the exit JAR file or files are provided to the
application.

 Programmatically Reference Associated (Non-JAR) Files
from Your Custom External Security Exit
As an administrator or programmer, when you create a custom external security exit, follow the
guidelines on this page to reference non-JAR files that are associated with the JAR files for your
exit.
As an administrator or programmer, when you create a custom external security exit, follow the guidelines on this
page to reference non-JAR files that are associated with the JAR files for your exit.
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The correct class loader loads the JAR files automatically.

If you use an Authorization Exit within the configuration tool, you must provide a folder path that includes the files
that comprise your security exit and necessary libraries.

In the configuration tool, the administrator references a folder where the exit JAR(s) and associated file(s) are
located.  Depending on your configuration type, the configuration tool then copies the file(s) to one of two locations.

Using Application Level External Configuration or System Level External Configuration
The files copy to your external configuration location.

Reference associated files use the full path:

CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable + \config\external_ExtSec_lib\<filename.ext>

Using Application Level Internal Configuration
The files copy to deployable (WAR or EAR).

Reference associated files use the relative path:

WEB-INF\lib\<filename.ext>

You do not need to include the JARS listed in the CLASSPATH in this folder. In this instance, CLASSPATH can
refer to the system CLASSPATH variable on the system where you run CA Output Management Web Viewer, or a
CLASSPATH defined within your Java EE Application Server. Whether applications on your Java EE Application
Server use your system CLASSPATH or one defined within the Java EE Application Server is determined by your
Java EE Application Server. WebSphere Application Server for example, does not pass the system CLASSPATH to
the application.

 Define Roles for the External Security Exit and Verify It
As an administrator or programmer, verify that your external security exit (in
ServerLogin.getQueriedUserContext) returns a valid role for an authenticated user. This role
must be defined to CA Output Management Web Viewer and must be set for use by the external
security exit.
As an administrator or programmer, verify that your external security exit (in ServerLogin.getQueriedUserContext)
returns a valid role for an authenticated user. This role must be defined to CA Output Management Web Viewer and
must be set for use by the external security exit.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA Output Management Web Viewer as either a System Administrator or Group Administrator.
You must be a valid Mainframe security user to log in as a System Administrator. To log in as a Group
Administrator, the role must be authenticated through your exit.

2. Complete the following steps:
On the Administration tab, click the Role subtab.
Click Create.
Specify a Role Name.
For the Role Type, select Advanced User or Basic User.
For the Role Profile, select Non-Mainframe users with a profile.
If External Security EXIT was selected for authentication method at configuration time, the remaining profile
fields populate automatically EXIT.

3. (Optional) Specify a description for the role.
4. Select one or more repositories.
5. Complete the role definition.
6. Click Create to save the role.

When your exit is called for an attempted user login, method ServerLogin.isValidUserLogin is called with all
eligible roles (as defined about) passed through the roleList parameter. If the login is value, set the assigned role
for the user in the UserContext object’s role variable through UserContext.setRole.
For more information about roles, see Managing Role Objects.

7. Verify the Exit. Include access attempts by multiple users to ensure proper role assignment and mainframe
credentials.
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 Implement the Server Login Interface
As an administrator or programmer, implement the ServerLogin interface. This interface is
called when a user attempts to log in to CA Output Management Web Viewer. The method
must authenticate the user. To grant user access, this method must also set several return
parameters that specify how to treat the web user. The ServerLogin interface includes two
methods that you must code and an object that one method returns.
As an administrator or programmer, implement the ServerLogin interface. This interface is called when a user
attempts to log in to CA Output Management Web Viewer. The method must authenticate the user. To grant
user access, this method must also set several return parameters that specify how to treat the web user. The
ServerLogin interface includes two methods that you must code and an object that one method returns.

Interface Server Login

public interface ServerLogin
{
/**
* Validate a user login with given HTTP request information, token,
* or user ID and password via Web Viewer login page
* @return boolean as the result of validating the user login
*/
boolean isValidUserLogin(
Map requestParameters,
Map requestAttributes,
Map requestHeaders,
String token,
String inUserId,
String inUserPw,
List roleList);
/**
* Returns a user context of the queried user
* @return UserContext as the object of the queried user context
*/
UserContext getQueriedUserContext();
// class holds returned data from the call of
// getQueriedUserContext
public static class UserContext
{
private String realUserID=null;
private String role=null;
private boolean bDorepositoryLogin=false;
private String repositoryUserID=null;
private String repositoryUserPw=null;
private boolean bSharedMainframeID=false;
private String logoffRedirectURL=null;
private String errorMessage=null;
private String errorURL;
private String pwAlternative=null;
private String userData2=null;
private String userData3=null;
}
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}

Sample EXIT Class

package com.foo.security;
import com.ca.erm.webviewer.security.spi.ServerLogin;
public class ExtendedServerLogin implements ServerLogin
{
private UserContext m_userContext;
public ExtendedServerLogin()
{
m_userContext = new UserContext();
...
}
@Override
public boolean isValidUserLogin(
Map requestParameters,
Map requestAttributes,
Map requestHeaders,
String token,
String inUserId,
String inUserPw,
List roleList)
{
Boolean bValidUser = false;
...
Return bValidUser;
}
@Override
public UserContext getQueriedUserContext()
{
...
return m_userContext;
}
}

Method isValidUserLogin
This method is called when a user attempts a logon to CA Output Management Web Viewer to validate the
user. Based on the parameters passed and with (optional) calls to your own security system (LDAP, database
application, external files, and so on), you must determine if the user is to be granted access to CA Output
Management Web Viewer. If access is granted, you must set several UserContext (object) class properties with
information to identify the user including a unique identifier for the user, the default user role, and several other
items. If access it not granted, you set an error message or web page in UserContext.

Parameters
Map requestParameters

A Java Map object that contains all HTTP request parameters and CGI variables. For an authenticated user, your
SSO/federation assertion package may place information in these parameters and variables. If applicable, use
these parameters and variables to authenticate the user.

Map requestAttributes
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A Java Map object that contains all HTTP request attributes. For an authenticated user, your SSO/federation
assertion package may place information in these request attributes. If applicable, use these request attributes to
authenticate the user.

Map requestHeaders

A Java MAP object that contains all HTTP request headers. For an authenticated user, your SSO/federation
assertion package may place information in these request headers. If applicable, use these request headers to
authenticate the user.

String token

A Java String object that contains the access_token value, if specified on the webviewer.jsf URL. If applicable, use
this value to authenticate the user.

String inUserId

A Java String object that contains the User Name value, if login was through the login.jsp form, Web Viewer login
page. If applicable, use this value.

String inUserPw

A Java String object that contains the Password value, if login was through the login.jsp form,Web Viewer login
page. If applicable, use this value.

List roleList

A Java list object that contains all defined roles in CA Output Management Web Viewer that are intended for users
authenticated through External Security EXIT. The returned role must be in this list.

Return
This method returns a boolean value: true if access is granted, false if access is denied.

Method getQueriedUserContext
Your ServerLogin class must also implement method getQueriedUserContext to return the UserContext object
for the user. This method contains information for the authenticated user or error message if the user is not
authenticated. You must set all the required information in the UserContext object.

Parameters
None.

Return
This method returns the UserContext object for the ServerLogin attempt.

Class UserContext
This class object holds the data that method isValidUserLogin would set and method getQueriedUserContext
returns.

Your ServerLogin class should create a UserContext object, either in the class constructor or in the
isValidUserLogin method.

This class (object) contains either information about the user (if logon succeeds) or error feedback (if logon was
rejected). Refer to the SecurityEXITSPI javadoc, included with the sample EXIT class, for the getter and setter
methods for class ServerLogin.UserContext.

Properties Summary
String realUserID

Required (non-null) value for authenticated user. This parameter specifies a unique user ID for this user. This
unique key helps ensure that user customizations (filter criteria, favorites, and so on) are preserved from one web
login to the next login.

String role

Required (non-null) value for authenticated user. This parameter specifies the default role for this user. This role
must be defined and set for the External Security EXIT. Check against the roleList to ensure validity.

boolean bDorepositoryLogin
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Required for authenticated user. If user credentials are the same for all mainframe report repositories, the
RepositoryLogin method call can be bypassed. Set this parameter to true and provide the mainframe userID and
password in this UserContext.

String repositoryUserID

Required (non-null) value for authenticated user when bDorepositoryLogin = true. This parameter is the mainframe
userID used when accessing mainframe reports.

String repositoryUserPw

Required value for authenticated user when bDorepositoryLogin = true. This parameter is the mainframe password
used when accessing mainframe reports. This value can be null if the userID has no associated password.

boolean bSharedMainframeID

Required for authenticated user. If multiple (different) users are assigned the same mainframe userID, set to true.
For certain repositories, shared credentials can lead to conflicts. This parameter helps prevent these potential
conflicts (for example, CA View mode/distID change is disabled). Set to false if the provided mainframe credentials
are only for this user.

String errorMessage

If user authentication fails, provide an error message that displays to the end user. This value is only used if login is
rejected.

Note:

Use either this parameter or errorURL for errors. If both parameters are provided, errorURL takes precedence. If
both parameters are not provided, a generic CA Output Management Web Viewer error message is provided.

String errorURL

If user authentication fails, provide a URL that references an error web page. If login is rejected, this parameter
redirects the user to this URL. This value is only used if login is rejected.

Note:

Use either this parameter or errorMessage for errors. If both parameters are provided, errorURL takes precedence.
If both parameters are not provided, a generic CA Output Management Web Viewer error message is provided.

String logoffRedirectURL

If user authentication succeeds, provide a URL to a web page the end user should be redirected to upon logoff. If
not provided, the user is taken to a Web Viewer logout page.

Note:

If the end user bypasses the login page (typical for External Security EXIT), use this parameter to take the user to
an alternate location. If this parameter is not provided, a generic CA Output Management Web Viewer logoff page
is used for end users to bypass the CA Output Management Web Viewer login page.

String pwAlternative

For future use

String userData2

For future use

String userData3

For future use

 Implement the RepositoryLogin Interface
As an administrator or programmer, implement the RepositoryLogin interface if a ServerLogin
attempt was successful and bDorepositoryLogin was set to true. This interface determines if the
user has access to the named repository. If access is granted, this interface must provide the
mainframe credentials for the repository.
As an administrator or programmer, implement the RepositoryLogin interface if a ServerLogin attempt was
successful and bDorepositoryLogin was set to true. This interface determines if the user has access to the named
repository. If access is granted, this interface must provide the mainframe credentials for the repository.
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This exit is optional.

The RepositoryLogin interface has two methods that you must code and an object returned by one of the methods.

Interface RepositoryLogin
public interface RepositoryLogin
{
/**
* Validate a repository login with given HTTP request information,
* token, or user ID with a repository name.
* @return boolean as the result of validating the repository login
*/
boolean isValidRepositoryLogin(
Map requestParameters,
Map requestAttributes,
Map requestHeaders,
String token,
String realUserId,
String repositoryName);

/**
* Returns a repository context of the queried repository login
* @return RepositoryContext as the object of the queried repository context
*/
RepositoryContext getQueriedRepositoryContext();

// inner class to hold returned data from the call of getQueriedRepositoryContext
public static class RepositoryContext
{
private String repositoryUserID = null;
private String repositoryUserPw = null;
private boolean bSharedMainframeID = false;
private String errorMessage = null;
private String userData1 = null;
private String userData2 = null;
}
}

Sample EXIT Class
package com.foo.security;

import com.ca.erm.webviewer.security.spi.RepositoryLogin;

public class ExtendedRepositoryLogin implements RepositoryLogin
{
private RepositoryContext m_repositoryContext;

public ExtendedRepositoryLogin ()
{
m_repositoryContext = new RepositoryContext();
...
}

@Override
public boolean isValidRepositoryLogin (
Map requestParameters,
Map requestAttributes,
Map requestHeaders,
String token,
String realUserId,
String repositoryName)
{
Boolean bGrantRepositoryAccess = false;
...
Return bGrantRepositoryAccess;
}
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@Override
public RepositoryContext getQueriedRepositoryContext()
{
...
return m_ m_repositoryContext;
}
}

Method isValidRepositoryLogin
 If ServerLogin indicates that RepositoryLogin is required, this method is called when a user attempts to access
a mainframe repository. This method includes selecting a repository on the Advanced Search tab or selecting a
subscription using the Reports tab. The method can be called multiple times during a single Web Viewer session
for the user, once each time the user accesses a different repository.
This method must determine if access is granted to the named repository. If access is granted, set several
RepositoryContext (object) class properties such as mainframe userid and password. If access is not granted, you
can set an error message in the object.
To make the access decision and obtain the required data, you can use the parameters that contain the HTTP
parameters, attributes, headers, and access_token. The original call to ServerLogin passes these parameters. You
can also make calls to your own security system (LDAP, database application, external files, and so on).

Parameters
Map requestParameters

A Java Map object that contains all HTTP request parameters and CGI variables. For an authenticated user, your
SSO/federation assertion package can place information in these parameters and variables. If applicable, use
these parameters and variables to authenticate the user.

Map requestAttributes

A Java Map object that contains all HTTP request attributes. For an authenticated user, your SSO/federation
assertion package can place information in these request attributes. If applicable, use this request attributes to
authenticate the user.

Map requestHeaders

A Java MAP object that contains all HTTP request headers. For an authenticated user, your SSO/federation
assertion package can place information in these request headers. If applicable, use these request headers to
authenticate the user.

String token

If specified on the webviewer.jsf URL, a Java String object that contains the access_token value. If applicable, use
this value to authenticate the user.

String realUserId

A Java String object that contains the unique user ID for the user attempting access. This is the user ID set using
the ServerLogin interface call. If applicable, use this value to authenticate the user.

String repositoryName

A Java String object that contains the name of the repository the user is attempting to access. This value is defined
in Web Viewer by an administrator and represents a mainframe report repository. If applicable, use this value to
authenticate the user.

Return

This method returns a Boolean value: true if the repository access is granted, false if access is denied.

Method getQueriedRepositoryContext
Your RepositoryLogin class must also implement method getQueriedRepositoryContext to return the
RepositoryContext object for the user. The method returns the information for the authenticated user or an
error message of the user is not granted repository access. You can set all the required information in the
RepositoryContext object.

Parameters
None

Return
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This method returns the RepositoryContext object for the RepositoryLogin attempt.

Class RepositoryContext
This class object holds the data that method isValidRepositoryLogin would set and method
getQueriedRepositoryContext returns.
Your RepositoryLogin class can create a RepositoryContext object, either in the class constructor or in the
isValidRepositoryLogin method.
This class (object) contains either information about the user (if repository access granted) or error feedback (if
access was rejected). Refer to the SecurityEXITSPI javadoc, included with the sample EXIT class, for the getter
and setter methods for class RepositoryLogin.RepositoryContext.

Properties Summary
String repositoryUserID

Required (non-null) value for the user with authorized access. This parameter is the mainframe userID used when
accessing the named repository.

String repositoryUserPw

Required value for the user with authorized access. This parameter is the mainframe password used when
accessing the named repository. This value can be null if the userID has no associated password.

boolean bSharedMainframeID

Required for the user with authorized access. If multiple (different) users are assigned the same mainframe userID,
set to true. For certain repositories, shared credentials can lead to conflicts. This parameter helps prevent these
potential conflicts (for example, CA View mode/distID change is disabled). Set to false if the provided mainframe
credentials are only for this user.

String errorMessage

If user authorization fails, provide an error message that displays to the end user. This value is only used if
repository access is rejected. If this parameter is not provided, a CA Output Management Web Viewer repository
login error message is provided for error cases.

String userData1

For future use

String userData2

For future use

9 Using
Information and procedures for end users.
This section is for end users who want to use CA OM Web Viewer to view and manage their mainframe reports
online using a web browser.

Detailed explanations and techniques that may be needed by you are provided in this document. Even users with
minimal experience can access, view, and work with reports and subscriptions using CA OM Web Viewer.

This section assumes that you have the credentials required to access the CA OM Web Viewer system, and also
have the credentials required to view reports from CA Dispatch, CA Deliver, or CA View mainframe repositories.

Using CA OM Web Viewer
You use CA OM Web Viewer with the following primary user tabs on the graphical user interface:

• Reports
This tab shows your subscriptions, reports, and report indexes of all kinds. You can also set a report as a
browser favorite. Different sections of the in-view or hide annotations. You can email, save, and print reports and
use the preset search criteria, or the search function to locate specific text within a report. The Go To function
and other page navigation options let you access a specific page in a report directly.
Depending on what is assigned to you and your current setup, you can view the following report data:

• Mainframe text reports including subsections of text reports.
• Index-based report page range sections
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• Binary reports
• The results of various preassigned search filters.

Menus, Toolbars, and Hot Keys provide immediate access to the various report actions you have permission to
use. Depending on your permissions, you can perform the following tasks:

• Find Text
• Go To Page
• Display Notes
• Add Browser Favorite or Bookmark
• Print a Report
• Email a Report
• Export a Report

• Advanced Search
Advanced Search lets you search for the following content:

• Various material or reports stored in the CA Dispatch, CA Deliver, or CA View mainframe repositories that
you have permission to access.

• Cross-Report indexes and cross-report index-value matches in CA View mainframe repositories.

After you find your report, you can perform the following tasks:

• Add the report as a Favorite and even add the Favorite to a Subscription.
• Browse reports to find and perform various actions on the report, such as print or email.

Icon
Note: Only certain role types can see this tab.

• Configuration

• The Repository Filter, Report List, Favorite List, and Report Action links let you customize your environment.
You can modify your settings for favorites and reports. You can set fonts, sizes, your transform preferences,
and so on. The selections are yours; they let you personalize your report viewing and managing experience.

• The After Login link lets you change to a different User Role--providing you have access to more than one
Role.

• The Credential link lets you change default credentials for all repositories or specific credentials for individual
repositories.

Frequently Asked Questions
This section presents some Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) that can help you use the product.

• What is the purpose of the Favorites feature, and how do I access it?
The favorite feature lets you create a shortcut to a frequently accessed report or report list filter setting, enabling
you to locate quickly and access the reports in the future. For example, you primarily access three reports from
a list of 100. By creating favorites to the three reports, the favorites list displays only the three reports instead of
showing the 100 reports in the report list. This lets you quickly locate these important (to you) reports.
To access the Favorites page, select the Favorites tab.
The Favorites tab only appears if you have the required access permissions to create internal favorites. Contact
your administrator for access.

• What is the difference between Browser Favorites and Internally Managed Favorites?

• Browser Favorites
A Browser Favorite (created through Add Browser Favorite) is a limited functionality feature that creates a
favorite/bookmark managed by your web browser.

• You can copy or move the bookmark to your desktop and can also be shared with others (by email or
other means), as long as the recipient is authorized to access the report through OM Web Viewer.

• When you use a Browser Favorite, a separate OM Web Viewer interface gives access to only the favorite
report.

• A Browser Favorite is limited to the selected report, always giving the most current copy of the report.

This feature is only available for CA View repositories with CA Spool.
• Internally Managed Favorites

The Internally Managed, nonbrowser favorites are managed through OM Web Viewer, using the Favorites
tab or Subscription tab.
Distinguishing Properties:

• The Internally Managed Favorites are available for every repository type.
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• The Web Viewer managed favorites include several different types of favorites.
Report favorites
Latest Report
Static Report (user choice)

• Filter favorites
You can save a filter for later use from several different panels.

• Can only be used from within CA OM Web Viewer.
• Can be shared with others users through a Subscription.

 Managing Subscriptions
Subscriptions are bundles of reports, report sections, or search filters designated as Favorites.
Users with a role type of Advanced User or above can create Subscriptions for themselves. If
you are not allowed to create subscriptions you will not see the subscriptions tab.
Subscriptions are bundles of reports, report sections, or search filters designated as Favorites. Users with a
role type of Advanced User or above can create Subscriptions for themselves. If you are not allowed to create
subscriptions you will not see the subscriptions tab.

If your type of role is Advanced User, you can still create subscriptions for your own use. After creating a
subscription, it displays in your report list automatically.

Warning:  All the options covered in this section are only available to users with at least the Advanced User
type.

 Create a Subscription Using Favorites
Use subscriptions and bundle one or more favorites (reports or other types of data) that have
been grouped into a named collection. When you create a subscription, it appears in your
reports tab list automatically.
Use subscriptions and bundle one or more favorites (reports or other types of data) that have been grouped into a
named collection. When you create a subscription, it appears in your reports tab list automatically.

Warning:  Subscriptions include only the latest favorites which point to the latest version of the reports.

Administrators or Advanced Users can assign these subscriptions to other users, or they can keep them for
personal use. Only Advanced Users and Administrators can create subscriptions. Only Administrators can assign
subscriptions to other users.

Users with a role type of Advanced User or above can create subscriptions for themselves. If you are not allowed to
create subscriptions, the Subscriptions tab does not appear.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscription tab, click Create.
2. Find the User Favorite List and verify that at least one favorite report appears in the list.

Because you build subscriptions with favorite reports, there must be at least one favorite available to include in
the subscription. If you do not have at least one favorite in your list you must first designate one or more reports
as favorites.

Warning:  Subscriptions include only the latest favorites which point to the latest version of the reports.
To add a particular instance of a report in a subscription as favorite, use a filter favorite.

3. Enter a Subscription Name.
Administrators see this name when they add subscriptions to a role.

4. Enter a Subscription Description.
On the reports tab, users of the subscription will see this explanation of the subscription contents.

5. Select Private or Public:

• Private
Assigned to one or more roles only by the creator of the subscription.
Only a creator with admin rights or in the role of an Administrator can assign these private subscriptions to
other roles.
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• Public
Assigned to a role by any System or Group Administrator who can edit the role.

The difference between private or public is who can assign this Subscription to a Role. Typically, a non-
administrator makes your entire subscriptions private, so that they cannot be assigned to other users. However,
if you make one of your subscriptions public, an administrator can assign it to other roles.

6. Select at least one favorite.
From the subscription tab favorites list, locate a favorite that you want to designate as part of the subscription
and select the checkbox in the left column.

7. Click the Create button at the top right corner of the pane.
The subscription is created.

 Add or Remove Favorites in a Subscription
Add or remove a favorite from a subscription by selecting or leaving clear the leftmost checkbox
in the favorite's row.
Add or remove a favorite from a subscription by selecting or leaving clear the leftmost checkbox in the favorite's
row.

Cross-Report Index Filter Favorites (which return index names instead of reports), cannot be added to a
Subscription. This type of favorite will not show up in this Subscription Tab Favorites list. For more information, see
the Types of Favorites Table.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscription Tab, find the subscription list in the left pane.
2. Click on a subscription.

The Edit Subscription pane appears in the right pane.
3. (Optional) Update the following as required:

• Name
• Description
• Type

Click the appropriate option to change the designation.
For more information about description of these settings, see Create a Subscription Using Favorites.

4. Do one of the following:

• Click the checkbox on the right to add the Favorite to this Subscription.
• Uncheck the box to remove the Favorite from this Subscription.
• If all the Favorites in the Subscription are not displayed, use the navigation arrows to scroll through the list.

• If the subscription has been assigned to a certain Role, any newly selected Favorites in the Subscription will
show up in that Roles’ users’ Report Tabs the next time they log into CA OM Web Viewer.

• You can optionally, change the display name or description of a favorite. For more information see Edit
Favorite Properties.

5. (Optional) Click on the name of a favorite to display the report or apply the favorite’s filter. This will let you see
the information the favorite is pointing to.

6. Click Update in the upper-right corner of the pane.
The subscription is updated.

 Delete a Subscription
You can delete any unneeded or unused personal subscriptions. To remove a Subscription from
a single Role, without deleting the Subscription, you must edit the Role.
You can delete any unneeded or unused personal subscriptions. To remove a Subscription from a single Role,
without deleting the Subscription, you must edit the Role.

Warning:  When deleting a Subscription, be certain that the Subscription has not been assigned to any
other Roles because it is automatically removed from every Role that it is currently assigned to.

Note:  You can safely delete any of your personal subscriptions, unless your subscriptions are likely to be assigned
to a different Role.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscription Tab, find the Subscription in the left pane and click on a subscription.
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The Edit Subscription pane appears.
2. Click the Delete link above the Subscription list and confirm the deletion.

 Favorites, Subscriptions and Roles - Overview
A Favorite is a bookmark to a report or filter that you want to have quick access to online.
Subscriptions can consist of any of the following favorite types:
A Favorite is a bookmark to a report or filter that you want to have quick access to online. Subscriptions can consist
of any of the following favorite types:

• Report
• Report index
• Report index-value report section
• Cross-Report index-value report section
• Filter

• Frequently used report filters
• Cross-Report search filters
• Cross-Report index-value filters

Most of the viewable or usable entities that you select can be added as a favorite. These types of data are
frequently referred to as reports.

A Subscription is a group of favorites that has been given a name and description. The Administrators and
Advanced Users can use the Subscription name to assign this bundle of reports to one or more Roles.
Only Advanced Users and Administrators can create Subscriptions, and only Administrators can assign the
Subscriptions to other Roles.

With a Subscription, you can provide access to reports to Basic User-type users who no longer have to remember
which repositories contain which reports. These users do not have to search a repository, or even know the name
of the report to view their reports online.

Subscriptions that you create are displayed in your report tab. With a Subscription, you can access reports without
having to remember which repositories contain which reports. You do not have to search a repository every time
you want to find the report.

 View the Subscription List
From the Subscriptions pane you can see a list of the Subscriptions you created.
From the Subscriptions pane you can see a list of the Subscriptions you created.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Subscriptions tab, review the available Subscriptions in the left pane.
This list contains all the subscriptions you have created.

2. (Optional) If there are more subscriptions than will fit in the pane, click the navigation arrows to find additional
subscriptions:
>> displays the last group of subscriptions
> displays the next group of subscriptions
< displays the previous group of subscriptions
<< displays the first group of subscriptions

 How Subscriptions Display
Each subscription displays in the Reports tab from the following sources:
Each subscription displays in the Reports tab from the following sources:

• Subscriptions that you created

Note:  Users with a Role type of Advanced User or above can create subscriptions for themselves.
• Subscriptions that are assigned to your current Role

From the Reports tab, each subscription appears as a folder in left pane of the screen. With the expanded folder,
you can see all the favorites available from that subscription.
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The subscription name that appears in the Reports tab is the value that is entered in the Description field of the
subscription. Favorites in the Subscription can list differently, depending on the type of the favorite. For example,
certain Filter Favorites display in a subfolder with a list of reports in that subfolder.

If the user lacks access to the repository where the favorite refers, some favorites from the subscription may not
be listed. It is an administration error to assign a favorite to a user that the user cannot access. If this mistake
happens, contact your System Administrator.

 How Favorites Display in Subscriptions
Unless you are an administrator or helping an administrator, typically, you only create
subscriptions for your own use. When you create a subscription, it displays your Reports Tab list
automatically.
Unless you are an administrator or helping an administrator, typically, you only create subscriptions for your own
use. When you create a subscription, it displays your Reports Tab list automatically.

• You view all subscriptions from the Reports tab.
• Subscriptions include internal Web Viewer Favorites, but not Browser favorites.

Types of Favorites Table
This section discusses how the different types of favorites are displayed in the subscription list.

There are seven different types of internal favorites, but you can only include six of them in a subscription.

The display column describes how each type of favorite displays in the subscriptions pane.

Product Favorites Description Display

Report This Favorite refers an entire Report. Each report is displayed as an icon.
The icon used depends on the
format of the report.

Report Search Filter You can save a report filter.

If you save a filter as a favorite, that
filter can be used the next time you
want to see all the reports that are
selected by that filter.

For example, the favorite filter is
looking for A* and specifies the last
25 days on Repository nnn.

Whenever this favorite is used, all
the reports that start with the letter A
that were added to Repository nnn in
the last 25 days will be selected.

The reports matching this filter at
runtime are listed in a subfolder of
the subscription. Each time a user
logs in and expands the folder the
search filter checks to find reports
matching the filter.

You can expand and collapse the
folder as needed.

Cross-Report Search Filter This type of favorite cannot be
added to a subscription and is not
listed on the favorites list of the
subscription pane.

** Not applicable, because this type
of favorite returns index names
(not reports) so this type of favorite
cannot be added to a subscription.
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Cross-Report Index-Value Filter This type of filter returns all report
sections that match this index and
value pair. The filter can be saved as
a favorite.

For example: Assume that you have
a Cross-Report Index of ACCOUNT
with a value of 12345678. This might
produce five different report page
ranges, or report sections, where
the index matches the given value.
These report sections can actually
be from different reports, if an index
and value is in more than one report.

Those report sections will be listed
in a sub folder of the subscription on
the Reports tab.

The matching report sections
are listed in a subfolder of the
subscription on the Reports tab.

Each report section listed in the
subfolder will appear as a text report

with the text report icon. 

Cross-Report Index-Value Report
Section

A single report section

A single Cross-Report Index Value
match can be added as a favorite.

This report section will appear, to a
user of the subscription, as a text
report listed in your subscription.

This report section will appear to a
subscription user as a text report
and is listed with the text report icon.

Report Index Report Indexes can be added as
favorites.

This type of favorite lets the user of
the subscription to select an index
value, and then see the matching
section of data from a report for that
index value pair.

When a user selects this type of
report, the user will be prompted for
one or more index value selections.

After the user selects the index
values, a report section is displayed.

This type of index appears with the

report index icon. 

Report Index-Value Report Section A single report section

A single report index value match
can be added as a favorite.

This report section will appear, to
a subscription user as a text report

listed in the subscription. 

 Report Actions from the Subscription List
You can complete several actions from the Action button in the Action column. The first steps
are basically the same as editing the Favorite Properties.
You can complete several actions from the Action button in the Action column. The first steps are basically the
same as editing the Favorite Properties.

Additionally, you can browse the contents of a favorite by clicking its name in the Name column. For indexes, filters,
and cross-report indexes, the format of data that appears in the subscription in the Reports tab is different than the
data that are linked to it.

Selecting a favorite for a report action can trigger a repository connection at runtime. If a repository connection fails
because the user login credentials are invalid (for example, the password expires), CA OM Web Viewer prompts
you for the new credentials to attempt another connection.
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 View Subscriptions
The Reports tab displays the subscriptions assigned to your current role and the subscriptions
that you created. A subscription is a group of favorites that has a name and description. You can
assign these subscriptions to various roles, so that members of those roles have quick access
to the favorites. You can view reports represented by the various favorites and perform various
report actions based on your role and permissions.
The Reports tab displays the subscriptions assigned to your current role and the subscriptions that you created.
A subscription is a group of favorites that has a name and description. You can assign these subscriptions to
various roles, so that members of those roles have quick access to the favorites. You can view reports represented
by the various favorites and perform various report actions based on your role and permissions.

View Mainframe Text Reports

Mainframe text reports are displayed with the  icon. To display these reports in the right pane, click the report
name.

You can perform various report actions on these reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Reports tab.
2. Click report icon or name.

The report is displayed in the right pane.

View Report Index Favorites

Index selection favorites are displayed with the  icon. First select an index value to see the report data. When
you select an index value, a page range of the report is displayed in the right pane.

You can perform various report actions on the Reports sections.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Reports tab, locate the Report Index .
2. Click Report Index Favorite or its name.

One or more Index selection drop-down lists displays below the subscriptions list.
3. Select index values for each index.

After selecting a value for the last index, a section of the report corresponding to your index value selections is
displayed in the right pane.

View Binary Reports
Binary reports are displayed with a different icon for each type of report. These reports are displayed in a pop-up
window. Depending on your browser configuration, you either see a dialog with save, open, and cancel options
or the report is automatically displayed in your browser. How your browser handles different file types determines
whether the file is automatically displayed in the browser, or you see the dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Reports tab, locate the subscription that contains your report.
2. Click the binary report.

A window opens. If your browser can display the report, the report can be viewed immediately.
If your browser cannot display the report, you are prompted to either open or save the report.
The file extension of the report determines which program can open it.

View Search Criteria Favorites

A search criteria favorite appears as a subfolder icon  inside the subscriptions main folder. An
administrator-defined report search runs when you expand the folder. The report results are listed as a series of
reports, which you click to open.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Reports tab, locate the Subscription folder.
2. Expand the subfolder by clicking the plus symbol.
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A hidden search query is run, and your results are displayed as binary reports or mainframe text reports inside
the subfolder.

3. Click any report in that subfolder to view it.

Navigate Pages
You can navigate through Mainframe text reports and report index favorites, and view required pages.

Mainframe text reports and report index favorites are displayed in the right pane.

Note:  You can also use the Go to Page dialog for quick navigation.

Only the default number of pages of the report are displayed at any time, regardless of the size of the report. For
example, if your administrator sets a default of five pages at a time, a maximum of only five pages are displayed.

You can navigate to other pages in page ranges that are not displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a Mainframe text report or report index favorite, from the Reports tab.
2. Find the page range navigation buttons (top right of the display pane) and navigate to the page you want to

display.
3.

Click the Page Navigation icon  to go to a page number, enter a page number, and click Go.
The first page in the range of the targeted page is displayed.

 Report Actions from Reports Tab
The Report Actions section describes the options for viewing and using report data.
The Report Actions section describes the options for viewing and using report data.

Because the reports do not reside on your computer, but on a centralized report repository and management
system, you cannot edit the content. However, you can use the following Report Actions from the Reports Tab.

From the Reports Tab, you can perform the following report actions:

• Find Text
• Go To Page
• Display Notes
• Add Browser Favorite or Bookmark
• Print Report
• Email Report
• Save Report
• Export Report

Using Report Actions
From the report pane you can perform report actions using any of the following options:

• Menu
• Toolbar
• Hotkeys

Note:  The report actions available from the Reports tab are different from the options available from other panes.
The report actions available are based on your current Role.

Use the Menu
You can use the menu to perform various report actions.

You can also use the toolbar or hotkeys to perform the same actions. Use the tooltip of each toolbar button to see
which action it performs.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a Mainframe text report or report index favorite, from the Reports tab.
2. Move your cursor over one of the following drop-down menu, in the Reports tab, to view and use the options:

1.1 Edit Menu

• Find Text
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• Go To Page
2.1 View Menu

• Display Notes
3.1 Output Menu

• Favorite or Bookmark (Browser)
• Print
• Email
• Save
• Export

3. Click on the desired report action.
A report action dialog opens or in the case of Display Notes, the Notes icon is displayed.

Notes
You can display notes from reports on the reports tab, if you have the required permissions.

A note contains the following attributes:

• ID of the user that created the note
• Date of the note
• Brief text.

To see these notes, move your cursor over the View menu and click Display Notes. With Notes enabled, a note
icon at the beginning of the line in the report identifies the note.

Note:  From the reports tab, Notes are read-only. Some roles have permissions to add, delete, update, and view
notes in a report while browsing a report from the Advanced Search tab.

Move your cursor over the View menu and Click Notes Off, to turn off displaying notes in the report.

 Display and Customize the Report List
The Report List tab under Advanced Search lets you search for reports on the repositories that
you are allowed to access.
The Report List tab under Advanced Search lets you search for reports on the repositories that you are allowed to
access.

Display the Report List
To display a report list, select a repository, and then you select search criteria, and click Go.

The report list itself is a list of reports matching your criteria and displays some basic information about those
reports.

Selecting a repository triggers a repository connection at runtime. If a repository connection fails because the
user login credentials are invalid, CA OM Web Viewer prompts you for the new credentials to attempt another
connection.

Customize the Report List
You can customize the report list by designing various search criteria and applying filters.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the search filter criteria, such as creation date, versions, report id, mode, and online and offline status of
documents, and click Go.
A report list based on your search and filter criteria is displayed.

2. Click a column heading.
The listed document data is sorted.

 Search for Reports
Contents
Contents
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You can use the various filter criteria that let you to select the documents that appear in the Report List.

Note:  The columns you require can be customized through the Report List option under the Configuration tab.

Follow these steps

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
The default Report List Filter Settings page opens.

2. Specify the desired search and filter criteria in the form.
3. (Optional) Click Add Filter Favorite.

You can save the search criteria as a favorite filter and use it when required.
4. Click Go.

A list of reports matching your criteria is displayed. Each report is listed as a row in the report list. Each column
in the report list displays an attribute of the report.

Date & Version Criteria
You can use the following date and version criteria for your search.

• Creation Date

• Filter the report list by the latest number of days or a range of dates.
• Select date filter type.
• If you select From, enter the number of days from that you want to filter the reports. Entering 0 implies that

the reports are filtered from today, 1 implies from yesterday through today, and so on.
• If you select Between for a range of dates, enter the start and end date in the format M/D/YY, where,

M specifies the month (for example, 8).
D specifies the day (for example, 5).
YY specifies the year (for example, 11).

Note:  The date format varies based on your geographical location. For example, in the USA, M/D/YY format
is used and in UK, DD/MM/YY is used.

• Versions

• Filter the report list by report version, where version 1 is the most recent report in the date range, 2 is the
next most recent.

• Select the version type: All, Latest, or Range from.
• If you select Latest for the CA View repository, enter the number of versions you want to display.

Note:  For the CA Dispatch repository, only the latest (one) version is displayed.
• If you select Range, enter the starting from 1 latest and ending up to 100 oldest versions to filter the reports.

For example, if you want only versions 3 through 6 of a report, you can enter the numbers 3 in the Range
from and 6 in the to fields, and click Go.

Note:  Available for CA View (all releases) and CA Dispatch (r11.0 or higher).

Report Criteria
You can use the following report criteria for your search.

• Report ID
Filters the report list by report ID. If you want to filter documents by report ID, enter an ID or a mask in Report
ID. You can use the asterisk (*). An asterisk matches zero or more characters.

Note:  The administrator can restrict the use of a leading asterisk in the filter mask. For example, *REPORT
cannot be permitted. The administrator can also set up a rule to change your search so that your search term is
padded with certain characters, and you do not have to type all the characters. For example, in an account field
the administrator can choose to pad all numbers with zeros, so that the account number is eight digits. In this
example, if you type 234, 234 could automatically be converted to 00000234 or 23400000 depending on admin
settings.

Report Criteria (CA View)
You can use the following report search criteria on CA View repositories only:

• Mode and Dist ID

• Select a CA View mode (ALL, EXPO, EXP, SARO, or SAR) from the Mode drop-down list. For the modes
EXP and SAR, specify a Dist ID.
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Note: This criteria is not available for the users login with a shared mainframe profile returned from exit calls
with External Security EXIT authentication.

• On-line Reports only

• If you want to see only online reports, select On-line reports. To see all reports regardless of online status,
leave the On-line reports only option clear.

Report Criteria (CA Bundl)
You can use the following report search criteria on CA Bundl repositories only:

• Application ID
Filters the report list by application ID. To filter documents by this method, enter an application ID or a mask
in Application ID. You can use the asterisk (*) and question mark (?) wildcards (for example, a* and a?c). An
asterisk indicates zero or more characters; a question mark indicates a single character.

• Mail Code
Select a mail code from the Mail Code drop-down list. If the mail code does not appear in the list, enter it in the
text box.

Report Criteria (CA Dispatch)
You can use the following report search criteria on CA Dispatch repositories only:

• Recipient

• Select a CA Dispatch recipient from the Recipient drop-down list.
• On-line Reports only

• If you want to see only online reports (that is, you want to exclude offline reports from your list), select On-
line reports only. To see all reports regardless of online status, leave the On-line reports only option clear.

Browse Reports from the Report List
You can view various reports listed under the Report List based on the used search criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
The Report List Filter Settings page opens.

2. Specify the desired filter criteria in the form.
3. Click Go to apply the search criteria.

A list of matching reports is displayed.
4. Click the desired report.

Note:  You can change the filter values, and click Go to find the correct report.
5. Click Home in the breadcrumbs to return to the initial Report List page.

You can now change the filter criteria, select a different report name, or both.

Report List Columns
Most columns represent an attribute of the report. However, columns have special functions.

• Select Column
Helps you to select a report for various report actions, or to select a report so that it can be added as a favorite.
For more information about selecting reports and the actions available, see Report Actions from the Report Tab.

• (Optional) Action Column
Lets you select and perform various report actions on reports through Action.

Note:  You can enable this column from the Report List section of the configuration pane.

Report Attributes Columns
Each of the remaining columns (other than the Select and Action columns) displays different information about a
report, such as creation date or the number of pages.

Depending on the repository configuration only some report attributes are displayed, by default.

You can use the configuration pane to customize which report attributes are displayed on the report. For more
information about customizing your report list layout, see Update the Report List Layout.

The following is a list of the possible Report List column attributes and their descriptions:
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• Icon
Displays the file type icon for each report.

Unknown file types display a default icon.

• Report ID
Displays the name or id of the report.

Note:  To browse the report, click Report ID.
• Description

Displays a brief description of the report.
• Type

Displays the file type of the report.
• Lines

Displays the number of lines in a report.
• Pages

Displays the number of pages in the report.
• Comments

Displays a comment about the report that can be edited.
• Creation Date

Displays the date on which the report was created in the repository.
• Creation Time

Displays the time at which the report was created in the repository.
• Generation

Displays the generation information of the report that was created in the repository.
• Job Name

Displays the job name for the report that was created in the repository.
• Job ID

Displays the job id for the report that was created in the repository.
• Location

Displays whether the report is online or offline. The offline reports that are listed may not be accessible, or, you
may have to request a recall of the report.

• Exception Code
Displays the errors or problems with which the report was created in the repository.

• Source
Displays the source, type of repository, on which the report was created.

• Distribution
Displays the type of distribution, such as mail code, for the report that was created in the repository. This is
applicable only to the CA Bundl reports.

• Application ID
Displays the application ID of the report that was created in the repository. This is applicable only to the CA
Bundl reports.

Sort your Report List
You can sort the report list using most of the report list attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
The Report List Filter Settings page opens.

2. Specify the desired filter criteria in the form.
3. Click Go to apply the search criteria.

A list of matching reports is displayed.
4. Click the attribute column heading, such as Report ID, Description.

The reports are sorted, based on the attribute you selected, in ascending order.
Clicking the attribute column heading again sorts the reports in descending order.

 Report Actions from the Reports List
Contents
Contents

The Report Actions section describes the various options for viewing and using report data.
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Because the reports do not reside on your computer, but on a centralized repository management system, you
cannot edit the content. However, you can use the following report actions from the Reports List.

From the Reports List you can perform the following report actions:

• Edit Report Comment
• View Report Information
• Add reports as CA OM Web Viewer favorites (internally managed favorites, not browser favorites).
• Print Report
• Email Report
• Save Report
• Export Report

Using Report Actions
From the report list pane you can perform various report actions using any one of the following options:

• Toolbar
• Hotkeys
• Action Drop-down

The options of report actions available from the Reports List are different from the options available from other
panes. The report actions available are based on your current Role.

Use the Toolbar
You can use the toolbar to perform various report actions on one or more reports, from the Report List. The report
actions available in the toolbar change based on the selected reports.

You can also use the hotkeys to perform the same actions. To see which action it performs, use the tooltip of each
toolbar button.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a report list.
2. Select the reports for the report action.
3. (Optional) Click Select All.  Locate the Select All the top of the select column, to the left of the Select label.
4. Click any of the following report action icons:

•
Edit Report Comment 
Available when you select a single report.

•
View Report Information 
Available only when you select a single report.

•
Add the reports as the CA OM Web Viewer favorites 
Available with any combination of selected reports.

• Print 
Available with one or more selected mainframe text reports.

• Email 
Available with any combination of selected reports.

•
Save 
Available with a single selected report of any format.

• Export 
Available only with a single selected mainframe text report.

Note:  If a report action is available to you with your current report selection, the corresponding action icon is
enabled and shown in color. If the report action is not available with your current selection, the icon for that report
action is disabled and shown in gray.

Unless you are adding a single CA OM Web Viewer favorite, your report action dialog must appear after clicking the
report action icon.

When you add the CA OM Web Viewer favorites from the toolbar, no dialog appears, because the process is
automatic.
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Use the Action Button
You can use the action button listed in the action column for each report to perform various actions on that single
report.

Note: The action column is not displayed by default. You can enable this option from the configuration tab. For
more information, see Show Advanced Options.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a report list.
2. Select reports for the report action.
3. Find the button labeled Action in your report’s row. The Action button is in the second column. If no Action

button and no Action column appear, turn off this option.
4. Click the Action button.

The report action drop-down list appears. The report actions available to you depend on the type of selected
report.

5. Click on a report action from the drop-down list. The selected report action is applied only to that single report,
even if you have selected multiple reports.
Your report action dialog appears.

6. Continue with your Report Action.

 

 Using Cross-Report Indexes
Cross-Report indexes (available in CA View only) let you do the following:
Cross-Report indexes (available in CA View only) let you do the following:

• View matching pages from multiple reports that contain a specific index value.
• Quickly locate specific information in multiple versions a single report.

With cross-report indexing, you find the sections of reports that you want to view based on the index names and
values you specify. The administrator determines which pages of a report are matched with an index value.

For example, a CA View administrator sets up an index named Account. They also set up a rule so that certain
index values are found in a specific location on each report page. As reports come into CA View, they are scanned
and the index values are built. In CA OM Web Viewer, you specify Account as the index name and 123 as the index
value. If any report has this value, you see only those reports in your list. When you browse a report, you see only
those pages that have this value.

 Page Selection and Report Sections
A report index groups certain pages of a report with a particular index value. An example would
be a report that includes telephone bills. Each telephone bill is several pages of a report. When
you enter an account number, that account’s bill is listed. One account might be pages 10-15
and another account might be 27-31.
A report index groups certain pages of a report with a particular index value. An example would be a report that
includes telephone bills. Each telephone bill is several pages of a report. When you enter an account number, that
account’s bill is listed. One account might be pages 10-15 and another account might be 27-31.

Cross-Report indexes are similar to report indexes except, a single index can used be in more than one report. If
your value is found in two different reports, the resulting sections from each report are listed.

Both Report Indexes and Cross-Report Indexes have two parts:

• Index name
The index name corresponds to the type of value you are searching for. The index might be for a telephone
number, SSN, or some other type of information.

• Index value
The actual value that you are searching for. In the case of a telephone number index you might search for
800-555-0199. Which pages of the report are matched with this index is determined by the administrator.

The index information entered for these values determines which pages of a report are displayed.
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Note: Reports defined by cross-report indexing are dynamic; the information can change (if the reports change)
each time you reconnect to the database. Sometimes indexes have multiple parts, so, you have to enter the index
values for two to eight indexes at one time.

 

 

 Cross-Report Index Selection
Contents
Contents

The index filter pane lets you to find and select an index or multiple part indexes from the available indexes in your
repository.

From this pane, you can select the particular index you are looking for. For example, if you are going to search for
someone’s SSN number, you might select an index called SSN.

From this pane you can filter the indexes in the following ways:

• Date & Version Criteria
• Report Criteria
• Index Criteria

Note:  Date & Version Criteria and Report Criteria are the same as in the report list filter criteria.

Select Cross-Report Indexes
You can find and select an index or a multiple part index.

Note:  After selecting an index, you can continue by selecting an index value. A list of report sections that each
match the index-value pair you selected is displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the CA View repository where you want to search for indexes.

Note:  If you have only one repository that is assigned to you, or you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repositories already selected.

3. Click the Cross-Report Indexes tab.
4. Specify the values in the Cross-Report Index Search Dialog.

1.1 Date & Version Criteria
The criteria in this section are the same as the Report List criteria for a CA View repository.

2.1 Report Criteria
The criteria are the same as the Report List criteria for a CA View repository.

3.1 Index Criteria
For more information about the Index Criteria, see the Page Selection and Report Sections section.

5. Click Go.
The list of possible results are:

1.1 A table of labeled Index Name List is displayed.
In this case, go to step 6.

2.1 If only one index meets your criteria, you are automatically directed to the value selection pane.
In this case, skip the remaining steps in this procedure, and continue with Cross-Report Index Selection.

3.1 A message informing you that no indexes matching your criteria were found is displayed.
Repeat steps 4 and 5, with different criteria.

6. Find the column marked Index 1.
This column has a link for each listed Index Name.

Note:  Multiple part indexes have links in the other columns; Index 2 - Index 8.
7. (Optional) Use navigation arrows to list other indexes.

• >> displays the last group of Index Names
• > displays the next group of Index Names
• < displays the previous group of Index Names
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• << displays the first group of Index Names
8. To select click the name of an index.

The Index Value Selection pane is displayed.

Note:  With multiple part indexes, you can click any links in the row. The resulting multiple part index is the
same.

9. Continue Select Index Value Selection.

Note:  To continue with step-by-step instructions, see the procedure in Index Selection.

 Cross-Report Value Selection
Contents
Contents

Select an index and an index value. If there are multiple indexes, select an index value for each index included in
the multiple part index.

From the Cross-Report Value Selection pane, you can select the particular index value. For example, if you are
going to search for a SSN number, you can select and enter 123-45-6789 or 123-45*.

Selecting the index values produces a list of report sections that match the index-value pair you selected. This list
looks similar to the Report List and can include several different reports. Each list having a matching section, or
several different versions of a report that have matching report sections.

• Report Versions
If a report is generated weekly, each of these reports is listed as different versions of the same report.

Select Cross-Report Values
You can select an Index Value from the list of possible index values. Additionally, you can mask your index value
choices and reduce the list of choices.

Follow these steps:

1. Select an Index or Multiple Part Index.
The Index Value Selection pane is displayed.
For more information about the procedure to select an index or multiple part indexes, see Select Cross-Report
Indexes.

2. (Optional) Do one of the following items:

1.1 Select As Uppercase.
All the index values or values masks, such as R*, that you type are converted to uppercase.

2.1 Select As Type.
All the index values or values masks, such as R*, you type are retained in the case you typed them.

3. Find the Indexes table.
The index name is listed next to a text box where you can enter a value or a value mask.
If a multiple part index, the Indexes table lists each index name, with a text box next to it, as a row in the table.

4. (Optional) Enter value mask in one or more of the index value text boxes.

Note:  f the system administrator has the index value filter rules defined in the admin repository property level,
index value filter rules apply.

To enter the value mask for a particular index, find the value text box in the same row of that index.

Note:  A value mask is a partial value entry that uses a wildcard, such as 5?5 or T*. An asterisk wildcard
matches zero or more characters; a question mark wildcard matches a single character. The default mask is a
single asterisk, *.

5. Click Get Values.
A table of possible index values is displayed. Each possible value is displayed as a link in a row of the table.

Note: If you are using multiple part indexes, each possible value is a combination of several index parts. For
example, a value can look like: valueForIndex1:valueForIndex2:valueForIndex3. If you get a message that there
are no index values that match the above search criteria, try changing your value masks.

6. (Optional) Use navigation arrows to list other possible index values:

• >> displays the last group of possible index values
• > displays the next group of possible index values
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• < displays the previous group of possible index values
• << displays the first group of possible index values

7. Click the link for the index value.
A list of report sections that each match the index-value pair you selected is displayed.

 Cross-Report Match List
Contents
Contents

The Cross-Report Match List lists all report sections that match your index, and index value criteria.

For example, if an SSN index is in all versions of a monthly telephone bill report, a value of 123-45-6789 could
return a listing of each telephone bill for that user.

The report sections can be from multiple reports or multiple versions of a single report.

The information that is displayed about the report sections from this pane is also available from the report list.

Cross-Report Match List Columns
Most columns in the Cross-Report Match List table represent an attribute of the report. However, columns have
special functions.

• Select Column
Used to select report sections for various report actions, or to select a report section so that it can be added as a
favorite.

• (Optional) Action Column
Enabled from the configuration pane. This column has an action button that lets you select and perform various
report actions on a single report.

Report Attributes Columns
Each of the remaining columns (other than the Select and Action columns) displays different information about a
report section, such as creation date or number of pages.

Note: Depending on the repository configuration, only some report attributes are displayed, by default. You can use
the configuration pane to customize which report attributes are displayed on the report sections.

The following is a list of the possible Cross-Report Match List column attributes and their descriptions:

• Icon
Displays the file type icon of each report.

Note:  Unknown file types display a default icon.
• Report ID

Displays the name or id of the report.

Note:  To browse the report, click Report ID.
• Description

Displays a brief description of the report.
• Type

Displays the file type of the report.
• Lines

Displays the number of lines in a report.
• Pages

Displays the number of pages in the report.
• Comments

Displays a comment about the report that can be edited.
• Creation Date

Displays the date on which the report was created in the repository.
• Creation Time

Displays the time at which the report was created in the repository.
• Generation

Displays the generation information of the report that was created in the repository.
• Job Name

Displays the job name for the report that was created in the repository.
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• Job ID
Displays the job id for the report that was created in the repository.

• Location
Displays whether the report is online or offline. The Offline reports that are listed may not be accessible, or, you
may have to request a recall of the report.

• Exception Code
Displays the errors or problems with which the report was created in the repository.

• Source
Displays the source, type of repository, on which the report was created.

• Distribution
Displays the type of distribution, such as mail code, for the report that was created in the repository. This is
applicable only to CA Bundl reports.

• Application ID
Displays the application ID of the report that was created in the repository. This is applicable only to CA Bundl
reports.

Sort your Cross-Report Match List
You can sort the report list that is based on the Cross-Report Match List attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate Cross-Report Match List.

1.1 To select the Cross-Report indexes, follow the procedure.
2.1 Select Cross-Report Values.

A list of matching report sections is displayed.
2. Click the attribute column heading, such as Report ID or Description.

The reports are sorted, based on the attribute you selected, in ascending order.
Clicking the attribute column heading again sorts the reports in descending order.

Browse Reports from the Cross-Report Match List
You can view various reports that are listed under the Cross-Report Match List based on the used search criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate Cross-Report Match List.

1.1 Select Cross-Report Indexes.
2.1 Select Cross-Report Values.

A list of matching reports is displayed.
2. Click the required report name, which is a link.

Your report section is displayed.

Note:  AFP report sections are displayed in a pop-up window.

 Report Actions from Cross-Report Match List
Contents
Contents

The Report Actions section describes the various options for viewing and using report data.

Because the reports do not reside on your computer, but on a centralized repository management system, you
cannot edit the content.

From the Cross-Report Match List you can perform the following report actions:

• Edit Report Comment
• View Report Information
• Add report sections as CA OM Web Viewer favorites (internally managed favorites, not browser favorites).
• Print Report
• Email Report
• Save Report
• Export Report
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Note:  For more information about the report actions, see Report Action Dialogs.

Using Report Actions
From the Cross-Report match list pane you can perform various report actions using any one of the following
options:

• Toolbar
• Hotkeys
• Action Button Drop-down

Note: The options of report actions available from the Cross-Report Match List are different from the options
available from other panes. The report actions available are based on your current Role.

Use the Toolbar
You can use the toolbar to perform various report actions on one or more reports, from the Cross-Report Match
List.

Warning:  The report actions available from the toolbar changes based on the selected reports.

Note:  You can also use the hotkeys to perform the same actions. To see which action it performs, use the tooltip of
each toolbar button.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate Cross-Report Match List.

1.1 Select Cross-Report Indexes.
For a step-by-step procedure on how to select Cross-Report Indexes, see Select Cross-Report Indexes.

2.1 Select Cross-Report Values.
For a step-by-step procedure on how to select a Cross-Report Value, see Select Cross-Report Values.

A list of matching reports is displayed.
2. Select the reports for the report action.

Warning:  The report actions available from the toolbar changes based on the selected reports.

3. (Optional) Click Select All.

Note:  At the top of the select column to the left of the Select label, is the Select All.
4. Click any one of the following icons, as required:

•
Edit Report Comment 
Available only when you select a single report.

•
View Report Information 
Available only when you select a single report.

•
Add the reports as the CA OM Web Viewer favorites 
Available with any combination of selected reports.

• Print 
Available with one or more selected mainframe text reports.

• Email 
Available with a combination of selected reports.

•
Save 
Available with a single selected report of any format.

• Export 
Available with a single selected mainframe text report.

Note:  If a report action is available to you with your current selection, its icon is enabled and shown in color. If
the report action is not available with your current selection, the icon for that report action is disabled and shown
in gray.

5. Continue with your report or favorite action.
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With the exception of adding a single CA OM Web Viewer favorite, your report action dialog must appear after
clicking the report action icon.

Note: When adding CA OM Web Viewer favorites from the toolbar, no dialog is displayed, because the process
is automatic. For more information about the Report Actions, see Report Action Dialogs.

Use the Action Button
You can use the action button that is listed in the action column for each report to perform various actions on that
single report.

Note: The action column is not displayed by default. You can enable this option from the configuration tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate Cross-Report Match List.

1.1 To select cross-report indexes, follow the procedure.
For a step-by-step procedure on how to select cross-report indexes, see Select Cross-Report Indexes.

2.1 Select Cross-Report Values.
For a step-by-step procedure on how to select a cross-report value, see Select Cross-Report Values.

A list of matching reports is displayed.
2. Select the reports for the report action.
3. Find the button that is labeled Action in your reports row.

Note:  The Action button is in the second column. If there is no Action button and Action column, this option
must be turned off.

4. Click the Action button.
The report or favorite action drop-down list is displayed.

Note:  The report actions available to you depend on the type of selected report.
5. Click a report action from the drop-down list.

Note:  The selected report action is applied only to that single report, even if you have selected multiple reports
using the checkboxes.

Your report action dialog appears.
6. Continue with your Report Action.

Note:  For more information about the Report Actions, see Report Action Dialogs.

 Using Favorites and Shortcuts
CA OM Web Viewer provides two methods for using favorites: CA OM Web Viewer internally
managed favorites and browser favorites. You can also use CA OM Web Viewer shortcut keys.
CA OM Web Viewer provides two methods for using favorites: CA OM Web Viewer internally managed favorites
and browser favorites. You can also use CA OM Web Viewer shortcut keys.

Note:  Unless mentioned specifically, this section refers to internally managed favorites.

 Browser Favorites
The browser favorites let you create a favorite or bookmark that is managed by your web
browser. CA OM Web Viewer creates the favorite and displays the report, but you can select or
manage the favorite through your web browser. The browser favorites are limited to CA View
11.0 or higher repositories.
The browser favorites let you create a favorite or bookmark that is managed by your web browser. CA OM Web
Viewer creates the favorite and displays the report, but you can select or manage the favorite through your web
browser. The browser favorites are limited to CA View 11.0 or higher repositories.

 Favorite List
Contents
Contents
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The favorites list is a list of all the internally managed CA OM Web Viewer favorites you have created in a particular
repository.

From the favorite list, you can browse favorite reports or report sections. For filter favorites, you can apply the filter
from the favorites list.

Additionally, you can perform various report and favorite actions from the favorite list.

To view your favorites for a particular repository, select that repository and click the favorites tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the repository to which you added the favorite.

Note:  If you only have one Repository assigned to you, or if you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repository will already be selected.

3. Click the Favorites tab.
The favorites from your selected repository are displayed.
Each favorite is listed as a row in the favorite’s list table. Each column in the table is an attribute about the
favorite.

Favorite List Columns and Favorite Attributes
Most columns represent an attribute of the favorite. However, two columns have special functions.

• Select
Used to select favorites for various report or favorite actions. This column is also used to select favorites for
removal from the favorites list.

• Action
Enabled from the configuration pane. This column has an action button that lets you select and perform various
report or favorite actions on reports.

The remaining columns each display different attributes about a favorite, such as creation date or the type of
favorite.

Note:

• Depending on the repository configuration, only some favorite attributes are displayed, by default.
• You can use the configuration pane to customize which favorite attributes are displayed on the report.

The following is a list of the possible favorite list column attributes and their descriptions:

• Icon
Displays the icon for the file type of the report.

Note:  Certain unknown file types display a default icon.
• Name

Displays the favorite name. You can modify the name of the favorite using the Edit Favorite Properties dialog.
• Report ID

Displays the unique report identification for the favorite report. Available only for report favorites.
• Description

Displays the description of the favorite. You can modify the description of the favorite using Favorite Properties.
• Type

Displays the type of favorite.

• Latest Report

• The actual report data is dynamic and the user may see it change over time.
• If there are new versions of the report, the favorite always points to the latest version.

• Static Report

• Refers to one particular version of a report.
• The actual report data seen by the user does not change over time.

Note:  A reorganization of your mainframe repository can break this link. For example, merging or splitting
repositories in CA View could cause these favorites to point to the wrong report.

• Filter Settings

• Refers to saved search filter settings.
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• You can use this type of favorite to reuse a search at a later time.
• Modification Date

Displays the date the favorite was created or the last time the favorite’s properties were changed.
• Creation Date (Report or Report Section Favorites Only)

Displays the date of creation of the report this favorite refers to.

Note:  This value is displayed only when the favorite is static type.
• Creation Time (Report or Report Section Favorites Only)

Displays the time of creation of the report this favorite refers to.

Note:  This value is displayed only when the favorite is static type.

Report and Favorite Actions from the Favorites List
The Report Actions and Favorite Actions sections describe various options for viewing and using report data. This
section describes the Report and Favorite Actions that are available in the Favorites List.

Because the reports do not reside on your computer, but on a centralized repository management system, you
cannot edit the content.

From the Favorites List you can perform the following report actions on Report or Report Section Favorites only:

• Edit Favorite Properties
• Browse Favorite Report
• Browse Favorite Report in a New Window
• View Report Information
• Remove CA OM Web Viewer Favorites (internally managed favorites, not browser favorites).
• Print Report
• Email Report
• Save Report
• Export Report

From the Favorites List you can perform the following report actions on Filter Favorites only:

• Edit Favorite Properties
• Apply Favorite Filter
• Remove CA OM Web Viewer Favorites (internally managed favorites, not browser favorites).

Note:  For more information about the report actions, see Report Action Dialogs.

Use Report and Favorite Actions

From the favorite list pane you can perform various report or favorite actions using any one of the following options:

• Toolbar
• Hotkeys
• Action Drop-down

Note: The options of report actions available from the Reports List are different from the options available from
other panes. The available report actions are based on your current Role.

Use the Toolbar
You can use the toolbar to perform various report actions on one or more favorites, from the Report List.

Warning:  The report actions available in the toolbar changes based on the selected reports.

Note:  You can also use the hotkeys to perform the same actions. To see which action it performs, use the tooltip of
each toolbar button.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the repository to which you added the favorite.

Note:  If you only have one Repository assigned to you or you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repository is already selected.

3. Click the Favorites tab.
4. Select one or more of the favorites for favorite or report action.
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Warning:  The report actions available from the toolbar can change based on the selected reports.

5. (Optional) Choose Select All.

Note:  The Select All is at the top of the select column, to the left of the Select label.
6. Click any one of the following icons, as required:

•
Edit Favorite Properties 
Available only when you select a single favorite.

•
View Report Information 
Available only when you select a single favorite. Additionally, the favorite type must be a favorite that can
refer only to a single report.

•
Remove the CA OM Web Viewer favorites. 
Available with any combination of selected reports.

• Print 
Available with one or more selected favorites. However, each of the selected favorites must be a favorite type
that can refer only to a single report.
Additionally, all the selected favorites must be mainframe text reports only.

• Email 
Available with one or more selected favorites. However, each of the selected favorites must be a favorite type
that can refer only to a single report.

•
Save 
Available with a single selected favorite. Additionally, the favorite type must be a favorite that can refer only
to a single report.

• Export 
Available with a single selected favorite. Additionally, the favorite type must be a favorite that can refer only
to a single report.

Note:  If a report action is available to you with your current selection, its icon is enabled and shown in color. If
the report action is not available with your current selection, the icon for that report action is disabled and shown
in gray.

7. Continue with your report or favorite action.
With the exception of removing the CA OM Web Viewer favorites, your favorite or report action dialog must
appear after clicking the report action icon.

Note:  When adding the CA OM Web Viewer favorites from the toolbar, no dialog is displayed, because
the process is automatic. For more information about removing favorites, see Remove Favorites. For more
information about the Report Actions, see Report Action Dialogs.

Use the Action Button
You can use the action button that is listed in the action column for each favorite to perform various report or
favorite actions on that favorite report.

Note: The action column is not displayed by default. You can enable this option from the configuration tab.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the repository to which you added the favorite.

Note:  If you only have one Repository assigned to you or you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repository can already be selected.

3. Click the Favorites tab.
4. Select one or more of the favorites for favorite or report action.
5. Find the button that is labeled Action in your report row.

Note:  The Action button is in the second column. If there is no Action button and no Action column, this option
must be turned off. You can change this option from the configuration panel.

6. Click the Action button.
The report or favorite action drop-down list is displayed.
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Note:  The report or favorite actions available to you depend on the type of selected report.
7. Click a report or favorite action from the drop-down list.

Your report action dialog appears.

Note:  The selected report action is applied only to that single favorite, even if you have selected multiple
reports.

8. Continue with your Report Action.

Note:  For more information about the Report Actions, see Report Action Dialogs.

 Types of Favorites
There are seven different types of internal favorites in CA OM Web Viewer.
There are seven different types of internal favorites in CA OM Web Viewer.

This section discusses the internal product favorites.

Product Favorites Description

Report Refers to an entire report.

Report Search Filter You can save a report filter.

If you save a filter as a favorite, that filter can be used
the next time you want to see all the reports that are
selected by that filter.

For example, the favorite filter is looking for A* and
specifies the last 25 days on Repository nnn.

Whenever this favorite is used, all the reports that start
with the letter A that were added to Repository nnn in
the last 25 days are selected.

Cross-Report Search Filter This type of favorite cannot be added to a subscription
and is not listed on the favorites list of the subscription
pane.

Cross-Report Index-Value Filter This type of filter returns all report sections that match
this index and value pair. The filter can be saved as a
favorite.

Example

Assume that you have a Cross-Report Index of
ACCOUNT with a value of 12345678. This can produce
five different report page ranges, or report sections,
where the index matches the given value. These report
sections can actually be from different reports, if an
index and value are in more than one report.

Those report sections are listed in a sub folder of the
subscription on the Reports tab.

Cross-Report Index-Value Report Section A single report section.

A single Cross-Report Index-Value match can be added
as a favorite.

This report section appears, to a user of the
subscription, as a text report listed in their subscription.
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Report Index Report Indexes can be added as favorites.

This type of favorite lets the user of the subscription
to select an index value, and then see the matching
section of data from a report for that index-value pair.

Report Index-Value Report Section A single report section.

A single report index-value match can be added as a
favorite.

 Favorite Properties
The favorite properties have a number of effects on how users see favorites in subscriptions.
The favorite properties can be viewed from the edit favorite properties dialog. The description
column of the table includes how each property affects the subscription table.
The favorite properties have a number of effects on how users see favorites in subscriptions. The favorite
properties can be viewed from the edit favorite properties dialog. The description column of the table includes how
each property affects the subscription table.

The following list describes the favorite properties:

• Favorite Name
Specifies the name that is displayed in the subscription on the Reports tab.

• Favorite Description
Specifies the tooltip that is displayed in the subscription on the Reports tab.

• Favorite Type
Specifies one of the following favorite types:

• Latest Report
• The actual report data the user sees can change over time.
• If new versions of the report exist, the favorite always points to the latest version.
• Static Report
• Refers to one particular version of a report.
• The actual report data does not change over time.
• You cannot include static favorites in a subscription.

A reorganization of your mainframe repository can break this link. For example, merging or splitting
repositories in CA View can cause these favorites to point to the wrong report.

• Filter Settings
• Refers to saved search filter settings.
• Use this type of favorite to rerun a search later.
• You cannot add the Cross-Report Index filters to a subscription.

• Last Modification
Refers to either the creation date of the favorite, or the last time a user modified it after its creation.

• Attributes
Different favorite types list different attributes. The following table lists the various favorite types with their
attributes:

Type of Favorite Icon Attribute

Report or Report Section Favorite
(Dynamic)

Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Report or Report Section Favorite
(Static)

Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Report Filter Favorites Various Filter criteria used to create
the filter.

Cross-Report Index-Value Filter
Favorites

Various filter criteria used to create
this filter, with the index name and
value.
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Report Index Favorites (Dynamic) Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Report Index Favorites (Static) Attributes section includes the
Report ID, and the create date and
time of the report this favorite is
referring to.

Non-Text Reports (Dynamic)  Attributes section includes only the
Report ID.

Non-Text Reports (Static)  Attributes section includes the
Report ID, and the create date and
time of the report this favorite is
referring to.

 Edit and Delete Favorites
Edit a favorite by modifying its properties. 
Edit a favorite by modifying its properties. 

Note:  The edit favorite properties dialog can be started only from the Subscriptions tab or the Favorites List.
You can edit the type (static, or dynamic) of a Favorite, only by opening the Favorites Properties dialog from the
Favorites list.

Follow these steps:

1. To open favorite properties, use one of the following options:

• Open the Edit Favorite Properties Dialog from the Subscription Panel.

1.1 Click the Subscriptions tab.
2.1 Click a Subscription on the Subscription list or Create a Subscription.
3.1 Find the Action button in your favorite’s row.

The Action button is in the second column. If there is no Action button and Action column, this option
must be turned off. You can change this option from the configuration panel.

4.1 Click the Action button.
The available actions drop-down list displays.

5.1 Click Favorite Properties.
• Open the Edit Favorite Properties Dialog from the Favorites Panel.

1.1 Click the Advanced Search tab.
2.1 Select the repository where the favorite was created.
3.1 Click the Favorite sub tab.
4.1 Find the Action button in your favorite’s row.

The Action button is in the second column. If there is no Action button and Action column, this option
must be turned off. You can change this option from the configuration panel.

5.1 Click the Action button.
The available actions drop-down list displays.

6.1 Click Favorite Properties.
2. Edit the Favorite Name.

Note:  This is the name of the favorite a user sees on the Reports tab, if the favorite, after the subscription, is
assigned to them.

3. Edit the Favorite Description.
This is the tooltip of the favorite the users see in the subscription on the Reports tab, after the subscription is
assigned to them.

4. (Only from the favorites list) Edit whether a favorite is static or dynamic.

Note:  You cannot change this property from the subscription favorites list. Also, static type favorites are not
shown on the subscription pane, because they cannot be added to the favorite's pane.

5. Click Ok.
The properties of the favorite are updated. If you change any properties, the calling pane must be refreshed to
display the new changes.

Delete Favorites
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You can remove a favorite you no longer want. You can remove favorites only from the favorite list.

Warning:  If you remove a favorite, that favorite is automatically removed from any subscriptions that the
favorite was added to. If other users are using your subscription, they can lose access to the report.

You can remove one or more favorites at the same time.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the repository to which you added the favorite.

Note:  If you only have one Repository that is assigned to you, or you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repository is already selected.

3. Click the Favorites tab.
The favorites from your selected repository are displayed.
Each favorite is listed as a row in the favorite’s list table. Each column in the favorite’s list table is an attribute
about the favorite.

4. Select one or more favorites for removal.
5. (Optional) Select Select All.

The Select All is at the top of the Select column, to the left of the Select label.
6.

Click the Remove Favorite icon .
A delete confirmation dialog appears.

7. Click Ok to delete the favorite.
The favorite is removed and the favorites list is refreshed.

 Create and Use a Report Favorite
You can add an entire report as a favorite for quick access later. Adding favorites is a task of .
You can add an entire report as a favorite for quick access later. Adding favorites is a task of Managing
Subscriptions and Favorites.

Add a Report Favorite
You can add a report to your favorites and then add those favorite reports to create a subscription.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Report List and select the report that you want to add as a favorite.
2. Click Add Favorite.

The report is added as a favorite and can be accessed from the Favorites tab of the Advanced Search tab.

Use a Report Favorite
You can view a report that was saved as a favorite and can use various actions that are permitted to your role on
that report.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search, then the Favorites tab.
Your favorites list is displayed.

2. Click your report favorite to browse the report.
3. Browse the report and perform all actions available to your role.
4. (Optional) Select from the following additional options, for your favorite report, in the Action drop-down menu in

the Favorites List page:
The Action drop-down menu contains various options for the report.

Note:  The action column is not displayed by default. You can enable this option from the configuration tab.

 Shortcut Keys
CA OM Web Viewer indicates its Alt shortcut keys by underlining them in its menu options. For
example, the Edit, Find option in the CA OM Web Viewer menu indicates that its shortcut key is
Alt + E, followed by Alt+F.
Note:  Some users refer to shortcut keys as access keys or accelerators.
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CA OM Web Viewer indicates its Alt shortcut keys by underlining them in its menu options. For example, the Edit,
Find option in the CA OM Web Viewer menu indicates that its shortcut key is Alt + E, followed by Alt+F.

In Internet Explorer, to apply a shortcut key for a CA OM Web Viewer menu option, press Alt, followed by the keys.
For example, for Edit, Find, press Alt+E for Edit, then Alt+F for Find.

Firefox reserves all Alt+ keys for browser menu functions. Therefore in Firefox, use one of the following options to
apply a shortcut key for a CA OM Web Viewer menu option:

• Once per Firefox session, enable shortcut keys for applications (including CA OM Web Viewer) by pressing Ctrl
+Shift+M. This action enables Responsive Design View mode.
Next, to apply a shortcut key for a CA OM Web Viewer menu option, press Alt+Shift, followed by the keys. For
example, for Find, press Alt+Shift+F. For Print, press Alt+Shift+P.

• Enable shortcut keys for all Firefox sessions. For the details, see the Mozilla website, Mozilla.org.
Next, to apply a shortcut key for a CA OM Web Viewer menu option, press Alt+Shift, followed by the keys. For
example, for Find, press Alt+Shift+F. For Print, press Alt+Shift+P.

Note:  If you update your version of Firefox, verify that shortcut keys continue to work.

 Internally Managed Favorites
CA OM Web Viewer internally managed favorites are created in, accessed from, and managed
within CA OM Web Viewer.
CA OM Web Viewer internally managed favorites are created in, accessed from, and managed within CA OM Web
Viewer.

The CA OM Web Viewer Internally managed favorites lets you save various types of favorites such as reports
favorites, favorite filter settings, and cross-report index favorites.

The report favorites can refer to a specific instance of the report or the latest version of the report.

Various CA OM Web Viewer report and favorite actions are available for a favorite.

 Create and Use a Report Search Filter Favorite
You can save a report filter as a favorite, and that filter can be used the next time that you want
to see all the reports that the filter selected.
You can save a report filter as a favorite, and that filter can be used the next time that you want to see all the
reports that the filter selected.

For example, the favorite filter is looking for A* and specifies the last 25 days on Repository nnn.

Whenever this favorite is used, all the reports that start with the letter "A" that were added to the Repository nnn in
the last 25 days is selected.

Add a Report Search Filter Favorite
You can save the search and filter criteria that you used to search for reports as favorites and use them later.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the search and filter criteria and click Add Filter Favorite.
The search criteria are added to the favorites list as a Filter Favorite.
The default favorite name is Report Filter on Repository Name.
Icon
Note: You can move the cursor over the icon to know the favorite type. A confirmation message that the Report
Search Filter was successfully created is also displayed.

2. (Optional) Customize the favorite’s properties such as Favorite Name, Description.

Use a Report Search Filter Favorite
You can apply a report search filter favorite and it displays a list of reports that match your criteria.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search, then the Favorites tab.
Your favorites list is displayed.

2. Click your favorite Report Search Filter Favorite.
The search criteria are applied and the report search filter settings and the report list are displayed.
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3. (Options) Locate your Report Search Filter Favorite in the Favorites tab and choose from the following options in
the Action drop-down menu:

• Apply Favorite Filter
Applies the search and filter criteria and displays the Report List.

• Favorite Properties
Displays the Favorite Properties - Webpage Dialog.

• Remove Favorite
Removes the selected favorite from the Favorites List.

1.1 Click Ok to confirm the delete action, in the Confirm the Delete Action dialog.
A confirmation message displays that the favorite has been successfully deleted.

2.1 Click Cancel to return to the favorites list without deletion.

 Create and Apply a Cross-Report Search Filter Favorite
Cross-Report Search Filter favorites return index names instead of reports.
Cross-Report Search Filter favorites return index names instead of reports.

For example, you have a Cross-Report Search Filter, that returns all the Cross-Report Indexes that start with A* in
the last 365 days.

Icon
Note: This type of favorite is not displayed in the Subscription tab Favorites list, because the
result of the filter is not a report, report list, or report section and therefore it cannot be added to
a subscription.
Create a Cross-Report Search Filter Favorite
You can create a Cross-Report Search Filter Favorites.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the repository to which you added the favorite.

Icon
Note: If you only have one Repository assigned to you, or if you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repository is already selected.

3. Click the Cross-Report Indexes tab.
4. Enter your Date & Version criteria.
5. Enter your Report Criteria.
6. Enter your index criteria.
7. Click Add Filter Favorites.

The favorite is added as a Cross-Report Search Filter Favorite.

Apply a Cross-Report Search Filter Favorite
You can apply a Cross-Report Search Filter Favorite. When you create it, the Cross-Report Indexes tab appears.
However, if your search filter finds only one Cross-Report Index, the value selection pane for the index does not
appear.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the repository to which you added the favorite.

Icon
Note: If you only have one Repository assigned to you, or if you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repository is already selected.

3. Click the Favorites tab.
4. Click the Favorite name.

The Cross-Report Filter is applied.
A list of all the matching cross-report indexes is displayed with the filter criteria used in the search.

Icon
Note: If only one cross-report index matches the filter criteria, you are automatically moved to the value
selection pane for that index.
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5. Follow the steps in the Cross-Report Index Search.

 Create and Use a Cross-Report Index-Value Filter Favorite
The Cross-Report Index-Value Filter returns a mini report list of all the report sections that
match this cross-report index and value pair. The filter can be saved as a Favorite.
The Cross-Report Index-Value Filter returns a mini report list of all the report sections that match this cross-report
index and value pair. The filter can be saved as a Favorite.

Example

Assume that you select a Cross-Report Index of ACCOUNT with a value of 12345678. This filter can produce five
different report sections, where the index matches the given value. If an index and value are in more than one
report, these report sections can actually be from different reports.

These report sections are basically the parts of a report, page ranges within a report, where a certain cross-report
index has a certain value.

Add a Cross-Report Index-Value Filter Favorite
You can save as favorites the search and filter criteria that you used to search for indexes and use them later.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search after logging in to CA OM Web Viewer.
2. (Optional) Select the repository from which you want to add a favorite.

Icon
Note: If you only have one Repository assigned to you, or if you have selected a default repository in your
configuration, that repository is already selected.

3. Click the Cross-Report Indexes tab.
4. Complete the Cross-Report Index Search Dialog.
5. Click Go.
6. Select a Cross-Report Index.

The Cross-Report Index-Value selection pane is displayed.
7. Select a cross-report index-value.

A list of report sections that match the index-value pair you selected is displayed.
8. Click the Add Filter Favorite button (top right of the report list pane).

The Cross-Report Index-Value Filter is added as a favorite.

Use a Cross-Report Index-Value Filter Favorite
Clicking a Cross-Report Index-Value Filter Favorite produces a mini report list of report sections. This report section
has an index-value that matches your selected favorite.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search, Favorites.
Your favorites list is displayed.

2. Click your favorite Cross-Report Index-Value Filter Favorite.
The Cross-Report Match List is displayed.

Cross-Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite
You can add a single report section from a Cross-Report Match List as a favorite.

These report sections are the parts of a report, page ranges within a report, where a particular cross-report index
has a specific value.

This type of favorite lets you mark and select these matching report sections as favorite for later use.

You can browse the report section later, using the favorite.

 Create and Browse a Cross-Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite
You can add a single report section from a Cross-Report Match List as a favorite.
You can add a single report section from a Cross-Report Match List as a favorite.

These report sections are the parts of a report, page ranges within a report, where a particular cross-report index
has a specific value.
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This type of favorite lets you mark and select these matching report sections as favorite for later use.

You can browse the report section later, using the favorite.

Add a Cross-Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite
You can add a single Cross-Report Index-Value match as a favorite and can browse the report section later.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete steps 1 through 7 in the Use a Cross-Report Index-Value Filter Favorite section.
A list of report sections that match the Index-Value pair you selected is displayed.

2. Select one or more report sections in the cross-report match report list.
3. Click the Add Favorite icon.

A message confirming that your favorites have been added is displayed.

You can browse this report section later, using the favorite.

Browse a Cross-Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite
Clicking a Cross-Report Index-Value Filter Favorite displays a mini report list of report sections. This report section
has an index-value that matches your selected favorite.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search, Favorites.
Your favorites list is displayed.

2. Click your favorite Cross-Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite.
The report section is displayed.

 Create and Browse a Report Index Favorite
You can add report Indexes as favorites.
You can add report Indexes as favorites.

This type of favorite lets you save a particular report index for later use. This type of favorite lets you enter different
index values each time you use this favorite.

Example

You work in a telephone bank and had to search for account numbers in a search report often. You can save
the account number index as a favorite. This allows you to access the index later, and supply a different account
number to it each time.

Add a Report Index Favorite
You can add a report index as a favorite and later apply various index values to that index.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a report with indexes.
2. Select a Logical View that has at least one index.
3. Click the Add Index Favorite button.

Your favorite is now added to the Favorites and listed in the favorites pane.
4. (Optional) Navigate to the Favorites list, and confirm that the favorite is displayed.

Icon
Note: We recommend renaming your favorite, because the default favorite names are generic.

Browse a Report Index Favorite
You can click on a Report Index Favorite to display the index value selection pane and select any value match
listed for that index.

Example:

If your favorite refers to a Social Security Number index, you can select this favorite, and then index a social
security number.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search, Favorites.
Your favorites list is displayed.
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2. Click your Report Index Favorite.
The index value selection pane opens.

3. (Optional) Select an index value.
A report section is displayed in the right-hand pane.

 Create and Browse a Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite
A single section of a report where an index matches a certain value can be added as a favorite.
A single section of a report where an index matches a certain value can be added as a favorite.

Example

You want to save only the eastern division section of the sale report. You do not have to save the entire report as a
favorite. Instead, you can locate and bookmark the report section referring to the sales of the eastern division.

Create a Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite
You can add a report index as a favorite and later apply various index values to that index.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a report with indexes.
2. Select a Logical View that has at least one index.
3. Click Get Values.
4. Select an index value by clicking that index value link.

A report section is displayed in the right-hand pane.
5. Click the Add Favorite button.

The favorite is added to your favorites list.
6. (Optional) Navigate to the favorites list, and confirm that the favorite is displayed.

We recommend renaming your favorite, because the default favorite names are generic.

Browse a Report Index-Value Report Section Favorite
You can store an index value combination as a favorite for later use. When you return to the favorite it either finds
the same section of the same report, or it finds the equivalent section in the latest copy of the report, depending on
whether the favorite is static or dynamic.

If the favorite is a static favorite, you are pointed to the same section in the same report. If the favorite is a dynamic
favorite, the matching report section from the latest report is displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Advanced Search, then the Favorites tab.
Your favorites list is displayed.

2. Click your report index-value report section favorite.
The report section matching your index value combination is displayed.

 Create and Use a Static Favorite
A static favorite points to a specific version of a report, unlike the dynamic favorite which always
points to the latest version of a report.
A static favorite points to a specific version of a report, unlike the dynamic favorite which always points to the latest
version of a report.

You can create a static favorite by either using the following procedure or editing a dynamic favorite’s properties to
make it static.

Create a Static Favorite
You can create a static favorite only from the action drop-down list.

Icon
Note: When you select one or more objects and click Add Favorite on the toolbar, the favorites
are added as dynamic favorites by default.
Follow these steps:

1. Open a Report List or Cross-Report Match List.
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2. Find the Action button in your report’s row.

Icon
Note: The Action button is in the second column. If there is no Action button and Action column, this option must
be turned off. You can change this option from the configuration panel.

3. Click the Action Button for the report you want to add as a favorite.
The available report actions drop-down displays.

4. Click Add Favorite.
The New Favorite Properties dialog displays. The fields in this panel are the same as the favorite properties
panel.

5. Set the Favorite type to Static Report.
6. Click Create.

The selected report is added as a static favorite.

Use a Static Favorite
You can use a static favorite as you use a dynamic favorite, except that you cannot add a static favorite to a
Subscription.

 Browsing Reports
Browsing Reports
 

 Report Browsing Options
There are a number of report-browsing options available from within CA OM Web Viewer. Your
current role determines which report viewing options are available to you. This section briefly
describes the different report viewing options and helps you to get more information about them.
There are a number of report-browsing options available from within CA OM Web Viewer. Your current role
determines which report viewing options are available to you. This section briefly describes the different report
viewing options and helps you to get more information about them.

Here are several options for browsing reports in CA OM Web Viewer.

• Browse Report Tab
Used to browse the favorites in your subscriptions.

• Browse Mainframe Text Report
Used when your mainframe text report has no Logical Views other than the default native view.

• Browse Logical View
Used when your mainframe text report has Logical Views other than the default native view.

• Browse AFP Reports
Depending on your options AFP reports can either be converted to PDFs or viewed by a third-party AFP viewer.

Warning:  If you are not converting an AFP report to PDF, and you do not have an AFP viewer that is
installed, you will be prompted to download the AFP file, rather than view it.

• Browse Binary Reports
This type of browse is a pop-up window that either displays a report or prompts the user to download the report,
depending on the file type.

Note:  This functionality can be started from any pane that lists a binary report.
• Browse Link Access

You can also access a pane similar to the mainframe text report browse from browse favorites or html links.
• Browse in New Window

You open the appropriate browse option in a new window.

 Browse Mainframe Text Reports
 
 

You can browse a mainframe text report when it has no Logical Views other than the default native view. The
mainframe text report browsing pane includes the following options:
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• Page Navigation Arrows
• Report Page Selection
• Bread Crumbs
• Toolbar and Menu Options
• Annotations
• Other Report Actions

These options are similar to the options available from browsing Link Access or Logical Views and from the Browse
in New Window feature.

Page Navigation
You can navigate through Mainframe text reports and report index favorites, and view required pages.

Mainframe text reports and report index favorites are displayed in the right pane.

Note:  You can also use the Go To Page dialog for quick navigation.

Only the default numbers of pages of the report are displayed at any time, regardless of the size of the report. For
example, if your administrator sets a default of five pages at a time, a maximum of only five pages are displayed.

You can navigate to other pages in page ranges that are not displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a Mainframe text report or report index favorite, from the Reports tab.
2. Do one of the following steps:

1.1 Find the page range navigation buttons (top right of the display pane) and navigate to the page you want to
display.

• >> displays the last group of Pages.
• > displays the next group of Pages.
• < displays the previous group of Pages.
• << displays the first group of Pages.

2.1
Click the  (Go To a page number) button, enter a specific page number and click Go.

The first page in the range of the targeted page is displayed.

Select Report Pages
You can select pages to be used for various report actions. These pages are listed in the Current Selected Pages
radio option of Print, Email, Save, and Export.

This procedure lets you select pages for the various report actions.

Note:  You can also enter a page selection in the report action dialog.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a Mainframe Text Report or Report Section.
2. Select the page selection options.

The page selection option is at the top-left of each page, in the blue page header bar.
3. (Optional) Select Additional Pages.
4. Start a print, email, save, or export option.

The Current Selected Pages option displays your page selection.

Bread Crumbs
The term bread crumbs means the navigation path that you used to get to your current location.

For example, if you browse to a favorite report named RPT_SAMPLE_1, the top of the browse dialog displays as
follows:

Favorites > RPT_SAMPLE_1

If you click Favorites in the example, you are returned to the favorites page.

Artificial Page Mode
Administrators can enable Artificial Page mode to load large-page mainframe text reports more efficiently. Large-
page means that the average page length is 300 or more lines. Artificial Page mode displays each page of a
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large-page mainframe text report in smaller portions (artificial pages), which helps provide quicker response time
when users browse these reports.

When Artificial Page mode is enabled, the Info icon  appears next to the page navigation controls at the top right
of the screen when you display a large-page mainframe text reports.

Note:  Artificial Page mode applies to native views only.

In Artificial Page mode, most report actions use artificial pages for page selection. For example, printing pages 1-5
means printing artificial pages 1-5. The exception is that exporting reports to spreadsheets always displays and
exports physical pages. 

For more details about Artificial Page Mode, see Managing Display Preferences.

 Report Actions when Browsing Mainframe Text Reports
Contents
Contents

The Report Actions section discusses various options for viewing and using report data.

Because the reports do not reside on your computer, but on a centralized repository management system, you
cannot edit the content. However, you can use the following Report Actions from the Reports Tab.

From the Reports Tab you can perform the following report actions:

• Find Text
• Go To Page
• View Report Information
• Display Notes
• Show Annotations
• Show Annotations List
• Add Browser Favorite or Bookmark
• Print Report
• Email Report
• Save Report
• Export Report

Using Report Actions
From the report pane you can perform various report actions using any one of the following options:

• Menu
• Toolbar
• Hotkeys

Note: The options of report actions available from the Reports tab are different from the options available from
other panes. The report actions available are based on your current Role.

Use the Menu
You can use the menu to perform various report actions.

Note:  You can also use the toolbar or hotkeys to perform the same actions. To see which action it performs, use
the tooltip of each toolbar button.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a Mainframe Text Report or Report Index favorite, from the Reports tab.
2. To view and use the options, move your cursor over one of the following drop-down menus, in the Reports tab:

1.1 Edit Menu

• Find Text
• Go To Page

2.1 View Menu

• Display Notes
• Annotations
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• Annotation List
3.1 Output Menu

• Favorite or Bookmark (Browser)
• Print
• Email
• Save
• Export

3. Click the desired report action.
A report action dialog opens or in the case of either annotation option, the annotation icons are displayed.

 Annotations and Bookmarks
You can mark certain lines of a mainframe text report with notes, bookmarks, or annotations, as
follows:
You can mark certain lines of a mainframe text report with notes, bookmarks, or annotations, as follows:

• Annotations
Annotations associate one or more notes with a text line in a single version of a report. If an annotation has no
notes, it is automatically deleted. Similarly, if all the notes in it are private, no one else can see the annotation; if
the annotation contains public notes, other users can see the annotation.

• Bookmarks
Bookmark a particular line of a report, so that you can find and use it again later.

• Notes
Associate a note, or text, with a line of a single version of a report. Notes can be private or public. Only the
author of a private note can view it. Users can view a public note if they have access to annotation mode and
the version of the report that includes the note.

Limitations:

• You can add annotations, bookmarks, or notes only in text documents in CA View repositories, and only on the
first 254 lines of a page. 

• When you browse mainframe text reports in Artificial Page mode, you can annotate or bookmark only the first
page of a report.

Annotation Mode
With annotations mode on, each displayed line of your report has an icon to indicate whether that line has a note,
bookmark, both, or neither.

If you move your mouse over a report line which has public notes or private notes you created, a pop-up is
displayed listing all the notes, and annotation mode turns on.

Features
Turning on annotation mode has the following effects:

• Line Indicator Icons are shown
• The Annotation List is enabled

Click Annotation List to display a list of all the annotations in this version of the report.

• Mouse over note reading is enabled
When you move your mouse over a particular line of data, the note data for that particular line of data is
displayed in a pop-up.

• Each line in the report which can be clicked is highlighted
Clicking on a line opens the Annotation dialog. Whether the line has notes, bookmarks, both, or neither,
changes what is displayed in the Annotation dialog.

Toggle Annotation Mode - On or Off
You can turn on Annotations mode and view notes.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a mainframe text Report or Report Section using Logical Views or Logical Views and indexes.
2.

Click the Show Annotations Icon  in the toolbar to enable Annotation mode.
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3. (Optional) Click the icon again to turns off Annotation mode.

Line Indicator Icons
The line indicator icons indicate whether each line has a note or bookmark. The icons are found on the left side of
the browser pane near the beginning of each line. To turn on the line indicators turn on Annotation mode.

There are four different line indicator icons in Annotation mode:

 The add annotation or bookmark button. No note or bookmarks are present on this line.

Clicking on a line with this icon opens the New Annotation or Bookmark pane of the Annotation dialog.

 A bookmark is present on this line.

 A bookmark and a note are present on this line.

 A note is present on this line.

Clicking on a line in any one of the above three icons opens the line’s annotation and bookmark list.

Annotations Dialog
The annotation dialog has a number of different components and panes.

Annotation Lists
On the left pane there is a tab bar, which includes an Annotation List tab and an Annotation tab.

• Annotation List Tab
Displays a list of all the annotations and bookmarks in the report.

• Annotation Tab
Displays a list of all the annotations and bookmarks on a particular line of a report.

Annotation Pane
The right pane displays the following panes as needed.

• View/Edit Annotation
• View/Edit Note
• New Note Pane
• Create New Annotation/Bookmark Pane

Use Annotation Dialog
This section describes some of the procedures available to users from the Annotation dialog.

Note:  Depending on the permissions to the repository on which you are working, you may not be able to perform
some of these operations. For more information, contact your system administrator.

Display Annotation List
You can display a list of all the annotations in a version of a report.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a mainframe text Report or Report Section using Logical Views or Logical Views and indexes.
2.

Click the Show Annotations icon  in the toolbar.
Annotation Mode is now On and the Show Annotation List button is enabled.

3.
Click the Show Annotation List icon  in the toolbar.
The annotation dialog is displayed with Annotation List in the Annotation List tab.

4. (Optional) Click on annotation or bookmark.
Information about the bookmark or annotation is displayed in the right pane. Additionally, your report browse
page is forwarded to the location of that annotation or bookmark. The line of the bookmark of annotation is
highlighted in yellow.

View Annotations and Bookmarks on a Line
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You can browse a report and view annotations and bookmarks on a line. An annotation is a group of one or more
notes.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a mainframe text Report or Report Section using Logical Views or Logical Views and indexes.
2.

Click the Show Annotations icon  in the toolbar.
Annotation Mode is now On.
Line indicator icons are turned on:

•
 A bookmark is present on this line.

•
 A bookmark and a note are present on this line.

•
 A note is present on this line.

•
 This is the add annotation or bookmark button. No note or bookmarks are present on this line.

You can click on any line which has an indicator icon.
3.

Click on a line with a bookmark , note , or note and bookmark .
The annotation dialog is displayed with the Annotations tab selected. The Annotations tab displays a list of all
bookmarks and annotations on the line.

View and Edit Annotations
You can view an annotation to see all the notes included in that annotation. Additionally, you can edit the annotation
description.

Note:  An annotation is a group of one or more notes.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a mainframe text Report or Report Section using Logical Views or Logical Views and indexes.
2.

Click the Show Annotations icon  in the toolbar.
Annotation Mode is now On.
Line indicator icons are turned on:

•
 A bookmark is present on this line.

•
 A bookmark and a note are present on this line.

•
 A note is present on this line.

•
 This is the add annotation or bookmark button. No note or bookmarks are present on this line.

You can click on any line which has an indicator icon.
3.

Click on a line with a note , or note and bookmark .
The annotation dialog is displayed with the annotations tab selected. The annotations tab displays a list of all
bookmarks and annotations on the line.

4. Click the Annotation.
In the left pane, a list of all the notes in the annotation is displayed below the annotation.
In the right pane, the notes are also listed in a table. The following information is included in the table about
each note:

• User
Displays the author of the note.

• Creation
Displays the creation date and time.

• Access
Displays whether the note is public or private.

• Public notes can be viewed by anyone with access to this version of the report, and access to annotations
mode.

• Private notes can only be viewed by the note’s creator.
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5. (Optional) Edit the annotation description.

1.1 Change the value in the Description field.
2.1 Click Update.

The changed description is updated.

Navigate to a Bookmark or an Annotation
You can navigate to the location in a report of a particular bookmark or annotation.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a mainframe text Report or Report Section using Logical Views or Logical Views and indexes.
2.

Click the Show Annotations icon  in the toolbar.
Annotation Mode is now On.
The Show Annotation List is enabled.

3.
Click the Show Annotation List icon  in the toolbar.
The annotation dialog is displayed with annotation list in the annotation list tab.

4. Click on annotation or bookmark you want to navigate to.
Your report browse page is forwarded to the location of that annotation or bookmark. The line of the bookmark
or annotation is highlighted in yellow.

Create an Annotation
You can add an annotation to a particular line.

An annotation is a group of one or more notes and adding a new annotation requires adding at least one new note.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a mainframe text Report or Report Section using Logical Views or Logical Views and indexes.
2.

Click the Show Annotations icon  in the toolbar.
Annotation Mode is now On.
Line indicator icons are turned on:

•
 A bookmark is present on this line.

•
 A bookmark and a note are present on this line.

•
 A note is present on this line.

•
 This is the add annotation or bookmark button. No note or bookmarks are present on this line.

You can click on any line which has an indicator icon.
3. Do one of the following:

1.1 Add an annotation to a line which already has an annotation or bookmark

•
Click on a line with a bookmark , note , or note and bookmark .

• The annotation dialog is displayed with the Annotations tab selected. The Annotations tab displays a list
of all bookmarks and annotations on the line.

• Click the create link above that line’s Annotation List
The New Annotation/Bookmark pane displays in the right pane.

2.1 Add an annotation to line with a bookmark or annotation.

• Click on a line with a no bookmarks or notes.
•

Clicking on a line with the add annotation symbol  takes you directly to the New Annotation/
Bookmark pane.

With either choice in step 3, you should now see the New Annotation/Bookmark pane.
4. Select a Type:

To create an annotation you have to select one of the first two types.

• Public Annotation
Creates a new annotation with a public note.
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• Private Annotation
Creates a new annotation with a private note.

• Private Bookmark
Creates a new bookmark. (If creating a bookmark skip steps 7 and 8).

Note:  There is nothing as a public bookmark. All bookmarks are private and personal use only.
5. Enter the following:

• Note ID
Displays the name of the Annotation in both report level Annotation List and the line level Annotation List.

• Description
Defines a field that other users can see and update. It can be used to give extra information about the
purpose of the annotation or the notes in this annotation.

• Note
Defines the note which is required for an annotation. Therefore to create an annotation you must supply the
first note.

6. Click Create.
You will receive a confirmation if the annotation is successfully created.

Add a Bookmark
You can add a particular line of a report as a bookmark. You can then use this bookmark to navigate directly to the
page of the report later.

To create a bookmark, follow the procedure for creating an annotation with the following modifications.

Follow these steps:

1. In step 4, select the option Private Bookmark.
2. Skip steps 5 and 6.

The bookmark is created.

Add a Note
You can add a new note to an existing annotation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select and view an existing Annotation.
2. Click the New Note link.

The Note Creation pane appears in the right pane.
3. Select Public or Private for the note type.
4. Enter the note text in the Note text box.
5. Click Create.

You are returned to the annotation view pane.

 Browse in New Window
Contents
Contents

The browse in new window option opens a pop-up browse window for the report you selected. The browse in new
window option lets you browse more than one report at the same time.

Open a Browse Window
The browse in new window option can be used from any of the report or favorite lists. To open a browse window,
select browse in new window from the action drop-down list.

Note:  For more information about starting the browse in new window option, see the documentation for the report
of favorite list you are working on.

Special Options
When you browse a report in a new window, most of the options are the same as when you are browsing a report
in the main window.

For example, if you are browsing a report with logical views set up, you can still see the logical view select pane
when you browse the report in a new window.
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However, there are two exceptions:

• Breadcrumbs
When you are browsing a report in a new window, breadcrumbs to report to the previous page are not available.

• Close Button
The close button closes your pop-up window. It appears only when you are browsing a report in a new window.

 Browse in Logical View
Contents
Contents

A Logical View is a manipulated view of part or all of a mainframe text report. A Logical View produces either a
report section or a report index selection pane.

Note:  From the index selection pane you can create other report sections based on your report index selection.

• Logical View Selection
If your report has more than one logical view defined, and you have the correct permission to view more than
one logical view, a logical selection pane is displayed when you browse a report.

Note:  Logical Views are set up by an administrator.
• Index Value Selection

A logical view can also include an index value selection option. This option lets you display different sections of
a report based on an index value.
For example, you can display a different section of report based on an SSN. For example, you can index each
person’s bill to his or her SSN.

• Report Sections
Logical Views, and Index Value Selections are used to produce report sections. These report sections all like
mini mainframe text reports. You can perform report actions on the reports; such as print and email, and even
add one report section as a Favorite.

Note:  For more information about performing actions on these report sections, see Report Actions.

Select Logical Views
A Logical View is a manipulated view of part or all of a mainframe text report.

If your report has more than one logical view defined, a logical view selection pane is displayed when you browse a
report.

You must select a logical view to see the report section for that Logical View.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a report from any of the following:

• Reports tab
• Advanced Search tab
• Favorites

If a Logical View has been set up, the Logical View drop-down list is displayed.
2. Select a Logical View from the Logical View drop-down list.

One of the following is displayed:

• If index selections are required with this Logical View, an index selection pane is displayed in the left section
of the page.

• A report section is displayed in the bottom section of the page.
3. (Optional) Browse report or perform report actions.

Select Index Values
You can use the indexes to go directly to specific sections of the report that you want to view.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a report from any of the following tabs:

• Reports tab
• Advanced Search tab
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• Favorites

If a Logical View has been set up, the Logical View drop-down list is displayed.
2. Select a Logical View from the Logical View Drop-down list.

One of the following is displayed:

• If index selections are required with this Logical View, an index selection pane is displayed in the left section
of the page.

• A report section is displayed in the bottom section of the page.
If a report section is displayed instead of the index value selection pane that means this logical view has no
indexes associated with it.

The Index Value Selection pane is displayed.
3. (Optional) Do one of the following steps:

1.1 Select the As Uppercase option button.
All the index values or values masks, such as R*, that you type, are converted to uppercase.

2.1 Select the As Type option button.
All the index values or values masks, such as R*, are retained in the same case as you typed them.

4. Find the Indexes table.
The index name is listed next to a text box where you can enter a value or a value mask.
If it is a multiple part index, the Indexes table lists each index name with a text box next to it as a row of the
table.

5. (Optional) Enter value mask in one or more of the index value text boxes.
To enter the value mask for a particular index, find the value text box in the same row as that index.

Note:  A value mask is a partial value entry that uses a wildcard, such as 5?5 or T*. An asterisk wildcard
matches zero or more characters; a question mark wildcard matches a single character. The default mask is a
single asterisk, *.

6. Click Get Values (in the table).
A table of possible index values is displayed. Each possible value is displayed as a row of the table with a link.

Note:  If you are using multiple part indexes, each possible value is a combination of several index parts. For
example, a value can look like: valueForIndex1:valueForIndex2:valueForIndex3.

If you get the message, There are no index values that match the above search criteria, try changing your
values masks.

7. (Optional) Use navigation arrows to list other possible index values.

• >> displays the last group of possible index values
• > displays the next group of possible index values
• < displays the previous group of possible index values
• << displays the first group of possible index values

Note: Arrows are displayed only if there is more than one group of values. You can scroll to an index value
in the group by using the scroll bar shown within the index value table for Internet Explorer, or shown on the
Logical View pane for Firefox.

8. Click the link for the index value.
The report section matching your index value selection is displayed in the bottom left side pane.
You can browse this report section as you typically browse a mainframe test report. Additionally, you can
perform various report actions on this report section.

Report Actions Available
The report actions available from the browse logical view section are nearly the same as the report actions
available from standard mainframe browse section.

The main difference is report actions in this these report sections only affect the report section, not the entire report.

For example, if your logical view displays pages 1-5 of a report, a text search in that report section will only display
results from pages 1-5.

 AFP Reports
You can browse either a subsection of an AFP report or the entire report.
You can browse either a subsection of an AFP report or the entire report.

• When browsing a report in its entirety, it is displayed in a new window.
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• When browsing an index of the report, the index is displayed in the main window.

Depending on your available options, AFP reports can either be converted to PDFs or be viewed by a third-party
AFP viewer.

Warning:

If you are not converting an AFP report to PDF, and you do not have an AFP viewer installed, you are
prompted to download the AFP file, rather than view it.

Browse AFP Report
When you browse an AFP report, the entire report is downloaded without the index, whether the report is converted
to PDF or not.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Report List, Favorites List, Subscription Creation Pane, or Cross-Report Match List.
2. Find an AFP Report.
3. Click the Report’s Name, to browse the report.

Note:

Whether your report is displayed in PDF or AFP format is controlled by the Transform AFP Report.

For more information, see Configure Report Browsing.

Select AFP Index Value
AFP index value selection lets you to find a report section associated a certain index value. AFP index value
selection is similar to the logical view index value selection.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Report List, Favorites List, Subscription Creation Pane, or Cross-Report Match List.
2. Find an AFP Report.
3. Find Action in your report’s row.

Note:

The Action button is in the second column. If there is no Action button and no Action column, this option must
be turned off.

4. Click Action.
The report or favorite action drop-down list is displayed.

Note:

The report or favorite actions available to you depend on the type of selected report.
5. Click Index Selection.

The AFP index view selection pane is displayed.
6. Select an AFP Index View from the drop-down list.

The Index Value Selection pane is displayed.
7. (Optional) Do one of the following:

• Select As Uppercase
All the index values or values masks, such as R*, that you type, are converted to uppercase.

• Select As Type
All the index values or values masks, such as R*, are retained in the same case as you typed them.

8. Find the Indexes table.
The index name is listed next to a textbox where you can enter a value or a value mask.

9. (Optional) Enter value mask in one or more of the index value text boxes.
To enter the value mask for a particular index, find the value text box in the same row as that index.

Note:

A value mask is a partial value entry that uses a wildcard, such as 5?5 or T*. An asterisk wildcard matches
zero or more characters; a question mark wildcard matches a single character. The default mask is a single
asterisk, *.

10. Click Get Values (in the above table).
A table of possible index values is displayed. Each possible value is displayed as a row of the table with a link.

Note:
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If you get a message, such as, There are no index values that match the above search criteria, try changing
you values masks.

11.  (Optional) Use navigation arrows to list other possible index values.
– >> displays the last group of possible index values
– > displays the next group of possible index values
– < displays the previous group of possible index values
– << displays the first group of possible index values

Note:

Arrows are displayed only if there is more than one group of values.
12. Click the link for the index value.

The report section matching your index value selection is displayed in the bottom left side pane. You can
browse this report section as you would typically browse a mainframe test report. Additionally, you can perform
various report actions on this report section.

Note:

More information:

• Show Advanced Options
• Browse Mainframe Text Reports

Report Actions Available
The report actions available to you depend on your computer’s AFP browsing application. 

If you are converting AFP reports to PDF format the report actions available to you depend on the available report
actions from your PDF viewer.

 Browse Binary Reports
You can browse a binary report in a pop-up window that displays either a report or prompts the
user to download the report depending on report’s file type.
You can browse a binary report in a pop-up window that displays either a report or prompts the user to download
the report depending on report’s file type.

This functionality can be started from any pane that lists a binary report.

All file types other than mainframe text, are browsed using this type of pane. Even .txt reports, PC text reports are
treated as binary reports.

CA OM Web Viewer uses your web browser’s default file type handling for these file types. For example, if you
browse automatically renders .txt report in the browse window, a .txt report is displayed within your browser. Other
files types, such as PDF, can require a browser plug-in. For more information, see your browser’s Help document
on how to add plug in for various file types.

Note:  If no plug-in is found for your file type, you are prompted to download the file.

 Browse Reports from Reports Tab
The report browsing options are described in the Reports Tab section.
The report browsing options are described in the Reports Tab section.

 Browse Link Access
Contents
Contents

You can use this special browse option to view a single report. Typically, this option is used with one of your browse
favorites or with a link sent to you.

Browsing through a link is used in a number of different contexts:

• Deliver Email Interface (a link created by CA Deliver and sent to you by email)
• CA OM Web Viewer Browser Favorites
• A CA OM Web Viewer Report Link sent to you by Email
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Log In
You must log in to access your link and browse the report.

Follow these steps:

1. Select your favorite or click your link.
A login screen similar to the main login window of CA OM Web Viewer appears.

Note:  The report name of the report or report section you are attempting to open is displayed below the
password field.

2. Enter your Credentials.
3. Click Log In.

The Link Access Browse is displayed.
4. (Optional) Perform report actions on your report or report section.

Log Out
When you are finished with browsing a link access report, click log out.

Warning:  To browse a different report you must start a new session or click a different favorite/link. It
can be helpful to have a separate browser favorite that points to the CA OM Web Viewer login window.
Alternately, manually typing the address of your CA OM Web Viewer server will also reset your login pane
back to the browser window.

Report Actions Available
The report actions available from the Link Access browse pane are the same as the report actions available from
the browse pane.

 Offline Reports
Contents
Contents

An offline report is a report that has been archived. Depending on the Admin setup, you cannot view the report, or
you may not be able to view the report immediately.

Recall Options
Browse an offline report as you would typically browse a report.

Depending on your administrator setup, you can see different scenarios.

Note:  To change your offline report browsing options, contact your system administrator.

Scenario 1 - Off-line report recall is disabled

1. Attempt to browse an offline report.
An offline report can be browsed from the report list, favorite list, the subscription construction pane, and reports
tab.

2. Note Warning Message.
You will receive a warning similar to the following:
Warning: Report is not available! Contact your administrator to restore it!

Scenario 2 - Recall allowed

1. Attempt to browse an offline report.
An offline report can be browsed from the report list, favorite list, the subscription construction pane, and
Reports tab.

2. Note Warning Message.
You will receive a warning similar to:
Warning: This report is currently off-line. Should this report be made available on-line? This may take up to 30
minutes.

3. Do one of the following:

1.1 Click OK to recall the report.
If your recall request was accepted you will receive the following message:
Your request to retrieve this report on-line has been submitted.
It may take up to 30 minutes.
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2.1 Click the bread crumb link to return to the previous window.
The bread crumb links are found near the top left of the page, beneath your login name.

4. Continue to work as required.
Your recalled report appears in a report list search after it has been recalled. You must perform a new report list
search to see the recalled report. It is not automatically added to the report list.

Scenario 3  - An offline report viewing system is set up

1. Attempt to browse an offline report.
An offline report can be browsed from the report list, favorite list, the subscription construction pane, and reports
tab.
The report is displayed.

 Report Actions
You can perform several actions on reports, as explained in the following sections:
You can perform several actions on reports, as explained in the following sections:

 

 Find Text in a Report
Use the Find option to locate a particular string of text across various pages in a report.
Use the Find option to locate a particular string of text across various pages in a report.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a report.
2. Move the cursor over the Edit menu in the report pane and click Find.
3. Enter the string that you want to find in the Report Find text box.
4. Select the Up or Down Direction: option to search backward or forward through the report.
5. Select Match Case to search for text that matches the case of the search string you entered. Leave this option

clear if you want the search to ignore case.
6. Click Find to locate the text.

• If the search finds the string, the first page that contains the target string displays and every occurrence of
the target string in the displayed page range is highlighted.
For example, your report browser is configured to display five pages at a time, and you search for the string
Date. If the first occurrence appears on page 20, pages 16-20 display, and the report scrolls to page 20
automatically.

• If search does not find the string, the current page range displays again, and the message Search Value Not
Found appears.

• If the search reached the start or end of the report, a message such as Search reached end of document
appears. You click Find to continue searching the report. The search loops to the beginning or the end of the
report automatically, as necessary.

• In large reports, your search can sometimes reach an admin set search page limit. You may see a message
like Searched 10000 Pages Click find to continue. The search is not complete, but interrupted, because it is
taking too long.

• Click Find to continue searching document.
• Click Cancel or enter a different search term to stop the search.

7. Click Find every time that you want to go to the next instance of the target string within the displayed page
range.

8. Click Find again to activate the subsequent search, to display the next group of pages containing the searched
item.

 Go To Page in a Report
You can scroll to a specific page of the report by entering a page number.
You can scroll to a specific page of the report by entering a page number.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse a report.
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2. Move the cursor over the Edit menu in the report pane and click Go To Page….
3. Enter the page number that you want to navigate to.

When you browse mainframe text reports in Artificial Page mode, page numbers are based on artificial pages.
Otherwise, page numbers are based on physical pages.

4. (Optional) Select Keep Dialog Open to keep the Go To Page text box open for your use, after the page change.
5. Click Go.

If you selected a valid page, the requested page displays with its surrounding page range.
For example, your report browser is configured to display five pages at a time and you want to go to page
18. If you enter 18 in the Go to: field and click Go, pages 16-20 display, and the report scrolls to page 18
automatically.

 Add a Report as a Browser Favorite
You can access a report quickly and efficiently by adding it to your browser as a favorite.
You can access a report quickly and efficiently by adding it to your browser as a favorite.

Note: Unless noted otherwise, this topic uses the term favorite generically to refer to either a favorite in Internet
Explorer or a bookmark in Firefox.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the report.
2. On the OM Web Viewer report menu bar, perform the action for your browser:

• (Internet Explorer) Select Output, Favorite or Bookmark (Browser).
The Add a Favorite dialog opens.

• (Firefox) Click the Browser Favorite link.
The New Bookmark dialog opens.

3. Specify a name for this favorite and save it in a new or existing folder.
4. (Firefox) Optionally, uncheck the "Load this bookmark in the sidebar" option to open the bookmark in a new tab

instead of the sidebar.
5. Click Add.

The dialog closes, and the report is saved as a favorite.

 Print Reports
Contents
Contents

From your web browser, you can print text reports.

Two printing methods are:

• Print-friendly browser page
• Browser add-on

To make the Print Preview button visible in Internet Explorer (for the print-friendly browser page), enable the option
that is named Allow scripting of Microsoft web browser control. For more information, see the Supported Browsers
topic in the "Preparing for Installation" chapter in the Installation Guide.

The browser add-on requires additional software. This occurs automatically when print or email is first attempted.
You may be prompted to confirm the installation. Depending on your browser and/or internet settings, installation of
the add-on could be blocked.

Single Report Print Dialog
The single report print dialog appears when you print a single report. You can start this dialog from any of the
Report or Favorites lists, and also from any of the Report browse sections.

To display the single Report print dialog, click the print icon, select the print menu option, or press Alt+P in one of
the browse pages. You can also print a single report by selecting a report from the report or favorites list, and either
using the action button or the toolbar.

Note:  If you are printing more than one report, your dialog options are different. For detailed step-by-step
instructions on how to start the single print dialog from a particular pane, see the instructions for that pane.

Follow these steps:
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1. Open the print dialog and complete the fields:

Specify the options for Page Range and Font Size.

Specify the following options (for browser add-on only), if applicable: Page Orientation, Number of Copies, Fit to
page, and Advanced Print.

2. Click Print to show the report in Print Friendly Page window.

3. Click Print or Print Preview.

Your original report remains open while you use Print.

Note:  Using Internet Explorer, in print preview, if the shrink-to-fit option does not work, consider using a small
percentage zoom, such as 30 percent. This shrink-to-fit error is caused by an Internet Explorer issue, and is not
under the control of CA OM Web Viewer.

Multiple Reports Print Dialog
The multiple report print dialog appears to print more than one report at the same time. You can only start this
dialog from the Advanced Search Report list, the Favorites List, and the Cross-Report Indexes Report List.

Note:  For detailed step-by-step instructions on how to start the multiple reports print dialog from a particular pane,
see the instructions for that pane.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the print dialog and complete the fields:

Note:  To print more than one report at the same time, select the check boxes of more than one report from one
of the report or favorites lists, and then click the print icon in the toolbar. You must print all pages when printing
more than one report.

Specify the Font Size option.

Specify the following options (for browser add-on only), if applicable: Page Orientation, Number of Copies, Fit to
page, and Advanced Print.

2. Click Print to show the reports in Print Friendly Page window.
3. Print Friendly Page window shows the selected report page content.
4. Click Print or Print Preview.

Your original report remains open while you use Print.

Using Internet Explorer, in print preview, if the shrink-to-fit option does not work, consider using a small percentage
zoom, such as 30 percent. This shrink-to-fit error is caused by an Internet Explorer issue, and is not under the
control of CA OM Web Viewer.

Print Dialog Options
The Print Report dialog specifies how you want to print the report.

The following options apply to both print-friendly browser page and browser add-on:

• Page Range
Specifies which pages you want to print. Enter the following information as required and set the page range.
When you browse mainframe text reports in Artificial Page mode, page selection is based on artificial pages.
Otherwise, page selection is based on physical pages.
Default: All.

• All
Prints all the pages of the report.

• Current Selected Pages:
Prints the currently selected pages. The page numbers of the report that are currently selected are displayed
after this option.
Default: No Selection
You choose the pages by selecting the page selection option at the top of each page.

• Enter Page Selection:
Prints the pages that the user entered. Displays the specified page numbers that you entered in the text box
for print.
Examples:

• To print pages one through five, specify 1-5.
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• To print pages seven and nine, specify 7,9.

The pages to be printed are set up.
• Font Size

Specifies the font size to use pages to be printed.
• Print

Prints the report.
• Cancel

Cancels the print command.

The following options apply for the browser add-on only: Page Orientation, Number of Copies, Fit to Page, and
Advanced Print.

 Send Reports by Email
Users and administrators can email single or multiple reports to one or more recipients. The
reports can be in text or binary formats. Emailing reports is helpful when the recipients cannot
access the reports themselves.
Users and administrators can email single or multiple reports to one or more recipients. The reports can be in text
or binary formats. Emailing reports is helpful when the recipients cannot access the reports themselves.

The browser add-on requires additional software. This occurs automatically when print or email is first attempted.
You can be prompted to confirm the installation. Depending on your browser and/or internet settings, installation of
the add-on could be blocked.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the report or reports from one of the following sources:

• Reports tab
• Advanced Search tab
• Subscriptions tab

2. Click the Email icon for the report or reports. For example:

• On the Reports tab, open a report and click the Email icon above the report list.
• On the Advanced Search and Subscription tabs, select the check box for each report and click the Email icon

above the report list.

When you browse mainframe text reports in Artificial Page mode, page numbers are based on artificial pages.
Otherwise, page numbers are based on physical pages.

3. Review the fields on the email report dialog and the information.
4. Complete the fields on the dialog and click Email.

Emailing Multiple Reports

When emailing multiple reports, you send all pages.

When you email multiple reports, the file type option applies only to mainframe text reports. For example, if you
email two mainframe text reports and one XLS report, only the two mainframe text reports are converted to PDF
format.

Emailing Binary Reports

Binary reports are any reports other than mainframe text reports, including reports in these formats:

• ASCII
• AFP
• Word
• Excel
• Unicode text

Using SMTP

SMTP is an email protocol that lets you send emails directly from CA OM Web Viewer without using your desktop
email application. If your administrator has configured your account to use SMTP and to display the following fields,
they appear. If necessary, see your administrator for help completing these fields.

• User name and password for your account on the outgoing email server
• From (Reply Address)
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You can optionally preset your email address using the Report Action settings on the Configuration tab.

Using Browser Add-on

The browser add-on is additional software that is installed on your computer that enables CA OM Web Viewer to
create a new message, with file attachments, using your desktop email application.

SMTP Email Dialog
SMTP is an email protocol that lets you send emails directly from CA OM Web Viewer without using your desktop
email application. SMTP email is available based on permissions from your administrator.

Each email dialog has an SMTP version. SMTP email dialogs match the standard email dialogs except, they have
some options that the standard dialogs do not have. For example, other than the additional SMTP options, sending
multiple reports by email would have all the options that are listed for the standard multiple report email dialog.

All the SMTP versions of the email dialogs are started in the same manner and same places as the standard email
dialogs.

For detailed step-by-step instructions on how to start the email dialogs from a particular pane, see the instructions
for each pane.

Depending on how your administrator set-up CA OM Web Viewer SMTP Email, you may not be required to supply
in the SMTP user name and password for your account on the outgoing email server.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Email Report dialog.
The Email Report dialog opens.

Note:  You must send all pages when sending a binary report by email.
2. Complete the standard section of the email dialog.
3. Enter your SMTP user name for your account on the outgoing email server.
4. Enter your SMTP password for your account on the outgoing email server.
5. Type in your reply email address in the From text box.

This is the return address for your outgoing emails. Usually, you would use your office email, but, you can set
the reply address to a different email account. Replies are forwarded to this email address.

Note:  Regardless of the address you define here, the email is logged as coming from your account on CA OM
Web Viewer.

6. Select Use Default to use your default information for the previous three steps.

Note:  You can select this option only if you have configured your default SMTP options on the configuration tab.
7. Enter the required fields and a message, as you would for sending an email.
8. Click Email to send the report or reports by email.

Your original report remains open while you use Email. Click Cancel on the Email Report window to return to your
report.

Email Dialog Options
The Email Report dialog specifies the criteria you want to apply to the report that you are sending by email.

The options vary based on the email dialog that you currently use.

 Export Reports to Spreadsheets
Contents
Contents

You can export mainframe text reports to a spreadsheet format and view those reports using applications such as
Microsoft Excel.

You can run the export dialog from any report or favorite list, and any mainframe text browse page.

Note:  The export functionality is available only for mainframe text reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Export Dialog by selecting or browsing a mainframe text report, and then clicking the export button on
the toolbar in that pane.
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Note:  For detailed step-by-step instructions on starting the export dialog from a particular pane, see the
documentation for that pane.

2. Complete the dialog.
3. Click Export.

The report is exported to a spreadsheet. You can either open or save the exported report.
The original pane from which you started the export remains open while you use Export. Click Cancel on the
Export Report window to return to your report.

The Export Report - Webpage Dialog
The Export Report dialog specifies the criteria you can apply to the report you are exporting to a spreadsheet
program.

A preview window displays a sample of the text report with your export rules applied.

If your report contains large pages the window will only show one page at a time, and the page preview will be
truncated at 300 lines. The actual exported report will not be truncated at 300 lines, but may be truncated at your
admin defined maximum number of lines per page limit.

Set Up the Export Options
You can choose one of the following export methods, and then specify the additional options.

Export Method:

Export method determines how your report data is split into columns. Additionally, your second step in the wizard
can be either the Setup Column Widths or Setup Column Delimiters, depending on your choice. The following
options are available:

• Fixed Width
• Delimited

By default, Fixed Width is selected.

Fixed width splits the report into columns of certain sizes. For example, you might have a column that is 20
characters wide, and another column which is 35 characters wide.

The Delimited option splits the report into columns using a special character to determine where the column break
must be applied. For example, your report has several columns separated by commas, like in a .csv (comma
separated values) file, then you could split the report into columns based on the comma character.

Proceed to the next step to actually set up the columns.

You can set up the following included or excluded line options for both export methods, as required. Excluded lines
are grayed out:

• Include only lines containing
Displays only lines that have the specified string. For example, if you select this check box and specify data set,
only lines that have the word data set are included in the spreadsheet (all other lines are excluded).

Note:  Only the exact string is matched and selected for export.In the above example, only lines containing the
string data set are selected for export; lines containing either data or set are not matched and not selected for
export.

• Exclude lines containing
Excludes lines that have the specified string. For example, if you select this check box and specify page, every
line that has the word page is excluded and all other lines are included in the spreadsheet.

• Exclude blank lines
Excludes blank rows (lines with no data) from the output spreadsheet.

• Exclude Lines from the top of each page
Excludes the number of specified lines from the top of each page. For example, if you select this check box and
chose 5, then five lines from the top of each page of the report are excluded.
Default: 0

• Exclude Lines from the bottom of each page
Excludes the number of specified lines from the bottom of each page. For example, if you select this check box
and chose 5, then five lines from the bottom of each page of the report are excluded.
Default: 0

The options to exclude lines from the top or bottom of each page in the exported document refer to the lines on
physical pages (not artificial pages), even when you browse mainframe text reports in Artificial Page mode. In the
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exported document, lines are removed from the start or end of an artificial page only if they happen to coincide with
the start or end of a physical page.

The additional options are set up.

Set Up Column Widths Pane
The Fixed Width export method specifies the character position where you want to break the report into columns.
The exported output aligns the report fields in columns you set.

To see the Setup Column Width Pane you must select the Fixed Width option for Export Method in the first step of
the wizard, Export Options.

You can set up the width of the columns of the report you want to export, based on your requirements. For
example, you may require lesser column width for the name and more column width for the description and so on.

To set up column widths, click Setup Column Widths button in the Export Dialog.

Note:  If the second step is listed as Setup Column Delimiters, you must go back to step 1, Export Options, and
choose Fixed Width as your Export Method.

Follow the instructions to set up the column widths:

• To CREATE a column, click at the desired position.
• To DELETE a column, click on the existing column arrow.
• To MOVE a column, click and drag on the existing arrow.

Note:  The first character highlighted by a column break indicator will be the first character in the new column.

The Fixed Width export method column widths are set up. Go to the next step in the wizard, Set Up the Column
Details, to continue the export process.

Set Up Column Delimiters Pane
The Delimited export method specifies the character that you want to use to break the report into columns. A new
column break is placed in the data at each delimiter. The delimiters can be comma, tab, or space and so on.

For example, If you have the text, “Sample 1, Sample 2, Sample 3” on a line, a comma delimiter would break the
text into three cells or columns in your spreadsheet as, “Sample 1”, “Sample 2” and “Sample 3”..

Note:  To see the Setup Column Delimiter Pane, you must select the Delimited option for Export Method in the first
step, Export Options. Also, you can select more than one delimiter to break the report fields into columns.

Complete the following information, if your selection is Delimited:

• Setup Column Delimiters
Creates columns based on the following options:

• Tab
Creates the columns in report data based on tab separated values.

• Comma
Creates the columns in report data based on comma-separated values.

• Space
Creates the columns in report data based on space separated values.

• Semicolon
Creates the columns in report data based on semicolon separated values.

• Other String
Creates the columns in report data based on the specified delimiter character in the field provided.

• Treat consecutive delimiters as single column break
Treats consecutive delimiters as one. For example, if you select Space Delimited and select this check box, five
consecutive spaces do not create five column breaks, but rather one column break.

The Delimited export method is set up. Go to the next step in the wizard, Set Up the Column Details, to continue
the export process.

Set Up the Column Details
You can use this page to set up details for all the columns of the spreadsheet that you generate from the report you
want to export. For example, you can specify the number of columns, create column headers, and include names
for headers, and so on.

Follow these steps:
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1. Click Setup Column Details in the Export Dialog.
2. Complete the following information in the Column Details page:

• Current Column
Indicates which column properties are changed by you.

• Column Name
Specifies the column name entered. This column name is used as a column header in the exported report.

Note:  This field is enabled only if you choose to create column headers.
• Create Column Headers

You can choose whether to add a column header to each column. This option creates a column header for
each column of your spreadsheet.
When selected, this option displays the column header and enables column name text box.
Enter the Column Data Format options to display data in the required format. The options selected in the
Column Data Format sections apply to the column indicated by the current column drop-down list. By default,
General is selected.

• • General
Displays the entered data. Data of any type is valid.

• • Text
Specifies all data in this column must be formatted as text within the spreadsheet.

• Date
Specifies the data in this column must be formatted in the date format.
For the date format export to work, you must indicate the format of the date column.

• Input Format
Displays the current date in the format you have selected.

• Date Format
Select the format that is the closest match to the date format used in your report.
The date format does not have to be an exact match.

• Date Locale
Select the locale that is the closest match to the data that is used in your current report.

Note:  The data in this column of your report may not display exactly like the date format that you selected.
However, you must select a format that closely matches the date format of your report.

To verify whether the date format entered is correct or not, click Check, under the Check columns. The
Check button checks if any dates are not in the correct format or not close enough to the correct format.

• Number
Specifies that the column must be treated as numerical data. You can also specify the number of decimal
places to be displaced in the spreadsheet.

Note:  To verify whether the data entered in this column is correct or not, click Check, under the Check
columns, for incorrect date formats.

• Skip
Ignores the column. This column is not exported to the spreadsheet.

The column details are set up. Continue to the next step Set Up the Page Range that you want to export.

Set Up the Page Range
To specify which pages you want to export, you must set the page range.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Page Range in the Export Dialog.
2. Specify one of the following options for the page range: 

The pages are always based on physical pages (not artificial pages), even when you .Browse Mainframe Text
Reports v12.1.

• All
Exports all the pages of the report.
Default: All

• Currently Selected Pages
Exports the pages selected from the browse pane.
The report pages selected by you are listed after this option button.
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Note:  This setting does not apply to Artificial Page mode.

Default: No Selection
• Enter Page Selection

Exports the specified pages entered in the text box.
Examples:

• To print pages one through five, specify 1-5
• To print pages seven and nine, specify 7,9

The pages to be exported to a spreadsheet are set up.

Export Dialog Buttons
Rule Management Buttons
Rule Management in CA OM Web Viewer lets you save export rules for later use and save time. Rather than reset
all the attributes listed above, load an export rule to automatically recall previous settings.

A collection of the options previously described is called a Rule.

• Rules are limited to a single report. A rule for one report cannot be used for a different report.
• Rules can either be a rule you saved for this report or public type rule someone else saved for this report.
• Rules are saved, previously, specific to the selected report.

You can use the following processes and manipulate a Rule, in the Export Dialog:

• Load Rule
Load a previously saved Rule.
Follow these steps:

1. Click Load Rule.
A dialog opens, where you can load available rules with your settings.

2. Click the option button next to the rule name, to select a rule.
3. Click Select.

The rule and the rule settings are loaded and displayed in the export dialog.
• Save Rule

Saves the rule with your current settings.
Follow these steps:

1. Click Save Rule.
2. Select Save or Save As.

Save uses the current name and description of the rule. The Save As option lets you save a new rule, and
lets you set up a new rule name and new rule description.
The Save option is enabled only if you are editing a rule that you saved previously and loaded using the load
rule button.

3. (For Save As option) Enter Rule Name.
With the save option, you are not allowed to change this field.

4. (For Save As option) Enter Rule Description.
Displays the description of the rule entered.
With the save option, you are not allowed to change this field.

5. (For Save As option) Enter Public or Private.
Provides options if you want to keep your rule public or private. Public rules can be used by others.
With the save option, you are not allowed to change this field.

6. Click Save to save the rule.
• Delete Rules

You can delete rules previously saved by you.
Note: System Administrators can delete rules created by others.
Follow these steps:

1. Click Delete Rule.
The delete rule dialog appears.

2. Select a rule to delete by selecting the option button next to that rule.
3. Click Delete to delete the rule.

Other Export Dialog Buttons
Reset
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This button resets the export dialog back to the default start values.

Cancel

This button closes the Export Report dialog.

 Convert to PDF
Contents
Contents

Email and Save
When saving a report or sending it by email, text reports can automatically be converted to PDF reports. Depending
on the purpose of this Role, you may want to convert all saved and emailed reports to PDF, or leave them as text.
Additionally, you can leave that option up to the user, to decide when they save or send by email.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Properties Tab.
2. Find the Report Actions section.
3. Select the Report Action you want to update (Email and Save Only).
4. Select one of the following:

• Keep As Text
• Convert To PDF
• User Choice (Text or PDF)

AFP Reports
AFP reports can be automatically converted to PDF format in CA OM Web Viewer.

In previous versions of CA OM Web Viewer, users had to choose the option to convert AFP to PDF when browsing
a report. Now you must configure CA OM Web Viewer to determine whether an AFP report is to be kept in AFP
format or converted to PDF format.

No action is required when browsing, to convert an AFP report to PDF format. Browse an AFP report as you would
browse any report.

 Browse
You can browse a report from the Report List in your current window.
You can browse a report from the Report List in your current window.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Browse from the Action drop-down list, against the report in the Report List.
The report opens in the current window, with the action items available from the menu.

2. Click Report List to return to the Report List Page.

You can browse a report from the Report List in a new window.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Browse from the Action drop-down list, against the report in the Report List.
The report opens in a new window, with the action items available from the menu. The Report List page remains
open.

2. Click Close to close the report.

 View Report Information
You can view the report information for a report from the Report List.
You can view the report information for a report from the Report List.

Follow these steps:

1.
Select or browse a report, then click the Report Information icon .
The report information is displayed with the following attributes and their values of that report:

• Report ID
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• Generation
• Sequence
• Creation Date
• Creation Time
• Job Name
• Job ID
• Description
• Lines
• Pages
• Comments
• Source
• Type

2. Click Close to close the Report Information.

 Save
You can save mainframe or binary reports and use them offline.
You can save mainframe or binary reports and use them offline.

Mainframe Text Reports
You can save a mainframe text report from the Report List.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Save dialog.
The save dialog can be started from any report list or report browse pane except the Reports tab.
For detailed step-by-step instructions on how to start the save dialog from a particular pane, see the instructions
for that pane.
A dialog opens with the following options:

• Page Range
• File Type

2. Complete the following information in the Page Range option.
When you browse mainframe text reports in Artificial Page mode, page numbers are based on artificial pages.
Otherwise, page numbers are based on physical pages.

• All
Saves all the pages of the report.
Default: All

• Current Selected Pages:
Saves the selected page numbers of the report.
Default: No Selection

Note:  You choose the pages by selecting the page selection option at the top of each page.
• Enter Page Selection

Saves the specified pages entered in the text box.
Examples:

• To save pages one through five, specify 1-5
• To save pages seven and nine, specify 7,9

3. Select the File Type.
If PDF is selected, complete the following PDF Options:

• Font Size
Specifies the font size to use pages to be printed.

• Page Orientation
Specifies the orientation of the pages to be printed.
Values: Portrait or Landscape

• Print Green Bar Background
Clear this option if you do not require the Print Green Bar Background.

4. Click Ok.
The download starts and you can open or save the file.
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Binary Reports
You can save a binary report from the Report List.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Save from the Action drop-down list, against the report in the Report List.
The binary download starts and you can open or save the file.

2. Click Cancel to cancel saving the report and return to the Report List page.

 Update Report Comment
You can add or update a comment for a report from the Report List or the cross-report index-
value match list.
Note:  This feature is available only for CA View repository.

You can add or update a comment for a report from the Report List or the cross-report index-value match list.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Update Comment from the Action drop-down list, against the report in the Report List.
A dialog opens with the following options:

• Report ID
• Report Comment
• Report Info:

Note:  Only the Report Comment text box is available for editing.
2. Enter or update your comment and click OK.

 

 Upload Files
You can upload reports, with a maximum file size up to 10MB, to Mainframe and view them
under the Report List.
You can upload reports, with a maximum file size up to 10MB, to Mainframe and view them under the Report List.

Note:  You can upload files to the mainframe only to select repositories. For more information, contact your
Administrator.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Advanced Search Tab.
2. Click the link of the Repository you want to upload files to (left side pane).
3. Click File Upload from the Report List pane (upper-right corner of pane).

A new page appears.
4. Click Browse and select a file for upload to mainframe.
5. Select the file type from the following options:

• Text
• Non Text

Default: Text
6. Enter a Report ID per your naming standards.

Note:  Your upload can be rejected or the uploaded file may not appear in your Report List, if you do not provide
a Report ID per your naming standards.

7. (Optional) Enter a Job Name.
8. (Optional) Enter a Description for the job.
9. Click Submit.

A confirmation message Your file was successfully uploaded to the mainframe is displayed.

10 Messages
*Search Field*
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This section provides information about the messages that CA Output Management Web Viewer issues.

UI Messages for Configuration Errors
CA Output Management Web Viewer includes the following error messages that an incomplete configuration
causes. These messages appear on the login page.

Configuration context environment cannot be found. Contact your System Administrator.
Reason:
The required CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable for the CA OM Web Viewer system level configuration is
not setup in the server environment.

Action:
The CAOMWV12_HOME environment variable has the path of your CA Output Management Web Viewer install
home or the configuration parent folder. Administrators have to define the variable manually on your system
platforms. For more information, see Configuring.

System Configuration context cannot be located. Contact your System Administrator.
Reason:
The CA Output Management Web Viewer configuration folder does not exist, or is not accessible by the product. If
the configuration folder does exist, it is not in the path that the environment variable CAOMWV12_HOME defined.

Action:
Check for the existence of the configuration folder, %CAOMWV12_HOME%/config. If the configuration folder
does not exist, then the administrator has to run the configuration tool at the system level or copy the configuration
tool folder from another computer. If the configuration folder exists, check for the CA OM Web Viewer application
access rights to the folder. If necessary, ask your system administrator to grant the folder access rights for the CA
OM Web Viewer application.

Application Configuration context cannot be located. Contact your System Administrator.
Reason:
The CA OM Web Viewer configuration path does not exist, or the folder is not accessible by the product instance
with the path of configuration folder that the web context defined in the specific CA OM Web Viewer install.

Action:
Check for the existence of configuration folder, %CAOMWV12_HOME%/${CAOMWebViewer12_INST}/config.
Where %CAOMWV12_HOME% is the Web Viewer install home path and ${CAOMWebViewer12_INST} is the
context name of the specific Web Viewer install instance. If not, the administrator has to run the configuration tool
for this specific CA Output Management Web Viewer instance at the application level. If the configuration folder
exists, check for the Web Viewer application access rights to the folder. If necessary, ask your system administrator
to grant the folder access rights for the Web Viewer application.

Configuration context cannot be loaded. Contact your System Administrator.
Reason:
The CA Output Management Web Viewer configuration file and WVProfile.properties cannot be loaded from the
configuration folder.

Action:
Check the configuration file is in the configuration folder, %CAOMWV12_HOME%/config. If not, the administrator
has to run the configuration tool at the system level or at the application level for a specific Web Viewer instance.
If the configuration file exists, check for the Web Viewer application access rights to the file. If necessary, ask your
system administrator to grant the file access rights for the Web Viewer application.

External Security Service Provider is not available.
Reason:
The External Security EXIT service cannot be initiated for the first end user authentication with CA OM Web Viewer
configured for External Security EXIT.

Action:
Check that the security EXIT jar file and associated files are located in the following configuration folder:
%CAOMWV12_HOME%/config/external_ExtSec_lib
If these files are not in the configuration folder, the administrator has to run the configuration tool at the system
level or at the application level for a specific CA OM Web Viewer instance. If the EXIT jar file exists, check that
SecurityEXITSPI.jar is in the same folder as the EXIT jar.
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External Security Service is not configured. Contact your System Administrator.
Reason:
The Output Management Web Viewer instance is not configured to use External Security EXIT for user
authentication.

Action:
The administrator must run the configuration tool at the system level or at the application level for a specific CA
Output Management Web Viewer instance to enable the External Security EXIT service for user authentication
process.

No user roles for External Security are available. Contact your System Administrator.
Reason:
CA Output Management Web Viewer cannot find user roles that are defined for users authenticated through the
External Security EXIT.

Action:
The administrator has to log in to CA Output Management Web Viewer as a System Administrator to create roles
with a role profile named EXIT before any EXIT calls for the user authentication.

Security Exit is not implemented properly. It returned invalid data or threw an exception.
Contact your System Administrator.
Reason:
CA Output Management Web Viewer catches an exception error that is thrown from the External Security EXIT, or
the date that is returned from the EXIT is invalid.

Action:
The administrator or EXIT developer has to check that their implementation of the security EXIT catches all
exceptions, including RuntimeException and subclasses of RuntimeException. Also, ensure that the EXIT does
not return invalid data such as null points for UserContext or RepositoryContext. If there is any code defect, the
administrator has to provide a code fix and create a new EXIT jar file. Then, copy the new EXIT jar file to the
system level external configuration folder:
%CAOMWV12_HOME%/config/external_ExtSec_lib
The administrator can run the configuration tool at the system level or at the application level for a specific CA OM
Web Viewer instance to update the EXIT jar.

UI Messages for User Errors
CA Output Management Web Viewer includes the following error messages that user errors cause. These
messages appear on the login page.

The session is already active. Please use a new web session for a new login.
Reason:
The CA Output Management Web Viewer does not allow users to have more than one login instance using the
same session for security risk concerns. If a user closes the browser tab without logging out from Web Viewer and
logs back in from a new tab within the same browser window, this error message is displayed in the Web Viewer
login page.

Action:
The user has to create a new web session by using File/New session menu command in Internet Explorer or using
New Private Browsing Window in Firefox to open the Web Viewer login page for a new login.

11 Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references and support information.
This page provides links to additional resources for using CA Output Management Web Viewer.

If applicable, log in with your credentials for Broadcom Support Online.

• The CA Output Management Community serves customers of CA Output Management products, including Web
Viewer, CA View, CA Deliver, and CA Dispatch.

• For past releases of CA Output Management Web Viewer, see Bookshelves and PDFs.
• Learn about the product through innovative and collaborative education courses.

https://support.broadcom.com
https://communities.ca.com/community/ca-output-management
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-miscellaneous/legacy_bookshelves_and_pdfs/bookshelves_and_pdfs/bookshelves/ca-output-management-web-viewer.html
http://education.ca.com/SearchResultPage.html?keywords=web%20viiewer&stage=RunSearch&catalog=1&deflang=en-US
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12 Documentation Legal Notice
Provides the documentation legal notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter
referred to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal
by CA at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of CA and may not be copied, transferred,
reproduced, disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of CA.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise
make available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees
in connection with that software, provided that all CA copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced
copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason,
it is your responsibility to certify in writing to CA that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been
returned to CA or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement
and such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is CA.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject
to the restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section
252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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